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THE INSCRIPTIONS OF PIYADASI.

CHAPTER II.

THE COLUMNAR EDICTS.

UP to the present date we possess five columns (or lats) on which are engraved edicts

emanating from Piyadasi :

—

1.—The one which has been longest known, and which is the most important, is the Dehlî

column, commonly known as the Lât of Pîrûz Shêth (D), because it was that prince

who had it removed to Dehlî from its original resting-place. This is the one which bears the

most complete set of edicts. It is, I think, most convenient to follow the enumeration of the

edicts suggested by Greneral Cunningham, and I shall therefore say that this pillar carries

seven edicts inscribed in four groups, on each of its sides. An eighth, engraved below, surrounds

the shaft in several lines.

^

2.—Another pillar exists at Dehlî, where it was also transported by Pîrûz (D®). It is the

one called by General Cunningham the Mêrath (Mîrat) pillar, from its original site. It only

preserves a short fragment of the 1st edict, the whole of the 2nd and 3rd, and portions of the

4th and 5th. The 6th to 8th edicts are altogether missing from it.

3.

—

The Allahâbâd column (A), comprising edicts I. to VI. Only the two first are com-

plete. One line remains of the 3rd; and of the others, fragments of greater or less extent. It is

characterised by the presence of two fragments which we do not find elsewhere, and which are

unfortunately in bad condition
;
one, previously known to Prinsep, has been named by General

Cunningham, ‘ the Queen’s edict the other, which was reproduced for the first time in the

Gorp. Inscr. Indie. Vol. I. Plate xxii., is addressed to the officers of Kausambi. They form a

necessary appendix in our revision of this class of edicts.

The two last columns were discovered in sites at short distances from each other
;
and each

contains the first six edicts :
—

4.—One is that at Radhiah (R), which General Cunningham prefers to call Lauriya Ararâj.

5.— The other is the column of Mathiah (M), which has received in the Corp. lyiscr.

Iridic, the name of Lauriya Navandgarh.

I do not propose to dilate upon the description and history of these monuments. I could

only repeat facts already dealt with by Prinsep and General Cunningham, to which I have

referred in a general way in the Introduction. It will be sufficient to recall to mind that the

different texts are essentially identical in all common portions. I have therefore taken,

as a basis, the longest and only complete text, that of the pillar of Eîrûz Shâh. This is the

text which I transliterate, giving in foot-notes the variations of the other versions when they

differ."

^ In former volumes (IX, p. 282 ff, and X. pp. 83 ff, 180 ff, 209 ff, 269 ff) of this Journal, there have beeu
published extracts from Chapter 1. of M. Senart’s very valuable studies of the Piyadasi Inscriptions. We now
propose publishing translations of his further studies in the same direction, forming the 2nd volume of his
Piyadasi Inscriptions. For this publication the texts have been revised by him with the assistance of the better
fac-similes which have become available since the original French edition was issued. For mechanical fac- similes,
prepared under the direction of Mr. Fleet, of the edicts on the Lât of Fîrûz Shâh or the Dehlî Siwâlik Pillar, and
on the Allahâbâd Pillar, see ante, Vol. XIII. p. 304 ff.

—

Editors.
- The text of D, and also that of A (see below), seem to have now become, as far as possible, conclusively established

by the facsimiles of Mr. Fleet, from which a reading was published by Prof. Biihler, ante, Vol. XIII. p. 306.

The transcription in the original character, and the variants, are omitted in this translation. The latter are no
longer necessary, nov; that the text of D is established.
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The orthographical or palæographical peculiarities which this set of inscriptions presents

to view are not such as to offer any peculiar difficulties in translation. I therefore neglect

them here, and shall revert to them when I examine the philological and grammatical questions

as a whole. I may add that I have considered myself authorised, hy the experience acquired

in the minute analysis of the Fourteen Edicts, to pass over in silence irregularities of detail

which can lead to no misunderstanding.

FIRST EDICT.

Prinsep, J. A. S. B. 1837, p. 581 (cf. p. 965) ;
Burnouf, Lotus de la honne Loi, p. 654 and fi’.

TEXT.

1 Dêvânathpiyê Piyadasi lâja hlvaih âhâ [.] sadvîsati

2 vasa abhisitena^ me iyam dhaihmalipi likhâpitâ [.]

3 hidatapâlatô dusariipatipâdayê^ arhnata agâyâ dhaihmakâmatâyâ

4 agâya palîkhâyâ agâya susûsâyâ agèna bhayênâ

5 agêna usâhênâ [.] êsa chu khô® marna anusathiyâ

6 dhammâpêkhâ dhammakâmatâ châ suvê suvê vadhitâ vadhîsati chevâ [.]

7 pulisâ pi ca me ukasâ châ gêvayâ* châ majhimâ châ anuvidhîyamti

8 sarhpatipâdayaihti châ alarîi chapalam® samâdapayitave hêmevâ amta

9 mahâmâtâ pi [•] esa pi vidhi yâ iyam® dhammêna pâlanâ dhariimêna vidhânê

10 dhammêna sukhiyanâ dhammêna gôtîti [.]

NOTES.

1, The sign c' was formerly considered as representing dda; Dr. Kern {Ind, Stud. XIV.

394) has rightly identified it as the sign ^ followed by the mark of the virdma. No one will

hesitate to read, with him, sadvîsati.

2. I have on a former occasion (I. 232) indicated en 'passant what I believe to be the true

derivation of the words liidata and pdlata. Burnouf (p. 655) identifi es them with two adverbs
;

idhatra (with doable locative suffix) and paratra, “used together, by an abuse of language

common to popular dialects, as two neuter nouns.” We escape from all the difficulties of such

a conjecture,—difficulties on which it is needless to insist,—by taking the two members as

abstract nouns, derived by the suffix td from the words liida {idha) and para. The latter word

can even be referred to para, m. allusion to the Buddhist expressio n prirai/i gantuih, ‘to cross

to the other side.’ The two words are here joined in a neuter dv andva, liidatapdlatarn. A
farther process of derivation gives us the adjectives hidatika, paratiha, which we find at Kapur

di Griri (X. 22; XIII. II) paratiha {wot paratriha)
;
the feminine paratiha in its turn gives an

abstract substantive (cf. Mahdvastu, I. 522) exactly equivalent to our pdratd. Busampatipddayê

is certainly the participle, for ^pddiye, pddyaih. This exceptional resolution of dya into daya is

found elsewhere
;

e.g. Dhammap. V. 33, where we have dunnivdrayam iov durnivdryam (cf. in

this edict itself gêvaya for grdmya). Moreover, A. evidently read °pddiyê, for it is thus that

we must restore the apparent °pdddyê. As for the sense, it is im portant to determine the exact

shade of meaning. If, with Burnouf, we translate it ‘difficult to obtain,’ we run the risk of

contradicting the general intention of the edict. Whenever we come across the yerh patipddayati.

sampatipddayati in our inscriptions (cf, e. g. the detached edicts of Dh. and J.) it has the causal

meaning indicated by the form. We must therefore translate ‘Happiness here below and
happiness in the other world are difficult (not to obtain hut) to provide.’ The king does not

address himself to his subjects in general, but, as appears from the sequel, to his officers of all

ranks, whom he charges with the moral and religious oversight of his people. It is to them,

and to the cares of their office that the qualities next enumerated are indispensable. In fact
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this interpretation exactly agrees with the thought and intention manifested at the end of the

Vlth (rock) edict, in very analogous terms, and it will be recognised that the conditions indicated,

^anksha ‘ alertness in oversight,’ bJimja, ‘ fear’ of the king (cf. edict VIII. below) apply infinitely

better to the officials in question, than to subjects in general.

3. The phrase chu Itlib does not indicate, as Burnouf thought, a consequence, ‘also, for.’

It indicates, as is shewn by the evidence of the synonym tu hho (e.g. G. IX. 5, 7) and the varions

passages where it is employed (e.g. G. IX. 8, 3, below VIII. 9, &c.), a slight opposition, ‘but,

now.’ The conditions of which the king speaks are necessary and difficult to find
; hut, thanks to

his instructions, they develop from day to day. It is necessary to read anusathiya as one word,

as an instrumental. With regard to the use of suve suve in the meaning of ‘ every day,’ ‘from,

day to day,’ cf. Dhammap. V. 229.

4. Burnouf ’s identification of gêvayâ with grâmyâ, appears to me as certain as it is ingenious.

The neighbourhood of the epithets uhasci and majliimd proves that the word should be taken

not in its etymological, but in its secondary sense of ‘ low, inferior, lowest.’ Analogous examples

will be found in the dictionaries, and I add the passage of the Lai. Vist, (540, 10), where grarnya

is, in this sense, placed between liina and pdrthagjaniha. Regarding anuvidMyamti, cf. I. 232.

5. There can be no question of dividing the sentence before alam, nor is it necessary to

change samddapayitave, as proposed by Burnouf. Samdda^eti is in Buddhist language used in

the sense of ‘ to convert ;’ the infinitive is governed by alam, and the whole phrase forms a

development explanatory of sampatipddayarhti. From the well-established use of this verb,

it follows that chapalam cannot be taken as an abstract neuter. It must designate collectively

men who are thoughtless, easily lead away (cf. Dhammap. V. 33 ;
chapalam chittam). It is

possible that anuvidMyamti and sarhpatipadayamti have as an object anusatliim, understood from

the anusathiyd of the preceding sentence
;
but we shall see below, especially in the detached

edicts of Dhauli and of Jaugada, sampaiipddayaii ot patipddayati employed absolutely; so also

we shall find the phrase dhammdnupatipattim anupatipajati (below, VIII. 3), but more usually

paiipajati or sampatipajati used absolutely. Hence, the translations ‘ to be, to walk in the good

way,’ and for the causal, ‘ to place, to cause to ’walk in the good way’ appear to me to be those

which best render the exact meaning of the verb. As regards hêmêvd, i.e. evam êva, which we
meet subsequently in other edicts and also in the detached edicts of Dh. and J., cf. Hemachandra,

Ed. Pischel, I. 271. The parallel versions prohibit us from supposing, with Burnouf, that

anything is missing from the end of the line, to be completed as amta pmaso]
;
moreover this

word would not suit the sense. The text is certainly complete here, but this certainty does not

relieve us of any difficulty. If we consider the reading as entirely correct, we must consider

amtamahdmdtd as a compound signifying officials stationed at the frontiers
;
and, as a matter of

fact, the Vth of the Fourteen Edicts tells us of mahdmdtras charged with the duty of watching

the border-populations. It is also natural that Piyadasi, always intent on extending his charitable

cares beyond his own kingdom, should expressly mention, after the officials of all ranks of the

interior, those whose actions extended beyond (cf. Dh. Ilnd det. ed.). Nevertheless, I have some

doubts about this. The Xllth edict speaks positively of mahdmdtras charged with the oversight

of women, and, according to the Vth, the dharmamahdmdiras had to busy themselves with the

domestic affairs of all the members of the royal family. If we only changed arkta into amtt,

and the correction is an easy one, we should find an allusion to these ‘ domestic officials.’ The
agreement of all the versions in reading ta nevertheless compels me to decide in favour of the

first interpretation.

6. The phrase yd iyam occurs again in the Vlllth edict, 1. 7, in the same meaning, i. e.

as equivalent to the Pali phrase fdmk ‘to wit.’ Although iyam is often employed in oar

inscriptions as a neuter, I do not think that we are obliged to take yd iyam as actually identical

with yad idam. In the two places where it occurs, the first substantive which follows the
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pronoun is feminine, liere 'palana, below daya^ with which it perhaps agrees. It is more

difficult to fix with the necessary accuracy, the precise shade of meaning of the word vidhi. The

word ‘ règle’ (rule) appears to be the most exact equivalent in French. This translation agrees

well with the sense properly given by Burnouf to the vidhana which follows.

To sum up, here is the translation which I propose :

—

TRANSLATION.

Thus saith the king Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas :—In the twenty-seventh year from my
coronation did I have this edict engraved. Happiness in this world and in the next is difficult

to provide, without (on the part of my officials) an extreme zeal for the Religion, a strict

oversight, an extreme obedience, a very lively sense of responsibility, an extreme activity. But,

owing to my instructions this care of the Religion and this zeal for the Religion increase and

will increase [among them] from day to day. And my officials, superiors, subalterns, and those

of middle rank, themselves conform to and also direct [the people] in the Good Way, so as to

keep steadfast the fickleminded
; so also, the overseers of the frontier countries. Now the rule

is this
;
government by the Religion, law by the Religion, progress by the Religion, security by

the Religion.

SECOND EDICT.

Prinsep, Z.c., p. 582 and fi
;
Bnrnouf, l.c., p. 666 and ff

.

TEXT.

10' Dêvânampiyê Piyadasi lâjâ

11 hêvam âhâ [.] dhariimê sâdhû [J kiyam’’ chu dhariimê ti [.] apâsinavê bahukayânê

12 dayâ dânê sache sôchayê cha khu'^ [.] dânê pi mê bahuvidhê dimnê dupada

chatupadêsu pakhivâlichalêsu vividhê me anugahê katê âpâna

dâkhinâyê^ amnâni pi cha mê bahûni kayânâni katâni [.] êtâyê mê

athâyê iyam dhariimalipi likhâpitâ hêvam anupatipajarîitu chilam

thitikâ^ cha hôtiiti ti [.] yê cha hêvam sampatipajîsati sê snkaffim kachhatîti [,]^

14

16

NOTES.

1. The last facsimile, by Mr. Fleet, gives the reading hiyam, not Icaycnh. Even this form

I can only analyze as equivalent to he iyam. lyam would be used for the masculine, which
is in no way extraordinary in monuments in which the same form is constantly employed
both for the feminine and the neuter, and in which the difference between the neuter and the

masculine, in the singular, is almost obliterated by the extension of the termination é to the

former. This explanation appears to me much more probable than the comparison with the

Sanskrit hiycit. It is not intended to determine the extension of the dhamma, but to indicate

its nature.

2. Bnrnouf has well explained apasinava in a general way. Only I do not think that w^e

should look upon usinciva as a form which is independent of, although synonymous with the

ordinary asrava. It would be too isolated an example, and, moreover, the word is easily ex-

plained by a simple mechanical process. Âsrava can, in our dialect, become asilava as we have in

Pâli, siloha, silesumat sildghati, hilêsa, Ac. Asilava can again be changed into asinava^ like the

Pâli nahgala, nangida, for the Sanskrit langala, Uhgula (cf. Kuhn, Beitrdge zur Pâli Gramm.,
p. 44). The versions of Radhiah and Mathiah help us to correct the word sôchayê at the end of
the sentence. It is necessarily incorrect, and should be sôchêyé, i.e. saucheyam, a normal form.
I be tti of these two vei'sions, comes naturally after an enumeration, but its presence is not
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absolutely necessary. In any case, we cannot, like Burnouf, begin the next sentence with cJia

kh.u, or even with iti cha khu. The latter phrase would be, in itself, possible at the beginning

of a proposition
;
but, putting the sandhi of sôchêyêti or rather the enclitic form which would

be inadmissible at the commencement of a sentence, out of the question, the pi, which follows

ddne would no longer be possible after this accumulation of particles. Gha khu or iti cha khu,

finishes and winds up the enumeration
;
pi takes up a new order of ideas

;

‘ Also have I given

many alms.’

3. There are two ways of understanding the expression dpanaddkhindye, if we take pana.

as representing in Sanskrit prana, or if we take it as representing puna. Burnouf decided iii

favour of the former, ‘ Des faveurs leur (aux hommes et aux animaux) ont été accordées par

moi, jusqu’au présent de l’existence.’ Such a manner of speaking appears to me unnatural

The expression ^jusqu’à,’ “^even to’ (d) leads one rather to contemplate the indication of a favour

so particular, so unexpected, that it constitutes a refinement of liberality, I would add that

the term anugaha does not, in fact, appear to declare so bounden a service as the gift of life, but

rather some work of supererogation. But above all, according to the context, the benefit must

be applicable both to men and beasts (dupadachatupadesu) . Now, we shall see that Piyadasi

put certain limits to the slaughter of animals, that he pardoned some men condemned to

death, but nowhere does he speak of a general abolition of the death-penalty. I hence

conclude that the only satisfactory interpretation consists in taking puna in the sense of ‘ drink,’

‘ water ‘ even to securing them water and that the king alludes to a work which he has

several times mentioned with legitimate satisfaction, to the sinking of wells along the road sides

(cf. G. 1st Edict). We shall see below (VIII. 2-3) with what visible complaisance the king

enlarges on this point. This comparison may perhaps even suggest an altogether different

analysis. In this passage, the king boasts of having established many dpdnas, inns or caravan-

serais, and dpdna can be taken as a word in itself. At the same time, one does not see exactly

why the king should mention only this class of benefactions. The former construction has this

advantage, that it implies many others, as we should expect from the use of the phrase vividhe

anugahê. For the meaning of dakhind, which we propose here, we may perhaps compare

arogadachhinae hhavatu, of the third line of the Wardak inscription (J.R.A.S., xx., 261ff)
;
this

at least, is the reading proposed by Dowson. Unfortunately, the interpretation, and even the

deciphering of this monument are too imperfect and too hypothetical, for the comparison to'

have much weight.

4. With regard to the spelling °thitikd of several versions, compare the analogous ortho-

graphies which I have collected in Buddhist Sanskrit, e. g. Mahdvastu I., p. 595. I need scarcely

remark that we should read hotuti, the ti having been erroneously engraved twice.

5. With regard to kachhati being equivalent to karishyati, cf. Vol. I. p. 123 of the original

essays.

, TRANSLATION.

Thus saith the king Piyadasi, dear unto the Dêvas :•—The Religion is excellent. But, it will be

asked, what is this Religion ? [It consists in committing] the least possible ill
;
[in doing] much

good
;

[in practising] mercy, charity, truth, and also purity of life. Also have I given alms of

every kind
;
amongst men and four-footed beasts, birds and inhabitants of the water have I

performed varied benefits, even so far as securing them drinking water; many other meritorious

actions have I also done. It is for this purpose that I have had this edict engraved, in order

that men may follow it and walk in The Good Way, and in order that it mav long remaiiii in-

existence. He, who will thus act. will do that which is good.
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THIRD EDICT.

Prinsep, Z.c. p. 584 ;
Biirnouf, Z.c., pp. 669 and ff.

TEXT.

17 Dêvânampiyê Piyadasi laja lievam alia [.] kayânarhm eva dekliati^ iyam me
18 kayânê katêti no mina^ papam dekliati iyam me pâpê katêti iyam yâ

âsinavê

19 nâmâti [.] dnpativêkkê^ ckn khô êsâ liêvaih cliu khô êsa dêkkiyê imâni

20 âsinavagâmîm^ nâma atha chamdiyê nithûliyê kôdhê mânê [.] isyA

21 kâlanêna va kakarii mâ palibhasayisam êsa bâdka dêkbiyê^ iyam me
22 liidatikâyê iyam ma namê pâlatikâyê [.]

NOTES.

1. It matters little whether we should read here, and lower down, cUhhati or dehhamii.

The subject is indefinite :
‘ one sees,’ ‘ they see.’ And we must consider the form dahliati or

as certainly the present and not the future (c/. Kern, J.Ji.A.8., N.S., sii. 389, note).

See lower down the future participle dekhiija. It is unnecessary to remark that the regular

orthography would be kayânarh (or ^nam) eva.

2. The syllables no mina are embarrassing, and the more so because the agreement of all

the versions compels the greatest caution in making conjectures. Burnouf analyzed it into no

imind, ‘not by this,’ but I confess that I do not see clearly the sense which he proposes to

draw from it, and perceive still less any meaning which would be usefully drawn from such an

analysis. One thing is certain, that a negative is wanting. It may be contained in the first

syllable, no
;
but it may also be in the last syllable, na. Dr. Kern apparently, so far agreeing

with Burnouf, adopts the first explanation when he incidentally quotes this member of the

sentence {J.B.A.S., N.S., xii. 389, note), and transcribes it as na pimah : mina would therefore

represent Perhaps the same could be found again in the form mana at the end of this

edict : iyam mana me. However, as will be seen in a subsequent note, jpunah, in this latter

sentence, is not needed by the necessities of the sense,—quite the contrary. This analogy would

not therefore be decisive in favour of an identification which presents so many difficulties.

We have met this adverb on several occasions in our inscriptions, but always under the form

puna or pana {pane). The change of an initial p into m is anything but frequent; when, in

Prâkrit, we meet with mia, miva, ior pi va {api iva)

,

it is only after a nasal {cf. Weber, Mala,

index, s.v.). Besides this we should have to explain the change of u into i, a change peculiarly

unexpected after a labial. This transcription, therefore, ingenious as it may be, appears to me
to be extremely hypothetical. I think it preferable to take refuge in a conjecture, and to

read ndmâ (for ndma) na. Nâma would be placed exactly as it occurs at the end of the

sentence, after âsinavê
;
nothing could be more natural, for the two phrases are in antithesis.

] may add that, at the end of the edict, I can see no more plausible expedient than to correct

tnaname into me ndma. Burnouf supposed an accidental repetition of the syllable me {m.a')

but we cannot adhere to this explanation
;

w’e shall, indeed, see that there is no reason for

admitting the presence of the negative for which Burnouf sought. Nor can I follow him

further in his translation of the latter portion of this sentence. He commences a new pro-

position at iyam vd dsinave, which he translates, ‘ Et c’est là ce qu’on appelle la corruption du

mal.’ I scarcely see, in what precedes, to -what this observation can refer; dsinava is, on the

contrary, defined a little lower down. Besides, the vd and the final ti necessarily range this

proposition in order with that which precedes it. We shall establish a perfectly natural and

connected sense if we translate : “One does not say ‘ I have committed such and such a fault, or

such and such an action is a sin.’ ” There is here no tautology. The first proposition deals with

the material fact of the bad action which one does not feel bound to confess, the second deals

with the exact appreciation of the value of those actions which one abstains from dwelling upon.
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Indeed, the remainder of the edict has for its object : 1st, to inculcate the necessity of self-

examination ;
2nd, to enlighten the conscience by definition, such as it is, of sin. With regard

to asinava, see the preceding edict.

3. The irregular orthography of °pativêlchê for ^jpatiyavehlie will be remarked. This

anomaly occurs again, e.g. in pativehhami, vi. 4, and also in anuvékkamâna, viii. 2. The root

prati-ava4ksh is consecrated in Buddhist terminology to the sense of ‘ examination of the con-

science,’ ‘ self-examination.’ See, for example, a passage of the Visuddhimagga, quoted by

Childers {s.v. pacdicliav ekkJianaiii)

,

which, among five subjects of self-examination, distinguishes

those regarding the passions which have been destroyed and those regarding the passions which

are yet to be destroyed. These are exactly the two classes of self-examination of which the

king speaks here. As I have pointed out elsewhere, the two words chu hho mark a double

reservation. The first depends on the preceding phrase : One does not render an account of the

evil which one commits
;

it is true that this self-examination is difficult. The second depends

on this phrase itself : this self-examination is difficult, yet still it is necessary to examine

oneself. Then follows the teneur of this examination.

4. Àsinavagâmmi does not mean ‘the vices which come from asrava^hvit ‘the actions

which come under the category of asrava or of sin.’ This is the only translation which agrees

at once with the customary use of gamin and with the general sense of the passage. The

hevam of the preceding phrase gives us notice that we are about to have an explanation of the

self-examination which the king demands. As a matter of fact, the sentence commences with

irnani, which is in exact parallelism with the iyam of the preceding propositions. Moreover,

and this is altogether decisive in the matter, the versions of Radhiah and of Mathiah mark ofi

this beginning of the sentence with an it% wliich emphasises its real purport. The continuation,

yathn, &c., is an explanatory development, a kind of summary definition intended to explain the

nature of asrava, and in what sin consists. Chdndya, the equivalent of the abstract noun

chamdiya, does not appear to have been used in the classical language.

5. ‘ Hitherto this last sentence of the edict has not been understood. Neither the

phrases nor even the words have been properly separated. The new copies, which supply us

clearly with the reading kalanena, can leave no doubt as to the construction. On the other

hand, as most of the versions give palibhasayisam (i.e. palihhdsayisam} esa, it is clear that the ti

inserted between the two words by two of the versions represents iti. It hence follows that this

phrase is put in the mouth of a third person, i.e. of the sinner, and that it defines that which it

is necessary to watch carefully, with energy (bddham dêkhiyê). Numerous passages (e.g. K.

viii., 2 ;
Kh. xii., 32 ;

Sahasarâm, I.
; infra, viii., I, &c.) leave no doubt as to the force of

bddham, which is that of a kind of superlative. The phrase isydkdlanena, &c., by itself offers no

serious difficulty. Falibhdsati in Pâli means to decry,’ ‘ to calumniate,’ ‘ to defame.’ This is the

meaning which we have here, whether the causal should have its full force, ‘ to cause to calum-

niate,’ or whether, as appears to me more likely, it only conveys the meaning of the simple root.

We have already met the form hakam as equivalent to ahaiii, and we shall subsequently meet it

still oftener. That, therefore, which it is necessary to watch against with care, is the tendency

to spread calumnies by reason of, i.e. under the inspiration of, envy. The versions of Radhiah

and of ikathiah complete the sentence with a final iti, thus clearly shewing that the last phrase,

iyam me, &c., is also comprised amongst the things which are to be made a subject of considera-

tion. We thus arrive at this perfectly natural interpretation : ‘it is necessary to say to oneself,

“ that (this watchfulness in avoiding calumny and envy) will be to my benefit in this world,

that will be to my benefit in the other life.’” It is plain that we cannot admit the negative

for which Burnouf sought in mariame. The king never separates, and above all, never opposes

present advantage and future (or, more properly, religious) advantage
;
and, in any case, if he

ever did, the opposition would here be unintelligible. It cannot be supposed that the king

should consider watchfulness in avoiding calumny as without effect on one’s future destiny.

Regarding my conjecture expressed above, according to which I read iyam me ndma, I v/ould
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]Doint out that the correction of X'B £8 is particularly easy. As for jpunah, supposing for

a moment that it can be represented by a form mana^ it cannot easily be explained here, where

nothing calls for an antithesis.

I therefore translate this edict in the following manner ;

—

TRANSLATION.

Thus saith the King Piyadasi, dear unto the Dêvas :—A man only seeth his good deeds
; he

saith unto himself, “ I have done such and such a good deed.” But, on the other hand, he

seeth not the evil which he doth commit. He saith not unto himself, I have done such and

such an evil deed
;
..such and such a deed is a sin.”

True it is that this self-examination is painful
;
yet still should a man watch over himself,

and say unto himself, “ such and such deeds, such as rage, cruelty, anger and pride, constitute

sins.” A man must watch himself with care, and say, “ I will not yield to envy, nor will I

speak evil of anyone
;
that will be for my great good here below, and that verily will be for

my great good in the world to come.”

FOURTH EDICT.

Prinsep, p. 585 and ff.
; Lassen, Ind. Altertlu II. p. 258, n. 2 ; p. 272, n. 1 ;

p. 274, n. 1 ;
Burnouf, p. 740 and h.

;
Kern, laartelling der zuydelijke

Buddhisten, p. 94 and ff.

TEXT.

1 Dêvânampiyê Piyadasi lâja hevaih âhâ [.] sadvîsativasa

2 abhisitêna me iyam dhammalipi likhâpitâ [,] lajûkâ me
3 bahûsu pânasatasahasêsu janasi âyatâ^ têsaih yê abhihâlê va

4 damdê vâ atapatiyê me katê^ kimti lajûkâ asvatha abhîtâ

5 kaihmâni pavatayêvû janasa jânapadasâ hitasukhaih upadahêvû

6 anugahinêvu châ^ [.] sukhîyanadukhîyanaih jânisaihti dhaihmayutêna cha

7 viyôvadisaihti^ janam jânapadaih kimti hidataih cha pâlataih cha

8 àlâdhayêvû ti [.] lajûkâ pi laghaihtF patichalitavê main pulisâni pi mê
9 chhadarimâni patichalisaihti têpi cha kâni viyôvadisaihti yêna mam lajûkâ

10 chagharhti âlâdhayitavê [.] athâ hi pajam viyatâyê dhâtiyê nisijitu

11 asvathê hôti viyatadhâti chaghati mê pajam sukham palihatavê®

12 hêvam mamâ lajûkâ ka^ jânapadasa hitasukhâyê [.] yêna été abhîtâ

13 asvatha samtam^ avimanâ kaihmâni pavatayêvûti êtêna mê lajûkânam

14 abhihâlê va damdê vâ atapatiyê katê [.] ichhitaviyê hi êsâ kimti^

15 viyêhâlasamatâ cha siya damdasamatâ châ [.] ava itê pi cha mê âvuti^

15 bamdhanabadhânam munisânam tîlîtadamdânam^^ patavadhânam timni divasâni mê

17 yôtô dimnê nâtikâvakàni nijhapayisamti jîvitâyê tânani [.]

18 nâsamtam vâ nijhapayitâ dânam dâhamti pâlatikaih upavâsarii va kachhamti [.]

19 ichhâ hi mê hêvaih niludhasi pi kâlasi^^ pâlatam âlâdhayêvûti janasa cha

20 vadhati^^ vividhê dhammachalanê samyamê dânasavibhâgê ti [.]

NOTES.

1. If there is no doubt as to the meaning there is at least some regarding the original

form of the word which is here written âyatâ. Dr. Kern corrects to ayuta, Sanskrit dyuktah^

both the form and meaning of which are satisfactory. It is nevertheless remarkable that lower

down (D. viii. 1), in an expression exactly agreeing with that of the present sentence, we

again find the same reading, âyatâ, in which here all the versions are unanimous. It is the

same in the third passage in which the word appears (Dhauli, 1st detached Edict, 1. 4). On
the other hand, when we have certainly before us the substantive âyukti (Dh., detached Edict

I. 11
,

II. 8 ;
and also in line 15 of the present edict) the u, so far from being omitted, has acted
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on the y which precedes it, and has changed it into v,—dvuti. I doubt, however, whether we
should go back to the analysis proposed by Lassen and adopted by Burnouf {dyattâh). Even if

we call in the aid of the analogy of samdyatta, the meaning does not exactly suit. I only see in

the orthography here used the trace of some confusion which may have arisen in popular usage

between the two participles, in themselves quite distinct, dyutta^ and dyatta,

Lajiiha is the ordinary spelling, beside which we have also Idjuha with the d lengthened in

compensation. This confirms the opinion of Dr. Jacobi {Kalyasutra, p. 1 13, and Gloss., s. v.

that the etymological form is rajjuha. He justly compares the word rajjû of the Jaina text

which is explained as equivalent to Ukliaka, ‘scribe.’ I shall elsewhere deal with these officers.

Suffice it to say, at present, that they appear to me to have been men specially invested with a

religious character and constituted into colleges of some kind of sacerdotal description.

2. The meaning of abhihdla is not defined exactly by the ordinary use of the word. The
meaning ‘ offering,’ which is that commonly met with in Pâli, does not suit the present passage.

‘ Confiscation,’ adopted by Burnouf, and doubtless derived by him from the signification of

‘taking,’ ‘theft,’ attested by classical Sanskrit, is very arbitrary. Further on (1. 14-15) we
shall see a direct parallelism between ahhihdla and damda on the one side, and viyohdlasamatd

and damdasamatd on the other. It follows that here ahhihdla should have a value very nearly

akin to that of viyohdla. Vyavahdra points to a judicial action. I think, therefore, that we cannot

do better than agree with Dr. Kern in deducing, for ahhihdra, after the analogy of ahhiyoga,

the meaning of ‘pursuit,’ ‘prosecution’ in general, derived from the signification a of

which evidence exists.

Similarly, with regard to atapatiye, I agree with Dr. Kern in analyzing it as dtma-pati, but

I am compelled, by the general sense of the edict to give an altogether different meaning to

the word. The sentence is repeated a little lower down, and we cannot separate the explanations

of the two passages. In both instances we see that the measures taken by the king have

for their end the giving to the rajjukas a feeling of complete security, and the enabling them
to attend without fear to the duties of their mission. But the second passage specifies another

aim also of the king. The measures taken have their origin in a desire of securing ‘ uniformity

(or equality) in the prosecutions, and uniformity in the punishments.’ How could the king

secure such a result while abandoning to his officials the arbitrary and uncontrolled right of

deciding as to whether prosecutions were to be instituted or not, and as to the nature or

extent of the punishments to be inflicted ? This, it must be observed, is the meaning to which

the translation of the learned Leyden professor leads. All is explained if we take dtinan as

referring to the king himself, and, in this agreeing with Burnouf, the prosecutions and the

punishments as concerning, not the persons committed to the charge of the rajjukas, but

these functionaries themselves. ‘ I reserve to myself, personally,’ says the king, ‘ the institution

of prosecutions against, and the awarding of punishments upon, them.’ It is manifest that this

is an excellent method for establishing a perfect uniformity in the legal responsibilities of

these officers
;
and it is at the same time a weighty guarantee on behalf of those most inter-

ested. They could fulfil their duties without inquietude, knowing that they were responsible

to the king alone, and that therefore they escaped the possible intrigues and enmities of

any official superiors. I deem it useless to insist on the reasons which render inadmissible the

interpretation which Burnouf, misled by a false analysis of atapatiye, proposed for this sentence..

3. There can, I think, be no doubt as to these last words, regarding which the reading

°vachd, instead of °vu chd, has hitherto misled interpreters. Anugahinevu is nothing but the

optative of anugnlindth derived and spelled according to all the analogies of Prâkrit, and in

particular of the dialect of our inscriptions. The vu is for yu, as in upadahevu, and in many
other instances to which attention either has been or will be drawn, the translation is quite

simple. The aim of the king is that the rajjukas “ should provide for, and favour the welfare and
the happiness of, the populations.” We have previously shown how familiar the word anuqraha is

to the language of the king. It has almost the appearance of a technical term.
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4. In order to understand this member of the sentence, it is indispensable to compare

with it the expression of the viiith Col. Ed., 1. 2, which refers to it and sums it up. There the

king expresses the mission given to rajjuhas as follows : hêvam cha hevam cha yaliyovaddtlia

janam dhammayutmh. This comparison appears to me to condemn the translation proposed by
A

Dr. Kern {cf. again J. R. A. S., K. S., xii. pp. 392 and 393, note). Ovadati has in Buddhist

language the exact and ascertained meaning of Ho exhort,’ ‘to preach.’ We have already

explained this in discussing the Vlth edict. Viyovadati has the same signification, except for

the shade of diffusion which, marked here by the prefix vi, is in the circular edict given by the

prefix We have a direct proof of this in Dhauli, ri.ii; viyôvad{tâ[vê'] corresponding to

ovaditaviymh of the other versions. This meaning is also the only one which suits the following

sentence.

On the other hand, the same comparison prevents our taking yiita in dhammayutena as a

neuter, and translating, with Burnouf, ‘ conformably to law.’ I have on a former occasion (I.

78) had occasion to remark that throughout our inscriptions dhaihmayuta, or its equivalent,

yuta, whether in the singular or in the plural, has always the same meaning, and designates the

faithful people, the co-religionists of the king. So it is in the xiiith edict, in which the king

enjoins his ofl&cials to confirm them by their exhortations in their good sentiments
;
so it is also

here. We have, in fact, a very simple means of putting the present passage in complete agree-

ment with the former one : it is to take the instrumental in its meaning, so common and well

known, of association. We accordingly translate, ‘ and with the faithful (at the same time as

the faithful) they will exhort all the people.’

We are now in a position to restore all its regularity to the rest of the sentence. We can

only, if we follow the usual style of these edicts, refer âlâdhayêvu to the people, to those who
are set under authority, as the subject. Kimti, in short, always announces the intention attri-

buted to the subject of the proposition; here, to the subject of viyovadisamti, i.e. to the rajjukas.

As we enter, with himti and ti, into the direct style, it would be necessary, if the verb applied

to these officials, that it should be in the first person and not in the third. The idea of the king

is therefore incontestably this :
—

‘ the rajjukas shall preach the gospel to my subjects, in order

to provide for their welfare in this world and in the world to come.’

5. There can be little doubt here about the restoration of lagliamti to cliagliamti. The

difference between -J and is very slight, and the evidence of the other versions seems to be

decisive. As to this form, no one has as yet noted its parallel use in Prakrit, or has determined

its prototype in Sanskrit, Dr. Kern compares the Hindastânî chdJina, the meaning of which, ‘to

desire,’ ‘to wish,’ would be suj0S.ciently suitable. But to explain directly, and without any inter-

mediate form, an expression of the time of Asoka by Hindustani, is in itself so desperate an

expedient, that it appears to me necessary to search once more in a less distant region. I have

only a conjecture to offer. I should propose to take chaggliati as an alteration of jdgrati like

'pati-jaggati, which is so continually employed in the Buddhist language in the meaning of ‘ to

take care,’ ‘to watch.’ Pâli presents more than one example of the hardening of a medial into a

tenuis (cf. E. Kuhn, Beitrdge zur Pâli Gramm., p. 40; Trenckner, Pâli MiscelUmy, 161 and ff.),

and the other Prâkrits have even more instances. There are several in our inscriptions
;

I

mention only one,

—

huhhd = guild.

Patichalati should be taken purely and simply as an equivalent of paricliarati, only used

in the classical language in the meaning, here very suitable, of ‘ to serve,’ ‘ to obey.’ Examples

of the substitution of prati for pari are not wanting in the Prakrit dialects. I cite only the

Pâli patipdti iovparipdti; and the Buddhist ^dira^hrit parijdgrati, beside the P^\i patijaggâti(cf.

Mahdvastu, I. 435; cf. also ibid., p, 396).

Dr. Kern, as well as Burnouf, corrects pulisdni into pulisanam, and makes it a genitive

dependent on the substantive chhamdamndni. The unanimity of the versions prohibits our

considering a correction which is not so easy as it would seem at first, the regular form being

pulisanam (J^) and not pulisdndm (_£•). It only remains for us to take pulisdni as a
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nominative plural. So great is the confusion amongst the genders in all onr texts, and the

analogies in the history of the popular languages (I refer above all to Buddhist Sanskrit) are so

numerous, that the use of a neuter termination vrith a masculine noun need not stop us for a

moment. It is clear that the sense thus obtained is in every way satisfactory. Throughout the

entire edict, the first thought of the king is visibly to connect all his officials directly with his

personal action,—to cause his orders, his wishes, to reign everywhere and immediately. So it

is here :
‘ The rajjukas shall apply themselves to serve me, and (under their influence) the ofiBcials

(designated generally under the term “ men of the king”) will follow my wishes and my orders.’

The parallel versions establish the true reading beyond a doubt to be chhamdamnani, and

not clihamdanani. There is therefore no need of thinking of a secondary derivative, equivalent

in meaning to chhanda. Burnouf had already thought of taking pulisdni as the masculine, and

of analysing chhamdamnani into chhandajha, but he would have made the two words accusatives

and the second an epithet of the former. All this construction is irreconcilable with the

meaning oî patichalisamti. It is, on the contrary, very simple to recognise chhamdamnani as

a Dvandva, compounded of chhanda and ajhd^ ‘ will and order,’ in the accusative case, dependent

on patichalati.

There are, however, three syllables, the analysis of which it is necessary to correct.

Hitherto chakdni has been considered as one word, the equivalent of the Sanskrit chahrdni

(or, after correction, chaJcrdndm), and attempts have in turn been made to translate it as ‘ u.

body of troops’ and as ‘ a province.’ I have already (I. 161) had occasion to indicate that

it is necessary to divide it into cha hdni. I have shown the existence of an adverb hdni in

the language of Piyadasi
;

it depends on the evidence of the passages in the vith. (1. 6) and

viith. (1. 18) edicts, where hdni is not, as in our other examples, preceded by cha. As regards

the meaning it remains somewhat undetermined, as indeed might be expected from its origin.

The example of the vth. edict (1. 9) might suggest our attributing to it the meaning of ‘ in

general,’ ‘in a general way ’; but it seems to me to be, on the whole, safer, for the reasons

given in the passage above referred to, to consider hdni as almost equivalent to khalu, and the

phrase cha hdni to the phrase cha hhu so commonly met with in this style.

Ycna, in the twelfth line, means *' in order that,’ but this is not the only meaning which

the word can have : that of ‘ because’ is not less common. If we adopt this latter meaning

here (1. 9), and refer têy as would be natural, to the ^jpulisas, we get a satisfactory explanation

of the whole sentence. ‘ Let the rajjdhas conform to my views, and all my officers carry

out my wishes. They also (the officers) will spread my religious teaching far and wide, if

the rajjdhas take pains to satisfy me.’ In other words, the king entrusts the rajjdhas with

a mission of superintendence over his officers in general, which, if properly conducted, should

ensure their joint action in helping forward his religious intentions.

6. It is unnecessary to discuss again infinitive forms like parihatavc for ^arihartave. The

meaning of pariharati is quite fixed by the custom of Buddhist language, in which it signifies

‘to busy oneself,’ ‘to take care of’ (c/. e.g. Mahdvastu, I. 403). All the rest of the sentence

has been ingeniously explained by Burnouf. Dr. Kern has improved his analysis with regard

to the word viyata, which he transcribes, not by vydpta^ but by vyakta.

7. With Dr. Kern, I consider samtam as not equivalent to sdntam, but as representing the

nominative plural santah. I have already (K. xiii. II) drawn attention to the nominative

ayo for ayam
;
and this would be the exact converse, if the final 6 were not transformed into ê

in this dialect
;
but the frequent changes in it of nominatives neuter (am) into nominatives

masculine (e) would furnish a ready foundation for a confusion of this nature. Sdntam in this

position will not construe. Regarding the rest of this sentence, see note 2. It is hardly

necessary to draw attention to the close correlation which the words yena^ êténa, ‘ in order

that,’ ‘ for this purpose,’ establish between the two members of the sentence. With a form

slightly different, the sense is exactly the same as in lines 3-5.
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8. I cannot agree with previous commentators in taking kimti as = Idrtih. It must

be the particle kimti, so common in our inscriptions. The termination of ichhitaviye, which is

the same in all versions, and above all a comparison with Bhabra, 1. 6, and with Dh,,

detached edict i, 3, 9-11, &c., appear to me to be absolutely decisive. Esd, as happens

elsewhere (e.y. 1. 19 of the preceding edict), and ichhitaviye, represent neuters.

I have already stated the meaning in which I take samatd. I know of no authority, either

in Sanskrit or Buddhistic usage, for turning the word from its proper signification, which

is not ^ impartiality’ (Burnouf ), or ‘ equity’ (the œquitas of Dr. Kern), but ‘ equality’ or

uniformity.’ It is this last meaning, too, which leads us to a correct understanding of the

whole idea.

9. The transcription of dvritti (Burnouf’s dvriti is an obvious misprint) for dvuti is

admissible
;
but the meaning ‘ change of resolution’ is unexpected and entirely arbitrary.

I have intimated above (note 1) that I transcribe it as dyukti. The change of y to under

such conditions is so common that it need not cause us to hesitate for a moment. This

transcription is, moreover, the only possible one in the dêsdvutikê of the 2nd detached edict

of Dhauli (1. 8), as Dr. Kern has already recognised. So also in andvutiyd (1st detached edict,

1. 11), as we shall see later on. The meaning suits exactly, ‘ from henceforth, this is my
injunction, my decision.’

10. I have already (I. lo8) had occasion to fix the true signification of tUita (tirita). Tireti

refers especially to the completion, to ih.Q judgment of a case, and tUitadamda signifies ^ those

men whose sentence of punishment has been delivered.’ Tote appears to me to have been

perfectly explained by Dr. Kern, through its connection with the Sanskrit yautaka, and gives

the sense, first suggested by Burnouf, of ‘ respite.’

The revision of the different versions of the Corpus confirms the original reading jîvitdyê

tayiim throughout. It is on this (and not on timnam') that our interpretation must be founded,

Dr. Kern’s conjecture (jivitdyeti ndndsamgarh, &c.) must be condemned by one fact alone,

that in our text tdnam ends a line
;
and that hence, to judge from the constant practice of

the texts which avoid the division of a word between two lines, the syllable nark could not be

separated from the syllable which precedes it, to be joined to those which follow. Td^iam suits

the sense admirably. It is simply the well-known genitive plural of the pronoun tad. It can

clearly only apply to the condemned persons who have just been named. It is also certain that

these same persons are the subjects of the verbs which follow, ddhaihti and kachhaniti; and

from this I draw several conclusions. First, that tdnam belongs to the sentence of which the

verb is nijhapayisamti. It must, moreover, be the last word of that sentence, for va cannot

commence a new one, and nijhapayitd requires an object. It further follows that the

condemned, under consideration, cannot be the subject of nijhapayisamti. This is the more

important, as this verb has much puzzled interpreters, and no satisfactory explanation has as

yet been offered for it. Jhap has been derived from kshap, the causal of kslvi, and from a

phonetic point of view, no objection can be taken to this. But, putting out of the question

the fact that this verb is used nowhere else with the particle ni, this analysis leads to most

complicated and unsatisfactory constructions. We find in Pâli the verb nijjhdpeti (cf. Childers,

s. V.), the regular causal of the Sanskrit ni-dhyai, with the perfectly legitimate meaning of ‘ to

cause to know,’ ‘ to turn the attention towards.’ We have here, it is true, the shortened form,

nijhayeti
;
but this occurs under the same influences as those which have produced thapeti from

sthdpayati and other similar examples. Nothing*, therefore, prevents us from identifying

this verb as occurring here. The subject of the verb must necessarily either be indefinite,

as often happens in our inscriptions {cf. dehhamti above in the 1st edict), or, which will

come to the same thing, the officials, these purushas and rajjiikas, of whom mention has just

been made.

A very easy explanation now unfolds itself for the phrase which commences with ndtikd-

vakdni. I grant, says the king, a respite of three days to those condemned to death before the
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execution of their punishment ;
‘ they will bring them face to face with neither more nor less,

or, in other words, they will explain to them that a space of three days and no more is all the

delay accorded to them to live. This translation agrees exactly with the nijha^ayitâ of the

following sentence. Hitherto a participle absolute has been sought for in this word
;
but in

that case the use of the form nisijitu, a few lines above, would have led us to expect nijhapayitu.

It is really a plural participle with which we are dealing, °payita being for just as we

find vedayitam in Pâli and in Buddhist Sanskrit, and sukhayita below (viii. 3). Burnouf, I may

add, took the word as a participle, although he analysed the root in an altogether different

manner. The meaning is, therefore, ‘ he who has had his attention drawn to,^ ‘ who is warned

of.’ The object can Only be ndsamtam, which, as Lassen suggests, can well be referred back to

ndsdntam, ‘^the term’ or ^ limit of their execution.’

Vd is vait or rather, as we so often meet it, eva.

It is unnecessary to refer again to the adjective pdlatiJca, or to the futures ddhamti and

kachhaniti,

IL The phrase niludhasi hdlasi is the last in this inscription which offers any difficulty.

Both Burnouf and Dr. Kern suggest a reading niludhasd'pi hdlasi, ‘ during the time of their

imprisonment.’ If this translation is to be retained, the correction is indispensable. It would

nevertheless, in the face of the agreement of all the facsimiles and versions, be better to avoid

it if possible, To this consideration must be added others which are, I admit, less decisive*

In the first place, we should have rather expected nilodliasa, as both Burnouf and Dr, Kern

have perceived. In the second, the use of kdla to denote the time which elapses, or ‘ period,’

does not appear to me to be in accord with the custom of the language. I propose to avoid

these various difficulties by taking hdlasi as the locative of hdrd, ‘ prison.’ The change of

gender need not surprise us after so many analogous examples : at any rate, it is not so

astonishing to meet the masculine locative hdrasi of kdrd, as to meet a feminine locative

hdldyam of hdla, at Rûpnâth (1. 2). Niludhasi would then appear in its proper position as a

participle, and the locative would mean, even in a closed dungeon’
;

^ even when shut up in a

dungeon.’ This interpretation appears fco me to render more striking, at least in form, the

evidently intentional antithesis between this phrase and pâlataïa,

12, This last portion represents, as indicated by the final iti, either a wish or an

intention of the king. It appears as if a potential were needed. Perhaps we have here, if

we take vadhati as being for vadhdti, one of those traces of the subjunctive to which we

have more than once drawn attention both in Pâli and in Buddhist Sanskrit (c/. Malidvastu,

I. 499, Ac,).

TRANSLATION.

Thus saith King Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas :—In the twenty-seventh year of my
coronation, I have had this edict engraved. Amongst many hundreds of thousands of inhabi-

tants have I set over the people rajjukas. I have kept in my own hands the ordering of all

prosecutions against, and of all punishments upon, them, in order that these rajjuhas may
attend to their duties in security and without fear, and that they may establish and develop

the happiness and prosperity of the population of my dominions. They will make themselves

acquainted with their good and evil plight, and, together with the Faithful, they will exhort the

(entire) population of my dominions so as to secure their welfare both in this world and

in the world to come. The rajjuhas will set themselves to obey me, and so will my puruslias

also obey my wishes and my orders. They will exhort far and wide, if the rajjuhas set

themselves to satisfy me. Just as, after confiding a child to a skilful nurse, a man feels

secure, saying to himself, “ a skilful nurse sets herself to take care of my child,” so have I

appointed these rajjuhas for the happiness and prosperity of my subjects. In order that they

may attend to their duties in security and free from disturbing thoughts, I have kept in my
own hands the ordering of prosecutions against, and of all punishments upon, them. For it
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is desirable that uniformity should exist, both in the prosecutions and in the punishments.

From this day (I pass the following) rule :—To prisoners who have been judged and have been

condemned to death, I grant a respite of three days (before execution). (My officers) will warn

them that they have neither more nor less to live. Warned thus as to the limit of their

existence, they may give alms in view of their future life, or may give themselves up to fasting.

I desire that even those who are shut in the prisonhouse may secure (their happiness in) the

world to come, and I wish to see developing the various practices of the Religion, the bringing

of the senses under subjection, and the distribution of alms.

FIFTH EDICT.

Prinsep, l.c. pp. 590 ff. (cf. p. 965).

TEXT.

1 Dêvânaihpiyê Piyadasi lâja hevain ahâ [.] sadvîsativasa

2 abhisitêna mê imâni jâtâni^ avadhiyâni katâni sêyatha

3 sukê sâlikâ alunê^ chakavâkê haihsê namdîmukhê gêlâtê

4 jatûkâ aihbâkapilikâ dadî anathikamachhê vêdavêyakê

5 gariigâpuputakê saihkujamachhê kaphatasayakê paihnasasê simalê

6 samdakê ôkapiihdê palasatê sêtakapôtê gâmakapôtê

7 save chatupadê yê patibhôgaih nô êti® na cha khâdiyatî [.] ajakanâ-i^

8 êdakâ châ sûkalî châ gabhinî va pâyamînâ va avadhâya pâtaka(?)

9 pi cha kâni âsaihmâsikê [.] vadhikukutê^ nô kataviyê [.] tusê(?) sajîvê®

10 nô jhâpêtaviyê [.] dâvê anathâyê va vihisâyê^ vâ nô jhâpêtaviyê [.]

11 jîvêna jîvê nô pusitaviyê [.] tîsu châtuihmâsîsu^ tisâyaih puihnamâsiyaih

12 timni divasâni châvudasam pamnadasaih patipadâyê dhuvâyê châ

13 anupôsatham machhê avadhiyê nô pi vikêtaviyê [.] êtâni yêvâ divasâni

14 nâgavanasi kêvatabhôgasi® yâni aihnâni pi jîvanikâyâni

15 nô haihtaviyâni [,] athamîpakhâyê châvudasâyê paihnadasâyê tisâyê

16 panâvasunê tâsu châtummâsîsu sudivasâye gone nô nîlakhitaviyé^°

17 ajakê êdakê sûkalô êvâpi aihnê nîlakhiyati nô nîlakhitaviyê [.]

18 tisâyê punâvasunê châtuihmâsiyê châtuihmâsipakhâyê asvasâ gônasâ

19 lakhanê nô kataviyê [.] yâva sadviihsativasaabhisitêna mê êtâyô

20 aihtalikâyê paihnavîsati bamdhanamôkhâni’'^ katâni [.]

NOTES.

1. The neuter jâtam cdæ. only be taken here in the meaning of jdti, * race,’ ‘species,’

of animals. I have drawn attention elsewhere to another example of this use of the word
(Mahdvastu, I. 593). Avadhiyâni katâni, ‘ have been established, specified’ as not to be

slain.

2. This enumeration of names of animals constitutes one of the principal difficulties

of the present edict. Several words for which lexicographers provide us with no Sanskrit

equivalents remain obscure, and, as we are dealing with technical terms, etymology, even when
it does appear with probable clearness, cannot lend us assistance. Fortunately this ignorance,

much though it may be regretted, does not interfere with the general comprehension of the

passage
;
the more exact identification of some of the animals to which we cannot assign names,

would be of small importance to us. The future, as it extends the range of our knowledge, will

doubtless fill up many of these lacunae. What we are now certain of is that the enumeration

which commences with sêyatha includes the words save chatupadê—khâdïyati. It is there only

that the general prohibition ceases. What follow are temporary or special interdicts, and

accordingly the first word of the next sentence can ovAjheajakâ. We thus find classed under the

general heading not only aquatic animals and birds, but also terrestrial animals, quadrupeds. The
iuha and sârika are well known

;
and it is with aluna, i.e. aruna, that our doubts commence.
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I do not know wliat connection Prinsep (p. 965) claims to exist between anina, the mythical

half-bird charioteer of the Aurora, and the species of crane known to Anglo-Indians as the adjutant

l)ird
;
but I am willingly disposed to admit that his Pandits saw correctly in identifying our

aluna with this bird to. The St. Petersburg Dictionary only so far recognizes a as an animal,

by describing it (after Susruta) as ‘a little poisonous animal.’ The names on each side of aluna

here scarcely allow us to imagine such a meaning, but refer us to some kind of bird. Nandî-

muhlia, according to Susruta, appears to be applied to an aquatic bird
;

I have no means for

determining the real name. Gêlâta is altogether uncertain, the identification with giddhra,

allowed by Prinsep’s pandits, cannot be upheld. The origin of the word, however, does not

appear to be particulaily obscure. Sanskrit has many names of birds into the formation of which

ata appears as a second member. Such are vydgh dhiy dhdmydia
;
and we have in this word

probably a new example, which I would transcribe as gairdta, from giri, ‘ a mountain.’ Jatiihd

‘ a bat,’ offers no difficulties. This word appears to wind up for the present the enumeration

of birds
;
not because ihQivovàanibalvapil'ikdQcdpiliha, at Allahabad) is clear, but because the Pâli

hipilliha, the Sanskrit pipUihd, seems to give us the key to the second member of the compound.

With regard to the first member, I cannot agree with Prinsep either in recognising the Sanskrit

amhd, or in adopting, for the whole compound, the meaning mother-ant,” i,e. Queen-alit;” The

legislative specification would become, through its minuteness, too difficult to grasp. I am hence

driven to choose between dmra^ ‘a mango-tree” (which we shall, by the way, meet subsequently

under the feminine form amhd), and amhu, ‘water.’ In the latter case, the termination would be a

cause of surprise, but the inexactitude of the vocalic notation in our texts gives us some margin,

and, subject to correction, I imagine that what is here alluded to is some animal designated by

the periphrase ‘water-ant.’ From one point of view the conjecture is satisfactory, for the name
appropriately heads a series of aquatic animals. Thus, the word which immediately follows, and

of which the correct form (cf. M. and A.) is dudi, means “ a small species of tortoise.” We next

have certainly to deal with a fish, macliha, i.e. matsya; as for the former part of the compound
I would not take it, with Prinsep, as corresponding to anartlnha, but as the equivalent of

anasthika. The fish in question is named as “the boneless one,” perhaps figuratively, and on

account, for example, of its extreme suppleness. The cerebral tli appears to me to recommend

this etymology. I learn from Mr. Grierson that, at the |3resent day, in Magadha, the prawn is

said to have no bones. It is not eaten by Yaishnavas. I can imagine only one possible trans-

cription for vedaveyaha,—vaidarveyaha, Barvl means the expanded hood of a snake, and

we can suppose that vidarvi, or, which comes to the same thing, its patronymic form

vaidarveya, might allude to some fish as resembling a snake ‘ less the hood.’ It could

thus, for example, mean “ an eel
;
” but this is a pure hypothesis, for I do not meet the word in

the Sanskrit dictionaries. From the sense of ‘ swelling’ given for pupputa, it is natural to

think that gamgdpupuUiha is applied to a particular fish of the Ganges, remarkable for some

protuberance. The saihkujamachha should be the same as the sahhuchl^ or ‘ skate-fish’ of

Sanskrit lexicographers. There is only between them a shade of pronunciation, which is

sufficiently explained by the Prakrit weakening of cli into j. The next word heads the list

of terrestrial animals

—

at least it does so in its second half, sayaJca, which is, I think, in

Sanskrit salyalca, ‘ the porcupine.’ The first member is doubtful. We, however, meet in

Yajnavalkya, I. 177, the porcupine (under the form sallaha) associated with the tortoise

{hachchhapa), and one is strongly tempted to search for a similar association here, and

to take haphata as equivalent to the Sanskrit hamallia. I admit that the phonetic transition

is the reverse of regular, but the objection would not be absolute, especially for a kind

of proper name, which was in frequent use, and which, even under its classical form, bears

all the characteristics of a popular origin. Moreover, these two animals are mentioned in

the verse of the Dharmasâstra above quoted, as being allowed to be eaten, and it is therefore

natural that they should not be included here in the final category of save chatupade
,
^c. The

same verse speaks of the hare, sasa, which we also meet in our parhnasasêy whether the latter

word is a mere equivalent of saki, or whether the addition of parna marks a particular species.
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For siniala, I cannot discover any Sanskrit equivalent, the correspondence of which would be

either phonetically regular, or at least justifiable. Samdalca is the Sanskrit shanda, and means a

bull living at liberty. For oha^nfnda I cannot offer a certain translation. At least the form

and the existence of the word are vouched for, for we mèet it elsewhere- in Puli. In Mahdoagga,

vi, 17, 6, it is narrated how the Bhikshus leave outside the monasteries the provisions which

have been brought to them, and uhhapindahapi hhadanti chorapi liaranti] ‘the 'uJchapindahas eat

them, the thieves carry them off.’ The two last items in the list, setahapota and gamakapota,

which admit of no hesitation, and evidently referring to two species of pigeons, appear to

authorise the restoration of palasate to palapate^ i,e. ‘ turtle-dove-’ The correction of Xj into

(j is very easy, and, no matter how well these inscriptions are engraved, in our reproductions

there is no want of clear instances in which corrections are necessary. If the new revisions

definitely guaranteed the reading palasate, we should be driven to recognize the Pâli

parasato, and to translate it by ‘rhinoceros’ (cf. Trenckner, Fali Miscell., I. 50), which would

look very singular here.

3. Prinsep, while construing the sentence wrongly, correctly recognized the meaning of

the expression paiihhogam eti, ‘ to enter into, to serve for consumption.’ The king, who wfished

to restrain as much as possible the slaughter of animals, naturally forbade in general terms the

killing of all those which did not serve for argent needs, and of which therefore the slaughter

was not indispensable. I suppose that patihhoga does not refer exclusively to nourishment,

but in general to all the needs which dead animals could serve to satisfy. If it were otherwise,

na clia hliadiyati would only repeat the idea without adding anything new.

4. After the general and absolute prohibitions come those which are accidental and

temporary. A^akandni gives no sense. We require a feminine singular, and there is no place

here for a neuter plural. The slight correction of
_|_

to + gives the reading ajakd kdni

equivalent to ojalcd him, which is completely satisfactory (cf. I. 161). The particle hdni

reappears in the next phrase. The pandits of Prinsep, warned by the neighbouring gahhini,

hit upon the true meaning of the following adjective. We cannot, however, transcribe it as

payasvini, but prefer to read piyamdnd, which easily gives the meaning of ‘ in milk, suckling.’

We should also read avadhiyd and not avadhdya, and, with R. and M., potaka instead of

pdfaka. Asammdsika is necessarily formed from d-sliad-mdsa
;
and it is therefore, in short,

forbidden to slaughter the mothers (goats, ewes, and sows) when they are with young, or when
they are suckling, and their young when they are less than six months old.

5. Yadliri means ‘a eunuch,’ and vadJii-kukkata can only be taken as a compound
signifying ‘ capon.’

6. Tuse sajwe has an exact counterpart in the expression sajwdni prdnakdni of Malidvasta,

1. 22, 5,
‘ one may not roast alive any living thing.’

7. This viliimsd refers to the destruction of game brought about by burning down the

forest in which it lives.

8. We have here, at the conclusion of the edict, three series of dates, the accurate

explanation of which offers more than one difficulty. We shall consider them together. We
must first compare them with two parallel indications taken from the detached edicts of Dhauli

and Jaugada. Shown in a tabular form these series are :

—

A
Hs'ii clidtummdshu

tisdyam purhnamdsiycm

tiiiini divasdni—
cJidvudasam

pamnadasam

palipaddyc

dhuvdye cJid anuposatham

B
athamîpakh dyê

chdvudasdye

pamnadasdye

tisdye

piindvasuv ê

tîsu cJidtwhmdsîsu

siidivasdijê

G
tisdye

pundvasunê

chdhinundsiye

cliâtummdsipakhdyé
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With which compare the following in the Detached Edicts :—

-

I.

anuchatimmdsani tiseiia nahliatena (Dh.)

anuch âtummâsarh tisenam (J.)

II.

tisanalcliatena (Dh.)

anutisam (J.)

I must first warn my readers that, in spite of the analogy of the words, the passages

in the Detached Edicts do not appear to me to have an exact similarity with those in the above

Table. I do not consider that in the two cases the meanings are the same, and, moreover, the

forms used differ. But if we begin by comparing between each other the expressions of the

two Detached Edicts, we shall find that the second omits the word mmcliâtufamâsam. As
both instances refer to the public recitation of the edicts themselves, it is impossible to imagine

any reason for suggesting an intentional difference between the two passages. It appears to me
to be indisputable that the tisanahhatena or anutisam of the second means exactly the same as

the more developed phrase of the first. I first, therefore, conclude that anuchdturhmasam does not

restrict the sense, but merely calls attention to the particulars defined by the simple expression

tüêna nalvhatena. The relation between the two expressions cannot be the same as that which

ought to exist here between the first two in our list A, for, as a matter of fact, if the thematic

elements are the same in each case, the grammatical forms used are very different. The femi-

nines cJidtumiiidsi and tisd can only, conformably to usage, mean ‘ the full-moon corresponding to

each of the festivals called chdturmdsyas (four-monthly)’ and ‘ the full-moon in conjunction with

the nakshatra Tishya’ (cf. the formation of Srdvand, according to Panini, lY. 2, 5) ;
while, on

the other hand, tisena nahhafena cannot mean Hhe full moon of Tishya,’ but signifies literally

^ under the nakshatra Tishya.’ Again, anuchdtitmmdsam cannot be analysed as anucliatur-

mdsoAm^ and translated ‘ every four months’ for the u, in this hypothesis, would be

unexplainable. The only possible transcription is ariuchdturmdsyaih, ‘at each of the festivals

called chdturindsijasd and so in fact we find the same anu actually combined with the name of

an undoubted festival in anuposatham, ‘at each updsatha,’ After this analogy, and being

given the fact that anutisam (J.) and tisanahhatena are equivalent terms, we must render all

these expressions, tisena nahhatêna, tisena^ &c., as ‘ at the festival of Tishya,’ The addition

of anuchdtumindsam proves, in short, that a festival, corresponding in date to that of the three

annual sacrifices of the Brahmans, is referred to
;
and it is clear that the dates of these

sacrifices, being fixed, by the occurrences of three definite full-moons, could not regularly,

in accordance with astronomical rules, correspond with one and the same nakshatra. My two-

fold conclusion is therefore
: (1) that the quotations from the Detached Edicts must be translated

at the festival of Tishya’ and ‘ at the festival of Tishya, which is celebrated at each of the

chdturmdsy

a

festivals’
;
and (2) that these data are without importance in regard to our present

passage, in the interpretation of which they cannot help us. It is this interpretation which

principally interests us at present.

In the series A, a group at first separates itself off by its syntactic form. This is the

words tiikni divasdni^ Ac., that is to say, ‘ three days, the fourteenth, the fifteenth (of the month),

and the pratipad (or first day of thé following half month).’ It is evident that this indication

must depend on what precedes for the necessary specification of what particular month or

months is or are referred to
;
and regarding this the only doubt which can be raised is whether

it depends only on tisdyam pumnamdsiyam (I accept this reading provisionally) or whether also

on tîsu chdtummdsisu. If we depended merely on grammar, we might hesitate, but the data

following, dhuvdye chd anuposatham, settle the question. These words can only be translated

by ‘and on the fixed day, each updsatha,' or, in other words, ‘ and, generally, on each day of

uposatha.’ The use of dhruva in the first of the fourteen (rock) Edicts may be compared

with this. How, as each day of the full-moon is necessarily a day of uposatha, to separately

mention the three full-moons of the months in which the festival called chdturmdsya is cele-

brated, would be merely superfluous, and we must therefore look upon the whole of the first

part of the sentence down to dhuvdye as a single compound, and translate ‘ Besides the
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full-moons of tlie months in which the festival cJidturmasya is celebrated, and the fnil-moon of

Tishya, the fonrteenth and fifteenth days, and the day following.’ I admit that hitherto the

reading piirimamdsiyam has been considered as certain, but I must confess that I am very far

myself from thinking it to be so. I shall have more to say about this, after having explained

the two last series.

Of these, the third presents scarcely any uncertainty. It includes ^ the full-moon in con-

junction with Tishya, the full-moon in conjunction with Punarvasû, and the full-moon which
corresponds to each of the chdtiirmdsya sacrifices.’ As for the last term, chdtmhmdsipaJvhdye,

chdhcrmdsipahslia means, according to custom, the half -lunation which follows the full-moon
(each full-moon) called chdturmâsî

;
and, as here one day in particular is referred to, the

feminine clidtmiundsipahhd (which, of course, is to be construed with titlii understood) certainly

represents the first day of this half-lunation. It is thus exactly equivalent to the pafvpaddijê

of the first list, inasmuch as this word depends on tîsu chdtuuimâsisii. I may add that the

difference of form between the singular chdtummdsiyê, which we have here to designate each of

the chdhirmdsî full moons, and the plural Hsu clidtuïhmdsîsu of series A, would naturally (if it

were necessary) add confirmation to the explanation which I have just given of the latter

phrase. It establishes an intentional distinction between the two cases, and, the sense being

certain in the present enumeration, we are left no alternative except to adopt for the phrase in

series A the interpretation, which for independent reasons we have already adopted.

The three first terms of series B give no room for doubt. Athamîpahliâ is the equivalent,

in a slightly irregular form of construction, of pahslidsUtamd, “ the eighth day of the half

lunation” (cf, e.g. Dhammap., p. 404: cJidtuddasî pahchadasî yâva pahhhassa aUjia'uvi) that is

to say, of each lunation. To this the Sinhalese expression ataiücüôa (ashtapahsha) (Sp. Hardy,

East. MonacJi., p. 236) exactly corresponds. But it is doubtful if the 14 and the 15 refer only

to the 14th and 15th of the month, i.e. of the first half, thus corresponding to the full-moon, or

whether they apply also to the second fortnight of each month. To judge from modern customs

(cf. Sp. Hardy, loc. cit), one would be inclined to the first solution
5

but, as the idea of a triple

uposatha in each half lunation is expressly borne witness to by the Malidvagga (II. 4, 2), I have

no hesitation in considering that such is also the intention of the king in this passage. It is

true that great uncertainty appears to have prevailed in the tradition about the uposatha. The

same work, a little further on (II. 14, 1) only admits ‘two uposathas,. those of the 14th and of

the 15th,’ but, on the other hand, another passage (II. 34, 3—4) speaks expressly of the pdtipada

uposatha, that is to say, that which corresponds to the first day of the month (the amaiuaha

of Sinhalese terminology). I do not doubt, howmver, that Piyadasi considered this day as

hallowed by a religious consecration. It is on this one day that the difference between the generic

expression, dhuvdye anupôsatham, of series A, and our series B, depends ÿ if this more concise

expression is not repeated here, it must necessarily be so in order to exclude some element which

it contains, and that element can only be the pratipad. With regard to the rest of the list, I

wmuld refer to what has been said about series A and the plural tisu châtummdsîsu ; here again

all the full-moons being comprised in the dates chdvudasâyê and pamnadasdye, the terms tisdye

and châtummdsîsu have no use except as determinatives of the last word, sudivasdye

.

I regret

tliat this last term is obscure to me, for I know of no parallel examples of the technical use of

tlie word. We evidently want here something different from a vague astrological expression

corresponding, I suppose, to the Yedic sudinatvê ahndm (cf. Weber, Die Vêd. Nachrichten von den

Nahsh. II. 315). A comparison with the other lists ought to guide us. We shall subsequently

see that the acts successively forbidden by the king necessarily constitute a series of decreasing

gravity. It is .therefore à priori more than probable that the lists of reserved days (admitting

the fact that there is a distinction) should be reduced in parallel lines : the second should

t;ontain less than the first
;
and the third less again than the second

;
but all the days excepted

in the two last should be included in the first. In a general fashion, this conjecture is at first
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sight justified. Between list B. and list 0. it is verified in detail, provided that

can be included under the last head of B.

—

tisu châtuùvmâsisu sudivasd, for the full-moons of

Tishya, Punarvasû and the chdturmasyas are included under the two first terms chaoudasd and

pamnadasd. On the other hand, to establish an analogy between A. and B. the last portion

of B., tisdye to Slid ivas

d

must be included in A,, either in the last term, dhuvdye chd dnuposathaih,

or in the last but one, tîsu—patipaddye. In the first case, the three first terms of B. include all

the days of updsatha except the pdtipada uposatha, and sudivasd ought to designate the first

of the month, the first of the light half (of the month of which the full-moon is in conjunction

with Tishya, or Punarvasû, or one of the three months of chdturmdsya). In the second case, it

would designate the first of the dark half which follows (the full-moons in question). To sum
up, therefore, 0. appears to require that sudivasd should designate the 16th of the months

above referred, and A. permits this interpretation. The conclusion follows that we are driven to

admit that B. practically had in view ‘ the days which come after the full moons in conjunction

with Tishya and with Punarvasû, and after the full moons of the months of chdturmdsyad

It may seem, perhaps, somewhat surprising that the name sudivasa, ‘ lucky day ’ should be

applied to the first of the dark half for in general it is the light half, which is considered as

particularly auspicious
;
but the scruple must necessarily vanish before the positive fact,

witnessed by the perfectly clear testimony of our first list, that the day in question, at least in

the lunations specified, was considered as having a religious consecration.

This necessary agreement between our three lists upon which I have just insisted, leads us

to one last remark. The expression tisdyarh pumnamdsiyarh of A, should surprise the reader :

tisdyam alone would be sufficient, as all the following lists attest. We should rather expect to

find pumnamdsi added to tisu chdtmhmdsisu, the first full-moons indicated, if it were added any-

where. On the other hand, the full-moon in conjunction with Punarvasû plays so important a

part in the subsequent lists that it is out of the question that it should not be here also. How
could it be permissible to slaughter animals on a day on which it was not permissible even to

mark them ? I have therefore no hesitation in maintaining that, instead of puihnamdsiyam,

pimdvasiMjam should stand here. I do not deny that such a correction may appear bold, in the

face of the agreement, which, at least apparently, exists between different versions dispersed in

different places; but nevertheless, whatever the difficulties may be; whether this agreement

actually exists
;
or whether it is less real than the eyes of explorers, led away by a first

reading, in appearance very simple, of the Dehli pillar, believed
;
to whatever medium, to

whatever accident it may be due, I cannot prevent myself from seeing in pmhnamdsiyam a certain

error for pundvasuyam. This last word, it may be added, has itself had a very unlucky fate.

In the two following lists, our facsimiles give vasune. The first reproduction in the Asiatic

Researches is the only one which indicates, at least in the second instance, the true reading,

and gives punuvapuye for pundvasmye. If need be, the form pundvasune could be explained, but

it would be with difficulty
;
and considering the close resemblance which exists between the

signs J_ and JL, , I have little doabt but that we ought to restore the only normal form, -vasuyê,

9. The two words ndgavana and hevatabhôga offer some difficulty. The derivation is

clear (Jiaivartahhoga), but neither appears to be used in the literature known to us. They might

without violence be treated as proper names, but why should the king mention particularly

two specified localities, in the vicinity, for instance, of his capital, in edicts intended to be

published over his whole empire ? This conjecture is therefore improbable. What does appear

to me to be certain is that of these two terms the former relates to hunting, and the latter

to fishing. A passage, which is unfortunately corrupt, in the Mahdvastu (I. 24 and notes) leads

me to think of the kinds of parks in which game was preserved either to protect it from theft

or for gradual consumption : ndgavana elephant park,” might refer to an enclosure of this

description
;
and kevatahhoga might mean a fish-pond, such as exists in all countries. The king

would prohibit the slaughter, on certain specified days, of any kind of animal whatever,
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whetlier quadrupeds or fishes, even those which their dwelling-place destines to an early death.

10. The only obscure word here is the verb nUakhnjati. Prinsep naturally thought of the

verb rahsh, but I do not see how it is possible to explain a mrahsJiati, nor, if we elude this

difficulty, how to draw any reasonable sense from it. We must try the verb lahsh. There can

be no doubt that the next sentence turns on the prohibition of lakshanat which is used in a well-

known sutra of Panini (VI. 3, 115) to mean the marks, svastika^ mani, &c., which, as the

scholiast explains, they make on the ears of cattle to distinguish the owner of each. ' This mean-

ing exactly suits our word lahJiana, for bullocks and horses are, in fact, domestic animals, and

consequently fitted for receiving marks of this kind. But what are we to do with nUakhati

in the present sentence ? It is natural to look again for the Sanskrit lahsh in the root lahh
;

but, on the other hand, it is evident that there is a considerable difference between the two

operations successively enumerated. This follows not only from the difference in the terms

used, in the prefix added in the first case, and omitted in the second, but also from the circum-

stance that in both, partly at least, the same animals, bullocks (gonasa), are dealt with. The

long Î, which occurs almost consistently throughout all the versions, of nUakhiyati, shows that

the true transcription can only be nirlakshy and this analysis does, in fact, admit of a very simple

translation. If we refer to a recognized meaning of lakshana, ‘ the sexual parts,’ a denomi-

native nirlakshay would mean ‘to cut,’ ‘ to castrate,’ and, as *a matter of fact, all the animals

mentioned, being domestic ones, are of that class which could be so mutilated. I believe that

I can identify the same meaning in nirlakshana as opposed to lakshanavant in a passage in the

Bdmayana (Gorr., II. 118, 5) which is quoted by the St. Petersburg Dictionary, but interpreted,

wrongly as I think, in a much vaguer fashion. It will now be seen why I spoke above of a

decreasing gradation in the series of cases dealt with by our edict. The first prohibitions deal

with the slaughter of animals
;
the second series interdicts their castration

; and the third, the

infliction upon them of a much lighter suffering, which might consist, for example, in slitting

the ear.

11. The meaning of this last sentence has, I think, been well defined by Lassen (II. 272,

n.), although I do not adopt the meaning of ‘execution’ which he claims directly for hanclhana.

Bamdhanamokkha means literally ‘deliverance from bonds,’ ‘setting at liberty,’ but if the

king only spoke of setting at liberty twenty-five prisoners in twenty-five years, the royal

clemency would appear but moderate, while, on the other hand, the repetition of twenty-five

general amnesties in as many years would be equivalent to the suppression of all punishment,

I consider, therefore, remembering the connection in the fourth edict between the words bamdha-

nahadha and yatavadha while they are nevertheless not synonyms, that Piyadasi here speaks

only of important prisoners, and that, as in the last edict, this qualification is here applied

exclusively to those condemned to death. This is indeed, also, the only interpretation which

would justify the presence of this declaration in this place, at the end of an edict consecrated to

recommending a general respect of life.

The following translation results from the preceding observations :

—

TRANSLATION.

Thus saith the King Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas :—In the twenty-seventh year after my
coronation have I forbidden the slaughter of any of the animals belonging to the following

tribes
;
that is to say,—parrots, mainas, arunas, chakravdkas, flamingos, nandîmukhas, gairdtas,

bats, water-ants(?), the tortoises called dudi, the fishes called aMasthikas,vaidarveyakas, piip]jutas

of the Ganges, the fishes called samkuja, turtles and porcupines, (?), simalas (?), bulls

which wander at liberty, foxes (?), turtle-doves, white pigeons, village pigeons, and all kinds of

quadrupeds which do not enter into consumption and which are not articles of food. As for

she-goats, ewes, and sows, they may not be slaughtered when they are with young or a,re in

milk, nor their offspring when less than six months old. Caponing fowls is prohibited, nor
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is it allowed to roast alive any living being. It is forbidden to set fire to a forest either in malice

or in order to kill the animals which dwell therein. It is forbidden to make use of living beings

in order to feed living beings. At the three fnll-moons of the chaturmasyas, at the full-moon

which is in conjunction with the naksliatra Tishya, at that which is in conjunction with

the 7iakshatra Punarvasû, on the 14th and the 15th and on the day which follows the full-moon,

and generally on each day of uposatha, it is forbidden either to kill fish or to offer them
for sale. On the same days it is forbidden to kill either animals confined in gameparks or in

fishponds or any other kind of living being. On the 8th, the 14th, and the 15th of each lunar

fortnight, and on the days which follow the full-moons of Tishya, of Punarvasû and of the three

chdturmasyaSf it is forbidden to castrate ox, he-goat, ram, boar, or any other animal, which is

usually castrated. On the day of the full-moon of Tishya, of Punarvasû, of the chatimndsyas,

and on the first day of the fortnight which follows the full-moon of a chdturmdsya, it is forbid-

den to mark either ox or horse. In the course of the twenty-six years which have elapsed

since my coronation, I have set at liberty twenty-five [men condemned to death]

.

SIXTH EDICT.

Prinsep, L c. pp. 596 ff.
;
Kern, p. 92 ff.

TEXT.

1 Dêvânampiyê piyadasi laja hevarh aha [ . ] duvadasa

2 vasa-abhisitena me dhammalipP likhapita lôkasâ

3 hitasukhâyê [ . ] sê tam^ apahaU tamtam dhammavadhi pâpôvâ

4 hêvam lôkasâ hitasukhêti pativêkhâmi atha iyarh

5 nâtisu hêvam patiyâsamnêsu hêvam apakathêsu

6 kimam kânP sukham avahâmîti tatha cha vidahâmi [ . ] hêmevâ

7 savanikâyêsu^ pativêkhâmi [ . ] savapâsamdâ pi me pûjitâ

8 vividhâya pûjâyâ [ • ]
ê chu iyâm atanâ pachûpagamanê^

9 sê mê môkhyamatê [ . ] sadvîsativasa abhisitêna me

10 iyarh dhaihmalipi likhâpitâ [ . ]

NOTES.

1. Misled by the following sentence, the meaning of which he completely failed to grasp,

Prinsep interpreted the absence of the pronoun iyam from beside dhammalipi, as indicating that

the edict of the thirteenth year must have been conceived in terms opposed to those of the

present one, and inspired by doctrines which the king now repudiates. Lassen (IP 276 n. 2)

adopts this strange idea with some reserve. The text in no way authorises such an explanation.

Translated literally, the sentence gives this meaning and no other ‘ It was in the thirteenth

year after my coronation that I had an edict engraved for the welfare and happiness of

the people,’ that is to say, plainly, ‘ I had engraved for the first time.’ Such an idea being

aimed at, can alone explain the introduction of the sentence here. We shall see that this

very simple observation has a conclusion at once extremely unexpected, and very important.

It will be remembered that the concluding words ‘of the I2th (Rock) edict are immediately

followed at Khalsi by characters which I have been able to correct with certainty into athavdsd-

hhisitasa, the certain equivalent of which, though greatly altered, reappears at Kapur-di-Giri

(I. 253). Deceived by the divisions introduced into the reproductions of the Corpus, which

I supposed to depend on positive traces preserved by the rock itself, I connected these words

with the 12th edict; but a kind communication from Dr. Kern allows me to rectify this passage

so as to leave no further doubt. We must, according to his ingenious conjecture, separate
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the words in question from the 12fch edict and transfer them to the commencement of the

13th, the genitive -ahhisitasa, being in agreement with Piyadasisa. The words in brackets

should therefore be struck out from the end of my translation of the 12th (Rock) edict, and

the commencement of the 13th should be modified in the following manner :
—

‘ In the ninth

year of his coronation, the king Piyadasi, dear unto the Dêvas, conquered the immense territory

of Kaliiiga.’ Now, it will have been seen from my translation, that it was to this conquest,

and to the horrors of which it had been the occasion, that the king attributes his religious

conversion. We have, therefore, two facts :—(1) that the conversion of the king dated from the

ninth year of his coronation, and (2) that he only commenced to have the edicts which were

inspired by his new opinions engraved in the thirteenth. This, I may add, very well agrees with

the statement in the 5th edict of Girnâr, according to which the creation of Dharmamahdmdtras

dates from his fourteenth year. Now let us compare the commencement of the edicts of

Sahasram and of Rûpnâth with these two facts. According to the version of this passage, as

corrected by Dr. Oldenberg (^Mahdvagga, I. p. xxxviii. note, Zeitschr. der Deutschen Morg,

Ges., XXXV., 473) the king, who speaks, declares that he had passed ‘more than two years and a

half after his conversion without showing his :5eal actively, but that, at the moment when be

was speaking, he had manifested such zeal a year ago.’ If we add these' figures together, we
find, on the one hand, that Piyadasi passed eight years and a fraction, say eight years and a

half, after his coronation, before he was converted
;
and that he was then more than two years

and a half, say two years and three-quarters, before giving effective proofs of his religious zeal.

This makes an approximate total of eleven years, plus a fraction, of religious coldness : and it

was accordingly only in the twelfth or thirteenth year of his reign that his zeal became out^

wardly manifest. It is exactly at this period that his evidence in the present passage fixes his

first religious edicts. This is a coincidence which no one could consider to be accidental, and

there follows this important conclusion that, contrary to the doubts expressed in various quar^

ters and to the theory so ably upheld by Dr. Oldenberg (^Zeitschr. der Deutschen Morg. Ges., loc.

cit.) the author of the inscriptions of Sahasram and of Rûpnâth was indisputably the same

Piyadasi as he who published the rock tables of Girnâr, and the Columnar edicts, and that, in

dealing with these inscriptions, we are certainly on Buddhist ground. It follows, moreover,

that the edicts of Sahasram and of Rûpnâth, belonging, as they do, to the thirteenth year

after his coronation, are certainly amongst the first which he had engraved, and probably the

very same as those to which he makes allusion in the passage before us.

2. This phrase contains two difficult words. One is ydipovd, which has been definitely

explained by Dr. Kern as equivalent to gjrdpiiiijdt. With regard to the first, apahatd, I think

that the learned Leyden professor has been less happy in his suggestions. He takes it as

equivalent to a-prahartd, from the verbal noun prahartar, with tam for its direct object. But, be-

sides such a construction, awkward enough under any circumstances, being repugnant to the style

of our monuments, it does not give a very satisfactory sense, Not mutilating these edicts is too

small a thing to cause one to acquire, as the sequel shows, various virtues. In the first place,

I think that the phrase runs down to -suhheti. The cha, which in line 6 follows tatha, proves

that the entire sentence is to be divided into two parallel halves, the former part of each

forming the thoughts of the king, marked and completed by an itl, the latter being the two

verbs pativekhdmi, and tatha mdahdmi. This construction makes the explanation of the initial

se more simple. It refers necessarily to lohe understood from the preceding lohasa. This

being settled, the general sense to be expected from the entire proposition is something to the

effect that, by instructing themselves by these edicts, men will practise certain virtues,

and will be happier and better. It appears to me that we shall easily arrive at this translation

by taking apahatd as the participle absolute, for apaliritya or even apahritvd (we might venture

to correct the reading to apahdti, cf. above I. 53, or even to apahatii). The meaning ‘ to carry

off for one’s own appropriation,’ which apa-har exactly expresses, could, it appears to me, be

applied without too great boldness in the king’s ideas to the fact that passers-by might carry

away in their memories some scraps of his exhortations, and would improve in such and such a
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way. (The distributive idiom tam-tam will be noticed). In this manner the meaning appears to

me to be much more natural.

3. To atha iyam corresponds exactly the Pâli idiom yathayidam, which is also known in

Buddhist Sanskrit. For the characters himamhdni, it is unnecessary to have recourse to the

really desperate correction kâmahdlî. The conjunction Icdni is now familiar to us, and the next
edict (1. 18) affords anothe^mnstance of its association with an interrogative pronoun

;
Mmam

may remain. As observe - a former occasion (I. 18-19) we are authorised to understand it

as kim ii, a common strongly interrogative formula. If we reject this reading, the only other

alternative which I see, is to admit that kim, degraded to the role of a simple particle, has
ill some way doubled its final letter by the addition of a neuter adverbial termination, so that

we obtain kimam, very much as the Pâli has sudam for svidam, i,e. svid. I must avow my
reference for the former solution.

4. A comparison with the 1 2th (Rock) edict appears to me to fix the meaning of nikdya

for the present passage, where it is, as in the other, closely connected with 'pdsamda. Nikdyas
form the body of functionaries or royal ofiicers over whom Piyadasi exercises a supervision, the

personal character of which we have just seen the 4th (Columnar) edict emphasizing.

5. The I2th (Rock) edict again helps us to arrive at the exact meaning of this last

phrase. The obscurity consists in the words atand pachupagamanê, although the substantive

pachupagamana does not lend itself to much uncertainty. It can hardly mean anything

except the action of approaching with respect, and while we admit that prati adds a

distributive or individual shade of meaning, it can easily be translated as ‘ personal adherence

to.’ But what is the relation between the two words ? Dr. Kern transcribes the first

word as atana and sees in it a genitive. In that case we should except atane, but is

we pass over this difficulty, the translation which he proposes, ‘ my own belief ’ (gnijne

eigene helijdenis) supposes a very peculiar meaning for pachupagamana, which is a bold

deviation from the etymological sense in a word for which we have no proof of any ’ technical

use. In the 12th (Rock) edict, we have a thought altogether analogous to the passage

under review :
—

‘ Piyadasi .... honours all sects .... by honours of different kinds.’ Then
follows a sentence which the particle tu at first sight places in a certain antithesis to

what precedes :
—

‘ But less importance is attached to that than to the desire of seeing their

essence (the virtues which constitute their essentials) reign.’ Now, here also, the particle cliu

gives a shade of antithesis to the second member of the sentence. If we take the form atand as

correct, and translate literally, we get, ‘ but it is the personal adherence (to the sects) which

I consider as the essential requisite.’ The deliberate personal adherence to the doctrines of

the various religions is evidently the necessary condition of their sdravadhi, as the 12th edict

expresses it. This explanation, therefore, without touching the text as handed down to us,

leads us directly and without violence to a thought which makes a fitting supplement to the

idea of the 12th edict. This consideration appears to me to be of such a nature as strongly to

recommend it, above all in a text which, like ours, is far from avoiding repetitions, as we shall

be better able to judge in dealing with the 8th edict.

TRANSLATION.

Thus saith the King Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas :—In the thirteenth year after my
coronation did I [for the first time] have edicts engraved for the welfare and happiness of the

people. I trust that they will carry away something from them, and thus, in such and such

respects, will make progress in the religion, so that this will be for the welfare and happiness

of the people. I also make such arrangements as I believe suited to provide for happiness,

whether amongst my distant subjects or amongst those who are near to me and amongst my
relations. Hence it is I who watch over the whole body of my officers. All sects receive from

me honours of different kinds, but it is the personal adherence [to their doctrines which] I

consider to be the essential requisite. In the twenty-seventh year after my coronation had I

this edict engraved.
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SEVENTH AND EIGHTH EDICTS.

(Formerly a seventh and an eighth edict were distinguished, the latter being engraved

circularly round the base of the column. Really, as Dr. Biihler has pointed out, these two form

only one, and it is convenient to reunite them in a continuous text. A separate enumeration,

1, 2, &c., is however retained for the lines which go round the pilla” )

Prinsep, pp. 597 If.; pp. 602 if. — Lassen (p. 270, n. 1; p.'''275, n. 3) and Burnouf

(p. 749 ff.) have only commented upon or given new translations of short fragments.

TEXT.

11 Devrinampiye Piyadasi lâjâ liêvaih fihâ [ . ] yê atikamtam

12 amtalam lâjânê husu^ hêvam ichhisu katham janê

13 dhammavadhiyà vadheyâ nô chu jane anulupâyâ dhammavadhiyu

14 vadhithâ [ . ] êtarh^ dêvânampiyê Piyadasi lâjâ hêvam âhâ [ . ] êsa me
15 huthâ atikamtam cha" amtalam hêvam ichhisu lâjânê katham janê

16 anulupâyâ dhammavadhiyà vadhêyâti nô cha janê anulupâyâ

17 dhammavadhiyà vadhithâ [ . ] sê kina su* janê anupatipajêyâ

18 kina su janê anulupâyâ dhammavadhiyà vadhêyâti kina su kâni

19 abhyurhnâmayêham^ dhammavadhiyâti [ . ] êtam dêvânampiyê Piyadasi lâjâ hêvaiii

20 âhâ [ . ] êsa mê huthâ dharâmasâvanânP sâvâpayâmi dhammânusathini

.

21 anusisâmî êtaiii janê sutu anupatîpajîsati abhyumnamisati

1 («) dhammavadhiyà cha bâdham vadhisati [.] êtâyê mê athâyê dhammasâvanâni

sâvâpitâni dhammânusathini vividhâni ânapitâni [.] yathatiyipâ^ pi bahunê

janasi âyatâ êtê paliyôvadisamti pi pavithalisarhti pi [.] lajûkâ pi

bahukêsu pânasatasahasêsu âyatâ tê pi mê ânapitâ hêvam cha hêvam cha

paliyôvadâtha

2 jaiiam dhammayutam^ [.] dêvânampiyê Piyadasi hêvam âhâ [,] êtamêva mê
anuvêkhamânê^ dhammathambhâni katâni dhammamahâraâtâ katâ dhamma
. . . katê [.] dêvânampiyê Piyadasi lâjâ hêvam âhâ [.] magêsu pi mê
nigôhâni lôpâpitâni chhâyôpagâni^° hôsamti pasumunisânam ambâvadikâ

lopâpitâ adhakôsikâni pi mê udupânâni

3 khâiiâpâpitâni nimsi — dhayâ^* cha kâlâpitâ âpânâni mê bahukâni tata tata

kâlâpitâni patîbhôgâyê pasumunisânarii [.] sa — êsa patîbhôgê nâma^^ [.J

vividhâyâ hi sukhâyanâyâ pulimêhi pi lâjîhi mamayâ cha sukhayitê lôkê

imam chu dharhmânupatîpatî anupatîpajamtu tâ êtadathâ mê

4 êsa katê [.] dêvânampiyê Piyadasi hêvam âhâ [.] dhammamahâmâtâ pi mê
ta^® bahuvidhêsu athêsu ânugahikêsu viyâpatâ sê pavajîtânam chêva

gihithânam cha sava . . . dêsu pi cha viyâpatâ sê^* [.] samghathasi pi

mê^ katê^^ imê viyâpatâ hôhamti ti [.] hêmêva bâbhanêsu âjîvikêsii

pi mê katê

5 imê viyâpatâ hôhamti ti [.] nighamthêsu pi mê katê imê viyâpatâ hôhamti

[.] nânâpâsamdêsu pi mê katê imê viyâpaÇâ hôhamti ti [.] nânâpâsam-

dêsu pi mê katê imê viyâpatâ hôhamti ti [.] pativisitham patîvisitham

têsu têsu tê tê mahâmâtâ’'® dhammamahâmâtâ chu mê êtêsu chêva

viyâpatâ savêsu cha amnêsu pâsamdêsu [.] dêvânaiiipiyê Piyadasi lâjâ

hêvam âhâ [.]

6 êtê cha amnê cha bahukâ mukhâ^^ dânavisagasi viyâpa^ sê marna chêva

dêvinam cha [.] savasi cha mê ôlôdhanasi tê bahuvidhêna â . lêna^® tâni

(a) Here commences the so-called viiith Edict.

(h) The m here has both the signs for the vowel e and for the vowel
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tâni tütliriyatanâni patî ...[.] bida cliêva disâsii cba dâlakânam^^ pi cha

mô katê aihnîmam clia dêvikamiilânam ime dâiiavisagêsu viyâpatâ

hôhamti ti

7 dhammripadunatliâyê dhamriirmiipatipatiyô
[ . ] êsa bi dbammâpadfine dbaihma-

patîpati cba ya iyaib^° dayâ dânô sacbê sôcbavê madavê sàdbavê cdia

lôkasa bêvaiii vadhisati ti [ . ] dôvânampiyê .... bija bôvam âbâ
[ . ]

yâni bi kâni cbi mamiyâ sâdbavani katâni tam lôkô anûpatîpaiimô

tam cba anavidbiyaibti têna vadbitâ cba

8 Yadbisamti cba mâtapitisu susasâyâ guliisu siisusayâ vayômabalakânam amipatî-

patiyà bâblianasamanêsu kapaiiavabikesn âvadâsabbatakêsu sainpatîpatiyPC^
[ . ]

deviiDampiy . . . dasi lâjâ bêvam fibâ [ . ] mnnisaiiam cbu'^'^ yâ iyam

dbammavadbi vadbitâ diivêhi yêv'a âkâlêbi dbammaniyamena cba iiijbatiyi
«

cba [ . ]

9 tata cbii lahu sê dbammaniyamê nijhatiyâ va bbaye [ . ] dbammaniyamê chu

kbô êsa yê mô iyam katê imâni cba imâni jâtâni avadhiyâni aihnâni

pi cbn baba . . dbammaniyaniâni^^ yâni niê katâni [ . ]
nijbatiyâ va

cbn bbnyê munisânam dbammavadbi vadbitâ avihimsâyê bbutânam

10 anâlaîiibbâyê pânânaiii [ . ] sê êtâyê athâyô iyam ka^ putâpapôtikê cbamdania-

siiliyikê bôtn ti tatbâ cba annpatîpajamtn ti [ . ] bêvam bi annpatî-

pajamtam bidatapalatê âladbi^^ hôti [ . ] satavisativasâbbisitêna^^ mô iyam

dbammalibi likhâpâpitâ ti [ . 1 êtarn dêvânampiyê âbâ [ . ] iyam

11 dbammalibi ata^® atbi silâtbariibhâni vâ silâpbalakâni vâ tata ka^viyâ êiia

êsa cbilatbitikê siyâ [ . ]

NOTES.

1. Tbe correct form would be Jmihsu. We have already met the two spellings Tiumsam (Kh.

viii. 1. 22) and ahumsu (G. viii. 1. 2), and we shall subsequently come across liiisarh (S. 1. 2.)

and hnsu (R. 1. 2). This word is the form which corresponds to tbe ahJmrimc or ahhuihsu of

Buddhist Sanskrit. With regard to third persons in tlid, like vadhitha, and in tbe next

sentence huthd, cf. Malidvastu, I. p. 378. It is plain that we must supply an iti after vadMijd,

as we see is done when tbe sentence is repeated lower down, tbe phrase expressing tbe intention

of these ancient kings» Anulupa, ‘ conformable,’ appears to refer to the wishes of tbe kings.

2. I strongly doubt if etaih should be taken as a pronoun, either here or when tbe sentence

is repeated in line 19. A stereotyped formula, such as we have here, would scarcely be modi^

fied, and least of all by an addition of so little meaning. In dealing with Girnâr (viii,

1. 3) and Khâlsi (viii. 1. 23)^ I have mentioned examples of êta representing atra (Pâli ettha)
;

I believe that we have here another case of tbe same use (etaih, as we have at Kb. êtd, and

as w'e have bad savatarh, &c.), and that in both tbe sentences tbe word would be exactly repre-

sented by our ^now.’

3. The repetition here gives a singularly embarrassed and clumsy turn to the whole idea

of tbe passage. The two formulas dêvdnaihyiyê .... aha are, so to say, on différent levels.

Tbe first simply introduces tbe observations made by tbe king
;
the second, tbe practical solutions

and the decisions to which be comes regarding them
;
for this is the drift of êsa mê huthd, ‘ I

have taken this resolution,’ as its repetition inline 20 shows. Tbe cha which appears in this

connection, corresponds to the one which follows in no cha janê.

4. It is kinassu which we should understand here
;
for the exact form of this instrumental

is kind, see Hêmachandra, III. 69. It is the Pâli kênassu, in Sanskrit kêna svit. The phrase is

shortly afterwards completed by the addition of kdni, which particle I have already explained

in dealing with a former edict.

5. The active form ahhyunnamati is, as we see from line 21, used here in the sense of ‘ to

rise up,’ which in Pâli (Lotus, p. 456) is applied to unnaniati, and which we should only ex])ect
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to find in the passive, Ahliyunnammjati therefore signifies ‘ to cause to go forward.’ We have

several times had occasion to refer to the potential in eJiam, for eyaih.

6. With regard to savana, cf. 1. 1 of the circular part. We shall again come across it at

Rûpnâth (1. 5), and at Sahasram, where it is erroneously written savane. The â must be long,

for the word refers to causing to hear, to the promulgation, the preaching of the religion.

It is hardly necessary to point out that anusisami, is a false reading for anusasavni.

7. This word mnst be very much defaced on the original stone. The first facsimile^

JU S JL» G (j J
ï*Gad yajayapâpi, marking the first three letters as not clearly apparent. General

Cunningham gives JLO/tJtG C. yathatiyipapi, but in the transcription he places the first four

characters in brackets, thus signifying that he has not read them with certainty. Anyhow, both

the divergence of the two readings and the fact that neither of them gives a satisfactory interpre-

tation, prove that the text is here very doubtful. We are thus compelled to have recourse to
«

conjecture. From the detached edicts of Dhauli and of Jaugada we see, and this is also

implied elsewhere by the very nature of the circumstances, that the king had, with the view to

the moral and religious surveillance which so much occupied his attention, distributed over

the country his various orders of functionaries by towns or by provinces. I would therefore

prefer to read JbG)- rLX 1j pi,— ‘ several officers have been commissioned, district

y districts A priori this restoration would not appear violent, but it is clear that onlj^ and

attentive revision of the original stone would enable us to judge of the degree of probability

vrhich it may possess. Regarding dyatd, see above. Edict IV. note I. Favithalati indicates that

the officers should orally ‘ develop’ the advice, which the king, in his inscriptions, can only give

in abstract.

8. Regarding this phrase see above. Edict IV. note 4. As for the form of the Imperative

in atlia, it is known in Pâli, cf. also Mahdvastu I. 499.

9. Regarding the orthography of anuvelchamdna, see above. Edict III. note 3. Between

dhamma and kaiê there is a lacuna of about three ahsharas, happily without any serious

influence on the general sense. We might suggest that the stone, in its integrity, originally

bore the words dhamhasdvane hate. I must, however, state that General Cunningham, in his

transcription, writes a hha in brackets after dhamma. I conclude that this reading is far

from clear. If it is really the true one, I confess that I can think of no expedient for

completing the word.

10. For the commencement of this sentence, compare Girnar, II., 1. 5, and following. I

have elsewhere given my reasons for considering the sign in the words aihbdvadiJpd and

adhahosikdni to be a simple variant in form of + . We actually meet the former word again in the

Queen’s Edict, under the usual form ambdvadikd. This word, indeed, puzzles me more as regards

its derivation,—at least, as regards the derivation of its second term. The first, amba = dmra, gives

no room for doubt. Burnouf, following the example of Prinsep, translates the whole compound

by ‘ plantations de manguiers,’ without stopping for a detailed explanation. It is, I presume, by

a simple inadvertence that he applies the epithet adhakdsikdnî to it. The pandits of Prinsep

translate the compound by ‘ mango-trees,’ transcribing it on one occasion dmravrihsha which is

inadmissible, and another time as dmravalikdh, from which I can draw no meaning. An analysis

into dmra + dvali, would give ‘lines’ or ‘rows of mango-trees,’ but this is excluded by the

spelling vadikd common to the two passages. The word might be taken as a popular spelling

for vatikd, vaiî, (as we have libi = lipi) being equivalent to vata, the whole meaning ‘mango,

and fio* trees.’ But then we fall into a new difficulty
;
for in the Queen’s Edict this translation

does not fit properly into the sentence
;
there the word being co-ordinated with dldme, drdmah,

could scarcely be anything but a singular with a collective meaning. On the other hand, an

inscription at Junnar (Burgess and Indraji, Gave Temple Inscriptions, p. 47, No. 15) has dbikdbhati,

which must be compared with, in the neighbouring inscriptions, jdbubhati (p. 46, No. 14) and

karajabhati (p. 48, No. 17). The last twm expressions are rendered by Burgess and Bidder

as ‘plantation oijambus,’ and ‘plantation of karamjas,’ respectively (Archœoïogical Survey West,
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Ind.^ VoL lY», p. 97) ;
and for the first Burgess and Tndraji suggest ‘ mango-field,’ I suppose that,

in either case, it is the transcription hhriti which is thought of. Although, at least so far as I

am aware, the wnrd is not commonly used in such a meaning, still this translation is possible from
its etymology. But, however tempting the apparent connection between dhikahhati and
amb dvadikd may be, it seems to me to be difficult to admit their com.plete identity. Such an

orthography as vadi for bhritiy beside the usual one of hhati, could hardly occur on our monu-

ments ;
and hence this analogy, if it has appeared to me to be sufficiently curious to demand

attention, does not bring our perplexity to a close. On the whole, it appears to me to be

almost certain that we must explain amhduadikd as a feminine substantive meaning some such

thing ‘ as a mango plantation ’ or ‘mango grove;’ and that most probably we must seek in

vadikd for vddikd a popular spelling of vdtd, vdiî, in its sense of ‘enclosure ’ and hence ‘ park’

or ‘ orchard.’

11, Adthough General Cunningham marks no lacuna between m and dha in his tran-

scription, and although the line immediately above shows a fault in the rock which existed

previously to the engraving, it appears to me to be indubitable that several characters are

missing here. The reading as given nimsidhayd gives no meaning
;
but it is the more difficult to

complete the imperfect word or words with likelihood, as, owing to the fault in the stone, we
are unable to calculate the exact number of missing letters. One single point appears to me
to be extremely probable, that the characters dhayd ought to be read dhayê, or dJiiyê, and

would form the concluding syllables of the word [pojdhiye or [po^dhaye. This form podhi,

equivalent to the Sanskrit prahi, continually reappears in the cave inscriptions
;

it is sufficient

to refer the reader in general terms to the work cited in the preceding note. These ‘ springs ’

are exactly what à priori we should expect here. As for the former portion of the word I

have nothing positively convincing to propose. Before going further, we must know with more

precision the exact condition of the stone. I do not know whether the characters read as

nimd^vQ subject to doubt or not. If it is allowable to correct them, the expression sindnapodhiy

equivalent to sndnaprahi, which an inscription {Cave-Temple Inscriptions^ p. 16, No. 21)

appears to use, is suggested to us. In that case we might restore it here as nahd\_napô^d]iiyêy

and tanks would be here referred to. A future revision of the monument will decide as to the

lot which this provisional hypothesis deserves.

12. As far pasimiunisdnam the phrase develops with entire clearness. Thereafter the

lacuna which follows sa throws us into uncertainty. About one thing there can be no doubt,—
that hitherto the following words have been wrongly divided into phrases. Following

Prinsep and Lassen, Burnouf connects esa paiibhôgé ndma with the succeeding proposition
;

but the hi which accompanies vividhdyd proves that a new sentence begins with this

word. This sentence stands by itself, the particles pi and clia being correlatives, and

means, ‘ in fact, former kings, as much as I myself, have favoured the happiness of their

subjects ill various ways.’ The rest, imam chu, ^c., is marked by the particle chu as forming a

kind of antithesis with the former portion of the sentence, such as would ensue from the

following translation, ‘ but the great wish, which has inspired me, has been the desire of

developing the practice of the Religion.’ It hence follows, on the one hand, that one sentence

is completed by pasumunisdnam, and, on the other, that another, equally complete, commences

with vividhdyd. The words sa...esa patîbhôgê ndma must therefore, for their part, form a

eomplete proposition. One of the turns of style most commonly employed by the king consists,

as we have seen from several examples, in taking up, a term, which has just been used in an

ordinary and familiar sense, in order to transfer it by some addition or allusion into the domain

of morals and religion, e. g. ‘ traditional practices are a very good thing, but the great object

is the practice of the Religion ’ (G. 9) ;
the giving of ‘ alms is very praiseworthy, but his

true alms are the alms of religious exhortation’ {ibid.)
;
‘there is only one conquest which is

worthy of the name, the conquest of souls to the Religion, only one real pleasure, the jileasure

foun4l in practising and favouring the Religion’ (I3th Edict), &c. Here we have a similar

rhetorical figure. The king has just been speaking of ‘ enjoyment ’ (pa/i^/uipu) in a material
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and physical sense, as in the 2nd Edict
;
and immediately he goes on,— ‘ but this is the true

enjoyment’ {patîhhôga nama)^ to do that which I do, in regard to the Religion and its progress

among the people. At the same time, as this enjoyment does not fall to the lot of everyone,

I presume that here the king opposes his peculiar form of enjoyment to the vulgar enjoyments

of beings in general (puswmmm-anam), and I would be willing to admit that the lacuna ought

to be filled up as sa \_tu mama'] esa or some such phrase. Whatever be the value of this sugges-

tion, the way in which the sentences should be divided, and the meaning of the whole, appear

tome to be sufficiently certain. We should, of coui’se, read sukMyanuya. On a former occasion

(Yol. I., 135, 135) I have referred to the instrumental which we meet again lower down

ill line 7 as mamiyd. We must certainly take êtadathâ as equivalent to etadatham, and anupafi-

pati as equivalent to amipatipatim. If the reading of the facsimiles were less plain, we might

be tempted to return to the analogy of most of the passages where this phrase occurs, and

read etadathaye êsa°, but I do not consider the change indispensable.

13. As we have the text delivered to us, we can only consider the words dhammamaha-

matd pi me as forming a complete sentence, and correct the ta following intone. But it is

curious that the king does not return here to his usual phraseology which would be kaid,

and all the more so because the pronoun te is repeated in its equivalent se which follows

vydpatd. We have previously met this phrase 'ryopu/ase, and I have already (Vol.I. 131), given

reasons which scarcely allow us to take sê as anything but a parallel form of te. These reasons

are strengthened by a fact which we can remark here, where we see imê vydpatd and vydpatd

se used as interchangeable, and supplementing each other. Under such circumstances, the

concurrence of te and se in the same sentence would be hardly probable.

14. For the second member of the sentence, see G. V. 1. 4, which allows us to fill it

up with certainty as sava\_pdsam]desn.

15. We could easily construe the locative samgliafhasi with kata, and in the sense ‘ with

regard to, looking to, the interests of the sariighad But this construction becomes less probable

on the phrase which follows, for nigamtliesu, ^c., and is altogether inadmissible in line 6 for

ddlakdnam. Besides, everywhere here, vydpata necessarily requires an object. I therefore

conclude that, in this series of propositions the words me kaiê represent a kind of parenthesis,

and the krita is hence to be taken, as we have seen kichcha at Girnar (IX. 9), in the sense

of ‘thinking,’ ‘desiring,’ — ‘they will occupy themselves, such is my thought, such is my
aim, in the interests of the samgha, &c.’ With regard to this duty of surveillance over the

clergy entrusted by the king to his officers, compare Girnâr VI., 1. 7-8.

16. The letter which follows te appears to have been still legible at the time when the

first fac-simile was taken. At any rate we cannot hesitate to read, with it, tê te, a distribu-

tive repetition corresponding to têsu têsu, each mahdmdtra finding himself thus charged with

some special sect (pativisitham). Moreover, a distinction is made between the makamâtras

charged each with one of the particular sects who have just been mentioned, and the

dhammamahdmdtras to whom a general surveillance, both over these corporations and over all

others, is entrusted.

17. I do not think that there can be any doubt as to the division of the words bahukd

mukhd. The figurative sense of mukha, ‘ means,’ seems sufficient to ’warrant the only inter-

pretation which is possible, that of ‘ agent,’ ‘intermediary.’ We may, in a manner, compare the

use oîdvdra {duvdla) in the detached edicts of Dhauli, i. 3 ;
ii. 2. ‘ These, with many others, are

my agents. Their duties will be to distribute the alms which come from me and also those

which come from the queens.’ As to what comes from the latter we have an express allusion

to their intervention in the fragment of the Allahabad Edict.

18. It is certain that we must complete to d[]{;d]Una. Tutliuyatandni gives no admissible

sense, and the word is certainly incorrect. I think that it is easy to suggest the remedv, and
to read yatJidyatandni : for ^ is a very easy correction. The verb is unfortunatelv inconi-

plete, but v/hatever it was in its integrity, whether paîivêkhamtî, or patijaggamti, or what not.
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there is no doubt about its general meaning. The officers put in charge by the kino* of the

interior of his palace (cf. the fifth of the Fourteen Edicts) ‘are each to supervise the rooms to

which he is detailed.’ Ayatana designates a portion of the orodliana, the inner apartments

taken as a whole.

19. I confess that I have some difficulty in ascertaining the exact shade of meaning

which separates dâlaka from dêvikumdra. The first designates, in general terms, ‘ the children’

of the king. Ajs, iov devlhumara, we have just above been dealing with the subject of the

alms of the queens {dêvînam cha), it is extremely probable that we should take the compound, not

as a dvandva, but as a tatpui'iisha. On the other hand, if we translate literally, ‘ our children

and the other princes, sons of the queens,’ it will become necessary to admit that the darahas

form a special category among the devikumdras
;
but this is just the opposite of what we should

expect
;
the sons of the recognised cjueens should form a particular and privileged class amid

the offspring of the king. I only see one way out of the difficulty,—to admit here for anya the

same appositional use which we find in Greek (ol dXXoi ^vn/naxot, the others, that is to say, the

allies)
;
ddlalca would mean specially those sons of the king who were not assured an ofiicial

title by the rank of their mothers, while dêviJcîimdra would be those who had the rank of

princes. I have remarked above that the genitive ddlakd^iarh, substituted here for the locative

which appears in the earlier phrases can only be construed with ddnavisagesu. In dliammd-

paddna, I take apaddna, in its Pâli sense of ‘ action,’ ‘ noble deed,’ and as equivalent to the

Sanskrit avaddna. Even in Sanskrit apaddna is sometimes met in this sense {St. Fetersb. Diet,

s. V.). The meaning would therefore ‘be in the interests of religious practices.’

20. For yd iyarh, equivalent to yad idam, see above. Edict I., note 6. As for the

enumeration which follows, it strongly recalls that in the 2nd Edict, 1. 12. We must read

sôchêve, for sôchêyê, instead of sôrJiavê. We have already (Kh. xiii. 2) met mddava, i.e.

mdrdavam, in an analogous meaning. We should of course read sddhave noi sddliamme
;
especially

the first facsimile indicated the letter read as ^ by dots only, thus showing that the reading

w'as already then indistinct and hypothetical.

21. The whole of this sentence has been perfectly explained by Burnouf
;
he has made a

mistake about one word only. He translates ‘the poor and children,’ as if he had

before him hdlahesu, but this transcription is inadmissible. We must here substitute the Sanskrit

kripanavardkêÿhu, the exact form supposed by our text, i.e. ‘ the poor and the miserable.’

22.

The particle chu can very well commence the sentence : we have seen (I. note 3) that

it implies slight opposition, ‘ but,’ ‘ now,’ a statement which is immediately verified once more

in the following sentence. The only difficulty which exists, is in the words dhammaniyama

and nijhati. Tbe first is sufficiently defined by the sequel. It means the ‘rules, the

prohibitions inspired by the Religion,’ such as the forbidding the slaughter of such and such

animals. is less clear. However, after what has been said above (lY. note 10) about

the verb nijbapayati, I think that we need not hesitate to derive from it the substantive

'ïiijhatti, as we do vijriapti from vijndpayati. It would, in that case, mean ‘ the action of

calling the attention, reflexion.’ If this is correct, the two conditions of progress which the

king distinguishes wmuld be, on the one hand, positive prohibitions, duly enumerated, and on

the other, the personal feelings awakened by the prohibitions, and, in general, by religious

instruction. It seems to me that what follows confirms this interpretation. Twice does

Piyadasi warn us that it is the 7iijhatk which alone gives all its importance and all its develop,

ment to the 7iiyama, which by itself is but a small thing. Regarding the meaning thus given

to lah'ii, laglm, we may compare not only laJmkd in the sense of ‘ contempt’ in the 12th edict

of Girmir, but éspecially the adjective in the 13th edict of Khâlsi, 1. 12, note The

meaning appears to me to be very clear : it is natural that the king should attach less importance

to the material observance of a few necessarily limited rules, than to the spirit which he would

propagate among his people and which would inspire them, for example, with a still wider and

more absolnte respect for life {avihhhsdye bhiUdmaih aiidladibbayê pdaidnam).
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23. It is doubtful bow many cbaracters are bere missing. At first sight one would be

inclined to read halvulyidlidni]
;
but tbe facsimile of tbe Corpus appears to bave traces of a

horizontal mark wbicb bardly belong to anything but a
,
so that an almost certain restitution

would be hahu[Jaan%], wbicb has, however, the same meaning.

24. The construction bere is extremely awkward; it exactly corresponds to a difficulty

wbicb has already been considered in tbe 11 tb (Rock) Edict
; I refer to what I bave said there

(Vol. I. 245-47). If we bad not tbis precedent, we should be tempted to take the accusative

patipajantarh as governed by tbe verbal idea contained in tbe substantive dlacllia. But in tbe

other passage, neither tbe form karu at G., nor tbe pronoun so at Kb. and at K,, allow us to

bave recourse to tbis. We must therefore take it bere either as an accusative absolute (cf.

Trenckner, Pdli Miscellany, I. 67 note) equivalent to the nominative absolute, as I have

concluded above, or take tbe spelling as equivalent to pa/zpajai/be (cf. Edict IV.

note 7 ; samtavi = saiiite, santaJf) and as consequently representing a nominative. I incline rather

to the second solution.

26. At tbe time of tbe facsimile, tbe correct reading %asdbhisitena was still distinct.

26. It is unnecessary to remark that ata represents yatra and not atrn, and that it has its

correlative in the tata following. Sildthambhdni vd sildphalakdni vd is in ‘apposition to, and

explains, dhammalibi, and comes to this Hbese edicts, whether they are carved on pillars, or

inscribed on rocks.’ We see, I may remark, bere, in iyam dhammalibi, esa chilathitike, what

confusion reigns in the use and application of tbe genders,

TRANSLATION.

Thus saitb tbe King Piyadasi, dear unto tbe Devas :

—

Kings who ruled in tbe past did

have tbis wish,—How can we secure that men shall make progress in tbe Religion ? But men
did not make progress in tbe Religion according [to their desires]. Now, thus saitb

tbe king Piyadasi, dear unto tbe Devas ;—Thus have been my thoughts,—because kings who
ruled in tbe past did have tbis wish,—how can we secure that men shall make progress in tbe

Religion? and because men did not make progress in tbe Religion according [to their desires],

my what means can I bring men to walk in tbe Good Way ? By what means can I secure the

men shall make progress in tbe Religion according [to my desires] ? By what means can I cause

them to advance in tbe Religion ? Now, thus saitb tbe king Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas :
—

Thus have I resolved
;

I will spread abroad religious exhortations, and I will publish religious

teachings. So, when they bear [these words], will men walk in the Good Way, will advance

[in welfare], (Circular edict commences) and will make rapid progress in tbe Religion. It is for

this reason that I have promulgated religious exhortations, and that I have given various directions

in regard to tbe Religion, I have appointed numerous [officers] over tbe people, each having

bis own jurisdiction, that they may spread abroad my instructions, and develop [my wishes],

I have also appointed rajjukas over hundreds of thousands of living beings, and they have been

ordered by me to instruct the faithful.

Thus saith Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas : — It is with this object alone that I have erected

columns, [covered with] religious [inscriptions], instituted overseei’s of the Religion, and spread

abroad religious exhortations (?).

Thus saith the King Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas : — Along the roads have I planted

nyagrodhas, that they may give shade to ruen and animals
;

I have planted mango..orchards
;

at every halfJ^rosa have 1 sunk wells
;
I have had tanks (?) dug

;
I have had many inns built for

the enjoyment of men and animals. But to me the true enjoyment is this, that, while former

kings and I myself have contributed to the welfare of men by various benefits, they should also

be led to walk in the path of the Religion, It is to this end, therefore, that I direct my actions.

Thus saith Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas :
— I have also appointed overseers of the Religion

whose duty it is to busy themselves with all matters of charity, and their duties will also

extend to all the sectaries, whether those of monks or of householders. I have also borne in
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mind the interests of those in holy orders, with whom the duties of tliese officers will lie
;

the interests of the hrahmanas and religious ascetics, with whom their duties will lie
;
the interests

of the nirgrmithas, with whom their duties will lie
;
and the interests of all the sectaries, with

whom their duties will also lie. The maliamatras will deal with only one or other of these, each

to each body, but the overseers of the Religion will occupy themselves in a general manner

both with these sectaries, and with all others.

Thus saith the King Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas : — These and many other officials are my
agents, and it will be their duty to distribute my alms and those of the queens. In my entire

palace they [will employ themselves] in various ways, each according to the apartments

confided to him. I purpose that, both here and in the provinces, they should employ themselves

on the distribution of the alms of my children, aod especially of those of the royal princes, so as

to encourage the Religion, and devotion to the practice of the Religion. For devotion to the

Religion means practice of the Religion, mercy, charity, trath, purity of life, gentleness, and

goodness.

Thus saith the King Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas :— Now, whatever acts of goodness have

been performed by me, so in these the people follow after me, these they take as their examples

Therefore have they grown up, and will they grow up, in obedience to their parents, in

obedience to their teachers, in reverence to those advanced in age, in consideration towards

hrahmanas, sramanas, the poor, the miserable, and even to slaves and servants.

Thus saith the King Piyadasi, dear unto the Devas : — But this progress of the Religion

among men is promoted in two ways
;
by positive rules, and by the sentiments under which they

are practised. Of these the positive rules have only a moderate importance, and it is the sentiments

under which they are practised which give them a high value. The positive rules are such as

when I forbid the slaughter of such and snch kinds of animals, and the other religious

prescripts which I have issued in great numbers. But it is only by the change of personal

sentiments that the progress of the Religion really takes place, in the [general] respect

for life, and in the exercise of care not to kill any living being. It is with this object

that I have set up this inscription, for my sons and for my grandsons, to endure as long as the

sun and moon, that they may follow my instructions
;
for by so doing they will obtain happiness

both here below and in the world to come. I have had this edict engraved in the twenty-eighth

year of my coronation.

Thus saith the [King], dear unto the Devas : — Where this edict exists, whether on

columns of stone or on walls of rock, there care must be taken that it may long endure.

THE QUEEN’S EDICT AT ALLAHABAD.

Prinsep, p. 966 and ff.

TEXT.

1 Dêvânampiyasa vachanêna savata mahâmatâ

2 vataviyâ [ . ] ê hêta dutîyâyê dêviye dâ[?]nê

3 aihbâvadikâ vâ âlamê va dâna ê hêvâ êtasi

4 kichhi ganîyati tâyê dêviyê sê nâni sava

5 dutiyâyê dêviyê ti tîvalamâta kâluvâniyê

aihnê

NOTES.

Although General Cunningham does not express himself on this point with all the clearness

which one would desire, it appears to me to be certain, as Prinsep practically admitted, that

these five lines preserve for us the commencement only of an inscription which the detrition

of the stone interrupts from the sixth line. Has this detrition made itself felt in the fifth line ?

We shall at least see that, according to my opinion, and so far as one can judge from a single

portion of a sentence, the reading of the last few words require much more correction than the
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rest of tlie fragment. On the other hand, I see no necessity for assuming that the lines which

have come down to us are themselves incomplete, as Prinsep supposed with regard to the fourth.

In any case, there can be no hope here of a really certain translation, but there are at least some

details which can be rectified with confidence, and the Queen Kichhigani, for example, re-enters

into that non-existence, from which she should never have emerged.

The first phrase is clear enough : it closely follows the commencement of the detached

Edicts of Dhauli and Jaugada. Of what follows, we have only the beginning. The verb is

missing, so that we cannot construe the sentence. However, as far as twalamdta, &c., the functions

of the different sub-phrases appear to be pretty clear. We have two relative propositions :

6 héta, &c., and e lievd, &c., but is the se of se ndni^ &c., their antecedent, so that the iti refers

back to the whole of this first portion of the sentence ? I think not. The meaning hardly

lends itself to this construction
;
for then the thought attributed to the ideal interlocutor,

rendered indeterminate by the mutilation of the stone, would come to something like this :
‘ All

the alms given by the second queen belong to the second queen’ or ‘ come from the second

queen,’ an observation the purport of which it is not easy to discover. I have therefore no

hesitation in considering that the two relative propositions, contain the subject of the principal

proposition, the verb of which has been lost, and that the iti refers only to the proposition sê

ndni, &c. This admitted, the division of the words presents no exceptional difficulties. Heta

is for êttha, atra. In the last word of the second line, read ddne by Prinsep, the first character

is curiously wanting in clearness. It looks something like a 'p
,
and the reading ddne suits the

meaning well. We have discussed ambdvadikd (Ed. VIII. 1. 2) above
;
and this word gives a

useful basis for the correction of dlame to dldme, ‘ garden, grove.’ There can be no doubt about

the words which follow : ê mime hichhi, which must certainly be transcribed yadanyat kinchit,

and gamijati, which is the passive of the verb ganayati, in the meaning of ‘ to prize,’ ‘ to esteem.’

Ètasi is doubtless to be taken adverbially, and gives a meaning equivalent to the etaralii of Pâli,

and the êtarhi, etaraliirh of Buddhist Sanskrit. Instead of seeking for an imaginary general in

sendni, we can remind ourselves that we have already had twice to correct ndni into

hdni^ so as to restore a particle hitherto always misunderstood, and we shall thus write

se hdni, that is to say, in Sanskrit, tat hJialu. The last words, — those which follow ti,

—are unfortunately obscure. Although Prinsep’ s attempted interpretation requires no forma-

refutation, it is by no means easy to substitute anything which would be accepted as probable.

I can only offer a conjecture. The first word appears to be twa, which we have alreadv

met (G. XIII. 1 ;
Kh. XIII. 35) as marking the activity of the religious zeal. This

comparison leads me to suggest the correction of lamd to dhamd, -J to Q . In the following

characters there is a variant between the two facsimiles
;
that of Prinsep has clearly kiyé, while

that of the Corpus has niyê. It seems most probable that we have here the feminine termina-

tion of some adjective agreeing, for instance, withc^erzye, and I therefore read kdlunikdye, from

kdrunikd, ‘ full of compassion.’ The correction of
^1,

to is sufficiently easy. When we

have once adopted this division of words, the correction of the character ta neces-

sarily follows. The first word must be, like the second, an epithet of the queen, and I complete

it by reading -dhamdya, or, more accurately, -dhamdye. I cannot bring together these

observations into a kind of translation, without conjecturally supplying a word on wffiich tdyê

dêviyê—kdlimikdyê can depend. I need hardly say that this restitation is entirely hypothetical,

and is only an outline taken at hazard, to bring together the disjointed fragments.

TRANSLATION.

Here followeth the order directed by command of the [king] dear unto the Devas to the

Mahâmâtras of all localities : — For every gift made by the second queen, a gift of a mango-

orchard, of a garden, as well as of every article of value found therein, [it is right to do

honour] to the queen, whose religious zeal and charitable spirit will be recognised, while one

says, —' ‘ all this comes from the second queen * # *
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KAUSAMBI EDICT.

Tills fragment is so designated by General Ciinningham, because it is addressed to the

Maliâniâtras of Kausambi. This is the only positive fact which we are entitled to draw from

it. I can make nothing of tli3 remainder of the transcription, which is too incomplete, and

too imperfect to serve as a basis for useful conjectures, I only reproduce it here, as given in

the Corpus, for the sake of completeness.

TEXT.

L Dêvânampiyê anapayati Kosaihbiya, mahâmata

2 —“ramari (F) . , samghasi nilahiyo

3 i ..... . thatibhiti . bhamti nita . . chi

4 ba . . .
. pinam dhapayita ata

^
satha amvasayi.

I
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CHAPTER III.
#

THE DETACHED ROCK EDICTS.

1. THE EDICTS OP DHAULI AND OP JAUGADA.i

No part o£ our inscriptions has, I think, profited so mnch by the publication of the

Corpus^ as the two edicts which I now propose to stud}^. Not only does it render the

version of Jangada for the first time accessible, but in a great many instances it rectifies

readings given by Prinsep for Dhauli. Dr. Kern has also again taken up the interpretation

of both the inscriptions, and has published a new transcription and a new translation in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. I need hardly say that he has thoroughly improved the

version of Burnouf. Nevertheless, our present knowledge of these monuments is still at a

stage when the last word is not yet said, with regard either to the reading or to the inter-

pretation. I owe to the inexhaustible kindness of Mr. Burgess the communication of new
rubbings of both the rocks

;
and it is very doubtful if, after so experienced and skilled a hand

has passed over them, further examination will bring us more light in the future. Unfortun-

ately the preservation of the rock is very imperfect, especially at Jangada, where it seems to

have undergone intentional mutilation. At any rate, these rubbings have permitted me, as we
shall see, to correct General Cunningham in the reading of several passages, and to submit to

1 Since the work, here translated, was published, these two inscriptions have been studied anew by Prof. Bühler

(Journ. Ger. Orient. Society, XL., 1, and ff.). It would lead me too far, should I undertake to introduce here into my
commentary and translation the various changes which are necessary, either to embody the progress, which my learned

friend has not failed more than once to make towards realizing the exact meaning of the text, or to uphold such of my
interpretations as still appear to me to have been unduly rejected. I, besides, consider it necessary that my essay should

keep its chronological place in a study which at some future period will certainly be taken up again. I therefore content

myself with enteriug below my original text, line by line, the readings of Prof. Bühler, whenever they differ from mine.

No doubt, his revision, founded as it is upon a more recent attempt and upon better documents, will in most cases

prove more trustworthy than all previous decipherments. Of course, the differences bear generally on minute details,

and the cases are few where these variants are such as to modify the palæographical basis on which my explanations had

to rest.—The Author.
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a decisive test the correctness of various conjectures of my predecessors. Even when they

do not introduce new elements to our consideration, the experienced reader will understand how
much security the direct inspection of these immediate and necessarily accurate reproductions

gives to the commentator. They bring us, I consider, sensibly nearer a definite understanding

of the two texts, and all Indian scholars will share my gratitude to Mr. Burgess.

The order according to which the two edicts are numbered has only a secondary import-

ance. It is simplest to preserve that which has been introduced by Prinsep, and which, adhered

to by Burnouf, has become in a manner traditional. It is moreover recommended by a further

reason which was not noticed by the earliest interpreters
;
the two edicts, while resembling

each other in their general tone, differ essentially in the fact that one refers only to the sub-

jects of the king, and the other to the frontier populations not incorporated in his Empire. It

is natural to arrange them in the order which the two interests ought to have occupied in the

thoughts of Piyadasi.

FIRST EDICT.

Prinsep, J. A. S. B., 1838, pp. 434 and ff.
;
Burnouf, Lotus de la Bonne Loi, pp. 671 and ff.

;

Lassen, Ind. Alterth I. p. 268, n. 1-5
;
Kern, Jaart. der zuyd^ Buddh., pp. 101 and fi".

;
J, B

A. S., N. S., XII., pp. 384 and ff.

TEXT .2

DHAULI.

(1) Dêvânampiyasa vachanena

tosaliyam mahâmâta naga-

laviyôhâlaka (2) vataviyaih^ [‘]

am kichhi dakhami hakaiii

tarn ichhami kiihti kaiii . na

pativêdayêhaih (3) duvâlatê

cha âlabhêham2 [] êsa cha mê
môkhvamata duvâlê êtasi a-

•/

thasi am tuphêsu (4) anu-

JAUGADA.

Dêvânampiyê hêvam âhâ [•]

saraâpâyam mahâmâta naga-

laviyôhâlaka hê . vataviyâ [‘]

am kichhi dakhâmi hakam
tam ichhâmi kimti . kamana
patipâtayêham^^ (2) duvâlatê

cha âlabhêham [•] êsa cha mê
môkhivamata duvâlam

am tuphêsu aou-

* Professor Bühîer’s readings

FIRST EDICT.

DHAULI.

1. ®bâlakâ.

2. . , vataviya'^ j
°kammana°.

5. “athâ°.

6. °ti tathâ . . muni°.

7. °iyarâ athê
;
°dêkhatê hi'’.

8. °hôti.

9. °cha . . bahnjanê°.

11. “siyena kilamatbêna®.

12. jâtâ°.

13. ’’ugachh. sam®.

1 .

1 .

1 .

1. °hê . th va°
;
'’kammana®

2. ^âyata pa°
; °savamuuisê.

3. “pâlalôkikêna hê°
; '^sêsu nô cha tuphê êtam pâpu-

nâtha âvâgamakê.

4. “athA^
;
°manâti°

;
dèsarâ nê sa°

;
°phê hisuvitâ'’

;

°bahuka athi yè°
;
“lêsaih hi pâ°

;
°tata hôti aka,

5. °baihdhanamtika . . cha° ; “vêdayati®
;

°hi ichbi° ;

°isaye .

3. “anâvutiyê âlasyêna°
;

°niti e yam°.

î. 14.

1. 16.

1. 17.

1. 18.

1. 19.

1 . 20 .

1 . 21 .

1. 23.

1. 24.

1. 25.

JAUGADA.
1. 7.

°sampatipâda.

°manêatilêkê°
j
®mînê chu ê°.

°satha ta ... . ânamyam° j ®sôtaviya.

°tisê khanasi khanasi®.

°likhita hi °.

nagalaviyôhâlakâ®
; °palibôdhê va.

°athâyê°.

kalamti°
;
°pi chu kumâlê®.

°timni®
; °takhasilâtê°.

®ahâpayitu®.

1 .

1 .

8 .

9.

1 , 10 .

1 . 11 .

1 . 12 .

°uthâyê sam®
;

“vajitaviya pi°
;

°yê liAvahi hêvam
cha°

;
°.sa auusathi.

°kutê manea .

°alâpi kha. na s. tayiyâ êk . . pi . . va——• manê
cha

°athâyê°
;

°lipî è°
;
°yam yu . yu ti.nê hi—^—

°nikhâinayisâmî°
;
°achamclaiii aphalahata . vachanêlê

—

i . mâlêvâ

— âjavachanika ada°
;
“kammarn ê . ni pi . n
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sathF [•] tupliê lii bahusû

pânasaliasêsu Ayatâ pauayam

gachliêraa sumunisânaih^ [•]

savê (5) munisê pajâ marna [•]

atlia pajâyê ichhâmi ha-

kaih kimti savêaa liita-

sukhêna liidalôkika (6)-

palalôkikâyê yujêvûti . , . .
^ muni-

sêsii pi ictiliâmi liakam [*]

nô clia pâpunatha âvâga - (7)

makê® [*] iyaih atba kêchha

va êkapulisê manâti êfcam sê

pi dêsam nô savam^ [•] dê-

khatê lii taphê êfcam (8)

suvihifcâpi nifci^ [*] iyam êka-

pnlisê pi atlii yê bamdha-

nam vâ palikilêsaih® va pâpu-

nâfci [•] tafca hôfca (9) akasmâ

têna^® bamdhanamfcika [‘]

amnê clia . . hujanê daviyê’-i

dukliiyafci ['] tafca icbliifcaviyê

(10) fcupbêhi kimti majham
patipâdayêmâtp2 imêhi

clin jatêhP^ nô sampafcipajafci

isfiya âsnlôpêna (11) nifcbû-

liyêna tûlanâya anâvûtiya

âlasiyêna kâlamathêna [*]

sê icbliifcaviyê kimti êtê (12)

jatâ nô hnvêvu mamâfci [*]

êtasa^^ cha savasa mûlê anâsn-

lôpê atûlanâ cha nitiyam [*]

ê kilamt^ê^^ siyâ (13) na sê

ugachha samchalifcaviyê tu

vajifcaviyê êfcaviyê vâ [*] liê-

vammêva ê dakhiyê tupliâ-

ka^^ [’] têna vafcaviyê (14) am-

iiam nê dêkhata^^ hêvam cha

hêvarn cha dêvânampiyasa anu-

sathi [•] sê mahâ . lê^^ êtasa

sampatipâdê (15) mahâ-

apâyê asampatipafci [*] vipa-

tipadayamînêhP® êfcam nathi

svagasa âladhi nô lâjâladhi

['] (16) duâhalê^o hi imasa

kammasa mê knfcê mana-

atilêkê ['] sampatipajamînê

cha êfcam svagam (17) âlâ-

dhayisatha t naniyam

êhatha^i [•] iyam cha lipi tisana-

khatêna^^ so . viyam (18) am-

talâpi cha tisêna khanasi kha .
-

si êkêna pi sôtaviya [*] hêvam

gafchi [] phê^^ hi bahûsu

pânasahasêsn â . .
pana

gachhêma snmnnisânam [*]

savê munisê (3) pajâ [’]

afcha ichhâmi

kimfcimê^i savêna hita-

sukhêna ynjêyûfci hidalôgika-

pâlalôkikâyê hêmêva mê
ichha savamunisêsu [*]•••
r . .

pâpunâfcha âvaga-

makê [•] (4) iyam afcha kêchâ

êkapulisê pi manati sê

pi dêsarii nê savaih [•] da-

khatha hi tuphê

pisuvifcâpF^ bahukê athi

yê^^ êti êkamunisê bamdha-

nam palikilêsam pi pâpu-

nâfci [•] tafca . ta aka (5) smâ

têna bamdha—
cha vagê ba-

hukê vêdayaihfci [*] tafca tuphê -

hi . chhifcayê kimti majham

pafcipâtayêma ['] imêhi

jâtêhi nô saihpatipajafci

isâya âsulôpêna nifchu-

liyêna (6) tulâyê anâvûtiyê

âlasiyêna kilamafchêna [•]

hêvam ichhitaviyê kimti mê
êfcâni jâtâni nô hêyûti [•]

savasa cha iyam mûlê anâsu-

lôpê atulanâ cha niti iyam^^ [•]

ê kilamfcê siyâ na (7) sam-

chalitu uthF^ . samchalifcaviyê tu

vajifcaviyê pi êfcaviyê pi [*]

nîtiyam ê vê dêkhêyi^^ [']

amna ne

nijhapêtaviyê hêvam

. . cha dêvânampiya . . nu-

sathi [•] — (8) tam mahâphalê

hôti

mahâpâyê hôti

tipâfcayamfcam

svagaâladhi nô

asampatipafci

[•] vipa-

no37

[•]

kamasa

duâhalê

samê'^^

, lâjâdhi

êtasa

kutê ma
-ma ne

(9) cha

svagam

ânaneyam esafcha

cha âlâdhayi-

sathâ [•] iyam cha lipi anufcisam

sôfcaviyâ a-

lâpi va. nasâtafcilâ ê . ka
. pF^
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cha kalamtam tupliê (19) cha-

ghatlia^^ sampatipâdayitavê

[•] êtâyê afehâyê iyaih lipi

likhitâ liida êna (20) naga-

laviyôpâlakâ sasvataiii sa-

mayam yujêviiti nagalajana-

sa akasmâpalibôdha^^ va

(21) akasmâpalikilêsê va iiô

siyâti [•] êtâyê clia atliâyê

liakaih dbammatê pamchasu

pamchasu vasê-(22)-sii25 nikliâ-

mayisâmi ê akbakhasê acham-

da sakliiriâlambhê hôsati [*]

êtam atbam jânitii tatliâ (23)

kalati atha marna anu-

satbîti28 ujênitê pi cba ku-

mâlê êtâyê va athâyê ni-

khâmayisati (24) bêdisamm

êva vagam^^ nô clia atikâ-

mayisati tini vasâni [*] hêmê

va tâkbasilâtê pi ['] adâ

a . . • (25) tê mabâmâtâ ni-

kbamisariiti annsayânam^s ta-

dâ abâpayita atanê kam-

mam êtam pi jânisamti (26)

tam pi tathâ kalaiiiti atha

lâjinê anusathîti [*]

— (10) tavê

[•] êtâyê cha athâyê iyam . khi-

tâ lipi êna mabâmâtâ

nagalaka sasvatam sa-

mayam . . ka
, ya . ênâ

(11) pamchasn

pamchasu vasêsu annsamyânarh

nikhâmayisâmi mahâmâtam acham-

darii phalahata
A -1 A Al A

vacnenele

• • »

ujêniku

mâlê vi . tasatê

(12) javachanika'^o tada

anusamyânam nikhamisarhti

atanê kammam —

NOTES.

DHAULI.

1. Vataviyani for vataviyâ. Comparison with Jaugada leaves no doubt as to the plural,

contrary to the opinion of Burnouf.

2. The difficulty of this sentence resides in the words which follow kimti. The reading

amnam given by the facsimile of the Corpus is not tenable, and there is no room at Dliauli for the

four letters supposed by the conjecture aihnam êna of Dr. Kern. Unfortunately the parallel

passages are either incomplete (at Dhauli in the 2nd Edict) or (at Jaugada) are not particularly

clear, and moreover both contain one character too many. I have, however, little hesitation

as to the correct reading. Trusting to the first and third letters (which are very distinct in

Mr. Burgess’s facsimile), I complete the word as lcam\_me']7ia, Jaugada lends itself well to this

restoration, so far as regards the three last characters. As regards the first, which is certainly

ka in the 2iid Edict, and probably also in the first, our only resource is to consider it as an

erroneous repetition. We shall see lower down, how the Jaugada text presents to us enough

examples of very similar pieces of carelessness to justify this conjecture, especially with the

evidence of Dhauli, which certainly had only three letters. On the other hand, Jaugada

suggests a useful correction for the next word
;

for, if following the reading patipci-

taycham (cf. lower down, line 5, where patipatayema corresponds to papipitdayema of Dhauli),

we correct the Dhauli reading to pafipadayekam, we obtain a translation very consistent with

kaihmena
;

‘ All the views which I entertain, I desire to have brought into practice,’ literally ,

‘to have them practised in fact,’ — a very natural antithesis between, on one side, the thought,

and, on the other, the action. Dahh, therefore, takes here a special shade of meaning
;

it is
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to see in the sense of recognising^ believing. We may compare the common nse in Buddhist

language of to mean ‘theory,’ ‘doctrine,’ and thence, in particular, ‘ a doctrine which

is peculiar, heretical.’ Dr. Kern has well explained duvdla by the Sanskrit dvara, which we
must take in its figurative sense of ‘ means.’

3. Dr. Kern has rendered an essential service to the understanding of the whole of this

passage, by recognising in the base hipha, the Prakrit tumha (cf. Hemachandra, Ed. Pischel,

III. 31, &c.), instead of the stupa, which misled Prinsep, Lassen and Burnouf alike in inter-

preting the whole edict (cf. Jaartell. der zuyd. Buddh., p, 102). We shall see, lower down, that

our rubbings permit us to add a new form to those which he has recognised. Here they

establish a perfect harmony between the two passages, by giving us the reading tuphesu
;
while

a,s regards the analogous forms, apliakam, aphesu, for the pronoun of the first person, see

below in the 2nd det. edict. We may take am as a neuter and refer it to dvdram, or we may
consider it as another spelling of the feminine yd, and connect it with anusatlii ; in either case,

he sense remains the same. The principal means of action, according to Piyadasi, are the

instructions which he imposes upon his officers.

4. Regarding dyatd, see above Col. Ed. VIII. 1.; IV. 3 and note. With regard to what
follows, repeated examinations of the rubbings have convinced me of the correctness of the

reading panayam, which, with gachhema (the word is perfectly clear), gives a very natural

construction. The only matter of doubt, and it is not of great importance, is as to what is the

subject of gachhema. It would seem most natural that it should be the king himself, who is

speaking; ‘1 have appointed you that I may gain the affection of good men.’ But Piyadasi

rarely speaks of himself except in the singular, and besides, it seems to me that pranaya
‘ affection,’ is too modest and familiar a term to be used with reference to the king. I think,

therefore, that the verb has for its subject the mahdmdtras themselves. We should, strictly,

expect an iti at the end of the sentence, which however is often w'anting in analogous cases
;
and

I understand that the king appointed these officers with the intention that they should set

themselves to gaining the affection, the confidence, of good men. This view explains the

importance attached by the king to the instructions which he delivers to them. The source

of their authority is the very confidence which they succeed in inspiring.

5. As a whole this sentence is quite clear. Traces which are apparent on the rubbing

leave me little hesitation in restoring it as -vuti tathd savamuni-. Tathd corresponds well with

the hemeva of Jaugada
;

both are correlatives of the yathd which precedes. We need not

divide the sentence after iti, it goes on down to haham inclusive.

6. This is the passage in the edict which leaves me in the greatest uncertainty.

Unfortunately Jaugada has a lacuna here
;
but the text certainly contained several characters,

whether one word or two, more fhan that of Dhauli. The reading, duham, of the Corpus is

condemned by the rubbings which have clearly hakam. The sentence therefore only

commences with no. With regard to the verb p)dpundtha, Dr. Kern seeks in it a third person

singular. All analogies are contrary to this interpretation
;
it can only be a second person plural.

Thus not only does the supposed object (duham corrected to dulchavi) disappear, but we are com-

pelled to admit another subject. I believe that Jaugada in the indistinct characters at the

beginning of the sentence gives us both. The reading no cha tuphê appears to me to be almost

certain. I dare not be so positive as to the two following characters. It is very probable that

the second was a t
;
and the former one can in that case hardly be anything but an e. It is

certain, at any rate, that the traces on the stone do not prohibit this suggestion. We are thus

driven to translate the first words, ‘ and you will not obtain that.’ It becomes at the same time

clear, without our being compelled to assume any material error of the engraver, why the text

of Dhauli omits the words tuphe and êtam. The second person implies of itself that the king

here addresses, as above, his officers, and an object so vague as êtam, which only refers in a

general way to the idea which the king has just expressed, can be omitted without too great
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obscurity. A little lower down we shall meet the inverse case, when êtam as an object, after

dêkhata, is expressed at Dhauli and omitted at Jaugada. There remains dva (or vd) gamake,

which Dr. Kern understands as the Sanskrit ydvacl gdmyaham, ydvadgamyaihi ‘as much as

possible.’ I must confess that I have many doubts as to this interpretation. This pleonastic

use of the suffix ha^ though common enough in Prâkrit, is rare in the language of our

inscriptions. But I have nothing better to propose, and moreover this explanation agrees

excellently with my general translation of the whole sentence, and allows me to distinguish

more accurately the general purport of the phrase. Qam and prdp are, as used here, essentially

synonyms. The king accordingly says to his officers, ‘ I desire the welfare of all men
;
and

in this matter, you are not yet attaining to all the results which are obtainable,’ Hence the new
and more precise instructions which he immediately gives. We may join iyarh to this sentence

without materially changing the meaning, but I prefer to connect it with what follows for two

reasons; first, because this arrangement establishes between the two next sentences, iymh

atlii hecha ; iymi êhajyulisê pi atlii . . . . , a formal parallelism which exists also in

their ideas; and second, because it is improbable, supposing that I have deciphered Jaugada

correctly, that the same object should, in the same sentence, at a distance of only two

words, be referred to at one time by etani, and at another by idam. There is no more

difficulty in taking iyam as a representative of the masculine ayam, than in considering it as

equivalent to the neuter idam
;
for everywhere here the distinction between masculine and

neuter is completely obliterated (cf. above, Col. Ed. II. note 1).

7. In order to understand this sentence and the following ones, it is important to note the

general purport. A very instructive symmetry, between entire periods, rules the whole

passage. We have successively three propositions : iyam athi —' ekapuUse , iyam êha-

pidise athi . . . . ,
amne cha hahujanê . . . . ,

which are all counterparts of each other. Bach

points out a fact which is a matter of regret to the king, and is followed by another proposition,

in which he indicates to his officers how they ought to cure the evil : dêhhata hi tuphê . . . ,

tata hota . . . ,
tata ichhitaviye. It will be seen how clearly the formal parallelism manifests

itself. The first sentence, which immediately claims our attention, requires only one correction,

viz. atha into athi or athi (to judge from the rubbings, the difference between O and Q is i^

the whole of this passage hardly distinguishable) : a comparison with athi in the sentence iyam

êhapulisê pi athi leaves no doubt in the matter. For the general meaning of the whole

passage, the 7th of the fourteen edicts gives us a valuable parallel : tê (i.e. jana, men) sarvam

^d kdsamti ehadesam vd kdsamti (G. 1. 2). The objects, sarvam, êkadêsam, on the one side, and

êtam desam, savarii on the other, of themselves challenge comparison. Dr. Kern ingeniously

refers ekap uricsha to ékavira, recalling the sense in which the latter is used in a passage of the

Mrichchhakati. He takes both in the meaning of a ‘bad, culpable man,’ ‘a rogue;’ but as

êkavîra has the accepted meaning of ‘ hero,’ the passage cited in the play can only be employed

in this way ironically. The quotation deals with ‘heroes, valiant when pillaging the houses of

others, but trembling before the police.’ Nothing authorises us to admit for 'ekapurusha the

translation which we reject for êkavîra. We shall see that the next sentence excludes this

interpretation, for tfie word is used for men who have been imprisoned ivithout reason. It is

on the contrary, natural to attribute to it a value analogous to that of the Buddhist prithagjana

and to that of our ‘ individual.’ This fits in excellently with the whole sentence. Closely related

to the indeterminate Jaaa of the 7th edict above quoted, it completes the resemblance between the

two passages. The verb alone is different, but mandti may with confidence be explained by the

meaning of ‘to devote oneself to,’ ‘to pay attention to,’ that is to say ‘to respect’ the orders and

instructions. I believe, therefore, that in the notes on the 7th edict, I have not accurately defined

the value of de sa- I derived its meaning from the customary sense of the Sanskrit dêsa. This

translation only with difficulty suits the two other passages where the word occurs, in the 5th

pf the Fourteen Edicts (G. 1. 3) and in the second detached edict of Dhauli and Jaugada in dêsâyu-

Hka. In the first instance the king, after declaring that those who follow his instructions will
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prosper, adds, ‘ yo tu êtam dêsam pilidpêsati so dukatmh hasati’ There is no room here for any
restriction, and we have been led to take dêsa in a sense more general than would suit the passage

of the 7th edict. It would, of course, be preferable to adopt a translation which could be maintained

uniformly throughout all the instances in which the word occurs. This meaning appears to me
to be that of ‘ order,’ ‘commandment,’ dêsa being equivalent to samdêéa. Ê/cadêsain the 7th edict

will therefore mean ‘one order in particular,’ and here we can translate êtam desum hj ‘such

and such an order,’ which comes practically to the same thing. There remains desdyutika, of

the next edict, in the sentence tuphdkani dêsdyutihê hosdmi. We shall see that there can be no
doubt about the general purport

;
the king says to his officers :

‘ It is thanks to you that I shall

put my orders into practice.’ The meaning which we are led to attribute to dêsa in the present

passage is therefore again verified. The literal translation would be : ‘I shall be having from
you application to my orders.’ Besides this interpretation, one other only is possible: it consists

in taking dêsa in a meaning analogous to its use in Sanskrit, and to translate, ‘ I shall have you
for substitutes, for lieutenants.’ But not only would such a use of dêsa be very vague, and give

an extremely embarrassed turn to the phrase, but we should be thus compelled to state for the

word, in that one case, a meaning different from that which is required in the other passages

just cited. The former method avoids every difficulty.

8. The reading dêkhate is probably founded merely on a fissure in the rock. Jaugada

shows, and the pronoun tuphê makes it certain, that we have here a second person plural. The
only difference is that Jaugada has dakhatha, that is to say, the new Pâli-Prâkrit termination,

while Dhauli preserves the regular orthography of the classic imperative. We have no more

sure check for our interpretations than the facility with which they establish a complete

harmony between the two versions. It will have been remarked that wherever our rubbings

give us new lessons, they tend to render more perfect the agreement between the two texts.

Here, nevertheless, they differ in the close of the sentence
;
but this is only due to a material

error in the original- The text of Jaugada is altered and cut short
:
pisuvitd should probabl}^

be read hisuvitd^ for suvihitd
;
while, as for the words niti iyam, or simply niti, which is

sufficient, they have been carelessly omitted by the engraver. The reading of Jaugada appears

actually to be unintelligible, while that of Dhauli lends itself to a satisfactory translation.

It is sufficient to supply, as is done so commonly, the verb substantive siya or liosati, ‘look to

that,’ says the king, ‘and may the- rule of conduct be well established,’ ‘well directed.’ I

would refer here to a passage of the 3rd (rock) edict (G. note /, and K. note where I

believe that I have established, both at Dhauli and Kapur- di-giri, in passages which are unfor-

tunately uncertain as fragmentary, the phrase anuniti. If my conjecture is verified, niti

would appear to be applied, exactly as here, to the sum total of moral duties. At any rate, we

shall again find this use a little lower down, and it is moreover in entire accord with the classie

usage of the word. I may add that Dr^ Kern’s conjecture, kimti is altogether set aside by

the rubbing.

9. The sentence is sufficiently cleared up by what has been said above in notes 6 and 7.

Dr. Kern, misled by his general interpretation of the passage, translates pariklêsa by ‘ chastisec

ment.’ I need hardly observe that the word does not necessarily imply this shade of meaning,

and signifies generally ‘suffering,’ ‘torture.’

10. This is cleared up by a comparison with a passage further on (1. 20-21). The

king declares that the aim of this edict is to secure by the zeal of the nagaravyavahdrakas,

that is to say of the same officers as those he is here addressing, that there should be neither

imprisonment nor torture without valid motive {akasmd). Here we can only look for

the same meaning. Thanks to the reading hamdhanamtikà, simply corrected to haihdha-

7iamtikd, with the sign of the plural, the construction is clear, and the only difficulty has

reference to têna. The instrumental têna lends itself to no explanation. Some correction or

other is unavoidable. At Jaugada the two characters appear wdth a clearness which excludes

all uncertainty as to the reading
;

but, on the other hand, mistakes of the engraver,
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especially in the notation of vowels, are frequent enough to authorise ns to use some liberty.

Sanaih might be suggested
;
the plural would refer to the collective singular of the preceding

sentence, — to the people put in prison. But in that case ahasma bmhdlianamtiha, ahasma being

separated from, instead of being connected with, what follows in a compound, could only be

translated ‘ who without motive deliver from prison,’ which would be exactly the opposite of

the meaning we require, which is ‘ who delivers from a prison without motive, from an impri-

sonment which has no motive.’ For my part, I see no other expedient (the translation of the

whole sentence leaving no room for doubt) than to read in one single word ahasmatanabam-

dhanarhtika, and to admit an adjective akasmdtmia, formed from akasma, like chirantana

from chirarh, and sanatana from sand. I do not forget the difficulty that such long compounds

are scarcely consonant with the usages of the language of our monuments
;
but the present

instance is one of extreme simplicity and transparency.

11. Daviye, I think, requires correction. Dr. Kern, it is true, recognises in it the Sanskrit

davkja
;
and although I entirely differ from him in the general interpretation of the whole-

passage, the meaning which he proposes for the word, ‘ moreover,’ ‘besides,’ is not necessarily

inconsistent with my analysis of the sentence. But, not only does this figurative meaning

appear to me to be unacceptable for dura, above all in a style so level as ours, but the very

form, the comparative in iijarhs instead of duratarat would be, to my mind, an archaism à

]}riori li cle likely in this language. Unfortunately Jaugada has here an altogether different

expression, and, as it represents daviye diikhiyati by vedayati, cannot help us by checking the

reading. One point is sure, — that we cannot be positive about the vowel which accompanies

the V at Dhauli. The stone has just at this place suffered injury, so that it is by no means

out of the way to propose to read davdye. As regards the use of the Buddhist davd^ we have

the explicit witness of the scholiast cited by Burnouf (Lotus, p. 649), who defines it thus

kichchJiddhippdyena hiriyd. The nearest meaning is therefore ‘ violence,’ which is confirmed

by the Sanskrit denominative dravasyati, in the meaning of ‘ to suffer’ (^paritdpa'). The

king, after referring to the acts of violence and injustice committed under the shadows of

administrative and legal authority, now turns his attention to acts of violence performed by

private persons on private persons. So far as reg^ards the form, there need be no serious

difficulty, even if the reading daviye is ever definitely verified, in admitting a base davi alongside

of davd, especially as the feminine davci is itself a new formation if compared with the bases

drava and dravas of classical Sanskrit.

12. The form majham need not surprise us. It is a secondary base formed upon the

analogy of the oblique case majjha {Hemachandra, III. 113), nearly as the forms tufhe, aplie are

drawn from oblique cases like yushme, asme. The object is not expressed, being understood

from the neighbouring nominative balmjane.

13. I have previously (1st Col. Ed., 12, 3) insisted on the exact meaning of the particle

dm, which is slightly adversative; ‘but,’ ‘now.’ The use of jdta, which we find here, is, so

far as I know, entirely new. The only explanation for it which I can see is to assume that the

neuter jdtaih is employed, not, as above, to signify ‘kind,’ ‘ species,’ but rather in the sense

justified by etymologjq of ‘native disposition,’ ‘inclination.’ The nature of the terms com-

prised under this head appear, as we shall see^ to justify this conjecture. After having

pointed out the evil and the conduct by which he expects his officers to remedy it, the

king now enumerates the qualities necessary to render their action efficacious. Hitherto the

terms which follow have been assumed to be vices and imperfections with which the king

would reproach men in general
;
but that is, 1 think, a mistake which would spoil the sense of

the whole passage. I find a twofold proof of this. First, the way in which sampatiyajati and

patipddayema (the concluding word of the last sentence) are brought close together, is evidently

intentional. In each case the verb must be expected to refer to the action of the same persons,

that is to say, both here and above, to the officers of the king. Secondly, the manifest
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parallelism between the commencement of the following sentence, se ichhitaviye

,

&c., and the

commencement of the preceding one, tata ichhitaviye tuphêhi, indicates that both concern the

same subject, — the officers of the king. Moreover, the proposition set forth in the direct

style, which winds up with mama, can scarcely be placed in the mouth of any one but these

officers, whom alone the king addresses in this proclamation, I conclude, therefore, that

the defects enumerated here are those against which Piyadasi warns his representatives

when employed in carrying out his mandates. ‘ You must,’ he tells them, ‘ desire to set men

in the Good Way. But there are certain imperfections which will prevent your succeeding, and

of which you should endeavour to free yourselves (ete jdta 7iô huvevu manidti).’ Amongst these

defects, there are several terms of which the meaning has been misconceived. The reading

dsulopa, which is certainly correct, as may be judged from its repetition in several passages,

excludes at once both Burnouf’s translation ‘ le retranchement de la vie,’ ‘le meurtre,’ (which,

not to mention other difficulties, would presuppose a spelling asulopa) and the conjecture

asulosa, i.e. dsurosha, of Dr. Kern. Âsulôpa lends itself, in fact, to a very suitable translation
;

lopa ordinarily means ‘interruption,’ ‘giving up ;’ dsulopa can therefore be translated ‘precipi-

tate giving up,’ and, consequently, ‘ readiness to be discouraged.’ It seems to me that the

following sentence indirectly confirms this analysis. All this enumeration is in a

manner summed up in the two terms dsulopa and tuland. Every one agrees in recognis-

ing in the second of these an equivalent of the Sanskrit tvarana, with the meaning of

‘ hurry.’ To this excess of zeal it is very natural to oppose the opposite excess, —
feebleness and discouragement

;
and the sentence thus brings together, as the two poles of these

defects, various others against which the king wished to take precautions. Burnouf derived

andvuti ÎTOvadvritti, and translated it ‘absence de profession, de travail but this meaning, which

belongs to vritti, is not used for dvritti. Dr. Kern transcribes it andvriti, and translates ‘ un-

heedfulness.’ I have already remarked (see above, IV., notes 1 and 9) that the transcription

dyuhti is the only suitable one in the case of the Columnar Edicts, and even in the present

edict, a little lower down, it appears to be guaranteed by the evidence of Jaugada. This is a

very strong reason for believing that here, again, the same spelling represents the same word.

Andyuhti can be well translated by ‘ want of application,’ and is naturally connected with

dlasiya. It is unnecessary to recall how frequent in these texts is the use of the verb yuj to

signify ‘ to apply oneself,’ ‘ to make an effort.’ The last term of the series belongs to the same

order of ideas, and it is surprising that its form has not been previously rectified. We must

read hilamatha at Dhauli, as we have it at Jaugada; that is to say, as in Pâli, ‘fatigue,’

‘ indolence.’ We must without hesitation abandon the ingenious, but arbitrary and really

unsatisfactory analysis of the panJits of Prinsep. The rubbing of Jaugada does away with all

uncertainty. The participle hilanita should have set previous interpreters in the right direction.

14. It is clear that êta, as is frequently the case, sums up the idea implied in what

precedes, — the being exempt from the various defects just enumerated. I have some little

hesitation regarding the last word of the sentence. Dr. Kern has already conjecturallj

corrected the reading nitichham of the Corpus to 7iitiyam. Nitiyam, i.e. mtydm, suits the

passage very well. We have seen above (note 8) that 7iUi is employed in several instances with

reference to the duties of the ^nahd^ndtras, and it is therefore natural that the king should

direct them to avoid, in their ‘ moral propaganda,’ both the discouragement and the excess of

zeal. But Jaugada reads niti iyaih. We are hence compelled to assume either that the disjunc-

tion is due to a mistake of the engraver, or that 7iUiyain ought, as a matter of fact, to be split up

into niti iyam. In this latter case the two words must form an independent proposition. We
must translate, ‘ the essential in all this, is to avoid both discouragement and excess of zeal :

that is [that which constitutes] the [true] method of conduct.’ I prefer, however, the former

hypothesis. It supplies a more natural and more simple construction
;
and at the same time

allows us to state here iov niti a sense more exactly in agreement with that which the earlier

passages assign tp it. On the other hand Jaugada has, further on, nitiyaih which corresponds to
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nothing in Dlinuli, or rather which cannot represent the mcaiiiiig of the phrase lievamevanh

which wo meet instead of it at Dhanli. I concUide therefore that this nîtiyam is only an
erroneous repetition of the stone cutter, and that, hence, his original had really nUiyam (and

not niti iyara) in the only instance in which it could find a legitimate entry into our text.

15. In this instance, our new rubbings improve the old readings, both at Dhanli and
Jaugada in important particulars. The construction is clear. The phrase, as shown by the

liévamêva at the beginning of the next sentence, contains a comparison, and Jdlamta, which
in a general manner applies to every one who is fatigued, contains an allusion to hilamathat
‘ indolence,’ or perhaps also to the exhaustion caused by an intemperate zeal, by tûlanâ. The only

word which requires some explanation is in Dhauli, Jaugada, in this instance, having

a different reading. We have in the one case ugachh. and in the other sailichalitu uthi., and I

do not hesitate to read ugaohhe and samchalitum uthihe, two potentials, the second of which
warrants for the first the meaning which, while quite intelligible, is not altogether ordinary, of

‘ to raise oneself,’ ‘ to set oneself in motion.’ The repetition of api, at Jaugada well expresses

the insistance with which the king urges activity, ‘ and still it is necessary to bestir oneself, to

move forward, to go on.’ On the other hand, the final vd is not admissible, at least unless

the king intended to express a particular difference of meaning which I must own I am unable

to detect between vrajitavyam and etavyam. I suppose that we should read chd, a correction

which appears to be borne out by Mr. Burgess’s facsimile.

16. The construction is here somewhat condensed, though there does not seem to be any

doubt about the meaning. We have just had dekh or dahh used with reference to the supervi-

sion of the mahdmdtras. We may therefore translate, ‘So also with regard to the supervision

which you have to exercise ;
’ in it also it is necessary to bestir oneself, to move forward.

17. We might consider the têna as correlative to the ya which precedes, but several reasons

lead me to reject this explanation. In the first place têna vataviyé is a locution frequently used

by the king at the beginning of a sentence and without any syntactic connection with what

precedes. Besides this, one feels that a close connexion between the two propositions would

impart to the sentence a turn neither clearer nor more convenient. Finally, the words têna

vataviyé do not occur in Jaugada, and this leads one to conclude that they are not essential to the

construction of the sentence, the words which precede being, so far as meaning goes, identical.

This being settled, there are two ways of understanding vataviyà
; viz, as we supply inayd or

tupliê hi to Gom.]AQtQ the sentence, ‘For this reason I must tell you,’ or ‘you must tell (the

people).’ In the first case nê^ of the sentence following, would refer to Piyadasi; in the second

to his officers. Jaugada does not lend itself to this equivocal meaning. Nijhapêtaviya is already

sufficiently known to us from the 4th Columnar Edict (1. 17-18) where we have \id^ànijhai:)ayisamti

and nijhapayitd (see note 10). According to precedent we must translate the passage in Jaugada

thus, ‘ you must bring (the people) face to face with my orders (and will say to them), “ such and

such are the instructions of the king dear unto the Dovas.” ’ It appears that this comparison

must be decisive in favour of the former of the two constructions for Dhanli also. One feels

nevertheless tempted, to seek, in the phrase vataviya for an equivalent to the causal verb

of Jaugada. To make this possible, we must try an altogether different analysis for the words

aihnam and nê. The first would be the Sanskrit anyad, the second would be equivalent to no, and

•we should then translate ‘ bring them face to face with nothing else (but only this), “ such

and such are the intentions of the king dear unto the Do vas.” ’ But we have hitherto met only

a single example of the confusion of nê with no (Kh. XII., 31), and a refei’cnce to my notes

will show that the confusion is. perhaps only apparent, depending merely on an accidental

omission. It must also be admitted that the construction last proposed would be very ellipti-

cal, and I have therefore the less hesitation in preferring the former explanation. At the

most I would propose, in order to reconcile the two versions, to read at Dhauli dêkhêta, which

would supply a causal verb, as at Jaugada.
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18. There is no doubt about tlie correct reading, malidpl/aU, nor, consequently, about the

meaning of the sentence.

19. The Î is quite clear both licre, in vipatiiiâdayamhiGlii, and in sampaiipajamme, a little

lower down. We have, in dealing with the 5th Columnar Edict, drawn attention to the

analogous form paijammd. It seems, however, difficult to doubt the purely accidental

nature of these spellings.

20. Dr. Kern has certainly pointed out the true meaning of diidhala, which he transcribes

dvydhara?inà which he translates, ‘ which gives a double profit.’ I differ from him as regards the

remainder of the sentence. A comparison of the various rubbings leaves me no doubt about our

having here, both at Dhauli and Jaugada, not a locative, as Dr. Kern believed, but a genitive

etasa (or imasa) kammasa. From this it follows that, as Dhauli has one syllable less than

Jaugada, we must admit one of two things
;

either that a syllable has been omitted at Dhauli

after the termination sa of kammasa, or that, at Jaugada, the second sa is an accidental and

erroneous repetition. Dr. Kern, adopting the former theory, explains same hute as equivalent

to srame hrite. It is clear, à priori, that in either case one explanation must give much the same

meaning as the other. If I decide for the second alternative, it is because I find, in the analysis

of the learned professor, several difficulties which it is necessary, in my opinion, to avoid. Dr.

Kern transcribes the passage sramalcarane ma^idgatirêhah. The locative is scarcely admissible :

it is very doubtful whether it is ever formed in ê at Dhauli. That difficulty is not, however;

decisive
;
for it would be sufficient to take mandgatirehah as an adjective. I attach more import-

ance to the embarrassed turn which the whole construction thus takes. Dr. Kern has felt this

so strongly that he transcribes sramaharana, but that is rather an emendation than a transcrip-

tion. I feel still greater difficulty concerning the compound mandgatireha. In the first place

Piyadasi does not usually represent as light and easy the efforts which he demands in the

interests of the dharma. It suffices to call to mind only the 10th of the fourteen edicts. Alore-

over, this association of two entirely antithetic words, such as mandg and atireka, which form

together an expression which has little neatness to recommend it, is, by reason of both its

mannerism and obscurity, contrary to the usual style of the king. I may add that this use of

srama would be unique in our texts, which, for expressing this meaning, on several occasions use

other terms such as paru/jrumu, &c. If we admit, hypothetically, the reading of Dhauli, me

could only be the pronoun, and the substantive used as subject must be manaatilêkê (or even

manôafÂlekê, for the vowel is nob very clear in the rubbings). The word appears to me to

lend itself to a possible analysis as mana-atirêha, i.e. ‘ excess of thought,’ ‘ preoccupation.’ If

the idiom seems to be a little far fetched, the fact may be explained by the desire of turning

substantively (so that it may join easily to the idea contained in dudliala) a familiar expression

of the Buddhist style
;
me hide manaatilêkê is easily explained, when considered as the equiva-

lent of ativa manasikarorni.

21. In spite of the lacuna, the meaning is quite certain. I have hardly any doubt that

we ought to restore -satlia tuphe nê ckadnaniyam-. Not only does this reading exactly correspond

with the number of characters wanted to fill up the lacuna, but there even appear to mo traces

in the rubbings which favour the adoption of the syllables tuphê nê. Nê refers to the king

(so also at Jaugada), just as, above, we had it in the sentence amnam nê dêkhêta.

22. I have already in dealing with the 5th Columnar Edict (n. 8), stated my opinion

regarding the date here indicated. As regards the continuation of the sentence, the analysis

which Dr. Kern seems to adopt is not quite clear to mo as regards either transcription or

translation, nor does what he apparently means, entirely satisfy jne. In the first place, we should

not, I think, in sotaviya, seek for srdvayitavya, the participle of the causal verb, but for that

of the simple verb. This point is of importance for the correct understanding of êkêna. Dr. Kern

connects it with tisêna, which is compatible neither with the position of the words nor with the

addition of the particle api. ' These instructions,’ says the king, ‘ must be heard at the festivals
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of Tisliya,’—here wo have to do with a regular and public promulgation,— ‘and, between times
they must be hoard by a man even when alone,’—here we have to do with instructions and
reminders addressed to individuals. This translation implies, for the phrase hhanasi khemasi,

an explanation different from that of Dr. Kern, ‘ on any solemn occasion.’ It is clear that if

he is referring to individual acts of advice, the king would avoid directing his officers to reserve

them for certain festivals. Moreover, such is not the usual meaning of hshana, nor in Pfdi of,

for example, the phrase hhane Mane (cf. Dhammap
,
V., 239), which means ‘at every moment,’

‘ at every favourable opportunity.’ This meaning suits the present passage very well,

23. As regards the words cJiagliatha and sampatiinulayitave, see former remarks (Col. Ed.
IV., n. 5 ;

I. 71. 2).

24. I have explained the meaning of palihodha when dealing with the 5th Girmlr
Edict, (n. Jc.). The word means ‘bond,’ ‘fetter.’ If there were need of a further proof of this

we have an irrefutable one in the present passage, in which palihodha is substituted as a synonym
of the hamdhana used above (1. 8-9). The reading 'palikilese, which is established by the latest

rubbings, cuts short, so far as this word is concerned, all difficulty and conjecture.

25. The text of Dhauli appears to omit by accident some rather important words, which
give greater clearness of construction to the text of .laugada. The latest rubbings of the latter

appear to have the accusative ïnahâmntaih acharadam, witliout any doubt; audit follows that the

relative proposition e-— hosati, which is the corresponding passage in Dhauli, ought to be

taken as containing the object of nikhmnayisdmi. The absence of mahdindtam or some such

word, is, strictly speaking, not impossible, but, on the whole, it is not easy to believe that it

was intentional. Dr. Kern has correctly transcribed aMaiMiase as equivalent to the Sanskrit

akarkasah, I think that he is also justified in reading snmklmia, although the latest rubbing

would appear to give clearly enough sêkhwmd. I consider however that he has been misled as

to the meaning of dlanihlm. This is a technical term of the language of Piyadasi, and we
have already found that it signifies the destruction of life. I see no reason for giving it any

other meaning here. One difficulty, however, remains. What is the real drift of that enume-

ration of qualities belonging to the mahdmdtra, upon which a peculiar stress is evidently laid by

the king ? I shall come back to the matter later on. Here it will be sufficient to state that I

consider the anusamydna as being exclusively reserved to the professional Buddhists, and so, in

those epithets, ‘mild, patient, never injuring life,’ I can only see a periphrastic equivalent of

what could have been expressed more shortly by dharhmaynta, —- ‘ the lyiahdmdfras who adhere

to the Buddhist faith.’

26.

This must be compared with the concluding words of the edict. In both passages

Dr. Kern understands iti as referring only to the portion of the sentence cornmencino*

with tathd : the king implies that his officers have to inquire whether his sub jects carry

out his instructions. But this explanation presents sevei’al difficulties which render it

inadmissible. In the first place, we have here, noijdndtu or some such word, but jdnitu, that

is to say, the participle absolute, which makes this portion of the sentence depend upon kalati.

In the later passage api and taih pi, Ac., are unintelligible at the commencement of a proposition

in the direct style. On the contrary, they emphasize the successive character of the two
actions and kalaihti. Jdtam alJiaih in the one passage, and etam in the other could hardly

refer to something which is to follow. Moreover, if the proposition were meant to define a sort

of inquest to which the officers were expected to devote themselves, it would necessarily contem-

plate both alternatives in the result. The king could not, without too great optimism, expect

that they would invariably report that the subjects faithfully carried out his wishes. The form

kalati cannot easily be taken as a simple indicative, the form karoti being familiar to the laii-

guage of our texts. Finally, the agreement in number between e akhakhasê, Ac., and kalati on

the one hand, and between and kalamti on the other hand, indicates that throughout

each group the subject is the same. If kalati, in the present passage, referred to the subjects in
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general, it could only be in tlie plural. We are therefore led to the following translation, —
‘ that [the rnahdmatra] knowing these things, should aot according to my instructions

;
such is

the thought which guides me,’ and by these words, the king explains his intentions in directing

his officers to preside at the quinquennial assemblies. It will bo understood that I translate

halati as a subjunctive. Its form is that of a real Vedic This is not the only trace of the

use of this mood left in our monuments. I have already drawn attention to vadhati above (iv.

n. 12). Perhaps we have the first person in halami [Dhauli vi. 1. 29 (Jaugada has a lacuna)^,

I admit that a comparison with G. seems to indicate a simple present and that the correction to

Icalomi is easy, but we should only take to corrections as a last resource. Now, at Khftlsi, in

the parallel passage, we find, not the present, but the future kaclihdmi. In this place, and the

more naturally as the subject is in the first person, the future and the subjunctive are exactly

equivalent. Both suit the run of the passage, being associated and co-ordinated with the

imperative loativedayamtu.

27. A short way above, Jaugada (1. 5) employs vaga to represent the halmgana of Dhauli.

It is therefore natural to take the word as having the same value here. In the .3rd of the Fourteen

Edicts, Piyadasi mentions as the ordinary participators in the anusamydna^ in addition to the

officers, all the faithful of his belief {yutd). Vaga well describes a numerous assemblage of the

kind : hedisa refers to what precedes, and marks the crowd as analogous to that assembled directly

by the king himself. Dr. Kern, basing his opinion on the analogy of niJedya in the 12th edict,

considers that the word applies exclusively to the officials
;
but the text of Jaugada in the

preceding sentence seems to show that the officials were called to the meetings in question

individually
;
and this circumstance, together with the different use of vaga in the present edict,

hardly bears out this interpretation.

28. Dr. Kern has joined the last visible character, a, of line 24, with the first of the

following line, so as to form one word. He reads ata, equivalent to atra. In Mr. Burgess’s

facsimile, however, the a appears to have been followed by several characters (as was also

admitted by Prinsep) which are now indistinct, and which the lacuna in Jaugada does not help

ns to restore. Besides this, the reading te being now certain, there can bo no doubt about its being

the demonstrative, in agreement with malidmdtd. For the general meaning of the sentence, see

note 26. We must also compare the 3rd of the Fourteen Edicts, where it is said in substance

that some officers of the king must attend the anusamydna, as well as to their other duties.

Here the thought is identical in substance : the officers are to appear there, without neglecting

their other duties. There is, however, one important difference. The first passage summons
the rajjukas or prddêsikas to the anusamydna in order there to deliver religious instruction,

whereas the ordinary mahdmdtras, here addressed, are called to those assemblies, with the view

that they may receive religious advice and the king’s instructions.

jaugada.

As regards Jaugada, I have only to draw attention to a few details, and to refer the

reader to the notes on Dhauli where all the various difficulties have been touched upon, and

where the elements will be found wdiich are necessary for filling up most of the lacunas.

29. The engraving of this edict does not appear to have been done with much care. I

have said above (Dhauli n. 2) that if, as there seems to bo some probability, we must really

read -kimti kakamana-, one of the twm ka can only bo, in my opinion, an erroneous repeti-

tion, like, in line 8, one of the two sa in kamasasa me kut'e. So, again, I consider nîtiyam,

in line 7, to be an instance of the repetition of an entire wmrd. We shall shortly meet

with examples of the reverse, where several characters are sure to have been erroneously

omitted.

30. Head tuplie. In line 3, mama has been forgotten. In line 8, we have Idjddhi for

Idjdladlii. In line 9, old for amlald,
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31. Kimtime is equivalent to kimti imê, as again lower down. The personal pronoun has

no business here. The place which iti occupies shows that there has been a transposition
;
and

that in the original which lay before the engraver the order of the words was certainly the same

as that in Dhauli.

32. I take hiiov pi)suvitdpt as incorrect for siivihitd pi
;
nUi has been forgotten. In this

version, a kind of fatality seems to be attached to the word.

33. Although the initial y would usually disappear in this dialect, there is no phonetic diffi-

culty in taking yê as equivalent to yah, both here and at Dhauli. At Dhauli, we have had

already (v. 21) ye apatiye me; so also at Kh. vi., 18; xii., 32, Ac.; andin the Columnar

Edicts, ii., 16; iv., 3, Ac., not to speak of the plural yê, which, at Jaugada itself, we fine

again in line 6 of the next edict.

34. Regarding nUi iyaih and the nîtiyam of the following sentence, see above, Dhauli,

note 14.

35. I have already remarked (Dhauli n. 15) that here there is not a complete agreement

between the two versions. The resemblance is, however, at least very close, and I have no doubt

that we should read na [se] samchalitu\j)i] uthi[]ie~\, ‘ that person will not get up to put himself

in motion.’

36. There is here a simple transposition of vowels
;
dêhliêyi for dekliiye,

37. The form vipatipdtayarhtaih, appears at first sight to be incorrect. We should expect

either an instrumental, as at Dhauli, or a genitive vipatipdtayamtdnam. But compare, however,

the analogous construction with an accusative, — at least an accusative in appearance, — which

we have observed in the 7-8th Columnar edict (see note 24). We probably have here a new
example of this construction. The singular, instead of the plural as at Dhauli, need not surprise

us in a collective sentence.

38. I have already stated (note 1 above) that I consider that we must read -kamasa me hute.

39. The ends of all the lines here are unfortunately almost entirely illegible in the rub-

bings, and the readings of the Corpus are manifestly only conjectures more or less doubtful.

It would be waste of labour to build other conjectures upon them. We may take an example

from the end of line 11. The Corpus facsimile reads achamdam phelahata-
;
from repeated

examinations of the rubbings I am convinced that the stone, instead of plielahata, bore the

word aplialusaih, a very good synonym of aJchahhasa,

40. I do not think that it is necessary to take [ld]javachanika as a substantive directly

designating a class of officers. It is rather an epithet, my officers ‘ faithful to the ordèrs of

their king.’ Thus, this expression exactly corresponds to the formula which commences our

edict at Dhauli.

TRANSLATION.

By order of the king dear unto the Devas. — The officers of Tosali, in charge of the

administration of the city, are to be commanded as follows
: (
— Jaugada: Thus saith the king

dear unto the Dêvas
;
— The officers of Samâpâ in charge of the administration of the cit}?’ are to

be commanded as follows:) — All that I believe, I desire to cause to be really practised,

and to take measures [to that effect]. Now, the most important measures (Dhauli: for

this object) are, in my opinion, the instructions which [I deliver] to you. For ye have

been set over many thousands of souls, that ye may gain the attachment of good men. Every

man is my child
;
and just as I wish, for my children, that they may enjoy every kind of

prosperity and happiness both in this world and in the world to come, so also have I the

same wish for all men. Now, in this matter, ye have not yet attained to all the results which

are obtainable. There is such and such an individual who attendeth to such and such of my
orders, but not to all. Watch ye him, and may^ the moral duties be well defined. There is

such and such an individual who is sentenced to prison or to torture. Be ye there to put an end
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io an imprisonment, if it hath been ordered for no sufficient cause. Agaiu, there are many
people who suffer (Dhauli : acts of violence). In their case also, must ye desire to set

everyone on the Good Way. But there are certain dispositions with which, if ye possess

them, ye will not succeed : I mean envy, readiness to be discouraged, harshness, impatience,

want of application, idleness, and a sense of weariness. Hence ye should desire to be free

from these dispositions
;
and the root of all [success] is to be not readily discouraged and to

possess perseverance in moral training. The man who feeleth a sense of weariness, doth not set

himself to work, although it is necessary to bestir oneself, to move forward, to go on. So

also is it with the supervision which ye should exercise. For this reason I command ye :

Consider ye my orders (Jaugada ; Ye must call attention to my orders) [saying], ‘ such and

such are the instructions of the king dear unto the De vas.’ To do this is [to make sure of]

great fruit
;
not to do this is [to render oneself lia^fee to] great calamities. For such as may

neglect to guide the people thus, there is no [hope], either [of] the favour of heaven or [of] the

favour of the king. Verily, if I specially direct my attention to these duties [which are

entrusted to you], it is because they bestow a twofold advantage
;

for, by following this line of

conduct, ye will both obtain heaven, and will pay off your debt to me.

This edict is to be [publicly] promulgated at each festival of the nalcshatra Tishya, and,

between these festivals, it is to be repeated to individuals each time when any favourable

opportunity offers. Do this, and try your best to direct the people in the Good Way. It is

for this purpose that this edict hath been engraven in this place, in order that the officers in

charge of the administration of the city may display a persevering zeal, and that there may be

no arbitrary imprisonment and no arbitrary torture of the inhabitants.

It is also for this purpose that regularly every fifth year I shall summon [to the assembly

of the anusamyanci] every mahâmâtra, who will be mild, patient, and a respecter of life,

ill order that, hearing these things, he may act according to my instructions. The Prince=

[Governor] of üjjayinî also will for this purpose summon an assembly of the same nature,

but he shall do so every three years without fail. So also at Takshasilâ. By attending the

anusamydna, without at the same time neglecting their other particular duties, my officers will

learn these things. Let them act in accordance therewith, following the instructions of

the king.

SECOND EDICT.

Prinsep, J.A.S.B., ho.; Eurnouf, p. 692 and ff
. ;

Kern, J.R.A.S., N.S„ XII., p. 379 and ff.

DHAULI.

(1) Devanampiyasa vachanena

tosaliyam knmâlê ma-

TEXT.3
jaugada.

(1) Dêvânaihpiyê hevam âha [*]

samâpâyam mahamatâ la-

1 .

î.

1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

).

1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

® Professor Biililer’s readings :

SECOND EDICT.

DHAULI.
3. °liev ....... mtini . . u.

4. “kichhathd. su°
;
°raare i° ;

°anuYigina ma°,

,5. °diikham he°
;
°khatnisati ne°

;
°chalêvû.

6. °â hi dhiti°.

7. °sê hêvam°; °asvâ °
;
®tatha dê° ;

°aphâka°.

1. 8. °paja°
;
°cha tesa .

1. 9. °sama.

1. 10. °têsa°
;
“khanasi khanasi®.

1. 11. 8ÔtaViya°.

1. °knhti kathkamana.

2. omôkhiyamataih duvAla°.

3. °savênâ° ; I
°kimti me®,

4. °ichha°.

5. °êtâ kâ va raê° ;
®amavigina°.

6. °lahêyû° ;
°kham hêvarh°.

7. ê chakiyé®.

8. °araLê ê°.

JAUGADA.
1. 9. °patiîhnâ°

;
°êna te pâpunê.

1. 10. °pita°.

1. 11. °aniisâsitn°
;
vêditu . maniadbiti patiiimâ.®

1. 12. desâayutikê hôsâmk; ®têsam°.

1. 13. °p}ilalôkikâyê°
;
°sVagam cha âlâ°.

1, 14. °lipî li®
;
°yujêvû°.

1. 15. °chalanâye cha am° ; ®lipî anuchâ®.
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hamâtâ cha vataviya [’] am
kichhi dakliami hakam taih

(2) duvâlatê cha âlabhêhaih [*]

esa cha me môkhyamata du-

vala efcasi athasi aih tn-

phcsu

mama (3) atha

pajâyê ichhâmi hakam kimti

savena hitasukhena

hidalokika-

pàlalôkikâyê yujêvûti hôvam
1— (4) siyâ

^

[•]

anitânariA avijitânam

kichh . d . su lâja aphêsû . .

O . mava ichha marna amtêsu[‘]

, ,
pâpunêvu tê^ iti dêvâ

îiampiyê . . . anuvâgâna raa-

mâyê(5)huvêvûti asvasêvu cha

sukhamm ôva lahêvu marna

te nô dukha [*] hevam

. . nêvû iti khamitP ne

dêvânampiyê aphâkam ti [•]

ê cha kiyê khamitavê marna

nimitaiii cha dhammam cha-

lêvu (6) hidalôka p il alô-

kam cha âlâdhayêvû [*]

êtasi athasi hakam ann-

sâsârni tophê [•] ananê

êtakêna^ hakam anu-

sâsitu clihamdam cha vêdi-

tu â . dhiti pafcimnâ

cha marna (7) ajalâ ['] sa

hevam katu^ kammê chalita-

viye asva i cha tâni

êna pâpunêvû iti atha pitâ

tathâ dêvânampiyê aphâkam

athâ cha atânam hêvam dêvâ-

nampiyê anukampati aphê®

(8) athâ cha pajâ hêvam

mayê dêvânampiyasa [*] sê

hakam annsâsitu chhamdam cha

V . . . .
phâka^

dêsâvu-

tîkê hôsâmi êtâyê athâyê [’]

patibalâ® hi tuphê asvâsanâyô

hitasukhâyê cha tasê (9) hi-

dalôkikapâlalôkikâyê [•]

hêvam cha kalamtam tnphê

javachanika vataviyâ []am
kichhi dakhâmi hakam tam

ichhâmi hakarii kiti kamkam-

mana^2
(2 ) patipâtayeharâ

duvâlatê cha âlabhêham [•]

êsa cha mê môkhiyamatê du-

vâlê êtasa athasa^^ am tu-

phêsu anusathi [•] savamuni-

(3) sa m_ê pajâ ’ atha

pajâyê ichhâmi kiiiitimê

savênôt'^ hitasukhena y^jê-

yu atha pajâyê ichhâmi

kimtamê savêna hitasu-

(4) khêna yujêyâti hidalôgika-

pâlalôkikêna hêvammêva
mê ichhâ savamunisêsu siyâ [•]

amtânam avijitâ- (6) -nam

kirâchhamdêsu lâjâ aphêsûti

êtâkâ va mê ichha amtêsu [•]

pâpunêyu lâjâ hêvam ichhati

anuviginâ hêyu (6) ma-

miyâyê asvasêyu cha mê
sukhamm êva cha lahêyu marna

tê nô kha^^ [] êvaih

cha pâpunêyu khamisati ne

lâjâ [•]

(7) ê cliha kiyê khamitavê

mamarh nimitam cha dhamma
chalêyûti hidalôgam cha palalô-

gaîii cha âladhayêyu [’]

etâyê (8) cha athâyê hakam tu-

phênP® anusâsâmi [•] anêna

êtakêna hakam tuphêni anu-

sâsitu chhamdam cha vêdi-

(9) -tu â marna dhiti patina

cha achala ['] sa

hêvam kaki kammê chalita-

viyê asvâsaniyâ cha tê

êaa pâpunê (10) yu athâ pitâ

êvam ne lâjâti

atha atânam annkampati hê-

vam aphêni anukampati

athâ pajâ hê- (11) -vam

mayê lâjinê [*] tuphêni

hakam anusâsita chhamdam cha

vedâta^^ . marna chiti patina

châ achala sê . . (12) dêsaâyii-

tikê hôsâmi êtasi athasi
[ ]

alam hi tuphê asvâsanâyê

hitasukhâyê cha tasam hi-

da- (13) -lôgikapâlalôkikâya [•]

hêvam cha kalamtam svas-am
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svagam âlâdhayisattia mama
cha ânaniyam êhatha [*] êtâyê

cha atihâyê iyam lipi likhitâ

hida êna mahâmâta svasa-

tam^ samam (10) yujisamti

asvâsanâyê dhaihmachala-

nâyê cha tesu amtânam [•]

iyam cha lipi armchâtummâ-

sam tisena nakhatêna sota-

viya^^ kâmam cha khanokha-

nasi ariitalâpi tisena êkêna

(11) sôtaviyâ [•] hêvam kalaih-

tarhii tnphe chaghatha saihpatipa-

dayitavê [*J.

. aladhayisatharh mama cha

ânanêyam esatha [*] (14) êtâyê

cha athâyê iyam lipi likhitâ

hida êna mahâmâtâ sasva-

tam samam ynjêvû asvâ-

sanâyê cha (16) dhammachala-

nayê . amtânam [’]

iyam cha lipi a . châturhmâ-

sam sôtaviyâ tisêna amta-

lâpi cha sôtaviyâ^® (16)

khanê samtaih êkêna pi

sôtaviyâ [•] hêvam cha kalarii-

tam chaghatha saihpatipâ-

tayitâvê^® [°]

NOTES,

DHAULI.

1. In ail that precedes this word, this second edict is so completely the fellow of the first

that comparison with it enables us to fill up with every certainty the laounœ of our present

text. It is from this point that the differences between the two edicts begin. The first

words are characteristic of them, but owing to their not having been understood, the special object

which inspires each of these two writings has hitherto not been clearly developed. Amtânam

avijitanam shows us from the commencement that the king here has in view ‘ the unconquered

frontier populations,’ which do not form an integral portion of his empire
;
and, indeed, towards

the end of the edict, Piyadasi expressly declares that he has had this edict engraved dliamma-

chalanaye tesu amtânam, ‘ to cause the Religion to be practised amongst these frontier popula-

tions.’ For this lise of amta we may compare Kh. xiii., 4, and Sahasram, line 6 (and the parallel

versions), in which latter Prof. Bilhler’s translation requires correction. We should also specially

refer to Jaugada ii., 6 (Kh. 1. 4), where arnta is contrasted with vijita in such a way that

the sentence forms a decisive commentary on amtâ avijitâ, our phrase here. This explains why
the king in this edict omits to mention the assemblies of the anusamyâna upon which he lays

so much stress in the preceding one. It is natural that, when busying himself with populations

which escape his direct action, he should not presume to summon them to regular periodical

assemblies. I think that Dr. Kern has accurately analysed the word which follows, kimchhamde

su, as equivalent to himchliamdah svid
;
the text is certain, being perfectly clear at Jaugada, with

which the traces at Dhauli entirely agree
;
but that he is in error as regards the subject to which

he refers the pronoun apJiêsu (i.e. asmesu). He puts the phrase in the mouth of the people, —
the subjects of the king. Given as correct the certain reading and the translation of amtânam

avijitânam, such an explanation would make the construction impossible. Moreover, the

experience of the preceding edict ought to guide us here. We have seen therein that it is,

throughout, his offiicials whom the king is addressing, and that it necessarily follows that when
he employs the direct style with the first person, there being no express indication to the

contrary (cf. 1. 4, gachhema, 1. 12, jâtâ no Jiuveva mama), they are the persons whom we
must take for the subject. We thus get in the present case a perfectly well-connected sentence,

‘ If you ask yourselves, — what is the will of the king with regard to us in relation to the

unannexed frontier populations ? This is my wish in what touches the frontier populations.
’

The slightly loose use of the genitive amtânam is sufficiently explained not only by the liberty

of idiom which is common in this style, but specially by the impossibility of placing together

two locatives, amtesu and apliesu, with different syntactic functions.

2. It is certain that two ahsharas are wsmtiiig before paptinevu. This would be sufficient in

itself to put aside Dr. Kern’s conjecture, if it were not already condemned by the exact explana-
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tion of the preceding sentence, which requires aihtesu and notaMe. No more can we separate this

beginning of the sentence from that of the following one, which is strikingly parallel to it.

Completing the second sentence from the reading of Jaugada, about which there can be no hesita-

tion, we find that it commences with hêvam papunevu, and I have no doubt that this is also the

correct reading here. What is more important, is to discover the meaning of pdpunevu. If we

add to these passages another lower down (1. 7), we shall notice that we have here three times the

verb prdp followed, not by the enclitic ti, but by iti, which must refer to what follows, and con-

sequently announces the introduction of the direct style. It is easy to explain this, without

departing from the literal translation of the verb. I understand the sentences as meaning,

that they may arrive at this, that is to say . . . . or in other words ‘ that they may become

convinced of this . . . . The subject tê refers of necessity to amtd, to the frontier populations.

The absence of iti at Jaugada does not weaken this interpretation. The fact that in that

version it has been either omitted accidentally, or (as happens so often) left out as superfluous,

does not do away with the fact that it is written in the Dhauli version, and that there must

in consequence be a reason for its being there. It would be a well-nigh desperate enterprise to

attempt to remedy formally the entanglement of phrases in the direct style which burdens and

mixes up this sentence. We must certainly supply ichhati understood, and the words which

follow, as indeed is indicated by the use of the singulars mamxiye, me, m«ma,, express the thoughts

of the king, all the other subjects hitherto used being in the plural. Jaugada leaves no doubt

as to the reading amivigind, which Dr. Kern correctly transcribes as anudvignd, I shall return

- elsewhere to the various forms of the instrumental of the pronoun of the first person. Per-

haps it is this same marndye which we have met at Kh. (v. 14) under the form mmyidva.

Mam dye is, of course, only a variant spelling of the Prakrit mamdi^ referred to by Hêma-

chandra (III. 109).

3. We must certainly, as has been already suggested by Dr. Kern, correct this word to

Jchamisati, as is given at Jaugada. It is equally certain that aplidham concludes the sentence

Ti is sufficient to show that the proposition is completed. It is altogether impossible to join

the following words to it. The reading e cha hiye at Dhauli may be taken as established, and

we can without hesitation adopt it at Jaugada, where, to judge from the rubbing, the

cliha is the reverse of clear. This cha admits of only one explanation, — to connect it with the

other cha which follows mama. Indeed, the relative proposition ê cha, Ac., taking hiyê as the

equivalent of the Sanskrit Myat, can only be translated, ‘ and in whatever way my benevolence

may be necessary to them whence we get for the entire sentence the general meaning,

‘ whether because they desire a favour, or whether simply to please me, they (i.e, the

people of the frontier tribes) may practise the Religion.’ This is an appropriate place to

remind my readers that, in the 13th of the Fourteen Edicts, we have already met the

base hshayn, — chhamitaviya and chhamana at K. (1. 7), and khamitave at G. (1. 6), — in a

passage which the lacunce of Girnâr, and the condition of the text at Kapur-di-Giri have

prevented my translating. I have no doubt that the present sentence will some day help to the

right understanding of this passage, when we shall be at last in possession of a final reproduction

of the version of the North-West. It appears, in fact, to refer, like our present passage, to

frontier countries, yd dêvâ7iampiyasa na — vijitê hôihti.

4. There appears to be no doubt about the correctness of reading anane. The engraver has

transposed the vowels. It should be anemia. In what follows (which should be compared with

the partially analogous phrase in line 8), the rubbings enable me to correct the readings of the

Corpus in material points. In the first place, as the reading of the Corpus at Jaugada, anusdsitu,

might have suggested, wn must read anusdsitu, veditu, which can only be taken as gerunds

and not as participles. The readings dhaydmi at Dhauli, and chiti at Jaugada, cannot

be maintained. At Jaugada, I clearly decipher, from the rubbings, d ^na^na dhiii-

,

and at

Dhauli the characters d . . ti are certain at first sight. Guided by the analogy of Jaugada, we
can further recognise a dhi before the ti : the character again pmceding that is indistinct.
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Comparison with the other Yersion, leaves scarcely any uncertainty as to the meaning which is

required. Mê, instead of mama, would exactly fit the lacuna, and the traces on the rubbing lend

themselves well enough to this restoration. Ajald corresponds to achala, as we have had libi for

iijd, and as we have at Jaugada, loga for loka, &c, This has been previously recognised by Dr.

Kern. All the words are therefore clear, and the meaning is easy :
‘ after having given you

(tupJiê is omitted here, but expressed at Jaugada
;
at any rate it is easy to borrow it from the

preceding sentence) my instructions and made known {vêditu for vedetu, by a confusion

of the simple with the causal base, of which we have already met several examples) my orders,

my will {dhriti) and my promises are unchangeable.’ There remains only one small difficulty,

the nominative hakam, which remains isolated, without being the subject of any verb. This is

a liberty in construction examples of which are olfered by all languages, and which need

surprise us the less here with a style so free and flexible as that of our monuments,

5. Dr. Kern has well transcribed this as tad evam kritvd. It is necessary to read sê
;
and

katu, as equivalent to kritvâj presents no difficulties. As regards the meaning, I am compelled

to differ from him. I content myself with referring to a preceding edict (G. iv. 9 ;
Vol. I. p. 207)

in order to justify the translation I propose r
‘ making this reflexion, full of this thought.’

We have already seen kamma applied to the functions of the ynahâmâtras (Dhauli, the pre-

ceding edict, 1. 25, and note). Jaugada assists us to fill up the lacuna by reading -asvasaniydni

cha~ . This neuter might puzzle us, if the masculine at Jaugada did not, here as higher up,

show that has for its subject the amta, in whom the officers have to inspire confi-

dence, and v/ho form the object of the king’s thoughts throughout the entire edict. It is a

curions example of the degree of confusion into which, in that age, the distinctions of gender

had fallen.

6. The reading aniikauipati cuts short all conjecture. It is quite certain, especially at

Dhauli.

7. It will be seen that here Jaugada deviates from our text. The sentence at Dhemli is,

however, quite complete, and the fault is incontestably that of the engraver at Jaugada, who,

after the w'ords chhamduni cka vêdêta, which also occur a few lines higher up, has borrowed by

mistake from the preceding phrase (regarding which see my remarks above) the words d

mama se hêvam, which have no right to be, and are qirite unnecessary, here. He has on

the other band omitted a word of importance, tuplidkani. As regards dêsdvutihé, cf. note 7 of

the preceding edict (at Dhauli).

8. The expression paiihald finds a very clear commentary in the synonym alath, which

I have succeeded in deciphering at Jaugada r ‘ you are capable of ’ Hitherto we have

always had the amtd in the plural, and it is therefore a plural which is wanted here. Beside

my proposal on the comparison of tasê and tasani, I would here read in both versions

iesam. The use of the genitive t&sam, besides tdnam, is well vouched for, e.g. by Kh. xiii.,

37 ;
and in this edict itself a little lower down we read tesu, which, being in agreement with

amldnam, is evidently only a variant spelling (ef. I. p, 19) of tesam.

9. Read sasvatom. As for samaVn, the word can no doubt be explained by translating, ‘ the

entire year.’ It is, nevertheless, more probable that, in spite of the agreement of the two

versions, the correct reading should be samaijam
-,

the accidental oversight of the ya being

possibly aided by the initial of yujisamti. For the whole of the concluding portion of this

passage, see the remarks on the preceding edict,

10. As I have already pointed out (Col. E<1., v. n. 8), this passage ap^peara to me to prove

that there were three annual festivals in honour of Idshya corresponding to the three chdturrndsya

fia(‘rifices of the Brahmans. At the end of the sentence, the text does not exactly correspond with

that of the preceding edict, but the sense is similar. We can here distinguish, as in the other

instance, two eases: — the public projnulgatiou at the festivals of Tishya, and the individual in-
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straction given at will (kamarn) in tlie interval^ whenever an opportunity presents itselfo The

second alternative would in that case commence a^ikamam cha. Nothing can be more simple, bat

the text at Jangadadoesnotlenditself to this method of dividing the words. It repeats sotaviyd

three times, and distinguishes three cases, the public instruction at the festivals of Tishya, the

instruction in the intervals between these festivals, and the individual instruction, which is to

be as frequent as possible. I am persuaded that the second sotaviyd is an erroneous repetition,

which we should omit, resting satisfied with the meaning of the preceding edict, which well

agrees with the text of Dhanli. Why should the festivals of Tishya be specified at all for the

public promulgation of these edicts, if the king adds immediately afterwards, ' and also in the

interval’ ? With Dr. Kern, we should correct to hhanêkhanasi^ although the use of the locative

in 6 is rare (Of. Jaugada), at least unless it is preferred to admit a sporadic use of the cerebral

khanakha-

31. Kalamtarh is for kalamîâ {of, I. p. 16-17) or for kalamtê, i.e. kalmhtah {of. Col,

Ed. vii.-viii., note 21, and note 1 to the Jaugada version of the present edict.)

JAUGADA.

12.

I have already said {of. preceding edict, Dhauli, n. 2) that instead of kamkamrnamna

(the reading of the Gorpus), I read hammena. The spelling kamnamna for kammena is not

without analogies : a little lower down (1. 11
;
Dhauli, 1. 8) we have mayê for mayam

;
and in

this edict, 1. 16, samtam, for the locative samtê.

13. Very possibly we should correct to êtasi afiasi ;
but I do not venture to say that it is

absolutely necessary. I have several times laid stress upon the very indefinite use of these

oblique cases. In this very edict (Dhauli, n. 1) we have seen the genitive amtdaam used in

the sense of the locative, and in the preceding edict (Dhauli, 1. 13) the phrase dakhiye tuphdkam

uses the genitive in the sense of the iiistrumentaL

14. We should evidently read saveiia.

15.

Restore to --no [_dii]kha)h. The form mamiydye is a curious one. It look.s like an

orthographical compromise between the forms mayniya (Col. Ed. viii. 7, which I consider as

simply a variant of niamayd^ Prakrit rnaniae) and nuiindye, which Dliauli has in the correspond-

ing passage.

16.

Titpheyii is another curious pronominal inflexion. Tlie correctness of the form is

vouched for by its being repeated here and line 11, and by the parallel form of the first person,

apheni, which we find in line 10. It reminds one of the Apabhramha tiundumh, aaiha'm, given

by Hêmachandra for the nominative and accusative. These forms, again, only refer us back to

a spelling tuphani or tuitiha-ni, just as dni, the termination of the neuter plural, becomes dim»

Compare Hindi hamani, Hoenile, Comp. Gram., p. 178,

17.

I have already (Dhauli, note 7) stated tliat, in my opinion, the words which follow vêduta

(read 'Vêdêtu) up to the end of the line are probably an erroneous repetition. However, as the

character sê is not very distinct, if we could read tu and supply phdkam for the two follow-

in letters, it would be unnecessary, after supplying d before mama, to omit anything. The

sentence would be correct. In any case the general sense would not be affected.

18. Cf. Dhauli, N. 10, and, for samtam, note 1, above.

19. It is difficult to doubt, although indeed 1 have discovered nothing on the rubbing

to support the theory, that the stone has really the termination mtavë.

TRANSLATION.

By order of the king, dear Unto the Dêvas
;
— The prince and the officers of I'osali are to

be commanded as follows (Jaugada: ITnis saifch the king, dear unto the Dêvas
;
— The king’s

officers of Samâpa are to be co.tumanded. as follows); — All that i believe I. des-ire to cause to be
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really practised, and to take measures [to that effect]. Now, the most important measures

for this object are, in my opinion, the instructions which [I deliver] to you. All men are my
children

;
and just as I wish, for my children, that they may enjoy every kind of prosperity

and happiness both in this world and in the world to come, so also wish I the same for all men.

VYhat is, [you ask yourselves], the will of the king with regard to us relative to the indepen-

dent frontier tribes ? Now, this is my wish relative to the frontier tribes : that they may be

assured that the king, dear unto the De vas, desires that the}^ should be, as far as he is concerned,

free from all disquietude
;
that they may trust in him and be assured that they will only receive

at his hands happiness and not sorrow
;
that they may be assured of this : — That the king,

dear unto the Dêvas, will show unto them benevolence
;
and that, whether in order to avail

f i

themselves of my benevolence, or whether [simply] to please me, they may practise the Reli-

gion, and assure themselves happiness in this world and in the world to come. It is with this

object that I give my instructions. When, once, in this manner I have given you my instruc-

tions, and have made known unto you m}^ orders, my resolutions and my promises are unalter-

able. Considering this well, perform ye your duty, and inspire these [tribes] with trust, that

they may be assured that the king is unto them like a father, that he careth for them as he

caretli for himself, and that they are unto the king, dear unto the Dêvas, as it were his own
children. Havdng given you my instructions and made known unto you my will (Jaugada

oddv : that is to say how my resolutions, and how my promises are unalterable), I shall possess

in you, for this object, persons fit to actively carry out my orders. For ye are in such a position

that ye can inspire trust in these [tribes], and assure unto them prosperity and happiness both

in this world and in the world to come. By doing thus ye will both obtain heav^en and will pay

off your debt to me. It is for this purpose that this edict hath been engraven in this place,

in order that the officers may display a persevering zeal to inspire trust in these R’ontier tribes

and to cause them to walk in the ways of the Religion.

Th is edict is to be [publicly] promulgated at each of the three annual festivals in honour

of the Nakshatra Tisliya
;
and also, in the inteiwals between these festivals in honour of Tishya,

it is to be repeated at will to individuals, when any favourable opportunity presents itself.

When ye do this, use ye your best endeavmurs to direct [the people] m the (rood Way.
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2. THE EDICfTS OP SAHASABAM, RUPNATH, AND BAIRAT,

These inscriptions, without being identical, have too many points of analogy to allow of their

interpretations being dealt with separately. Moreover, in certain difficult passages they throw

light on one another, and hence ftheir simultaneous consideration is specially necessary. It is well

known that, of all our edicts, these are those which have been most recently published.

Discovered by different persons (cf. Corpus^ p. 2), they owed their reproduction for the first

time to the labours of General Cunningham. The copies and rubbings were sent to Dr. Biihler,

who published them, and was the first to interpret them, in 1877. The facsimiles which he has

given of the first two, form as yet the best complement for their study which we possess, but,

though superior to the reproductions of the Corpus^ they are,’ unfortunately, still unsatisfactory,

W e now know too well how generally imperfect are the reproductions prepared for the Corpus,

In the present case the numerous and serious divergencies to which Dr. Biihler calls attention,

may perhaps be explained by the condition of the rock ; but they at any rate justify a certain

amount of distrust in the corrections which several passages demand. Fortunately, we may be

almost sure that, however desirable it may be to have a revision of the text of these monuments

undertaken by a competent hand, it will be of much more use from the point of view of

philological detail, than from that of understanding the general sense of the whole.

I must express here my thanks to Dr. Biihler, who has been kind enough to furnish

me with the photograph of the Sahasaram inscription, to which he refers in his first article

as having been sent to him by General Cunningham, I refer to this photograph under the

abbreviation Ph. B.

TEXT.

Dêvânaihpiyê hevam â —
palakamte [.]

savimchhalê sâdhikê 1 am

? saih ta

3 niunisâ misaihdêva katâ^
j [„] pala -

pâvatavê^ I [.] khudakêna pi pala-

4 kamamînênâ vipulê pi suagakiyê âlâ

khudakâ cha udiilâ châ pa-

SAHASARAM.i
iyând savachhalâni | aih upâsakê sumi 4 na cha bâdham

— tê^ êtêna cha aihtalêna I jambudîpasi \ afiimisam dêvâ

— iyam phalê . ô yam mahatatâ va chakiyê

v.^ I [.] sê êtâyê athâyê iyam sâvânê® l [.]

5 lakamamtu amtâ pi cham janamtu^ i chilathitîkê châ palakamê hôtu | iyam cha athê

vadhisati | vipulaib pi cha vadhisati

6 âîyâdhiyam avaladhiyênâ diyadhiyam® vadhisati I [.] iyarh cha savane vivuthêna [.]

duvê sapaihnâlâti

7 satâ vivuthâ tP 256 [.] ima cha atham pavatêsu likhâpayâthâ
1
ya . vâ

S thi hêtâ silâthambhâ tata pi likhâpayatha yT<^ [.]

Notes iOn Dr. Bühler’s Readings,

1. 2. B. devâ husam ta: 1. 4. B. suag[ê] [sajkiyê â-: Judging from the facsimile

neither is there any trace of the character sa, nor is there the necessary room for it. 1. '5. pi

oham, I can discover no trace bf the anusvara in Ph. B. 1. 8. B. thi hêtê si-.

RUPNATH.
1 Dêvànampiyâ hevaiii âhâ [ . ]

sâti(lê)kâni adhitiyâni vasa sumî pâkâ . . . kê no cha

bâdhi pakatê sâtiiêkê chu chhavachharê ya sumi hâkâ pitê

2 bAdhim cha pakatê^^ [ . ] yâ imâya kâlâya jaihbudipasi amisâdevâ husu te dan

misaihkatâ [ . ] pakamasi hi êsa phalê nô cha êsâ mahatatâ pâpôtavê [ . ] khuda

kêua hi ka

I I i^ive the text as it seems to me to appear ia the facsimile in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. VI. p, 155. Dr,

Kiitlttr'*", variauts are given in notes.
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3 pakamamânênâ sakijê pipulê pi svagê arodhêvA
[ . ] êtiya athâya eka savane katé

khu-dakâ cha udalâ clia pakamamtii^^ ti amtâ pi cha jànamèui [ . ] iyam pakarâ va

4 kiti chirathitikê siyâ^^ iya hi athê vadhi vadhisiti vipula cha vadhisiti apaladhiyênâ

diyadhiya vadhisata [ . ] iya cha athê pavatisa lêkhâpêta va lata hadha^^ cha atha

5 silâthabhê silâfchambhasi lâkhâpêtavaya ta [ . ]
êtinâ^® cha vayajanênâ yâvataka tupaka

'ahrdé savara vivasêtaviya ti vyathênâ saranê katê [ . ] 256 sa-

6 tavivâsâ ta^^ [ • ]

ITôtes on Dr., Bühler ’s, Readings.

.
'1. 1. B- sâtirakêkâni adhitisâni snmi pâkâ sa[va]ki nô

;
sumi haka samghapapitê

2. B» bâdhi cha i yi imâya
;
dâni masâkatâ

;
khudakênâ, hi, according; to Dr. Bühler it is

possible that there was a letter between /i 2i and ha, but he is inclined to see only accidental

scratches in the traces of the facsimile; 1. 3. B. pi parnmaminênâ
;

ârôdhavê;. pakârê cha 5

L 4. B* diyadhiyaih vadhisati; hadha cha athi ; 1. 5. B. silâthabhê; vivasêtavâya ti

vyuthênâ».
^

.

bairat;

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A • A A*l A r *1 J_*Devanampiye ana [ . J sati

vasânàîh ya paka npâsakê — bâdha

am haamaya saihghê papaya ate, . dhi cha

jaihbudipasi amisanam deVa hi vi —
hâhi-êsê mapâtanê vachakaye —:— ? maminênâ ya

masi esa . le

pa

kâ che ndâlâ cha palakamata ti

• pnlarii pi vadhisati

vipnle pi svamgikiye âlôdhêtayê —
amtâ pi cha janamtu ti chilathiti —

8 diyadhiyaih vadhisati [ . ] r 56

.

'
,

. :

°
i Notes on Dr. Bühler’s Readings.

sâti
;

1. 2. B, ya haka npâsakê n[ô3 cha bâdham cha1. 1. B.

papaÿitê'bâdham cha —— ;
1. 4. B.

1. 6.. B. svamge [sa]kyê alâdhêtavê

;
1. 3. B. samghê

kamasi êsa . lê —
;

1. 5. B. [n]0 hi êsê mahatanê
;

kâ cha ndâlâ cha paîakamatn ti; 1, 7. B. amtê pi

Janamtn
;

1‘. 56. According td' B., these figures do not appear in the rubbing, and he- has

doubts as to their existence.

'

Biihler, ante, Vol. VI. pp. 149 Vol. VIII. pp, I4l :ff.
;
Rhys Davids, Academy,

14th July I877,»p.. 37 ;
Marsden, Numismata Orientalia, New Ed,, part 6j pp. 57 and If.

;
Pischel,

Academy, lltli August 1877, p. 145
;
Oldenberg, Zeitsclir, der Deutsch. Morg. Ges. XXXV.

pp. 470 and ft. .

NOTES!

SAHASARAM.
1, r cannot but agree with the decisive remarks of Dr. Oldenberg {Mahavagga, I. xxxviii.,

and Zeitschr» der Deutsch. Mbrgi Oès., loc, cit.'), in favour of the reading \_adha~\tiydni both here and

at Rûpnâth. * It is true that at Rfipnathi the apparent reading is adhitiydni, but I have just now

warned.' my ^readers as to the prudent mistrust with which our/acsf»z?7e5 are to be regarded. Even^

in this very passage we have savi[ni^chhaU, which, there can be no doubt, should certainly be

sa[gh^vachhale and at Rûpnâth- (1. 4) we have twice over vadhisiti, although the correct readiag

must he ^vadhisati. Again, in line 2iof that edict, with the same letter we re^d.l)ddhwi, where

the original stone assuredly has, or had, hdclham. This reading must be translated ‘two years

and a half.’ Judging from the facsimile; the lacuna represents only seven characters, and I

would complete it by d\}ia sddhikdni adha']tiydini rather than by sdtüêhdni. It will be seen that,

a' little further on, our text gives u8 savimchhale sddhikê, as SigSiinst sdtileke chhavachhnre at

Rûpnâth. With regard to the other details there is nothing to add to the remarks of Dr. Bühler
;

I may only observe that, if we translate literally ‘ I am an updsaka (Buddhist layman) for two

years and a half, and have not made great efforts,’ we shall give a, wrong idea of the real mean-
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iug, as. the remaiiidei* of the sentence clearly shews. What the king means is ‘ I have been an

updsaka for two and a half years without making great efforts
j
and it is now more than a year

since,’ &c.

2 . It is clear that we must complete the lacuna either by ani'îsumi bddham palakam^tê, or by

am[^sunii saihghapdpi]te (cf. the note to the corresponding passage in Rûpnâth). Dr. Biihler pro-

poses the former restoration, and, as a matter of fact, the lacwna seems to be one of aboiit seven

characters. The meaning, in any case,, would remain identical in substance. In dealing with

the sixth Columnar Edict (note 1), I have had occasion to point out how the chronological data

which, we find here, combined with the indications which we find in the lüth Edict of Khîilsi,

put it beyond any doubt that the present text does actually emanate from the same author as he

who engraved the columnar edicts. These permit us to fix the time of our inscriptions,

Piyadasi, according to his own statements, having been converted in the ninth year, say eight

years^and three months, after his coronation, we must first add to these figures two years and a

half and a fraction, say two years and seven months, and again a year and a fraction, say a year

and three months, which sum places these inscriptions, as well as those"' on the Bara bar caves

which we shall shortly examine, in the thirteenth year after his coronation. This is not the

place to enter into the general historical question, and I shall content myself with one

remark. The Mafidvamsa (p.. 22
,

1 .. 2 p. 23^ 1. 3) places the conversion of Asôka in

the fourth year following his coronation, which disagrees with the evidence of Khalsi
;

but it places the king’s coronation in the fifth year after his coming to the throne,

which gives for his conversion the ninth
3
’ear of his effective rule. There is, therefore,

in this partial agreement between authentic documents, the trace of an exact tradition. We
need not decide here aS' to what cause can be assigned for the mistake

;
whether the

coronation has been arbitra.rily separated from, the coming to the throne, or whether the epoch

from which the nine years were counted has been unduly moved, back by the Sinhalese anoals

from the coronation to the coming to the throne of the king.

3. In my opinion this is one of the most difficult sentences of the edict. In the first

place, it presents a little uncertainty as to the reading of the character which follows devd.

Dr. Biihler reads hu, which gives liusam, corresponding to the liusu (Pâli aJiumsu) of Rûpnâth.

But Rûpnâth gives a correlative yd to the pronoun tê, which we could scarcely do without, and

which is wanting here. Moreover, to judge from the traces of the facsimile, the character hu

must have taken the form (j: instead of the Vt of the ordinary method of. writing. Under these,

conditions, I think that in- the vertical mark t we can only recognize the sign of separation,

common both in our present text andin that of Ehâlsi, and that the two horizontal marks are only •

two accidental scratches on the ix)ck. Moreover, an inspection of Ph. B.. appears to me to do away
with all uncertainty on this point. T accordingly take samta for samtêf as equivalent to saniah

the nominative plural of the participle sat. At the same time, it is clear that the choice

between the two alternatives is not of a nature to influence the general interpretation of the

phrase. It is the meaning, which it is most important to determine. Dr. Biihler translates :

‘ During this interval, the gods that were [held to be] true gods in Jambudvîpa, have been made
(^to he regarded as) men and as false.’ I should have been much surprised had not Dr, Biihler,

with his vast experience of the turn of Hindu thought and expression, been himself taken aback

by such a manner of speaking. He adds, in a note, ‘this phrase probably alludes to the

Buddhist belief that the Devas also have shorter or longer terms of existence, after which

they die, and are born again in other stages of existence, according to their karma

d

But this

belief, as a whole, is quite as much Brahmanical as Buddhist, and Piyadasi, if he preached

it, would have said nothing new. Besides, such an expression would be extremely inexact

and insufficient : it is not only as men, but as animals, as dwellers in the infernal regions,

&c., that the Devas, like other living beings, are liable to be born again. On the other

hand, how could we admit that a Buddhist should characterise his conversion by saying

that he had reduced the Brahmanical Devas to the rank of false gods. ‘True gods’ and
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‘False gods’ are phrases not only strange to what we know of both Bmddhist and Hindu
phraseology, bat directly contradictory to all that we know of the Buddhist writings and

teachings. We never find in them any polemics against the popular deities. They have their

recognised place in the cosmological system, and in the legends are put into continual

connexion with Buddha and his disciples. It was the Hêvas, Indra and Brahma, who received

Buddha at his birth
;

it was to the fellowship of the Dêvas that the mother of Buddha was

raised when she died
;
and it was from among the Dêvas Tashitas that, according to all schools

of tradition, Sakyamuni descended to become incarnate
;
his future successor is, pending the

hour of his mission, the very Chief of the Dêvas. Without doubt, these Dêvas play but a

subordinate part in the general system of Buddhism .; hut that is as much the case in those

systems of philosophy reputed the most orthodox. I may add, with the i*eserve which an

argument of this nature demands, that it would be singular for the king to thus pride himself

on having waged a war of extermination against the Dêvas, while he thought it proper, in

this same inscription to call himself dêvânâmpriya. This is not a real name, a personal or

family name, which could not be arbitrarily changed, and of which the exact meaning might

have been obliterated or worn out by use ;
but a surname, a title chosen freely, and of which

the meaning ‘ dear unto the Dêvas ’ was evident to every mind. Evidently Dr. Bûhler’s transla-

tion is but a last resource, and cannot be held to be satisfactory. So far, we can venture to be

certain
;
but it is not go easy to shew what alternative explanation is to be given. We cannot

turn to the parallel phrase at Rûpnâth, for it is less explicit than the present one, and it rather

requires to borrow light from it, than is able to lend any of its own. I may add that I cannot but

agree with Dr. Bühler so far as regards the analysis of each*single word of the sentence, especially

of the words misa (or misam) and amisd (or amisam), which are the only ones about which there

can be any doubt. Like him, 1 consider them as equivalent to the Sanskrit mrisM and amrisM.

An initial difficulty arises as to the syntactic part played by munisa, — whether we should take

it as a subject or as an attribute. If I am right in reading samtê, the present participle, the

mere position of the words places the matter beyond doubt, and we must take munîsâ as the

subjeot: the reading husam te, although it would not make this conclusion so certain, would

certainly not exclude it; even in that case it would be the more natural one. It is on the

other hand, indirectly confirmed by the absence of the word at Rûpnâth. The king could not

omit a word which was characteristic of the work which he boasts of having accomplished
;

while he could very easily do so, if the word were merely a general designation of -the people

to whom it is applied. I consider, therefore, that we must translate, ‘ the men who were really the

Dêvas (or the gods) have been rendered falsely gods,’ or in other words, ‘have been dispossessed

of their rank.’ ? The king, therefore, had here in view a category of men who, while they were all

the time mere men, were in reality gods. Who are these men, gods of Jambudvipa ? It appears

to me that we can have no hesitation in recognising them,as the Brahmans. To call a witness

who is beyond suspicion, I cite the St. Petersburg Dictionary, which, in the article deva^ has a

special paragraph for the case, in which the word means ‘ a god upon the earth,’ who is, says

Dr. Bohtlingk, properly the Brahman. We meet, moreover, in a similar sense, the synonyms

hhitideva, hhude.va, hhiisuray all of which mean literally a ‘ terrestrial god,’ and which

commonly mean ‘ Brâhman.’ I will only refer to that passage, quoted by Aufrecht,^ of the

SamkshêpaêamJîarajaya, in which the author refers to Brâhmans and Buddhists by the

expression hhusiira-saurjatah, “the terrestrial gods, and the disciples of the Sugata.” That

the expression is a very customary and very old one, may be seen from numerous passages. It

will suffice to refer to Weber, Ind, Stud. X. pp. 35 and fl:., and H. Zimmer, AUind. Leben, p. 205.

lint there is more than this, — we have some historical confirmation of the interpretation here

2 We could, however, even with taking manisti as subject, get a translation, not very different from that of

Dr. Buhler’s, provided we considered misâdêvâ, and amisàdâvCx as hahuvrihis. But, besides this translation having

against it the same objections as those which appear to me to condemn Dr. Buhler’s rendering, it Avill suffice, im

prder to exclude it from consideration, to point out that K. has not amisâdh^ô. l'ak\ but amisâ.hatâ.

^ Voial. Bodl. p. 254, 3.
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proposed. How does the Maliavamsa characterise the conversion of Asoka ? It is by the fact

that he dismissed the sixty thousand Brûlimaiis whom, according to the custom of his father,

he had fed every day, and substituted for them sixty thousand Buddhist 'Sramanas. It

characterises the conversion, therefore, by an evident manifestation of the disfavour with which

he regarded Briflimans. By this conduct, by this example, he could indeed flatter himself with

having inflicted a deep wound on their prestige. Tradition, therefore, comes positively to our

aid, and has moreover the advantage of replying beforehand to an objection, feeble enough in

itself, which we might be tempted to found upon the tone with which the king generally

speaks of Brâhmans, continually associating them with 'Sramanas'. We must evidently see in

this fact only the results of the spirit of tolerance which animates his edicts : but surely, it is

not more difficult to reconcile this tolerance with our translation of the present sentence, than

with the tradition handed down by the vSinhalese annalist.'*’

4. There is no doubt as to the characters required to complete the two lacimas
;
pala-

[hamasi hi~\ iyaih andp/m/e [??/]d [c/m i^yam. The words which follow present greater difficulties.

Dr. Biililer translates no clia iyam Ac., by ‘ and it ought not to be said to be an effect of (ymy)

greatness.’ It is quite possible that yiura/tïcc should correspond to a Sanskrit pravaldavyf;m,

although it must at least be admitted that the ct long is out of place. But it is a pity that

Dr. Biihler has not been more explicit as to the supposed phrase mahatatâvachahiyê, the

analysis of which is far from clear. He himself states his doubts as to the derivation of

vacliakiya, from vachaha the sfiflix iya. I fancy that what has induced Dr. Biihler to adhere

to this analysis of the text, is the apparently nearly concordant reading of Bairât, mahâtanê

vachalvayé ; but that inscription has suffered so greatly, and is so fragmentary, and the

reproduction of it is so plainly incomplete, that it appears to me to be very unwise to take it as

a point of departure : on the contrary, it is much more probable that the reading of SahasarAm

has had an influence on its decipherment. Under these circumstances, I cannot but incline

towards another analysis
;

I read sahiye for cAu7t:/ye, which givesus^iô chaiyammahatatd vasakiyê

pavatave. This closely approaches the turn of the sentence at Rûpnâth, about which there can be

no doubt. Dr. Biihler has correctly recognised the pâpôtavê of that inscription as corresponding

to the Sanskrit praptavyah. We havm the same root here in pavatavê^ which, transcribed

according to the rules of Sanskrit orthog^raphy, would be prdptave. The v stands for p as

elsewhere, — e. g. lower down in this same inscription we havm avaladhiyena for apaladJii° : the

substitution of the infinitivm is rendered necessary to the sentence by the addition of sakyam,
^ and this [fruit] cannot be obtained by mere pow'er alone

’

5. We shall have exactly the same construction in this sentence as in the preceding-

one, if we (following Dr. Biihler’s example) add the syllable sa after svage and before hiyê, both

here and at Bairfit. Judging from the facsimiles, it does not appear to be likely that the stone

has really ever had the character; but, even if it has not been inadvertently omitted, Dr,

Biihler, who has had more of the original documents in his hands than we have, is the best

judge of these possibilities. Moreover, Rupiuith certainly confirms this conjecture, and I think

that, for the present, it is best to adliere to it. As regards the form palakamannnend, which

also seems to occur at Bairat, and perhaps, too, at Rûpnâth, see above, note 19 to the first

Dhauli detached edict. We know that vipuJe is in antithesis to kliudukena, ‘even the small

can conquer svarga, however great it may be,’ that is to say, howevmr great the recompense

may be.

6. It is important to fix accurately, before we proceed further, the exact meaning of the

ivovà savane. I do not here refer to the literal meaning of ‘proclamation,’ ‘promulgation,’

which need not form the subject of any discussion. We have already met it twice in the 7th

4 I have indicated the reasons which appear to me to demand that munisâ should be taken as a subject. It is

almost useless to remark expressly that, if it is preferred to take it as an attribute, my explanation would not be

essentially modified. We should then translate ‘ the people who were in reality the gods in Jambudvîpa, I have

reduced to [become simply] men, and usurpers of the title of Dêva.’
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(1. 20) and in the 8tii (1, 1) Columnar Edicts. In both cases the word is expressly applied

to the proclamations of the king, made by him or by his order, and recorded in his inscriptions.

lyaih is, moreover, the same pronoun by which Piyadasi, in all his monuments, alludes to the

inscription in which it may be found, ‘ the present inscription.’ We have no reason for taking

it here in any other sense, and à '-priori we can only translate the whole by ‘ it is with a view

to this result that the present proclamation is made.’ We shall shortly see if what follows is

inconsistent with this interpretation.

7. Dr. Bühler is mistaken about aada
;
it is a nominative plural, which refers to the frontier

populations, — to the foreign countries. Comparison with J, ii. G, with Dh. (det. ed.) ii. 4, Ac.,

leaves room for no doubt. As for jdnaihfu, if we should not read tmh for chcim, w-hich wmuld

give the verb an object, the meaning of the sentence is completed without effort, by supi^lying

an equivalent object understood. Compare the final sentence of the edict of Bhabra.

8. It wdll be remembered that in the 13th (Rock) Edict (n. a.) we have already noticed an

analogous use, in an indefinite sense, of the word dfycfd/m, PHi diyaddha and divadclha. We are

reminded of the meaning in Sanskrit sanctioned for pa-rardha, to express the highest possible

number. I think that we may sufficiently accurately lepreseiit the analysis of the phrase by an

equivalent such as ‘a hundred times, a hundred times a million times.’

9. This sentence is the one of the whole edict rvhich presents most difficulties, and which

leaves most room for discussion. It early attracted the attention of General Cunningham
;
he

read the figures correctly, and this point is now undisputed. The twm doubtful points, the

solution of each of which is connected with the other, are, on the one hand the translation of

viv'iitha or 'VijutJia, and, on the other hand, wdiat it is to wdiich the figures refer. Regarding

the second point. Dr. Bühler shews no hesitation. On the supposition that they refer to years

aud contain a date, he has been almost necessarily led to find in the vivutha, which tiius becomes,

the initial point of an era, a name of Buddha. The great authority of Dr. Bühler has evidently

accounted for the assent, expressed or tacit, with wdiich his interpretation of the figures and

their meaning wms at first received. Since then. Dr. Oldenberg has reconsidered the matter, and

has pointed out that in the two members of the phrase in question,

at Sahasarâm at Rûpnâth

duve sapaihnalâti satâ vivuthâ ti ‘256.
|

256 satavivAsâ ta.

the word signifying ‘year’ is wanting, and that there are on the other hand nominatives plural,

vivutlia, vivasd, such as might be expected beside a noun of number. As no other instance has

yet been quoted authorising the omission of the word vasa or samoachhala, he concludes that

W'^e should translate ‘256 satat; are vivuthas' and ‘there are 256 vivdsas of the satad H e shall

return to these outline-translations subsequently. It appears to me, however, that under any

circumstances Dr. Oldenberg is right in his criticism, and in his general analysis of the sentence.

The omission of the word for ‘^mar’ might be explained if wm had to deal with a simple number,

but here we have before us a wdiole sentence, and, if we take Dr, Bülder’s interpretation,

we should have to admit that the king expresses himself thus, ‘256 are passed,’ wdiich is barely

credible. I may add that, on two or three occasions, our inscriptions emploi’ numeral figures, for

instance, in the first Edict at Kaiiur di Giri, in the enumeration of two peacocks, and one gazelle,

or in the I3th Edict at Khfdsi and at Ivapur di Giri, à propos of the four Greek kings. Irom

this it follows that there is no reason à priori for assuming that the figures here necessarily refer

to years. Dr. Oldenbeig makes another very just remai'k, that w'e cannot separate the said

viüutha at Sahasaram from the satavwdsd, at Rûpnâth. From this there results a two-fold conclu-

sion : first, that vivuthd, vipiitJid, must be derived, as Messrs. Rhys Davids and Pischel have

from the first pointed out, from the root vi-vas, and corresponds to the Sanskrit vyusJuta. Dr.

Bühler, who, not wdthout hesitation, opposes this aimlysis, relies principally on the difficulties of

translation, but these have little weight, being founded on the preconceived idea that we absolutely

lequire here the meaning of ‘elapsed.’ I doubt if at the p)resent day this derivation would meet
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with any opponent. I can offer a farther confirma,tion in the future participle which

lias not hitherto been recognised at Rûpnâth, and to which I shall come back again immediately-

The second consequence is that satci at Sahasarâm cannot be, as Dr. Bühler wmuld have it, the noun

of number ‘hundred,’ because that translation is, as all agree, inadmissible at Rûpnâth
;
we must

therefore give up the translation proposed by Dr. Bülilerfor the characters duve sapamndlati said

which he renders in Sanskrit by dve sha i'panchdsadadhisatd^ while at the same time recognising the

difficulties of the explanation. Of these [ see two principal ones : the first is phonetic
;
paihndldti

for 'patwliasadcKlhi is without analogy or example in the phonetics of our inscriptions. In the

second place, the intercalation of the number tifty-six between the number two and the number

hundred, in order to express two hundred and fifty-six, would be opposed to all practice, and,

it seems to me, contraiw to the most elementary logic. Dr. Oldenberg accordingly reads for

-J a very simple correction (I must allow that Ph. B. is not very favourable to this reading,

although the character -J is by no means above all suspicion), and, admitting that, as often

happens, the numbers are written in an abridged form, he transcribes duve sa (i. e. satd) pamnd

(f. e. 'paùindsa, Skr. panchdsaf) chha (i. e. shat) ti. I concur entirely with his conjecture, and do

so the more easily because, in all particulars, I had previously independently arrived at the

same conclusions. If I state this, it is certainly not to claim the honour of an hypothesis which

I think to be a happy one. In the present case, the priority of the suggestion is not a matter

of discussion, and unquestionably belongs to Dr. Oldenberg. I only lay stress upon the

coincidence in order to add probabilitj" and credit to the explanations proposed. Dr. Oldenberg

lias again rightly perceived that it is impossible, in two short sentences closely connected like

these, to attribute to one and the same word, vivutha, two applications so different as

those which Dr. BQhler proposed. Having come so far, I am now obliged, as to the true

meaning of this word, vivutha, to differ equally from both my learned predecessors. I have just

above touched on its derivation
;
— we have to deal with a participle of vi-vas. I have pointed

out that Rûpnâth gives us a further proof in the word vivasêtaviyê, Skr. vivasayitavyaih

regarding which reference may be made to the commentary on that text (n. 6). It will there

be seen that the king recommends vivasayituih, or, in other words, the being, the becoming

viyutha. That ought at once to cause us to distrust the proposed interpretations. In the

vi/iitha, both Drs. Biihler and Oldenberg search for the head, the one of the Buddhist doctrine,

the other of a doctrine perhaps analogous but different, the word not being sanctioned as a

technical term in Buddhism. We know now, from what I have said above (n. I) that our

inscription is certainly Buddhist. It is certain, on the other hand, that vyiitha, meaning

the Buddha, would be a name absolutely new to us. It remains to be seen if the conclusion

to be drawn from these premises is not simply that vyutha in no way refers to the Buddha

at all
;
and it is, in fact, this to which we are led by all the other indications. I have

jn-eviously drawn attention to the fact that the 8tli Columnar Edict presents, when compared

with the present one, analogies of which I am astonished that advantage has not been

taken: ‘ that men may make rapid progi*ess in the Religion, it is for this reason that I haa e

promulgated religious exhortations, that I have given various directions in regard to the Religion.

I have appointed numerous [officers] over the people that they may spread abroad my
instructions, and develoj)e (my washes). I have also appointed rajjfdcas over hundreds of

thousands of living beings, and they have been ordered by me to instruct the faithful. Thus

saith Piyada.si, dear unto the Devas : it is wdth this object alone that I have erected columns

[covered wdth] religious [inscriptions], instituted overseers of the Religion, and spread

a,broad religious exhoi tations.’ We are here in the presence of the same ideas, of the same

stage of development as in our present edict in both cases the same terms are found,

— especially the wn)rd sdoana. At Delhi, as here we are informed about the instructions wdiicii

the king promnlgates, and the inscriptions wdiich he scatters far and wdde to insure that his

teaching should be the more lasting. There we are told further about the officers wdio in this

propaganda lend him an essential aid, who go forth spreading abroad and developing his inten-

tions. I believe that, in this particular also, the agreement continues in our text. We have seen
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that, in line 4, there is no reason for seeking in scioane anything other than the same instructions

which are here recorded. It is exactly the same in the present passage. The exhortations of

the text are purely and simply identical with those which the king, in many other passages, con-

tinually speaks of as emanating from him and in his own name, without ever invoking the authority

of a sacred text of which we have no reason to expect the mention in the present case. Bub
how then to understand vivatha? The most experienced students of Hindu and of Buddhist

literature, have hitherto discovered no proof of a technical use of the verl3 vi-vas. We can

therefore only start from tlie ordinary sense of the word. This is well known, and gives rise

to no doubt; it is that of ‘to be absent,’ ‘to depart from one’s country.’ The substantive

rnuctsa is used with the corresponding value of ‘ absence, departure from home.’ Under these

conditions, nothing is simpler than to take viyiitha as meaning these messengers, these, as it were,

missi dominici, on the establishment of whom Piyadasi set so much value, the dutas or messen-^

gers of whom he speaks in the 13th Rock Edict. Subject, therefore, to these remarks,

I would render the word by ‘missionary.’ Among the expressions which occur to me, it is the

only one which allows me to retain for the participle vivutha, and for the verb vi-vas in its

various applications, an equivalent whicli would give in the English translation the uniformity of

expression used by tlie text. The word will have the advantage of directly reminding us of

those missionaries of whom, as we know from the Mahavarhsa, so great a number expatriated

themselves during the reign of Asoka, to carry the teaching of Buddhism to all parts of his vast

empire, and above all to the foreign nations, the anita^ with whom our edict expressly deals

a little higher up. The vyutha would be here, as is in the nature of things and in the essence

of his role^ only the representative, the substitute of the king. In this way the whole passage

is perfectly consistent : the king, after having spoken of these instructions as coming from

himself, retuims to the subject saying that it is his ‘ messenger,’ his ‘missionary,’ who is charged

with spreading them abroad, with actually putting them into circulation, and he adds that there

have been two hundred and fifty -six departures of similar messengers. It follows from this that

sata can only be understood as corresponding to the Sanskrit sattoa, ‘ living being, man,’ as has

been already recognized by Dr. Oldenberg. We could, if absolutely necessary, follow Dr. Biihler

in interpreting it as an equivalent of the Sanskrit sastri^ ‘ master, teacher.’ This translation

would, in no way, be incompatible with the meaning which I attribute to vivutha
;
but the

phonetic difficulty, the presence of an unaspirated t, would render such an explanation only

allowable as a last resource. There remains onl}^ one slight obscurity over a matter of

detail. It is natural that, reduced as we are to a translation solely founded on etymology,

we should not be in a position to determine the precise official signification of the title,

and how far it corresponds with those mentioned in other inscriptions, dharmamahâmâtrasy

datas, &c. We may, at the same time, remark that according to the 5th Girmir Edict, the creation

of the dharmam,ahâniâtras belonged to the year following that from which our inscription takes

its date. It is possible that, at the epoch at which we now are, Piyadasi had not yet

conceived the idea of a regular organization, and that the somewhat vague term vyutha

corresponds to this early stage of affairs, when, yielding to the first inspirations of his zeal, he

sent abroad a large number of missionaries, witliout fixing their precise title, charging them

to go as far as they could (cf, n. 6 of Rûpnâth) to spread abroad his teaching.

30. There can be hardly any doubt that the end of line 7 should read yata vd a-. It

forms a correlative to the tata following. There remains therefore, for the verb which precedes,

tikhdpaydthd, and not likhdpayd thdya, as Dr. Bidder writes. We thus escape the necessity of

admitting with him a complication of forms and of constructions equally improbable.

fjikhdpaydthd is the second person plural. The king here directly addresses his officers (as we

shall see that he does at Rupnath in another sentence) and says to them : ‘cause to be engraved

upon the mountains,’ Ac. It it clear that, according to this analogy, we must read at the end

of the edict likhdpf/yatha ti. Ph. B. actually favours the reading ti instead of yi. I have

some hesitation regarding the analysis of the word hetd. The method which first suggests

itself, is, as Dr. Bühler has done, to seek in it the nominative plural of the pronoun
;
but the
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presence of ,tlie pronoun is awkward, as the king wishes to say ‘ piilars’ rather than ‘ these

pillars.’ On the other hand, it appears that at Rûpnâth we have the adverb hidha, that is to

say, ‘ down here, on the earth, in the world.’ It is perhaps preferable to admit that we have

here its equivalent in held, i. e, atra, ettha. Gf. G. VIII. 1. 3 ;
Kh. VIII, 23 and the notes.

BUPHATH.

11. We have seen that it is adhatiydni whieh we must read (see above, note 1); so also

kakd and not Jidkd, and, farther on, bddham and not hadliidu Regarding the eharaeters

following I cannot agree with Dr. Biihler, wlio reads, or restores, sd[va\Id. From his own
facsimile it is clear that between the letter which he reads sd, and that which he reads hi, and

which I read M, there are waanting two characters, and not one. The first sign, which he reads sd

is by no means clear. It is rather su which should be read, if the traces visible on the facsimile

were above ail suspicion. But numerous examples bear witness that it is not so, and, under these

conditions, I have little hesitation in maintaining that the stone had really, here as at Sahasaram,

updsahê. Moreover, sdvahe, meaning a layman, is a Jain expression, the presence of which here

would surprise us. The reading saùvjhapdpitê, translated Giaving reached the Samgha, being

entered into the Samgha,’ is a very ingenious conjecture of Dr. Biihler’s. But, if lam inclined to

accept this reading, I am not ready to concur in its interpretation as given by Dr. Biihler. The

expression samghaih prdptum, for the precise idea of ‘ enteriug into the monastie order,’ is vague

and not sanctioned by the ordinary terminology, necessarily fixed at an early date in such a

matter ;
besides, this situation of ,a king, who, while preserving his royal prerogatives and his

royal life, enters into a religious order, is far removed from the idea which we are accustomed to

form with regard to Buddhist monachism in the ancient period. I shall later on come to this

matter again, and shall explain why I prefer to take this ^entering’ in a material, physical

meaning, and the phrase as commemorating the first solemn visit paid by the king to the

assembly of monks, after his conversion.

12. It is probable enough that the complete reading is that indicated by tbe/hcsmeiZe of the

Corpus, —- kliudahêna hi pi ha-. Dr. Bfihler corrects to himpi paha-, in wliicli he is very probably

right. I suspect iVai pipule of the facsimile does not represent a variant orthography, but that

the variation is only apparent, and that the stone had in reality vipuU., The reading drôdhavê

is also, I am persuaded, only apparent. Everywhere in this inscription, r is replaced by I, and

it is âlddhavê which has been engraved on the rock. The inspection of the facsimile appears to

me to greatly favour this correction, which, under any circumstances, would have to be made

coniecturaily.

13. I pass over evident rectifications such as etdija. It will be remarked that the

absence of the pronoun idcm^ or some such, giving an indeterminate shade to tlie substan-

tive, tends to favour the interpretation which I have given for the corresponding sentence at

Sahasarâm.

14. The reading pahdre, admitted by Dr. Biililer, appears to me to give little satisfaction as

rco*ards sense. Moreover, I can discover in the facsimile no trace of the d long. I think that

there can be no doubt that the stone bore in vesblity pahame^ corresponding to the palahainê of

Sahasarâm, and I translate in conformity with this conjecture. For kiti read himti. As for

I canuot recognise it as an accusative. We must either read athavadhi as a nominative,

or admit that the two syllables vadhi have been repeated by an error of the engraver. I

confess tlmt the perfect agreement which it would establish with Sahasarâm causes me to lean

to the second alternative.

15. Dr. Biihler has, I think, been led astray by his not recognising the two future

participles passive which the sentence contains. At the end wo must certainly read

lêkhdpêtaviyati. As for the exact form of the first-onGj, the evident errors in the facsimile as

regards the characters which follow, throw the matter into some uncertainty. For

Ukhdpetaodlata, we must certainly read the ccnsonants : I, kh, p, f, v, y, t, Bnt, according to
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the vocalization, which, whether owing to the rock being worn away or to the imperfections of

the facsimile, unfortunately escapes us, we must either unders-tand UkJidpita va yata (in which
yatra commences the following sentence), or lêkhâpitavüyé ti. It is pos&ible to adduce
arguments in favour of e-itlier solution; but I do not venture to decide absolutely, and console

myself with the small importance of the question, so far as regards the general meaning of the

passage which is not affected. VYliat is certain, is that the king, here as at Sahasaram, gives

an order, or at least a counsel, to the readers whom he addresses. We shall see that the

following sentence til rows still further light on this new construction. For liadha, I correct

ovith Dr. Biililer, but not without some hesitation, lUdha^ equivalent to iha. It is unnecessary

to point out the corrections atlil, sUdthanihJiê .

16. In the interpretation of this passage,. I differ entirely from Dr., Biihler : the difficulties

and improbabilities in the translation proposed by him are evident. I hope that the

solution which I propose will recommend itself b}- its simplicity, and by its agreement with

the general tone of the edicts of tlie king. Regarding the reading, I only differ from my
eminent predecessor as regards two details : in the place of savava, I read savata ; if the reader

will take the trouble to refer to the facsimile, and to note, on the one hand the distance which
separates the so-called 1 from the letter following, and on the other hand, the form |s^ ,

and not

^ wdiich t has in this inscription, I do not think that he will have any further doubt as to this

correction. The other reading is no less easy
;

it consists in reading tuphaha (more correctly

tuphdham) instead of tupaka, the and the being, as we know, very similar. I do not speak of

additions of vowels which are necessary according to any hypothesis, and which the experience

of all the rest of the inscription shews to be perfectly legitimate. This being settled it

is sufficient to distribute the characters suitably, in order to obtain a natural, as well as

an excellent, meaning. I read: etind oka viijaùijanêad ydvatake (cf. doatake in the edict

of Bhabra) tiiplidkam dhdle savata vivasêtaviijê ti. Viyaikjina menus ‘sign,’ and marks, as

we have seen in the 3rd of the Fourteen (Rock) Edicts, the exterior and material form of

the thought. We could, therefore, understand, ‘and by the order here engraven.’ If this

turn of speech appear a little vague, it is justified by the existence of a pun. In fact, the

continuation is clear, ‘ you must set out on your mission as far as you will find iiourish-

ment,’ that is to say, as far as is humanly possible. Now vyamjana has also the meaning

of ‘condiment, relish,’ and, by designating his written will by this word, Piyadasi represents it

as in some sort a viaticum which should accompany and sustain his missionaries whom he exhorts

to expatriate themselves. It is unnecessary to draw further attention to the corroboration which

this sentence, as well as the one which I have cited in commenting on the text of SahasarAm,

gives to my translation of vywtha. If this special exhortation is missing in the other texts,

it will be noted that it is particularly appropriate here, at the frontier zone in which RCipnath

is situated..

17. We must, of course, read vipithena, and rivdsd ti.

BAIRAT.

The version of BairAt, very fragmentary, and very imperfectlj' reproduced as it is, does not

lend itself, at present, to a detailed examination. There is only one passage, in line 3, where it

can serve to fill up a lacuna in the other texts, and I have already said that there also the read-

ing appears very doubtful. It would be useless to enumerate all the corrections which the com-

parison of the parallel versions authorises us to make in the text as we have it now. Any one

can make them for himself. There are other doubtful passages, such as amisdnaùi &c,, where

conjectures would be without interest, as being based on no serious authority. The only point

which deserves notice, is that to which Dr. Biihler has drawn attention, that the figures

represented in the facsimile of the Corpus, are wanting in the rubbing. I can only state my

agreement with his opinion, when he adds that tlie position which they occupy renders him

veiy sceptical as to tluur existence.
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TiiANSLATION.

(In translating, I neglect the peculiarities of IJairat. For Sahasarani and Riipniith, I

print the translations of the two texts in parallel columns, from the point where they diverge,

too decidedly, from each other.)

Thus saith the [King] dear unto the Levas : — Luring two years and a half was 1 an

npasak% (Buddhist laj’raan), and did not display great zeal. A year has passed since I

visited the Sariigha (the monastic community). [R adds: — and I displayed great zeal].

Luring this period, the men who were the real gods of Jaml-ïndyipa have been reduced to

be no longer really the gods. [R. : — Those who at that time were the real gods of

Jauibudvipa, are now reduced to be really so no longer]. Kow that is the result of my zeal;

that result cannot be attained by might alone [R. omits this last word]. The most humble can,

by displaying zeal, gain heaven, high though it be. It is with this aim that timse instructions

are delivered: that all, humble or great, should display zeal; that the foreign nations

themselves should be taught (by my proclamations), aiid that this zeal should be lasting. Then

will arise a [religious] progress, a grand progress, an infinite progress.

SAHASARAM.

It is by the missionary that this teach iiig

is spread abroad. Two hundred and fifty-six

men have been sent forth on missions, 256.

Have ye these things engraved on mountains
;

and in those places where there are pillars of

stone have them engraved there also.

RUPNATH.

Have these things engraved on mountains
;

and in that place where there may be found

a pillar of stone, have them engraved upon

the pillar. And with these instructions, which

will be to you as a viaticum, set ye forth on

3'our mission to all the world, so far as ye will

find means of existence. It is through the

missionary that my teaching is spread abroad.

There have ])een 256 settiims fortli of mis-

sionrades.

3. THE EDICT OF BHABRA,

We know that this edict was discovered in the same locality (Bairat) as that in which

was found the third version of the preceding edict. If I adhere to the name of Bhabra, I do

so because tliat name is already sanctioned by long use, and because it prevents any confusion

arising regarding the two inscriptions foiyid in the same neighbourhood. To avoid a useless

multiplication of divisions, I include it in the present chapter, although, strictly speaking, it is

not engraved on a rock in the same sense as the preceding ones. It is engraved on a small detached

block of granite, which it was folind easy to transport to Calcutta, where it is now preserved.

The most trustworthy reproduction of the stone is that which has been given in tbe Journal

(1887, Vol. I. pp. 498 a.nd :ff.) from a rubbing of Dr. Burgess, together with some

fragments of a rubbing previously sent to me by my learned friend and collengne, Dr. Hoernle.

On this facsimile the following i-eading and commentary are based.

TEXT.

Kittoe, J. A, S. B. 1840, pp. G16 andff.
;
Burnouf, Lotus, pp.710 .and ff.

;
Kern, JaartelUng,,

pp. 32 and ff.; Wilson, J. E. A. S. XVI pp. 357 and if.

1 Piyadasi l(f0j'"^ mugadhaih snthgbaih abhi vAdanniid TihA a])rd)Adbntaili elia

phAsuvihAlataih cliA [.]

2 vidite ve bhaiiite AvatakA liamA^ budhasi dhaihmasi saihghasiti galave chaih pasAde

cha [.] ê keriicbi^ bliaihte

3 ])1iagavatA ])udhêna bhfsitè save se subhAslte vA e chu kho Idiaiiilc hamiyAye diseyA’^

hevafn Had.hai'nmc
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4 cliilatkitike kosatîti alalifimi liakam tarn vatavê [.] imani bhamte dbaiiimapa"

vinayasamiikase

5 aliyavasani aiiâgatabliayâni munigâtbâ mônâyasûtê upatisapasinê ê clia lâgbulô-

6 vàdê mnsrivâdaîii adhigicliya bliagavatà budhêna bhâsitê êtâna bbamtê dhamma-

paliyâyani ichbâmi

7 kiiiiti bahnkê bliikhiipayê^ châ bliakbiiniyê cliâ abliikhlnam sunayn cbâ tipadha-

leyeyii clia

8 hevamra êva iipasakâ cliâ iiprisikâ clia [.] êtôiii bhariite imam likliApayânii abhiliêtarâ

ma janaikta tP

NOTES,

1. The third word of the inscription has long been read iiidgadhê, and the question arose

whether it was to be understood as an epithet of Idjd or as an irregular orthography for

mdgadluuh. From the last facsimile it may be seen that the supposed vowel-sign is by no

means regularly cut, and is probably nothing more than an accidental scratch, — especially as

the following amisvdra seems to be quite clear. It is thus mdgadhaih 'which we must read, and

which we must, of course, construe with samghaui. Hitherto, the word has been taken simply in

its geographical signiticatioii ; Hhe samgda of Magadha.’ I have some doubts on this point. In

the first ydace, saihgha, as is proved by what follows, 'vyas from this epoch consecrated, in its

generic and, so to say, abstract use, to designate the clergy in its most general terms. Hence its

association with a local restrictive designation is no more likely here than it would be in the

ordinary literary language of Buddhism. In the second place, it is difficult to explain the

erection in Rajasth'in of an inscription destined expressly for the clergy of Magadha. Ought

we not to consider that mdgadha should be a synonym of ‘ Buddhist,’ based on the place of the

origin of the doctrine P If such a use really existed, it would explain, for instance, how Pâli

ultimately received the name of mdgadhi bddshd, although it had surely nothing to do with

Magadha. This is a mere conjecture wliich I put forth subject to ah reserves. The old

reading abhiüddêmd{tpd)7iam must be put aside together with the various conjectures to which

it has induced the several interpreters, hfeither md nor tpd can be made out of what are

really only incoherent scratches, whether the stone was from the first defective at that spot or

the engraver intended to blot out some letter erroneously begun by himself. J consider that the

vowel-sign e has no more reality here tlian in the above mdgadhe. As to this point the frag-

mentary rubbing of Dr. Hoeriile (pbotographed in the aboyementioned paper) is especially

decisive. Wo have consequently to read as I have transcribed abhivddanam dhd . . . Thjs con-

struction of aha or some equivalent with abhivddana and a double accusative is frequent enough

in the phraseology of Biffidhistic Sanskrit. I shall only quote one example (Mahdvastu, II, 105) :

^ ‘and tell my husband my greeting.’ The meaning

here is clear and perfectly satisfactory :
‘ the king tells the Saihgha his greeting and his

wishes.’

2. I find it, I confess, a little rash to have recourse to analogies borrowed from Hindi to

explain the form liamd. The meaning has, however, been recognised by Dr. Kern, and there cau

be no further doubt about it. Moreover, the form is not isolated here. Beside the genitive haina,

we shall shortly find the instrumental hamiydye, which has not hitherto been recognised under

the vQdüdàwg pamiyciye . Hamiydye is to mamdyê ÇDli., det. ed., ii. 4), mamiyd (J., det, ed., ii. 6 ;

Col. ed, vii. 7), as hama is to ynama. The two sets of forms are in complete correspondence.

We could, strictly speaking, explain their origin, either by a metathesis of malia to hayict, which

has been afterwards continued in the declension, or by a false analogy with the nominative ham.

At any rate, we can be certain about the meaning in both cases.

3. The old copy has here the riglft reading he chi. The rubbing, however, seems really tp

have the annsvdra.
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4. The facsimile of the Corpus, by giving the double reading* hamiyâyê and diseyam, has

given a new meaning to this passage.^ The versions of Burnonf and of Dr. Kern were only

ingenious makeshifts, on which it would be, I think, superfluous to dwell at length. As far as

suhhcisite vd all is plain
;

for the remainder, it is of importance to explain the construction

clearly. And first of all the particle elm kho, which, as I have had occasion to point out

has a slight adversative shade, announces a proposition destined to complete, and, to a

certain extent, to form an antithesis to what precedes. The relative e which commences tlie

senfence, requires a correlative, which we find in tarn before vatave. So far as con-

cerns the relative proposition, I have just stated my opinion regarding hamiyâyê W'hich is

the instrumental of the pronoun of the first person. Disêyam is simply the regular form of

the first person of the potential. As for the meaning of the verb dis, it is determined by that

of the substantive desa. I have shewn (Dh., ed. det., i. n. 7) that, in our inscriptions, it is

everywhere the equivalent of the Sanskrit sanidesa, and signifies, ‘ order,’ ‘ commandment.’ Dis

wdll, therefore, mean not merely ‘to shew,’ but ‘to direct,’ ‘to order.’ We shall thus

obtain this translation; ‘and so far as I may order myself,’ that is to say, by my own authority,

besides what has been positively said by the Buddha. The reading tarn vatave instead of

tivatave, tavitave, has put everything here in order. The construction, with the infinitive

dependent on alahdmi is excellent. Only one slight doubt remains, viz. should we not tran-

scribe vdtavê with an anomalous compensatory d long ? It would, however, alter nothing in the

rendering of the word which is equivalent to Sanskrit valdurii. In furnishing us with the

necessary antecedent tarn to the relative e, this reading allows us to take, with Bnrnouf, sadhamme

as equivalent to the technical Buddhistic saddharma.

5. The reading vinayasamukase, formerly given by Wilson on the authority of Capt. Burt,

is now confirmed, and the Sanskrit transcription would be vinaya-samutkarshah, the meaning of

which it is difficult to determine. We cannot separate the word from the Pali expression

sdmulchamsikd dhanimadesand (cf.. Childers, s. v,)
;
but the bearing of this qualification is far from

being established. The only point which is certain is the derivation,— sdmiihhirnsiha equivalent

to sdmutlcarsliiha
;
that which the Pali commentaries propose is only a play upon words. Pro-

visionally, it is perhaps safest to adhere to the established meaning of samutharsJia in Sanskrit,

and to translate, subject to every reservation, ‘ the Excellence of Discipline.’ We may compare

the use of the verb samutkarshati in a passage of the Mahovastu (I. p. 178, I. I. of my edition,

and the note). Under any circumstances, we are not as yet, in a position to identify this title

with any of those which are known to us from literature. The conjecture of Dr. Oldenberg

{Mahdvagga, I. p. xi. note), who seeks for, in it, the is the less probable, because

he has, for several of the other titles here given, shewn their exact agreement wdth the titles

which his consummate experience of the Pâli Canon has enabled him to be the first to discover.

He identifies the andgata-hJiaydni with the drahhakdndgatahhayasutta of the Ahguttaranikdya.

That Sutra ‘describes how the Bliikshu, who leads a solitary life in the forests, should have always

before him the dangers that might suddenly put an end to his life, serpents, savage animals

Ac., and such thoughts should lead him to exercise all his energies in order to arrive at the goal

of his religious strivings.’ Here we have an example of how the literal translation of a title may
easily become a source of error, and how these ‘ Fears of the Future ’ do not treat of the fear of

infernal punishment, as Bnrnouf had very naturally supposed. This lesson warns us not to

presume to determine the exact meaning of allyavasdni (probably dryavasdni), a title not

identified, of the mônêyasâta, or of the upatisapasine. About the last, we can only be certain so

far as to transcribe it, with Dr. ECern, as upatiAiyaprasna. As for the munigdthd, Dr. Oldenberg

recognises in it, with much probability, the same subject which is treated of in the tw*elfth Sutra of

the Suttanipdta bearing the same title, and he compares the Idghulovdda with the Siitra entitled

Amhalatthihardhulovdda, the sixty-first of the Majjhimanilcdya (Vol. I. pp. 414 and if. of

My two rubbings read dis^ya without the anusvâra. It is simply one example more of the equivalence^

which has been previously mentioned, between a long and a nasalised vowel.
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Trenckner’s edition). It is certain that the king had some version or other of this in his mind.

Tliis is proved by the addition musâvâdam adhigichya. Burnonf was completely at sea in his

commentary on this phrase, which Dr. Kern has perfectly correctly transcribed as mrishdvddam

adhihritya. The latter translates it as, ‘ on the subject of,’ ‘having reference to the falsehood.’

At the most it would be possible, if we are permitted to base our translation absolutely on the

P;ili version, to propose a slight modification. It is not correct to say that it has the falsehood

for its entire subject, but rather that it has it for its text or point de départ. We could translate

our text in this way too, the meaning ^ to set at the beginning ’ being sufficiently proved for

adhihri, I shall revert, on another occasion, to the orthography of adhigichya, equivalent

to adhihritya, which is both curious and instructive.

6. The readings and suggest themselves. The real difficulty consists in the

words hiviti hahuhê bhihhiipdye, although I have no hesitation regarding the two first. I can see

no means of permitting us to give baJmka the value of a substantive, in the sense of ‘ increase.’ The

spelling of himti being certain, the division of the words into khhti balmhe, seems tome to be beyond

discussion. But hhihhupdyê (and this reading is certain) has hitherto resisted all effiorts.

The evidence of the adjective bahuhe shews, as indeed is evident from the form itself, that

bhikhupdye is a nominative singular. The first member of the compound is as clear as the

second is doubtful. It looks as if we required something like hhihhusamghê . The only transli-

teration which I can see is hhihshuprdyah. It would be necessary to admit for pray a, which is

known in Sanskrit with the meaning of ‘ abundance,’ a possible translation, ‘ collection,

assembly.’ This is the least improbable expedient which I find myself able to suggest

I may remark, e7i passarit, that there is no allusion here to written books : suneyu would, on

the contrary, appear to refer to a purely oral tradition.

7. Read etend, Wilson’s facsimile confirms for these last words the reading of General

Cunningham. I do not think that the corrections me will appear doubtful to any

one, and for this use of we may compare the analogous passage at Sahasaram and

Rûpnâth, amta cha jdnamtu. As for ahhipetam, the new rubbing has brought documentary

evidence which was hardly necessary. The last letters are not very clear, which explains the

doubts which arise regarding the vowels. Upon the whole, this restoration appears to me a

matter of certainty.

I translate in the manner following:—

TRANSLATION.

The king Piyadasi bids the Mâgadha clergy his greetings and wishes of prosperity and

o'ood health. Ye know. Reverend Sirs, how great a.re my respect and my goodwill to the Bud-

dha, to the Law, and to Clergy. Whatever has been said by the blessed Buddha, all that has

been well said, and so far as I may. Reverend Sirs, pass orders of my own wTll, I consider it good

to proclaim them, in order that the Good Law may long endure. Here are religious teachings :

the Viniayasamuhasa (the Instruction of Discipline), the Ariyavasas (the ? Supernatural Powers

of the Aryas), the Andgatahhayas (the Dangers to Come), the Munigdthds (the Verses relating

to the Muni, or Religious Ascetic), the TJpatisapasina (the Questions of Upatishya), the Moreya

siUa (the sdtra on Perfection), and the Sermon to Riiliula pronounced by the Blessed Buddha,

wliich takes its starting point from the falsehood. I desire that many BJukshus and Bltih-

Anuns should frequently hear these religious teachings and meditate on them. So also for lay

devotees of both sexes. It is for this reason, Reverend Sirs, that I have had this engraved, that

pe-ople may know my wdsh.

4. THE INSCRIPTIONS OF THE BARABAR CAVES.

For the sake of completeness I add, in conclusion, the three inscriptions of the Barabar

caves in which the name of our king Piyadasi is expressly mentioned. It is well known that

thev were discovered and published for the first time by Kittoe.
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I combine in one the explanations of tlie two first, which only differ in the proper names

used.

TEXT.

Kittoe, J. A. S. B. 1847, pp- 412 and ff.
;
Burnouf, LohiSy pp. 779 and ff.

I.

(Sudctmd Caved)

1 Lâjinâ piyadasinâ duvâdasavasâbhisitênâ

2 ij^aih nigôhaknbhâ dinâ âdiyikêmhi [.]

II.

(Visiva Gave.)

1 Lfijinâ piyadasinâ diivâ-

2 dasavasâbhisitênâ iyam

3 kubhâ khalatikapavatasi

4 dinâ âdivikôihhi [.]

NOTES.

I bave onlv two brief observations to add to the remarks of Burnouf. The first refers to

the year from which these inscriptions date. It is the thirteenth after the coronation of the king.

These figures have their own interest. We have seen that, according to one of the Delhi

Columnar Edicts (c/. above, Sahasarâm, n. 2), this year was the first in which, according to his

own evidence, the author of these inscriptions had religious teachings engraved
;

it is, to

within a few months, the one which marks his active conversion to Buddhism. This coincidence,

without being in itself decisive, affords at least one more presumption in favour of the conjecture,

which at first attributed these inscriptions to our Asoka-Piyadasi.

The second remark concerns the word adiviherhhi, I have no doubt that we should read,

as in the better preserved inscriptions of Dasaratha, adwihehi. I take it, — not as an ablative,

which would be unintelligible both here and in the other places where the word occurs, — not

as representing a dative, we should in that case rather expect ddivihanam, — but as an

instrumental, in the sense of the locative. In dealing with the Mahdvastu, I have had occasion

to quote numerous instances of this peculiarity in the syntax of Buddhist Sanskrit

(Mahdvastu, T. 387, &c.) Burnouf has quite correctly recognised the base ddiviha as being the

equivalent of djivika.

TRANSLATION.
This cave of the Nyagrodha [II: — this cave situated on Mount Khalatika] has been,

given to religious mendicants by king Piyadasi, in the thirteenth year after his coronation.

III.

{Karan Ghaupdr Gave.)

TEXT.
1 Laja piyadasi êkunêviih-

2 sativasâbhisitê nâmê thâ

3 adamathâtiraa iyam kubhâ

4 supiyê khalatipavata di-

5 lia [,]

NOTES.

The new facsimile of the Corpus is a marked improvement on the first copy of Major

Kittoe, which did not permit Burnouf to give a connected translation. Nevertheless, it must not

be forgotten that, even according to General Cunningham, the rock is much defaced, and that
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the reading is both difficnlt and doubtful.^ We are thus permitted to introduce, at need, new

corrections into the text which is presented to ns. The formula is here different from that

which we find in the two preceding cases. Burnonf clearly saw that the name of the king is

this time in the nominative. It follows that we must divide the words after abhisitê. The

characters which follow present some uncertainty. I shall commence by considering those with

which the next line commences. Basing my emendation on the analogy of the inscriptions of

Dasaratha, which have been also commented upon by Burnonf, I do not hesitate to read

instead of adamathdtima several characters of which are expressly given as

hypothetical, 8 chamdmnasuliyani. We must further, in order to complete the

phrase, admit that the last letter of the preceding line is in reality a. There remain the

characters LH name which I read J] y ndma, which thus concludes a sentence and separates

it from what follows. The concluding words present two difficulties. The first is the form

supiye, which ought to contain the name of the cave, and should consequently be corrected

to sapiyd, equivalent to supriyd. The second concerns the word hlialatipavata. As in No II.

we should expect a locative. I only see two alternatives. One is to read, -pavate, but the

locative is rarely formed in this fashion in inscriptions, such as the present one, in the

MAgadhi dialect. The other is to assume that a letter has been omitted, and to restore to

-pavatasi. This is, in my opinion, the preferable course. To sum up, we may almost certainly

translate as follows :
—

TRANSLATION,
The king Piyadasi was crowned nineteen years ago, [This has been made] for as long as

the moon and the sun may endure. This cave, called SupiyA, on Mount Khalati, has been given.

® I have seen this inscription many times, it being situated in this district (Gayâ). It would be useless to

attempt to give a revised rubbing, except to shew how extremely hypothetical much of the Corpus reading

inevitably is. The face of the inscription has been chiselled away by some Musalmân fanatic.—G. A. G.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE AUTHOR AND THE LANGUAGE OF THE INSCRIPTIONS.

I
T lias been my intention, when undertaking this re-investigation into the epigraphical

monuments left by Piyadasi, that it should not be concluded without bringing together the

conclusions to which they lead or of which they furnish the essential elements, both from the

point of view of history and chronology, and also from that of palæography and grammar. It

is the varied problems which these curious inscriptions raise, and to the solution of which they

contribute, that give them such inestimable value. We cannot well leave them aside. We shall

have, in turn, not only to sum up results arrived at, but sometimes, also, to offer new remarks.

The task divides itself naturally into two parts
;

the first devoted to the author of the

inscriptions, his date, his character, his administration, his moral and religious ideas, — in short,

his place in historical development
;
and the second dealing with palæographic and linguistic

facts, and the information derived therefrom regarding the literary culture of ancient India.^

I. — THE AUTHOR OF THE INSCRIPTIONS.

A number of chronological and historical problems are connected, directly or indirectly,

with our inscriptions and their author. The end which I have in view does not compel me
to take up all, and I desire to limit myself as much as possible to summing up and classifying

the items of information that the edicts, which we have passed in review, contain.

Three questions force themselves at first upon our attention as being of importance for

farther investigations. We must know if all the inscriptions, on which we have commented,

belong certainly to the same author
;
who that author really is

; and in what chronological order

the epigraphic documents which he has left us range themselves.

Regarding the first point, doubts can only arise with respect to the inscriptions more lately

discovered at Sahasarâm, Rûpnâth^ and Bairât. The author calls himself simply by the epithet

of Dêvânaihpiya, and omits the proper name Piyadasi. No one can doubt that all the others

emanate from one and the same person. Wilson has indeed put forward a singular theory on this

subject.^ According to him, the different inscriptions were probably engraved by local sovereigns,

or by influential religious personages, who, to give themselves more authority, have usurped

the celebrated name of Piyadasi
;
but this hypothesis depends upon so many errors of translation

and apprehension, is so evidently contradicted by the unity of tone which reigns throughout all

the edicts, by their perfect agreement and the natural way in which they complete each other,

and has besides found so little echo, that it appears superfluous to pause for its consideration.

The same is not the case with regard to the doubts which have been raised by competent

judges touching the origin of the Edict of Sahasarâm and Rûpnâth. It is known already that

I do not consider these doubts to be any better founded than the others. Dr. Biihler, when
publishing this edict for the first time, clearly shewed most of the reasons^ which lead us to refer

1 It is, of course, impossible in such a matter, when new contributions are frequently issuing from competent

hands, to keep one’s own particular work up to date. In these concluding chapters, however, I have tried to

avail myself of such new comments as have appeared since the conclusion of my ewn, whenever they bore upon some

topic which necessarily came under consideration. I refer specially to the article, throughout at once learned and
ingenious, which Dr. Pischel has devoted to my first volume in the Gottinger Anzeigen, and to the Beitràge zur

Erklariw g der Aéôlea inschriften puhliBh.Qdhy Dv. Biihler in the Zeitschrift der D. Morgenlandischen Gesellsch^ft

which are hero quoted according to the continuous pagination of the reprints.,

2 J. R. A. S. XII. pp. 249 and fif.
s ante, VoL VII. pp. 143 ff.
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this inscription to the same Piyadasi as he who was the author of all the others and it

is useless to go again over the considerations which he has so well put forward. I have in the

examination just concluded, indicated a new reason, drawn from chronological considerations, which

could not have struck Dr. Biihler, because it depended on an interpretation altogether different

from that which he has proposed. I must here repeat and complete my demonstration, and this

will be an ’opportunity for passing in review the dates, unhappily too rare, which the king

furnishes for certain events of his reign.

According to the 13th Edict, the conversion of Piyadasi should date from the ninth year

after his coronation. It was immediately after the conquest of Kaliiiga that there awoke in

him, under the direct impression of war and its horrors, the intense desire for the dharhma.

With this it is important to connect a piece of evidence in the 8th Edict, of which every one,

myself as well as other interpreters, has hitherto misunderstood the bearing.

Since my commentary appeared, this passage has been the subject of two revisions, one by

Pandit Bhagwânlâl IndrajF and the other by Dr. Bühler, The important sentence is the third.

It runs as follows at Girnâr : so dêvânampriyô priyadasi raja dasavasdhliisito samto aydya^

samhodlii. The text is practically the same in the other versions, the only difference consisting

in the substitution of niJchami (or nihliamitlui) for the verb aydya. The construction and

translation of the Pandit cannot be sustained, but Dr. Bühler has made some very just

objections against my interpretation, although in his turn he has missed the translation which I

now consider to be the true one. It is impossible to credit Piyadasi (as I have indeed always

carefully abstained from doing) with pretending to have attained to the Perfect Intelligence, and

it would be hazardous to admit that a term so important as samhodhi could have been used,

at the date of Piyadasi, in a sense so widely different from its technical employment, which is

testified to by the whole range 'of Buddhist literature. It is also certain that the phrase

sanibodliim nish'krdntum could hardly be rendered as meaning ‘to attain to the Intelligence.’

I translate it, therefore, exactly as suggested by Dr. Bühler himself ‘ (der Konig) zog auf die

saihbodhi aus,’ — ‘ (the king) put himself on the way, set out for the samhodlii.'^ But we must

adhere to this translation, and not substitute for it, as my learned critic does immediately

afterwards, another interpretation which spoils the sense, — ‘he put himself on the way, with a

v4ew to, on account of, the samhodhid We recognize here a simple variation of an expression

familiar to Buddhist phraseology, sambodhim prastlidUim, ‘-éo set out for the Perfect Intelligence

put oneself on the way for the bodhi.’’^ As is proved by the passages of the Lotus^ the expression

is commonly applied to men who, tearing themselves from lukewarmness and indifference, engage

seriously in the practices of a religious life, or, as we should say, of devotion, the final aim of

which is, in the eyes of every orthodox Buddhist, the conquest of the Perfect Intelligence.

It is to this idiom that the king here refers
;
he himself applies it to himself

;
and, if he has

slightly modified it, it is to render more obvious the double meaning which he had in view.

He wishes to connect more clearly this ideal march towards perfection with the tours and

excursions of former kings, by means of the very real tours and excursions to which he had been

inspired by his religious zeal. It is, therefore, to his conversion that Piyadasi here alludes, and

thus the fact is explained that he can give a positive date to ‘ tours ’ which he would often

have to repeat.

* I have only to make reservations conceraing some of the details where my interpretation differs from that

of my learned predecessor. For instance, the word âhâla, which means simply, as I believe I have shewn, ‘ nourish-

ment, alimentation,’ cannot be quoted to establish the Buddhist inspiration of the passage, although that inspiration

is incontestable and proved by more solid arguments. I do not now speak of the chronological question, with which

I shall shortly deal.

6 J. R. A. 8., Bo. Br., XV. pp. 282 and ff.

6 1 now believe that this is certainly the correct reading, and that the anusvo.ra is only imaginary. This idea of

reading âyâya, which agreed badly with the nikhami of the other texts, contribixted not a little to lead me astx-ay at

first as to the trxxe sense of the passage.

7 Burnouf, Lotus de la Bonne Loi, pp. 316 and ff.
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We henceforth find ourselves, so far as regards the conversion of the king, in the presence

of two dates
;
the 13th Edict giving his ninth year, and the 8th his eleventh. Now, it

is just the Edict of Sahasarâm, the meaning of which we have already explained on purely

philological grounds, which does away with and explains this apparent contradiction. We
have seen that the king, after a first conversion, remained ‘ during more than two years .and a

half,’ ill a lukewarmness with which he subsequently bitterly reproached himself. If we admit

tliat the conquest of Kaliiiga and the conversion which accompanied it ought to be placed eight

years and three months (b e. in the ninth year) after the coronation of Piyadasi, his actual and

decisive conversion, being more than two and a half years later (say for example two years and

seven months), would exactly fall in the eleventh year, as indicated by the 8th Edict. Theagree-

ment is so perfect, and accounts so completely, not only for dates, but even for the expressions

{sambodhwi nishkrdntmn) designedly employed by the king, that I am persuaded that the verbal

interpretation on which it rests is this time really definitive. We shall shortly deal again with

other features which appear to me to furnish further verification of it, but at present we are

entitled to draw one conclusion, — that it must be admitted that the 8th and the 13th Edicts

refer to the same person as the Edict of Sahasarâm-Rûpnâth, and that this edict certainly

emanates from the same sovereign as all the others.

But as I have already shewn in explaining the 6th Columnar Edict of Dehli, this is not

the only coincidence. The king declares that he only commenced having his religious edicts

engraved in the thirteenth year after his coronation
;
as a matter of fact, none of the group of

inscriptions formerly known either carries or implies an earlier date. The Sahasarâm tablet

itself (cf. Sah. n. 2.), being written ‘ more than a year’ after the second conversion of the king’,

ought to belong just to the commencement of the thirteenth year. Now, it alone speaks of the

religious edicts as in the future, and, as can be seen from my translation of its concluding words,

it contemplates their execution. It directs the representatives of the king to engrave them

both upon rocks and upon columns, and it is thus almost certain that this edict and its fellows

were the first, — they are certainly among the first, — which their author had engraved.

They relate to his thirteenth year, and this is another strong reason for believing that this

author is no other than that king, the author of the inscriptions of Dehli, who commenced in his

thirteenth year to have inscriptions of the same class engraved.

Regarding the two other dates with wdiich the king supplies us, we have at present

nothing to say, except that they agree very well with the preceding ones. He mentions the

thirteenth year of his coronation (3rd Edict) as that in which he organized the anusamyana,

which was thus one of the first manifestations of his religious zeal
;
and he tells us that he

created in the fourteenth year the office of the dharmamahamatras.

These chronological indications are, it is true, too rare to satisfy our curiosity, but they at

least suffice to allow us to answer with full confidence the first of the questions which we have

just put. It is certain that all the inscriptions which we have examined^ must be

referred to one and the same author. Who w^as that author ?

He gives himself no other name than that of Piyadasi, = Priyadaràin, usually accompanied

by the adjective dêvânampriya, ‘ dear unto the dêvas.’ Sometimes this epithet alone is used

to designate him. Whether, during the epoch of the Mauryas, this title had the extended

application conjectured by Dr. Bühler^ or not, it is certain that it is only an epithet, and

“ viz., the 14 Edicts
;

the Coltimnar Edicts
; those of Dhauli and Jangada

;
of Sahasarâm, E-ûpnâth and

Bairât ;
and of Bhabra

;
and the inscriptions of Barâbar,

9 Bühler, Beitr'àge, Ylllth Edict, n. 1. In the first line of this edict (at Khâlsî, Dr. Bühler’a new materials

allow him to read : atikamtam amtal<Mh dêvânampiyâ vihâlayâtam ndma nikhamisu (at Kapur di Giri, also, the true

reading is dêvanam'priya instead oi gava jaraya). It looks as if dêvô.nampiyd corresponded here purely and simply

to the rô.jânô of Girnâr and Dhauli. Dr. Bühler, adopting the opinion of Pandit Bhagwânlâl Indraji (J. Bo. Br., R.

8., Vol. XV. p. 286, and Ind. Vol. X. p. 108) considers that this epithet was a title which, at the epoch

of the Mauryas, all kings bore without distinction.
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that the real name is Priyadarfein. This name, which does not appear in any known
list of kings, naturally much embarrassed Prinsep. Since, however, Turnour^^ shewed that

Afeôka, the grandson of Chandragupta, received sometimes, and specially in the Dipavamsa, the

name of Piyadassi or Piyadassana, I do not believe that the identification proposed by him has

ever been seriously doubtedd^ The publication of the complete text of the Sinhalese chronicle

has only given his proof a higher degree of certainty. ^2 Although all the reasons which he

advances are not equally cogent, still the conclusions of Lasseid^ on this point remain in

general impregnable.

Dr. Biihler has attempted to give him a precise date, by shewing that there existed a perfect

agreement between the chronology of the Sinhalese books, and that of the inscriptions. These

suggestions are founded upon an interpretation of the Edict of Sahasarâm-Rûpnâth, which, as

has been seen, I consider inadmissible. Ingenious as they are, they fail in their foundations.

Everything rests upon the translation of the text in question, to which I will not revert

here : but I must add that, on the one hand, the interpretation of the 13 th Edict wTiich has

become possible since the article of Dr. Biihler was written, and, on the other hand, the more exact

interpretation of the 8th, oppose insurmountable difficulties to his attempts at chronological

adjustment.

The only date which we are permitted to take as a startingqjoint, the only really

authentic date for the conversion of the king, is that which the king’s own inscriptions give, that

is to say, at the earliest, the ninth year of his coronation and not the fourth as given for the con-

version of Asôka by the chronicles. This correction would place the Edict of Sahasaram, if we
accept as exact the date of 218 for the coronation of the king', at the earliest in the year 260,

and not 256, of the nirvana}^ We must, therefore, at the very first give up this exact agreement

between the traditional dates and the so-called monumental dates which Dr. Biihler has sought

to dednce. I would add here, in opposition to the interpretation proposed by that eminent

scholar for the first phrase of the edict, one last observation, which I should have fully deve-

loped in my commentary on the passage. Intent on establishing from a chronological point

of view harmony between the sense which he draws from the inscriptions and the traditions

given in the Sinhalese books, he has not considered the profound contradictions which he creates

in other respects, not only between this edict and the traditions concerning Asôka, but between

the edict and our other inscriptions, which he nevertheless, like us, refers to the same author.

How is he to reconcile the inscription which would shew the king remaining ‘ more than two

and thirty years and a half without displaying his zeal,’ and the chronicle which attributes to

him, from his seventh year (see below), all the manifestations of the most indefatigable religious

activity ? What agreement can there be between such an inscription, and all those edicts

according to which the most characteristic of his religious institutions, the amisamyana, the

dkarmamahaynatras, &c., belong invariably to a long anterior epoch of his reign, — to his

thirteenth or his fourteenth year ? Was he neither active nor a zealot, when he insisted with

so much energy on the necessity of effort and of the most persevering zeal (VI, in fine ;
X, in

fine, &c.) ? ;
when he himself proclaimed his efforts {para/crama, parâJa'ânta, ^c.) as incessant

(Girnâr, YI, II
;
X, 3, &c.) ?

10 J. A. S. B. 1837, pp. 790 and ff., 1054 and fF.

11 The paper of Latham {On the date and personality of Priyadarsi, J. B. A. 8., Vol. XVII. pp. 273 and ff.) and

his whimsical attempt to identify Priyadaréin and Phrahate, deserve notice only as a curiosity.

12 Cf. Bipavamsa, ed. Oldenherg, VI. I, 14, &c.

13 It is not, for example, in any way certain that the Edict of Bhahra is necessarily addressed to the third council

held, according to tradition, in the reign of Aéôka. Cf. subter. On the other hand, certain new proofs can be added :

for instance, that the tradition of numerous ‘ edicts of religion,’ dha'ihmalipi, is indissolubly connected with the

name of Asôka. See the Asoka-avaddna in Burnouf, Introduction, p. 371, &c.

11 Ind. Alterth. Vol. IP, p. 233.

13 Dr. Biihler, however, clearly recognized that, in the absence of specific statements, the years of Aéôka are, in

the Sinhalese chronicles, calculated from his coronation. Instances like BipavoAisa, VII. 31, not to cite others

leave the point in no doubt.
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I slionld not dwell on tliis point at sucli great length, were I not confronted by so high an

authority as that of Dr. Biililer. I believe that I have expressed myself sufficiently clearly

to shew that the agreement put forward by him rests upon weak and crumbling foundations;

but should we, therefore, conclude that we must give up all hope of finding any points of contact,

between the details furnished by the monuments concerning Piyadasi and the Sinhalese

traditions about A'sôka, which would be of such a nature as to confirm the identification of both

forced upon us by so many other considerations ? By no means. But we must give up the hope,

of finding them in a date which is in my opinion imaginary, claiming to be expressed in the

era of the nirvana. On the other hand, I believe that the chronicles have, in certain points of

detail, under the name of Asoka, preserved memories of our Piyadasi sufficiently accurate, not

only to allow an agreement to appear clearly, but even to contribute usefully to a more precise

explanation of certain passages, in our monuments, which are a little vague. The Mahavamsa

and the TJîpavanisa note the conversion of Asoka to Buddhism as an event of high importance.

They attribute it to the intervention of his nephew Nyagrodha, and surround it with circum-

stances which are not of a nature to inspire us with an implicit confidence in their account. But

the general fact alone interests us here. The two chronicles agree in making it occur in the

fourth year after the coronation of the king.^® That is, as we see from the monuments, an

error of four years and a fraction : we shall deal with it immediately. To the same period they

refer the conversion of the king’s brother, Tishya, who held the position of iiparaja, and who

betook himself to a religious life.^^ What interests us more, is to find that the tradition, almost

void of religious incidents in the interval, fixes at about three years from then, in the seventh

year of the coronation, an important and significant event.

It is evident that the capital fact in their eyes, the very kernel of the story, the occurrence

which gives it its character, is not the inauguration of the eighty-four thousand stupas raised

by order of the king, which is the part most loaded with miracles, and by itself the least credible.

The moment is certainly decisive in the life of Asoka
;

for from that day, according to the

Mahavamsa, he received the name of Dharmâèôka it is in short the first time that he

16 Dt'pavamsa, VI. 18, 24; Mahava'ihsa, p. 23,1. 3.

n MahCiv. p. 34, 1. 7. I may add, en -passant, that the Bîpavay'nsa, if it does not enter into any detail regarding

this conversion, at least contains a reference to it in a passage of which Dr. Oldenberg appears to me to have mis-

understood the meaning. I refer to the mnemonic verse, VIT. 31, —
Tini vassamhi Nigrôdhô chatuvassarahi hhâtarô

chhavassamhi pabbajitô Mahindô Asôkatrajô

Dr. Oldenberg translates and fills up the sense as follows ;

—
“ When (Asoka) had completed three years (the story of

Nigrodha (happened), after the fourth year (he put his) brothers (to death), after the sixth year Mahinda, the son of

Asoka, received the pahhaja ordination.” There is nothing to object to ia the first and third dates, but for the second

his interpretation is inadmissible. The two chronicles agree in placing, as indeed is probable, the murder of Asoka’s

brothers immediately after his accession to the throne, and present it as the principal method which he employed for

assuring his power. We should have to understand ‘ four years before his coronation,’ while the other dates, as is

natural, take the coronation as a terminus à quo. That is incredible. It is only necessary to take hhâtarô for a sin-

gular, which is nothing extraordinary in the language of which this verse gives a specimen, and to translate ‘ in the

fourth year of his coronation, his brother (i. e. Tishya, the uparâna) entered a religious life.’

18 And not in the sixth, as appears from a passage {Mahâu. p. 37, 1. 5), which would thereby contradict perfect!}’

explicit former statements. The same follows clearly from the Samantap-isâdiJcâ {loc. cit. p. 306) ,
according to which

As-oka is in the tenth year of his coronation, three years after the ordination of Mahcndra. The same conclusion

follows on a comparison with the Dipavamsa, according to which Mahendra, who was ten years of age when his

father came to the throne (VI, 21), had accomplished twenty at the moment when he renounced the world (VII, 21).

Dr. Oldenberg has accordingly well translated the expression chhavassamhi Asokassa (VII, 22), ‘ when Asoka had

completed six years,’ and it is perhaps this phrase, which would make everything agree in the tradition of the ATa/id-

vamsa, which we should substitute on p. 37, 1- 5, for the expression chhatthe vassê, although the same reading

reappears in the now edition of Sumangala (V, 21). As for the propriety of this translation for a phrase like chhavas-

samhi, it can be seen from the VII, 31, which we have just be^i considering’, that this idiom can be

used both to mark a current year {e.g.in chatuvassamhi, which must mean ‘in the fourth year’), as well as to

mark the number of years passed, as in Uni (?) vassamhi, which can only mean ‘ after three years had passed.’

19 The same statement is also found in averse cited by the Ah')/ca-amddna from the Dit'ya-amddna (Burnouf,

Introduction, p. 374), which in the same passage remarks that ‘ the king had not long been favourably disposed to

the law of Buddha,’ — a clear allusion to the ‘ first ’ conversion.
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appears to us making a public profession of bis religious belief ;20 it is then that he shews the

genuineness of his devotion to Buddhism in the most decisive way, by making his son Mahêndra,

and his daughter Samghamitra, enter into the religious order. Everything invites ns to consider

that here was really a serious evolution in the religious career of the king.

In the narration of these incidents, the principal fact, on which all the others, and in

particular the ordination of the king’s son, depend, which is described to us in all detail, and to

which the chronicler evidently gives a particular importance, is the State Visit which the king

pays to the saihgha in the midst of which he takes his seat : — samghamajjhamhi atthasi vanditvâ

samgham uttamaih.^^

One cannot help here recalling to mind the passage in the Edict of Rûpnâth and Bairât

(perhaps the same expression is also employed at Sahasarfim, but a lacuna renders the point

doubtful), ill which Piyadasi refers to his second and definite conversion. It will be recollected

that the reading proposed by Dr. Biihler is in the one am sumi liaha samgliapagntê and in the

other am mamayâ samgJiê papayitê. I have already explained why I am unable to accept his

translation, as involving the idea that the king entered into the community and became

himself a monk. If we take the words, in the meaning I have proposed, as referring -without

metaphor to a real material entering into the Assembly Hall, then we have here an allusion to

the very ceremony which the Mahavaihsa describes to us. The king could well refer to it a

year subsequently as a known event, for it had been solemn and striking enough for its memory

to be preserved living for so long afterwards. All the difficulties which surrounded the first

interpretation of the phrase fall together to the ground
;
and this agreement would be decisive,

if the state of the preservation of the inscription permitted an entire certainty. As we have it

at present, it appears to me to receive a remarkable confirmation from a comparison with the

8th Edict.'

We have seen that the 8th Edict refers to the same moment of the life of the king, to the same

date, and the same event. Now, there again, the idea of the conversion of the king is associated

by him with the memory of ‘ setting out ’ from the palace, of an ‘excursion ’ out of it. No doubt

the expressions used by the king are before all inspired by the Buddhist phraseology about

‘setting out for the bodhi,’ but this word-play, and the comparison with the ‘pleasure

excursions ’ of his predecessors, only become really natural if his conversion is connected by an

intimate and close bond with the ‘ excursion’ which he describes immediately. It is clear that this

kind of ‘ excurffions ’ must have become habitual to him .22 It is equally clear that the commence-

ment of this practice, the first example of these ‘ excursions,’ is closely associated in the king’s

mind with his active conversion to Buddhism, and in the expression by which he commemorates

it, while admitting that the description does not refer exclusively to the visit narrated by the

Mahdvamsa, several traits (samananaih dasanê, liiramnapatividliânê
,
dliamm ânusastî, dhammapari-

pucliha) agree perfectly with it, and really appear to preserve its memory. These coincidences of

detail between the Sinhalese chronicle and our edicts seem to me to be remarkable and instruc-

tive, but at the same time I do not pretend to exaggerate their certainty. What is sure is that

tradition has more or less obscurely preserved the memory of two stages which were said to have

been traversed in his religious life by the king whom it calls A&ôka ; the first corresponding

2® In the narrative of Buddhaghôsha {Samantapâsâdilcâ, in Suttavihhanga, ed. Oldenberg, I. 304), the miracle

which shows to the king the 84,000 stupas at once, has for its object to make him altogether believing {aiiviya

huddhasànanê pasîdêyyâ ti)
;
at that period, therefore, his faith had great need of being’ stimulated.

21 Mahâv. p. 35, 1. 8.

22 I am at present much inclined to believe that this idea is expressly contained in the last sentence of the edict,

that ought to be taken in the serine of ‘again,’ and that it is necessary to understand: ‘in the future this

virtuous pleasure is again (be. has been, and will be on occasions) the portion of Piyadasi.’ I should then prefer

to take dhammaydtrO. in the preceding sentence as a singular, as a kind of collective which should embrace proba-

bly several series of ‘ excursions.’ It is true that the pronoun td of most of the versions seems to indicate the

I)lural ;
but s<x or esd of Girnar, the most correct of all, requires the singular. In any case, and in either sense, it

will be necessary, therefore, to admit an inaccuracy.
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to his entry into the bosom of the Buddhist church (upasahatvaiii), and the second marked by
his State Entry into the assembly of the clergy, by the ordination of his son Maliendra, and
by the application to the king of a name at once new and significant. Tradition separates them
by an interval which corresponds exactly with that (more than two years and a half ) which
is vouched for for Piyadasi by his epigraphic evidence. Such a coincidence could not be

accidental, and it is perhaps the more striking’ because it rests after all upon a fact of secondary

importance.

It is true that this agreement is not free from certain limitations. The Sinhalese chro-

nicles attribute to the fourth year
( always counting from the coronation ) the conversion which

the 13th Edict attributes to the ninth; and they place in the seventh year, that which, accordincv

to Sahasarâm and the 8th Edict, belongs to the eleventh. Here there is certainly an error, and the

source is not difficult to discover. According to the chronicles, the coronation of Afeôka falls

in the fifth year, that is to say, four years and a fraction
( to us indeterminate ) after he took

possession of the throne. It is evidently this period which, wrongly deducted, has troubled the

figures of tradition. As I have previously remarked in dealing with the Sahasarâm inscription

(n. 2), this error could be introduced in one of two ways. Either the coming to the throne

and the coronation, which may have been in reality simultaneous, have been subsequently

separated, or the writers have at some time or other erroneously taken the coming to the

throne as the point from which to cotint the traditional dates, and not the coroiration of the king.

Then in reducing tradition to a continuous system, with the coronation of the king as its initial

point, they have been led to contract one or more of the periods given for the various

events of the reign, by the space of time elapsed between his coming to the throne and his

coronation. Several reasons lead me to incline to the second explanation. 2^ It is hardly

probable that Buddhists would have invented in all their details the incidents which, according

to them, maiked the youth of a king whom they held in such high esteem. The agreement

with our inscriptions which we shall prove subsequently, is rather of a nature to heighten in a

general way the authority of the Sinhalese tradition. The manner in wdiich Piyadasi dates his

inscriptions from his coronation, seems to indicate that that date was not the same as that

of his coming to the throne. Finally, if the intermediate period between his accession and

his coronation were an arbitrary invention, it would be surprising that there should be

allotted to pt, — instead of a period expressed in round numbers — a period evidently very

precise, which we are in a position to ascertain with approximate accuracy. For, according

to the inscriptions, the first conversion is referred to the first months of the ninth year, say

8 years and 2 months after the coronation, and the second to the last months of the eleventh,

say 10 years and 10 months after the coronation. The common quantity which must

be deducted from these figures to refer the first event to the fourth year, and the

second to the seventh, can only vary between 4 j’-ears and 3 months at a minimum, and 4 years

and 7 months at a maximum. If, therefore, we conjectnraliy place the coronation at

4 years and 5 months after the accession, there is a great chance that we shall not be

very far wrong.

To sum up : — I believe I am entitled to draw from the preceding discussion a general con-

clusion
;

viz., that, in spite of a certain error in the Sinhalese chronology, an error which is

23 Dr. Kern, in Gesclned. van het huddh. II, 298, wishes, it is true, to set the Sinhalese tradition in contradiction

with itself. From the passage of the MaliCivamsa (p. 23, 1. 2) in which it is said that the father of Asoka supported

60,090 Brahmans, and that he himself did the same for three years, he concludes that, in reality, the coming to the throne

and the coronation occurred at the same time
;
as, otherwise, it would have been during seven years, and not three, that

Asoka would have preserved his preference for Brahmans. But that is taking an unfair advantage of the chronicler.

Kveryone, I believe, has always considered that, taking all the dates as starting from the coronation of the king, he did

' just the same here, and the passage has always been understood as meaning ‘ during three years, after lois ahhishêkad

There is no reason for abandoning an interpretation, which every one has found sufficiently natural to accept at once,

without even considering it necessary to stop en passant. It will be perfectly justified, if necessary, by comparing with

the verse of the Mahâvariisa, the expressi.nis of Buddhaghôsha in the introduction to the Samantapdsddibj. (Suttavi-

hhaniga, ed. Oldeuberg, I. p. 300d.
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clearly explained by a mistalve in the starting point of the calcnlation, there exists between

the written tradition and the monumental data a striking coincidence and this coincidence

does not allow us to doubt that the events related on one side about Piyadasi, and on
the other side about Afeôka, concern in reality one and the same person, designated

under different names. ^5

It is, therefore, correct to maintain, as has long been done, that the Piyadasi of the

monuments, and the Afeôka of literature, are really the same king. That is the second

preliminary point which we had to establish.

It now remains to determine the chronological order of our inscriptions.

A fixed point from which to set out is given by the Cth (columnar) edict of Delhi. The

king declares that it was in the 13th year from his coronation that he had the first

dhammalipis engraved. It is not easy to decide the exact extension wdiich the king gave

in his owm mind to this expression. It is allowable to doubt if Piyadasi had intended to include

under this letter, as relating to religion, short inscriptions such as those of the caves of Barâbar.

All that we can say is that hitherto none, even of this class, has been discovered which belongs

to an earlier date, the two most ancient dedications of Barâbar dating exactly from this

thirteenth year. It is also certain that all the edicts now actually knowm to us belong to the

category of dliammali]jis
;
and as a matter of fact none of them is earlier than this thirteenth

year, which is referred to by so many different monuments.

The Edict of Sahasarâm-Rûpnâth,^^ later by ‘ more than a year ’ than the active conversion

of Piyadasi, also belongs to the commencement of this thirteenth 3
"ear. It should be the most

ancient of all, because it speaks of inscriptions on rocks and on columns as a desideratum,

as a project, and not as an already accomplished fact. The execution of this project, however,

must have soon followed. The fourth of the fourteen edicts is expressly dated the thirteenth

^nar
;
but the fifth speaks of the creation of dharmamahdmdtras as belonging to the fourteenth.

It is the same wdth respect to the columnar edicts. The first six are dated in the 27th year, and

the seventh (7— 8) in the 28th. Now", this last is missing in most of the versions. It is only

preserved on the Dehli column. It is, besides, less symmetrically engraved than the others

and the greater portion runs round the shaft.

Under these conditions one is tempted to conclude that, on the same monuments, the edicts

liave been engraved at various times, according as the king judged it opportune to promulgate

new ones. This conjecture would appear to be confirmed, so far as regards the rock edicts,

by the fact that Dhauli and Jaugada, w"hich agree wdth the other versions as regards the first ten

edicts, have not the corresponding readings for the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth.

'Fhis absence of a portion of the edicts can be explained by the theory of successive additioiis.

' X quote here only as curiosities one or two instances of agreement in spirit between certain passages of the chronicle

and certain idioms of our inscriptions. For example, the question which the king addressed to the samgh.a (according to

vi. 87), although unfortunately obscured by the alteration of the text, causes us, by the word ganana^ to think

of the final sentence of the 3rd edict. When we read, at verse 28 of the same chapter,

—

Itôbahiddhâpâsande titthiye nfinâditthikê

sô.râsâram gavêsantô puthuladdhî nimantayi,

we cannot help thinking of the 12th edict, and we are tempted to translate, after this analogy {sdrâso.ra, like plialo-

pJiala), ‘seeking the essence of each doctrine.’ This would be a singularly precise remembrance of Piyadasi’s manner

of speech and thought. It is again a phrase commonly used by the king which the »S'nma7ita_pdsdtiiA:d employs (apud

Oldenberg, loc. cit. p. 305), when it represents that Moggaliputta, at the moment when he induces the king to cause his

son to enter a religious life, is penetrated by this thought, — sasanassa ativiya vudclhi hhavissatUi.

25 The use of birudas appears to have been at this epoch particularly common. Of. Jacobi, ZDMG, XXXV. 669.

26 The correct interpretation of this xfiirase shews theerror of the opinion expressed by Lassen {Ind. Alterth. II3.

227), according to which this edict would be dated from the 13th year of the king.

2'7 It may be noted that the Barâbar caves possess those inscriptions which are nearest of all to Pâtaliputra and

that the Sahasaram inscriptions are the next nearest. Barâbar is about 40 miles due south of Patna, Sahasrâm is

about 60 or 70 miles to the south-west of that city. Pâdaliputra was situated on the banks of the old river Son on a

narrow spit of land between the Son and the Ganges. Sahasarâm is close to the upper reaches of the Son.

—

G. A. G.
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But this idea is contradicted by several considerations. The most im^Dortant is that which

results from the presence of the 14th edict, in all the versions, and from its tenor. It suffices

merely to allude to this. It is clear that, if the references contained in this edict could have

been added to the series of inscriptions which precede them, it is because the whole has been

considered as forming one ensemble^ and must have been engraved at the same time. The

amplifications to which the king alludes, do not appear to refer to verbal differences

in the text of any particular edict. The variations of this kind between the different

versions which we have noticed are not worthy of being pointed out in this manner. They

can only refer to the number of edicts, greater or less, as the case may be, admitted into

each series of inscriptions. This pre-supposes a deliberate choice, and excludes a gradual and

successive growth of each whole. The presence of the 14th edict, moreover, implies that the

inscription is considered as definitely closed . It leaves no opening for any future addition. There

has been discovered at Sôpârâ, — the ancient 'Sûrpâraka, a little to the north of Bombay, —
a short fragment of the 8th of the fourteen edicts. We have no means of recognizing to which of

the categories alluded to by the king, — amplified versions, abridged versions, and versions of

moderate extent, — the group of edicts of which this fragment made a part, belonged. But at any

rate, there is no appearance that the 8th edict engraved was separately in this locality
;
and the

conviction of the learned and ingenious Pandit Bhagwanhll Indrajî, a conviction based on various

indications, is that this fragment has been detached from an extended whole, analogous to

the other collections of eleven or fourteen edicts. I may add that in general the arrangements of

the edicts is too symmetrical to raise the idea of accidental and successive additions. The

changes of handwriting even are hardly apparent, or at least, where they can be allowed to exist,

for example, at Khalsi from the 10th edict, they do not correspond to the grouping which would

depend on internal arguments founded on dates (group composed of I —IV), or on comparison

between different versions (group composed of XI—XIII).

There is, therefore, every reason to believe that, where a certain number of edicts are united

in a series, the whole has been engraved at one and the same time, and that, as a

consequence, the inscription cannot be older than the latest date mentioned in the whole. Thus

the 3rd edict, which bears the date of the 13th year, wàs probably, in the versions which have

come doimi to ns, not engraved before the 14th, to which the 5th edict refers.

Whatever may be the result of this argument, it appears to be without practical importance.

There is no reason for believing that the king ever ante-dated or committed an anachronism,^®

and we are, therefore, entitled to maintain that the edicts, supposing them to have been

reproduced at any epoch of his reign, have been faithfully given under their original form
;

and that so far as their dates go, they have the force of documentary evidence for the

date which each carries. I may add that the indications furnished both by the fourteen edicts

and by the columnar edicts, entitle us to conclude that the different tablets follow each

other in the exact order of their original promulgation.

This settled, we have little else to do than to record the dates which are given, directly or

indirectly, for each of our inscriptions. The edict of Sahasarâm-Rûpnâth is the most ancient

of all, and goes back to the thirteenth year dating from the coronation. The 4th of the four-

teen edicts being dated in the thirteenth year, edicts 1 to 3, which precede it, belong certainly to

the same time, and, in the third, we have, in a manner, the deed of institution of the anusamyana,

which this edict, therefore, refers to the thirteenth year. The conclusion is not without interest

on account of the 2nd edict, so important as regards the foreign relations of Piyadasi.

28 Lassen [Ind. Alterth. II2, 253 ff.) has justly remarked that the inscriptions in which Piyadasi congratulates

himself on religious successes gained in foreign countries and above all in the Greek kingdoms, suppose a sufficient in-

terval between the conversion of the king and the date of the inscription. We shall shortly see what kind of influence

it must have been that Piyadasi exeivised over the Greek kingdoms. It will suffice for the present to observe that as his

conversion, even if we take as the starting point his active conversion, dated from the end of the 11th year, there

remains, between this time and the most ancient inscriptions (2nd edict) which refer to his foreign relations, an interval

of two years, which is sufficient.
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If the 3rd edict constitutes this contemporary foundation charter of the anusamydna,

there is every reason to believe that it is the same with the 5th edict with respect to the

dliarmamahdmdtras^ and that both the tablet and the office date from the fourteenth year. The

following tablets up to the 14th contain no more chronological indications. They can all belong to

the fourteenth year, and are certainly not of earlier date. The ,12th, for example, mentions

the dharmamahdmdtras. As for the 8th, which alludes to the second conversion of the king,

and places it in the eleventh year, nothing compels us to consider it as contemporary with that

fact, any more than the 13th is contemporary with the conquest of Halihga : my corrected

interpretation of the passage gives on the contrary, in the last sentence, a positive reason

in favour of its later origin.

Taking it altogether, the date of the fourteenth year for the group of the 14 edicts

appears to me to be very probable. The detached edicts of Dhauli furnish us in this respect,

if not with a decisive proof, at least with a presumption of value. Towards the end of the

first of these edicts, Piyadasi declares that he will cause the amisamydna (see below) to be held

every five years. This manner of speaking is only intelligible if the inscription is contemporary

with, or at least very shortly posterior to, the origin of this institution. Now the date of this,

origin is fixed by the 3rd edict as the thirteenth year. The fourteenth year would, therefore,

be a very probable date for the passage in which the king thus expresses himself, and this

would necessarily imply that edicts 5 to 14 which precede it, are themselves not posterior

to it.

As for the columnar edicts, the six first belong certainly to the twenty-seventh year,

because the first, the fourth, the fifth, and the sixth bear this date. The last (VII. — VIII,)

belongs to the succeeding year. They give ns the last expression which is accessible to us of the

ideas and intentions of the king.

Between them and the series of the 16 edicts, we have nothing but the dedicatory inscription,

No. 3 of Barâbar, which is dated in the twentieth year. It is much to be regretted that

there is no date given in the inscription of Bhabra. I hnow no means, as yet, of supplying this

silence of the text. All that I dare to say is that, judging from some details of phraseology, it

gives me the impression of being nearer to the rock edicts than to the columnar ones. If it

is not contemporary with the 16 edicts and with the edict of Sahasarâm-Rûpnâth, I cannot think

that it is much posterior. At any rate, it is altogether arbitrary to defer it to the later times

of the reign of Piyadasi, and to place it, as Mr. Thomas has done, without any proof other than

a pre-conceived theory to which we shall subsequently refer, after the edicts of the twenty-

eighth year.29

These facts, however incomplete, have a great value for us. It is important to bear them

well in mind, in order to avoid more than one cause of confusion. They suffice to clear away,

by impregnable arguments, certain adventurous theories.

The ground now seems sufficiently cleared to allow us to pass to the examination of

the historical questions which interest us.

The first is naturally the question of date. All literary sources, of whatever origin, agree

in representing Asôka as the grandson of Chaudragupta. The double identification, of Chan-

dragupta with the Sandrokottos of the Greeks, and of Asôka with our Piyadasi, only allows us

to search towards the middle of the 3rd century for the epoch of our inscriptions. So far as I

can see, they themselves only offer us a siugle clue for arriving at a more precise date. I refer,

as will be readily understood, to the synchronism furnished by the names of the Greek kings.

Its exact value cannot be appreciated without forming a general opinion as to the relation enter-

tained by Piyadasi towards foreign nations, and as to the degree of authority which we should

accord to his evidence on this subject.

29 On the Early Faith of Asôka, J. R. A. S., N, 8., IX. pp. 204, and ff.
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This evidence is scattered throngh the 2nd, 5th and 13th of the fourteen edicts, and in the

éecond separate edict of Dhauli-Jaugada.

In this last passage, Piyadasi expresses himself in a general manner, and without specify-

ing any nation
;
he describes to his officers the conduct which they should observe towards the

frontier populations, not incorporated in his dominions.

These instructions are summed up in the expression of his will that his representatives

should learn to inspire his neighbours with an entire confidence in his sentiments and his inten-

tions, that they should persuade them that he only wishes for their welfare, that he desires, so

far as he is concerned, to assure them happiness and peace, and that he is like a father to them ;

he wishes that this conviction may dispose them to observe the dhammat so that they may
thus deserve happiness, both in this world and in the next.

Elsewhere, in the 13th edict, the king contrasts with his forcible conquests the peaceful con-

quests of the dhaihma, — of the Religion. It is on these last that he congratulates himself.

They are possible, both in his own dominions and amongst all foreign nations (savestt, amtesii)'

“ Among them are the Greek king named Antiochus, and to the north of (or beyond) that

Antiochus, four kings, Ptolemy, Antigonns, Magas, Alexander
;
to the south, the Chôdas

and the Pâiidyas as far as Tarhbapanni
;
in the same way, Hidarâjâ (?). Amongst the

Vihas and the Vrijis, the Yavanas and the Kambôjas, the Nâbhakas and the Nâbha-
pamtis, the Bhôjas and the Pêtênikas, the Andhras and the Pulindas, everywhere are

followed the teachings of the religion spread by Piyadasi. And wherever messengers have

been sent, there also, after having heard the teaching of the dhamma, .... people practise

the dhamma ”

In the 5th edict reference is made to a more direct action, to the duties of the newly-

created dhammamahdyndtras

.

They must occupy themselves with all sects, for the establish-

ment and progress of the dhamma, and for the advantage and benefit of the faithful of the

[true] religion
;
amongst the Yavanas, the Kambôjas and the Gandhâras, the Râstikas and

the Pêtêiaikas, and the other frontier populations (dpardmta'), they should occupy themselves

with the soldiers, with the Brahmans and with the rich, with the poor and Avith the old, for their

advantage and their well-being, so as to put away obstacles from the faithful of the [true]

religion.^^

30 I cannot join in the opinion of Dr. Bühler (p. 38), either as to the manner of dividing the sentence or as to the

interpretation of the term dhailimayuta. The word occurs three times in a few fines ; and each time Dr. Bühler gives

it a different application, or even a different meaning. At fine 15 (of Khâlsi) he understands hitasuhhô.yê dhanima-

utasa as meaning ‘for the happiness of my faithful subjects in the same line, dhammayutâyê apalihôdhâyê, ‘for sup-

pression of obstacles referring to the law and in the following fine, vijitasi mama dhammayutasi, ‘
in my faithful

kingdom.’ In itself this method is perplexing. There is no special information to be deduced from the 1st passage.

The construction at least is perfectly clear. As for the 2nd, one should not forget that, instead of dJiammayutdya, G.

has the genitive plural, dhammayutdnam, and K. the genitive singular dharmayutasa
;
the inevitable conclusion is that

in Kh. and in Dh. we must take the dative in the sense of the genitive (we know how these two cases have been

confounded in the Prakrits), and translate ‘ for the suppression of the obstacles for the faithful people.’ In

the third passage we cannot construe together vijitasi and dhammayutasi. This is forbidden by the position of the

two words separated by mama, by the certain reading of Dh., savapathaviyam dhammayutasi, and by the construction

of the rest of the sentence, both members of which, being terminated by iti, refer certainly to persons and consequently

suppose in dhammayuta a collective noun of person. (For the juxtaposition and, if I may use the expression, the

super-position of two locatives, cf. higher upinDh. 1. 26, a passage which will be shortly explained, and Col. Ed.

IV, 3, hahûsii pânasatasahasêsu janasi . . . ). I confess that hesitation appears to me to be impossible. I would add

that the above, joined to a comparison with Col. Ed. VII, 1-2, where the same construction occurs, confirms me in the

explanation which I have given of Col. Ed. IV, 6. It remains to determine the exact sense of dhammayuta. Dr. Bühler

sees in it a title of the people who lived ‘ under the law ’ of Piyadasi, — of his subjects in fact. The constant use of dhamma

in a different sense in the first place renders this interpretation somewhat unlikely
;
but the expression of Dh., savapatha~

viyam dhammayutasi,'yvovea tnat the dhammayuta (he or they) did not belong only to the empme of Piyadasi
;
the same

conclusion necessarily follows from the former passage which places the among the âparântas. I can hence

only adhere to my translation. It appears to me to be borne out by the i*ecommendation made on the columns to

‘ exhort the dhammayutas,’ and elsewhere, ‘ to teach, to exhort, the yutas,’ Prom the passage in Dh. 1. 26 (1. 16 in Kh.), it is

olear that the dhammayutas comprise men ‘ zealous for the dhamma, firmly established in the dhamma, addicted to alms-
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The name of Antioclius reappears in the second edict, — ‘ Everywhere, in my empire and also

among foreign peoples (prdchamta) such as the Chôdas, the Pandyas, Satiyaputa and Ketala-
puta, as far as Tambapanni, Antiochus, the king of the Yavanas, and the kings who are his

neighbours, everywhere has Piyadasi spread abroad remedies of two kinds^^ everywhere
useful plants have been imported and planted. So also with regard to roots and trees.

On the roads, wells have been sunk and trees have been planted, for the convenience of animals

and men.’

The last passage is most vague of all. I mean that phrase in the edict of Sahasarâm-
Rupnâth which declares that the proclamations (^sdvana) of the king have for their aim, that

all ‘ great and small may display their zeal, and that foreign peoples (^amta) themselves may be
instructed.’

I have laid all these extracts before the eyes of the reader, as it is important to compare
them carefully in order to decide what conclusions may follow from them.

In the first place, one cannot fail to observe two groups of peoples who are evidently
intentionally distinguished. They comprise, on the one part :

—
2nd Edict.

The Chôdas, the Pandyas, Satiyaputa, Kêtala-

puta, Tambapanni, Antiochus and his neigh-

bouring kings,

And on the other part "

—

5th Edict.

The Yavanas, the Kambojas, the GandhAras,

the RAstikas, and the Pêtênikas.

13th Edict.

Antiochus, the four kings who are to the north

of (or beyond) Antiochus, Ptolemy, Anti-

gonus, Magas, Alexander, and, to the south,

the Chôdas, the Pandyas, Tambapanni, and

the Hida-king (?).

’ '

13th Edict.

The Visas, the Vaj jis,the Yavanas, the Kambojas,^

the NAbhakas, the NAbhapamtis, the Bhôjas,

the Pitinikas, the Andhras, and the Pulindas.

The members of the second set are distinguished by the epithet âparântas,^^ that is to say

^ westerns,’ while those of the first set are called prâtyantas or simply antas, and it is permis-

sible to believe that it is particularly to these that the instructions given by the king, in the

second detached edicts of Dhauli and Jaugada, refer.

giving.’ The passage cited in the text shews an instructive shade of difference ; among all the religions, the d/zaîn-ma-

mahâmdty'as must occupy themselves wdth the well-being of the dhammayutas. This refers to the dominions of

Piyadasi : amongst ô.panlntas, who were, as we shall just now see, less strictly dependent on the king, they had to

watch that they met no obstacles, or in other words that they enjoyed complete religious liberty. This observation

agrees exactly with the sense which I have maintained for ddiammnyuta. The punctuation which Dr. Biihler proposes

after ap Cl îamtd appears to me to be inadmissible. It is not possible to construe with

hitasuJchâyê, because, in Dh., we have the locative gamdhâlêsu. This locative shews cleai'ly that the genitive has only

been introduced in the other texts to avoid an accumulation of locatives in the same sentence. It becomes certain that

y'in-ikadihnjagamdhôlânam depends on hamhhanihhêsu, etc. As for making it depend, as genitive or as locative, on

dhamm,r>yutasa, that is repugnant both to the ordinary flow of the construction and to the analogy of parallel sentences :

they all commence with the indication of the object or of the scene of action imposed upon the dhammamaJidmdtras :

savapâsamàésu .... hamdhanabadhasi .... hida cha . . . iyam dho.mmanisitati

•’5^ Dr. Biihler contests the reading sdmi'pd in G., but his reading sdminam cannot be admitted. After a new direct

inspection of the stones I see no reading more probable than sdm'q^d, so that I can but abide by my interpretation.

The sense of ‘ medicine ’ and not of ‘ hospital ’ (Biihler) is alone admissible here. Not only is there proof want

mg of the equivalence of chikichhd and of arogyasdld, but the erection of hospitals by Piyadasi in Greek territories is

hardly likely : the analogy of the words following, viz. roots, medicinal plants, useful trees, is altogether in favour of

the first translation. We should, I think, adhere to it.

’*3 It is impossible to take, with the learned Pandit Bhagwânlâl Indrajî, d.'pardmta as an ethnic term designating

some particular province {J. Bo. Br. R. A. 8., XV, p. 274); the expression yê rdpi amnê ôpardohtô, forbids this. It

should not be forgotten that the spelling, at least at G. and at Dh., is dparavita -, by this long d the word is marked, just

bke pvdchamta, as a secondary derivative. It may be remarked, en passant, how well the special meaning attributed

to dpardnta (Cf. Lassen, I, 619 ;
II, 9-32) agrees with the position which I assign, under the sceptre of Piyadasi, to the

populations compressed under this term.
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The two groups are nowhere mixed ap in the same sentence, and the relations of the king
with each appear to have been perceptibly different. Amongst the dparantas, the Yavanas, Ac.,

Piyadasi expressly gives a positive protective mission to his dharmam ah am diras (5th Edict). He
aifirms that they (that is to say, without doubt, a number of individuals amongst them more
or less considerable) conform to his teaching of the dhamma. Towards the antas^ on the
contrary, he only directs his representatives to show themselves as kindly neighbours (Dh. J. det.

Ed. II.), or refers to them (XIII) as an object of religious conquests. He marks them sharply

as exterior to his empire {amtdnam avijitdnam, Dh. J. det. ed. II.
;
vijitamlii evamapi

prdcamtesu . , . 2nd Ed.). The direct action, with reference to them, on which he congratulates

himself, is limited to the communication of medicines and useful plants. This could be carried

out by merchants or ambassadors, and does not argue, like the institution of dharmamahd-
mdtras^ a tie of dependence, nor does it imply any very close connexion. It is evidently because

the antas include the most distant populations that he says at Sahasarâm,— ‘ that the anfas them-

selves should be instructed.' In short, I believe that this category, included in the first group,

represents the foreign nations, completely independent of Piyadasi. The second, that of the

dpardntasy is made up of the tribes distributed along the western frontier of his empire
and over which he exercised, not an absolute dominion (for he appears to dread obstacles to

the free expansion of his co-religionists), but a suzerainty more or less effective. The best

proof that the two sets of people were not in identical situations with respect to the king, is

that he distinguishes between the Yônarâjas, i.e. the Greek kings, with their subjects, and
the Yônas, whom he classes with the Kambôjas. These last, not being included in the

independent kingdoms, must necessarily have been more or less immediately dependent on

the power of Piyadasi.

I hence conclude that, if the language of Piyadasi is not always sufficiently clear and

explicit, it is at least exact and truthful. He does not seek to exaggerate the degree of his

success. For example, regarding the Greek kings, in one passage he states simply that he has

distributed medicines and useful plants even over the dominions of Antiochus, which is in no

way improbable
;
and in the other, he mentions the five kings amongst the lords of foreign

countries in which he has endeavoured to spread the dJiamma. Regarding them he affirms nothing

as to the practical results which followed. This reserve induces us to be circumspect in the

interpretation of his words, and to refuse to admit lightly hypotheses which are based on

alleged inexactness or misunderstanding on his part.

We can then safely take, as a point of departure in the chronology of Piyadasi, the synchro-

nism which the enumeration of the five Greek kings offers to us. Only the most decisive

arguments would authorise us to conjecture, as has been done by Lassen, that the king has

mixed up different times in his inscriptions.

The texts are perfectly simple and distinct. In the 2nd Edict, he speaks of Antiochus and

of kings his neighbours, in the 13th of Antiochus again, and of four Greek kings who are to

the north of (or beyond) his kingdom, — Turâmaya, Antêkina, Maka, and Alikasadara. It is im-

possible for us to decide whether the “ neighbours of Antiochus are the same kings as those

who are mentioned by name in the 13th Edict. In itself that is hardly probable, for, as we shall

see, those would be very remote neighbours indeed, to whom it would have been by

no means easy to despatch medicines and useful plants, and moreover it is not specified that

Greeh kings are intended. The reading alamne of Khalsi, and aram of Kapur di Giri, would do

away with all hesitation
;
but it appears, according to the revision of Dr. Bühler, that Kbâlsi had

not alamne but aninê, and that the other reading depends only on an error of Genera] Cunning-

ham. The same is the case w ith regard to K. It nevertheless appears to me more probable that

the ‘neighbours’ of Antiochus in the first passage are not the four kings specified in the

second. However that may be, the transcription of their names has not been controverted;

Ind. AUerth. ÏÏ2, 253 aud ff.
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there has always been recognized, in them, a Ptolemy, an Antigonns, a Magas, and an Alexan-

der. One is immediately tempted to seek for them, at least for the two last, in the countries

which would not be too inaccessible to Hindûs and to their sovereign, but the royal qualifica-

tion, which is expressly attributed to them, forms an obstacle even if we could (which has not

been done) find these names as those of governors or Satraps in a region somewhat in the neigh-

bourhood of India. We have no knowledge of Greek kingdoms of which they could have been

the sovereigns.

It is certain that the relations of Piyadasi with the Greek world were not posterior to the

revolt of Diodotus, and to the creation of the Greek kingdom of Bactriana (about 255 B. C.) ;

for he would have found this prince upon his way, and would have mentioned him
;
and the

proposed identifications, which have hitherto been universally accepted agree with this

postulate. Antioehus II. of Syria (260-247), Ptolemy Philadelpbus (285-247), Antigo-

nus Gonatas of Macedonia (278-242), Magas of Cyrene (d. 258), and Alexander of Epirus

(d. between 262 and 258),^® were all alive and reigning contemporaneously between 260 and 258

B. C. On the other hand, the efforts of Piyadasi, whatever may have been their exact extent, to

spread abroad his moral and religious ideas, must, as Lassen (Zoc. cit.') justly remarks, have

been posterior to his conversion, — we can now add, to his active conversion, that is to say, -

the second one at the end of the eleventh year after his coronation. As the 2nd Edict belongs

to the thirteenth year, we are inevitably led to conclude that his twelfth year corresponds to one

of the years 260-258 B. C., say, to take a mean, to the year 259. This calculation would fix

his coronation at about 269, and his coming to the throne at about 273 B. C.

If we add to these figures the period given for the reigns of his predecessors, Bindusâra

and Chandragupta, even by the authorities which prolong them the most, i.e, 28 and 24 years,

we come to the date 325 B. C., as that of the usurpation of power by the latter.. This date is

in no way incompatible with the statements of classical writers : we do not know the precise

year in which Chandragupta assumed the title of king, and if we accept the tradition related by

Justin^^ to be correct, he should have been in a position to do so from the moment when,

having escaped from Alexander’s camp, he commenced to collect bands of men around him.

The statements of the Hindûs regarding the two reigns agree too little amongst themselves, to

counterbalance the authority of the synchronism which we derive from the evidence of

inscriptions. If we take as a basis of calculation the period of only 24 years given by several

Purânas^^ to the reign of Chandragupta, we come to 322 as the year in which he seized his

power. At any rate, in my opinion, the calculation which would be the most arbitrary and

the most venturous one, would be to suppress the interval of four years between Asôka’s

coming to the throne and his coronation, which is borne witness to by the Sinhalese

chronicles. I have already shown my reasons for this. As for Lassen’s procedure, which com-

mences with giving, without any positive proof, the commencement of Chandragupta’s reign in

the year 315, in order to calculate the date of our inscriptions, and thereupon to charge Piyadasi

with alleged inaccuracies,^® — it is evidently the reverse of a sound method.

Unfortunately we get no information regarding the details of the relations which Piyadasi

held with the kings of the Grecian world. It is probable that they were specially close with

Antioehus, his neighbour of Syria. The connection between the two kingdoms had been tradi-

tional since the time of Chandragupta and Seleucns. Althoughancient evidence has preserved for

us the name, Dionysius, of an ambassador, or at least of an explorer, sent to India by Ptolemy

Philadelphus, — the Ptolemy to whom Piyadasi alludes, — it may be doubted if this allusion

refers to direct relations, which appear hardly probable any more than with Magas, or with

35 It may be remarked here that, as a feeble exchange for the light which its history receives from G-reece,

India, by its monuments, lends here a useful indication to Greek chronology. It becomes, in fact, certain that

the doubtful date of the death of Alexander, the son of Pyrrhus, is not anterior to 260.

36 Justin, XV, 4. 3"^ Wilson, Vishnupur., Ed. F. E. .Hall, IV, 186, note 6.

S8 Ind. Alterth. IH, 254.
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Autigoniis and Alexander. It may be asked, whether it was not through Antiochus as an inter-

mediary, that Piyadasi had knowledge of the other kings whom he enumerates. The time available

for the journey of his emissaries, if they were specially despatched by him, — say about a year

and a half, — would scarcely allow them to push so far forward into Hellenic soil, and just

about the period to which our edict relates, between 260 and 258, Antiochus II. found himself,

by his designs upon Thracia and by his struggles in the Mediterranean, brought into relations

more or less unfriendly, but certainly very active, with the sovereigns of Egypt and Cyrene, and

of Macedonia and Epirus

Whatever may have been the details, one point appears to be reasonably incontestible,— that

the thirteenth year from the coronation of Piyadasi corresponds nearly to the year 258 or 257

B. C., and that consequently the coronation occurred in 289 or 270, This date, and the

correlative dates of the conversions of Asoka, of his inscriptions, &c., ^are the only ones

which appear to me to be legitimately deducible from our texts
;
for the alleged date in the era

©f the nirvana at Sahasarâm-Rûpnàth rests, in my opinion, on an illusion and a mistake.

To sum up : — It is now possible to assign to Piyadasi, with sufficient precision

his chronological position. That is one of the principal reasons for the great interest which

attaches to these monuments
;
but it is more especially to the history of religious ideas that

they appear to promise valuable items of information. It is strange that documents, relatively

of such extent, and in which the religious sentiment is so overruling, should not have long ago

cut short all hesitation regarding the inspiration by which their author was guided. Yet

not only has Wilsom^^ ventured to dispute the Buddhist faith of Piyadasi, not only, in much
later times, has Air. Edward Thoinas'^'i endeavoured to prove that, before becoming

a follower of Buddhism, Piyadasi had been subject to other convictions, that he had

at first adhered to Jainism, — (these attempts partly rest on grossly inaccurate interpretations

and are moreover anterior to the last discoveries at Khalsi, Sahasarâm and Rupnath, which have

imported new elements into the debate), — but, which is much more serious. Hr, Kern has

also, in spite of his greatly superior knowledge of the documents, and subsequently to the publi-

cation of the last edicts, appeared to be dangerously near to allying himself to the opinion

of Air. Thomas. jje has at any rate sought to prove, in the doctrinal evolutions of Piyadasi

gradations, the last expression of which, in the Sahasarâm edict, manifests, according to him, all

the symptoms of a veritable madness. Here again the suggestion results from certain in-

complete interpretations
;

for Dr. Kern too hurriedly adopted the first translation proposed for

the text of Sahasarâm-Rûpiiath. It must, nevertheless, be admitted that our monuments suggest

a religious, as well as a chronological, question regarding which it is necessary for us to be

explicit. This question appears to me to be susceptible of categorical answers.

I can only, in several respects, refer to the results arrived at in the foregoing, and to what

I have already attempted to demonstrate, especially with regard to the chronological classification

of our inscriptions. It is clear and uncontested that, at the period to which the edict of Bhabra

refers, Piyadasi is a declared Buddhist. Unfortunately, as we have seen, this edict bears no

expressed date, and contains in it no element of information, which would allow us to date it with

certainty. It is nevertheless of essential importance for deciding the question with which we

are now dealing. It is evident that, until reasons — positive objections — are discovered to

the contrary, a piece of evidence so precise should be accepted. It would be conclusive even

if the absence, elsewhere alleged, of documents, of categorical statements, awoke suspicion. But

there is no room for even this uncertainty.

Our inscriptions divide themselves into two principal groups
;
the first, including the Edict

of Sahasarâm, and the fourteen edicts, belongs to the thirteenth or the fourteenth year ;
the second,

consisting of the columnar edicts, refers to the twenty-seventh or the twenty-eighth. We

3s Droysen, Gesch. des Hellenism, us, TÎT5 p. 314 and fF.

4.1 J. R. A, S.jN. S.5 TX. p. 1.55 and

40 J. B. A. (S', p. 2B8 and fF.

Kern, loc. cil. p. 309 note.
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have seen that the former group of these inscriptions alleges two successive evolutions in

Piyadasi’s religious life, the first in tlie ninth, and the second towards the end of the eleventh

year after his coronation. We have now to determine the two poles, the point of departure,

and the point of arrival. Regarding the former, I believe that no one has any hesitation ;

the leading statementdn this respect, in the text of Sahasarum-Rûpnath, has not perhaps all

the clearness we should wish; but, whether the translation proposed by me, or that of Dr,

Bühler is accepted, it cannot be doubted that, in this first period of his reign, previous to

the prohibition of bloody sacrifices (1st edict), Piyadasi had, as the written traditions affirm,

accepted the supremacy of the Brahmans. On the second point, there is no longer the same

agreement. The king declares that he has become an updsaha] this word can indicate a Jain

layman, as well as a Buddhist one
;

nevertheless, the manner in which we find it used at

Bhabra, where it is certainly applied to Buddhism, ought à priori to incline us towards the same

interpretation here. Doubts have been inspired by the use of the word vivutha at Sahasaram,

and by the idea that this inscription might not emanate from the Piyadasi who was author

of the other edicts. The latter are dissipated by the certainty we have now acquired, that all

our edicts must be referred to one and the same author
;

and the former must fall with

the purely arbitrary interpretation proposed for vivuOiaS^ Whatever reserve may be advisable

with regard to the expression samghe papayitê, or whatever be its true reading, it is clear that

the king mentions here certain relations which his conversion has established between him and

the samgha
;
that word can designate nothing but the Buddhist clergy

;
the Edict of Bhabra

shews moreover, that this application of it was well established from the time of Piyadasi.

We have, however, another proof still more decisive, — the passage of the 8th edict, in which

Piyadasi speaks of his practical and active conversion. He defines it by saying that, in the eleventh

year from his coronation, he ‘set out for the saihhodlii.' Ho doubt as to the meaning is here

possible. The word sambodhi inevitably links Piyadasi with Buddhism. Before it was fully

understood, the expression appeared to imply a usage of the word different from that which is

authorised by literature
;
but the more exact interpretation, which I have given above, does

away with all difficulties; it establishes, on the contrary, a curious agreement with the literary

use of the equivalent phrase sambodhim prasthatiim, to which the passage refers.

It is, therefore, certainly to Buddhist ideas that Piyadasi was converted. But did

he become unfaithful to them ? Did he subsequently vary in his opinions ? The second group, that

of the columnar inscriptions, is very far from furnishing the slightest pretext for such a

conjecture. The one which it was deemed possible to draw from the first phrase of the 6th edict,

is quite illusory. Hay more
;
the passage in question, understood as I believe I have shewn

that it should be understood, turns directly contrary to any hypothesis of this description. If the

king referred expressly to his dhammalipis of his thirteenth year, it is certainly a proof that

his ideas regarding the dhmhmat his religious opinions, had not in the inteiwal undergone any

essential change. Besides, when the two series of inscriptions are compared, the abso-

lute identity of tone and style, the common allusions to the same deeds and the same institutions,-

the perfect resemblance between the moral exhortations, are such that only the strongest and

I do not speak of the word sô.vaka which Dr. Bühler restores at Kûpnâth. I have already explained why

I do not consider this restoration as admissible.

It will be understood that I here refer to the translation of Dr. Oldenberg. I may be permitted to take this

opportunity to add, with regard to that of Dr. Bühler, a remark which I had omitted in the proper place. One

of the arguments which he brings forward to uphold the meaning of the ‘ passed,’ which he attributes to vivutha,

is the use of the phrase vivuthê vasê in the Khandagiri inscription (I. 5). This argument must be abandoned. It

is to be feared that this important monument, which is in so bad a state of preservation, will never become

perfectly intelligible to us. One thing is visible, that it contains, year by year, an enumeration of the actions of the

king ; dutiyê vasê (1. 4), panichamê ....... vasê (1. 6), satamê vasê (1. 7)j athamê vasê {ih.), &c. In line 5,

where the facsimile of Prinsep gives tatha vivuthê vasê, that of the Corpus gives -i—tathê visé. It ought

certainly to be read as (?) chatuthê vdse, ‘in the fourth year ’ This indeed is the reading given by Bâbû

Eajêndralâla Mitra, Antiq, of Orissa, II. p. 22.

Bee above, p. 234 and ff.
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most convincing proof conld lead ns to consider as probable a change of belief in the common
author of both. All indications contradict such an idea.

But not only do certain columnar edicts form the natural development of the principles

contained in the older tables, — (thus, the 5th Columnar edict is directed to the protection of

animal life, and may be compared with the prohibition of bloody sacrifices and of samâjas^^

ordained by the first of the fourteen edicts), — but the days set apart in this same 5th edict are

consecrated as holidays amongst Buddhists, and the uposatha, to which he apjoeared to shew a

special respect, is known to every one as their weekly festival. The 8th Columnar edict extends

the supervision of the dharmamahdmdtras over every sect, from the Erfilimans to the Nirgran-

thas or Jainas
;
but, when he refers to the samgha, to the Buddhist clergy, the king changes his

expression. He desires that his officers should watch ‘ the interests of the samgha’ {samgha-

ihasi)\ it is evident that here, and here only, his sympathies are specially arousedd® I will only

allude to one more fact, which in the light of the preceding, takes a definite meaning, and becomes

really instructive. It will be remembered that, at Khalsi, the second part of the 14th edict is

accompanied by the figure of an elephant, between the legs of which one reads, in characters

the same as those of the tables gajatamê
;

I ha.ve proposed to translate this, ‘the elephant par

excellence,’ This inscription is in a fashion commented upon by that which we have referred

to as at Girnâr, in nearly the same place, and which probably accompanied also the

figure of an elephant, which has been worn away from the surface of the rock
;

— ‘ the white

elephant who is in truth the benefactor of the entire world (or of all the worlds).’ It is the less

permitted to imagine an arbitrary and accidental addition, because, at Dhauli, we again find

the same figure of an elephant beside the edicts. It is impossible to doubt that these images

and these legends are contemporary with the inscriptions. Nor is the meaning doubtful. Not

only are we here in the presence of a Buddhist symbol, but the accompanying legends contain a

clear allusion to the history of the birth of Buddha descending in the form of a white elephant

into the womb of his mother.

In conclusion
;
— It is certain that Piyadasi^ at least during the entire portion of his reign to

which our monuments refer, from the ninth year after his coronation (and more particularly from

the thirteenth, in which he began having inscriptions engraved) to the twenty-eighth, and very

probably up to the end of his life, was a declared adherent to Buddhism. This is the fixed

point, the necessary starting point, for all legitimate deductions. Doubtless a certain difference

of tone may be suspected between the Edict of Bhabra, or even that of Sahasarâm, and all the

I content myself with transcribing the term used by Piyadasi. I am not convinced that a definitive translation of

it has yet been discovered, in spite of various ingenious attempts. The meaning ‘ battue ’
( treihjagd) proposed by

Dr. Pischel {Gott. Gel, Anz., 1881, p. 1324) has not the authority of the known usage of the language. Dr, Bühler has

clearly shewn that sarndjci must have a meaning connected with ‘ festival, rejoicing,’ but the meaning must be more

precise and circumscribed than this. In the sentence in the 1st edict it cannot well be admitted that with the

very positive and precise prohibition na . . . . prajtihitaviyam, should be closely connected one so different, so vague, as

‘ ye must hold no festivals.’’ Besides, it is plain that the whole edict is entirely devoted to the protection of animal life.

Samdja must refer directly to some act by which that life was compromised. The connexion of the details which the king

gives concerning his kitchen would, on any other hypothesis, be altogether inexplicable. It is this exact shade of the

meaning of samdja, ‘
sacrifice, feast,’ or some other, which Dr. Buhler has failed to identify. Nor can I accept his

translation of the sentence asti pi tu, &c.
;
for, if Piyadasi had meant to approve of ‘certain samdjas,’ he would have

specified to what samdjas he referred. He would at least have continued his sentence under the form of an antithesis,

as he does under other circumstances, and would have spoken of dhammasamdjas, or of something of the kind.

Cf. Kern, loc. cit. II, 205 and ff.

I am afraid that I should injure conclusions, which I believe are firmly established, if I were to bring forward

arguments of less value, so I content myself with reminding my readers of, for instance, the use of dsinava, corresponding

to the technical term dsrava of the Buddhists, and that of avavad to mean ‘ to preach,’ ‘ to teach,’ which was familiar to

the Buddhists (Burnouf, Lotus, p. 304 and ff.), &c.

19 I can only withdraw, before the corrected readings and the new translation of Dr. Bühler, the conjecture which

I hazarded with regard to the 9th edict (in Dh. n. 2.), in which I believed that I had discovered an allusion to a certain

incident of the legend of Sakyamuni. The explanation of Dr. Bühler establishes, with a natural sense, a complete

harmony among the different versions. It certainly deserves acceptance, in spite of the little difficulties of detail which

exist, and of which a final revision of the texts will perhaps reduce the number.
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others. But between these two very unequal groups, there is no contradiction, there is only

a mere difference of degree. It is explained by the difference of the persons whom the king

addressed : at Bhabra, he spoke to the Buddhist clergy
;
elsewhere he speaks to his people

at large, or at least to all his officers without distinction.^® Religious toleration is not an

exceptional occurrence in India, but is the customary rule of her sovereigns. From the

indications of coins down to the direct evidence of the chronicles, from the inscriptions down
to the account of the Chinese travellers, there are abundant proofs of this. Piyadasi made no

exception to the rule
;
he forms, on the contrary, one of its most illustrious examples, one of

its most positive witnesses. It is therefore, very natural that, in addressing himself to the

generality of his subjects, without regard to religion or sect, he should have avoided using too

exclusive manifestations of his own prHate faith, and strictly dogmatical statements. We can

at least be certain that none of his inscriptions contains anything contradictory to the

Buddhist doctrine, and it is essential to remember this, if we would endeavour to picture to our

selves from the monuments the condition of Buddhism at the time of Piyadasi.

Now that we have determined, both from a chronological and from a religious point of

view, the ground on which our monuments lead us, it remains to consider the data which they

supply regarding the administration, the history, and the religious ideas of Piyadasi»

Aëôka
;
comparing them at the same time with those which have been preserved for us by

the tradition of literature.

The epigraphical records do not, in any way, give us the materials for a biographical sketch,

even on the most meagre scale. All we can do is to group the various items of information

which they contain under certain general heads, such as the empire and the family of the king,

his administrative procedure and his relations with foreign countries, his life and his religions

opinions.

Piyadasi ghms us no information regarding his lineage. We only learn from a passage of

the 5th (Rock) edict, in vvffiich the surveillance exercised by the dharmamaham/itras is under

consideration, that he had brothers, sisters, and other relatives, settled both in his capital and

in other towns. Moreover (Col. Ed. VIII) he pays attention to the distribution of the alms

made by all his children who live, some near him, and others in the provinces {disasu), and in

particular to those made by the ‘ princes, sons of the queen, * who are thus distinguished as

holding a superior rank. It is to this last category that belong ‘ the Kumaras ’ who represent

50 He exhibits now and then a particular care for his co-religionists, but he does so in order to direct special officers to

devote themselves to them, and to give them suitable instruction. It is in this way that I still understacd the last

sentence of the 3rd edict. Dr. Biihler, following Dr. Kern, combats the meaning which I still continue to atti’ibute to

and which is approved of by Dr. Pischel (p. 1325). I cannot accept his amendment. Dr. Bühler is compelled to

admit a different moaning for the word in each of the two passages in winch it occm’s in the 9th edict. That is a first

objection, but there are more serious ones. It will shortly appear in what close relationship the rojjfilcas generally

appoared with the dhammayutas._ This is a first reason for thinking, as has always been done, that yuta is only an

abridged equivalent for dhammayuta, ‘zealots,’ equivalent to ‘ zealots fcr the (ZT^nOTma
;

’ nothing is more natural..

What is true for the first yutâ is not less so for the second yutdni associated with the parisJiad, which is nothing

else than the assembly of the raÿjîücas. But in the first passage it is wished to take yiitô as an adjective applied to

rajjnha and topadesHa (Dr. Biihler actually approves of my construction of the sentence and defends it against Dr.

Pischel). Wo must then omit the c/m which, at G., follows ywfd. This procedure is in itself violent and suspicions,

hut it is still insufficient. The turn of the phrase at Kh., lyatd Zaju/m p<ldcsil<a, and the corresponding words at K.

without cha, imply the co-ordination of the three terms, and not only of the two last
;
if this were not so, we must have

as at Dh., yutil laju/cê cha 'pâdôsikc cha. It is unnecessary to remark that, on the other hand, this last mode
speaking very well agrees with my interpretation. Yufd is therefore a substantive, or at least used substantively. Here
wo must conclude that it is the equivalent of dha^hmayutd. So also with yutc or yutdni in the last line. I hav given

one I’cason, founded on its being associated with parisd. The comparison with the sentence of the Sth Columnar edict

(1. 1-2), lajûlea ... paliyovadisamti janam dhammayutam, is very striking. There are also oilier reasons. First,

%jn0.payati is much more easily translated with a personal subject. It must be admitted that the expression ‘ the

assomhly will teach suitable matters ’ is singularly feeble and vague, even for onr inscriptions. Of course, the neuter term

yutdni of several versions offers no difficulty
;
have we not, at Col. Ed. IV. 8, paZZsdui equivalent to purushdij, &c. ?

Perhaps yutô of G. also represents the neuter; and we shall thus have side by side a use of the singular and of the

idural, exactly as dhaiiimayuta is by turns used' in the plural and in the singular without alteration in the sense.'
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the royal authority at Tosali (Dh. det. ed. II, 1), at Ujjayini, and at Takshasila (Dh, J. det.

Ed., I, 23, 24), We find an allusion to his wives in the fragment designated the Edict of the

Queen. In it Piyadasi gives orders, the meaning of which, owing to the partial destruction

of the stone, we are unable to grasp exactly, regarding the acts of liberality of the second

queen {dutiyd dêvî). Amongst these acts he mentions the granting of mango groves and

gardens
;

it would seem, also, that he praises her religious zeal and her merciful disposition
;

and she thus appears to us as sharing, as we have a right to expect, the ideas as well as the

doctrines of the king.

The royal residence was at Pâtaliputra, as the chronicles say, and as follows from the Rock

Edict, G. V, 7, compared with the other versions. With the exception of the four towns of

Pâtaliputra, Ujjayini, Taksha&ilâ, and Tôsalî, which have just been referred to, and of Samâpâ
(J. det. Ed. I, 1, and II, I), Piyadasi mentions no name of any people or town expressly as

being among those which were directly under his rule (vijita). The only exception is Kalinga,

the conquest of which he mentions as having taken place in the ninth year after his coronation.

The towns of Tôsalî^^ and of Samâpâ cannot be precisely identified. It is, however, almost

certain that Tôsalî, which formed the residence of a prince of the blood royal, must have been

a considerable centre, possibly the capital of the whole province. Samâpâ was probably a town

of secondary importance, and cannot have been very far from Jaugada, the site where the

inscriptions which mention it were engraved.

Although Piyadasi gives us so few explicit geographical data, the indications regarding

his neighbours on different sides, with which he supplies us, allow us to form some idea of the

extent of his vast dominions. I believe that I have shewn above that the enumerations

unfortunately both vague and brief, of the frontier populations, which are contained in the

inscriptions, are of two kinds
; one set refers to the provinces situated to the west and south-

west of the empire over which Piyadasi was suzerain
;
the other includes the independent border-

ing nations. Both contain many names of which the identification is more or less hypothetical,

and even with regard to those about whose identification we need not be in doubt, we have too

incomplete information regarding the exact boundaries to which they extended in the time of

Piyadasi, to arrive at very precise conclusions.

In the first category, that of populations subject to the suzerainty of the king, appear

the Yavanas (V and XIII), the Kambôjas (V and XIII), the Pêtênikas (Y and XITI), the

Gandharas (Y), the Ristikas or Râstikas (Y), the Yisas and the Yrijis (XIII), the Nabhakas and

the Nâbhapaihtis (XIII,) and finally the Bbojas (XIII), the Andhras and the Pulindas (XIII).

The Gandhâras^^ and the Kambôjas^^ certainly belonged to the tract of the river Kabul
;

it is

probable that these Yavanas, subjects of a Hindu power, formed a province still further off in

the direction of the Greeks of the independent kingdoms, and that the list, commencing with

them and continuing through the Kambôjas and the Gandhâras, follows a regular course from

exterior to interior. We have, however, no certainty with regard to this, and this name Yavana

could here, if necessary, designate not a particular country, but the elements of the population

which were of western origin, and whicli were at this epoch scattered throughout this part of

India.

I

may remind my readers of the Tushaspa, styled ‘Yavanarâja of Asôka the Maurya,’

i. e., probably, under the suzerainty of Asoka the Maurya, whom the inscription of Rudradaman

at Girnâr^^ mentions as having repaired an embankment in the neighbourhood, and wlio con-

sequently held sway in the peninsula of Kâthiâwâd. I would also remind them of the con-

siderable num])er of dedications which, in the Buddhist caves of Western India, emanate from

Yavanas.

51 Cf. Kern, J. R. A. S., A. S., XII, 384.

52 Lassen, Ind. Alterth., I, 609; II, 1.50. 53 Lassen, hid. Alterth., 1,521.

5^ Cf. Lassen, Ind. Alterth, II, 243 and ff. One is reminded of the eastern territories of Gedroia and Arachosia-

which Seleucus ceded to Chandragupta (Droysen Gesch. des Hellenismus, IP, 199 and ff.

)

55 Cf. Burgess, Archceol. Surv. West. India, 1874-1375, pp. 128 and ff.

Of. Khagwàulâl Indrajî, J. R. A, S., Bo. Br., XV, pp. 27 4-275.
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As regards the Ristikas, the very name is doubtful. The word has usually been read

Rasfcikas (transcribed Rashtrikas)
,
and understood as meaning ‘the inhabitants of Surashtra.’ Dr.

Biihler points out that the reading Ristika, which at Gr. appears to be certain, goes against this

interpretation. The identification would, according to him, be in any way inadmissible, ‘for the

Ristika-Pêtênikas must be amongst the independent neighbours of Asoka, whereas Sorath and

Lâta were incorporated in his kingdom.’ This difficulty would not appear to us to be decisive,

after what we have said regarding the position of the provinces in the enumeration of which the

Râstikas find entry. If the king delegated officers to them, he could very well have also had

inscriptions engraved among them. In fact, if we may attribute some authority to the tradition

of which we notice an echo in the inscription of Rudradaman, we should find in it direct evidence

in favour of the régime which, on other grounds, I believe to have been, under Asoka, that of

Surashtra. There remains the orthographical difficnlty, but, as against the ristiha of G» we find

the lathika of Dh. and the rathiha of K., that is not easy to solve. I cannot admit that the two last

forms could represent rislitiha as well as rashtriha ; the wearing away of the rock might certainly

have caused the sign for i to have disappeared at Dh. and at K.
;
but the same sign at G. might

equally well be only some accidental scratch in the rock. While, therefore, I cannot pronounce

between the Rishfcikas proposed by Dr. Biihler, and the Râshtrikas, I still do not think that, in the

present state of our knowledge, the latter reading deseiwes as yet to be absolutely abandoned.

We must, moreover, take into consideration the opinion lately expressed by Prof. Bhandarkar.^^

In the 13th edict, the Rasfcikas or Ristikas are replaced by the Bhôjas, who are similarly associated

with the Pêtênikas.^^ Although the territory of this tribe cannot be exactly defined, and has

certainly varied from time to time, the name of the Bhôjas, nevertheless, carries us either towards

the Narmadâ, or towards the coast of the Kônkana.^^ If the two names are not simply

equivalent, they agree in bringing us towards the same part of India. Prof. Bhandarkar

reminds us that in several inscriptions of the Western caves there appears the name

of the Mahâbhôjas ;
while others have similarly the name of the Mahârathis. Our Râshtrikas

would be to these Mahârathis, as the Bhôjas are to the Mahâbhôjas, and the Râstikas of Piyadasi

would in that case be simply the Mahârâshtrîs or Marâthâs of the Dekhan. The

Pêtênikas, being connected with the Bhôjas, should be sought for in the same direction
;
and, in

this respect, their identification with the inhabitants of Paithâna, i. e. Pratishfchâna, towards

the source of the Gôdâvarî,®^ is extremely tempting, — so tempting indeed, that I am inclined

to pass over the phonetic scruples which Dr. Biihler (p. 32) opposes to it. The Andhras of

the 13th edict would well continue the line of enumeration towards the east.^i The name

of the Pulindas is too widely spread, for it to be possible to localise it with precision in

the present case. It is certainly met towards the centre of the Dekhan, in the very locality

where the continuation of the enumeration would lead us to expect it, ^2 Regarding the

Nâbhakas and the Nâbhapanitis of the 13th edict, supposing these names to be correct,

which is still doubtful, Dr. Biihler (Ed. XIII, n. 8) has cited from the Vaivarttaptirana the

city Nâbhikapura as belonging to the Uttarakurus. He thence concludes that these Nâbhakas

may have dwelt in the extreme north of India, in the Himalaya. He comes to an analogous

conclusion regarding the ViSas and the Vrijis, whom he supposes to have been the early

predecessors of the Bais and Lichchhavis of NepâL All that is, of course, extremely doubtful.

If we take into account the general direction, as I consider it has been followed by our enumera-

tions, it could well be admitted that the king begins with his northern frontiers before going

westwards. But the position of the Nâbhakas, coming after the Gandhâras, should be sought

for, not so much due north, as somewhere towards the north-west.

The peoples whom the king enumerates as his independent neighbours (amtd avijita) are,

together with the Greeks of the kingdom of Antiochus and his neighbours, the Chôdas

Early History of the Deccan, p. 9. (Extract from the Bombay Gazetteer).

P8 Cf. Vish 7iu Pur., Wilson, Ed. F. E. Hall, II, 158-159. 59 Biihler, p. 14. «0 Cf. Lassen, hid. Alterth., I, 216.

51 C£. Lassen, Ind, Alterth., I, 215 n. and 970. ^2 Of. Vishnu Pur. Wilson, Ed. P. E. Hall, II, 159.
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(II, XIII), the Pandyas (II, XIII), Satiyaputa, and Keralapnta (II.) I do not refer to Tamba-

panai (Ceylon), which is each time named at the conclusion, and as the extreme limit {ava

tamba'pamiiijd). The general situation of the Chôdas and the Pândyas on the east coast and at

the south extremity of the Dekhan, is sufficiently well known. As for the northern boundary,

which divided the Chodas from Kaliiiga which was conquered by Piyadasi, it is difficult to

fix it. Judging from the terms of the inscription, the territories acquired in this direction by

the king would seem to have been of very great extent. They must have gone far to the

south. On the other hand, the existence at Dhauli and at Jaugada of an edict specially referring

to foreign nations, and to the duties in regard to them which are incumbent on the

representatives of the king, leads us necessarily to the conclusion that these inscriptions cannot

have been any great distance from the frontier of the empire. Satiyaputa and Kêralaputa

would appear to correspond in some way, on the west, with the Chodas and Pandyas on the

eastern side of the Dekhan. That at least would be the result, on the one hand, of ,the learned

and ingenious conjecture of Dr. Biihler (pp, 12-14) regarding Satiyaputa, and, on the other

hand, of the reading Kêralaputa — (according to Dr. Biihler the correct reading at Dh. is

Kêlalaputa) — instead of Kêfcalaputa at G. Such a conjecture is too convenient not to be a

little subject to suspicion, but it has, nevertheless, since Benfey and Lassen, secured general

acceptance, and it is difficult to make any other suggestion.®^

To sum up
;
— Tho empire of Piyadasi is in its main features sufficiently delimited. It

embraced the whole of Northern India, although his exact frontiers, both to the east and

to the west, remain, more or less, undetermined. It is equally certain that the influence of the

king, if not his full authority, extended to the central plateau of the Dekhan, and went

even further to the south along the coasts. Moreover, we have proved that, at least towards

the west, the south-west, and the south, his kingdom, properly so called, was bordered by
provinces over which he exercised a suzerainty which was certainly active and effectual,

but of which we cannot precisely measure the extent.

Piyadasi tells us on the whole but little regarding the system under which he adminis-

tered these vast dominions, his inscriptions being almost exclusively devoted to religious

subjects. He only mentions his administration so far as it deals with religious and moral progress.

It is merely in that direction that he would appear to have carried his personal reforms.

These fall under two main classes
;
according as he further extends the power and the

duties of functionaries already existing
;
or as he creates new functionaries and new

institutions.

The title purushas, ffinen of the king,’ would seem to be the most comprehensive term

under which Piyadasi used to include all the representatives of his authority,®^ to whatever

rank they belonged. He himself distinguishes them (Col, Ed. I) as superior, inferior, and

of middle rank, and he evidently refers to them as officers, for they are mentioned together with

the antamaJidmdtras. He desires that they should conform to his instrnctions, and that

they should direct the people in the good way. They are moreover, in one passage (Col.

Ed. IV), contrasted in some degree with the rajjuhas. We shall shortly see by what chai’ac-

teristics these last require to be classified outside the category of functionaries properly so called.

Mahâmâtra®® is also a generic term, analogous to amdtya, though perhaps with a more

extended signification. It should designate functionaries of every order, but of high rank, and

was applied to ‘ bodies ’

'{nikaija) of various officers (cf. XII, 9). Piyadasi, like his predecessors,

was surrounded by them, and when he speaks of mahdmdtras in general, it is impossible for us

to specify what class of officers he had in view, or even to say for certain that he did not address

63 R'ljaniyulda, as Kullûka explains the word in Mann, viii, 43.

64 Regarding the Kerala, cf. Lassen, I, 188 note. I do not refer to the Hidarüjâ mentioned in the 13th edict.

As he is separate from the general list, we are without any index as to the direction in which we are to seek him, and

the reading itself is still very doubtful.

65 Cf. Bühler, p. 37. Kern, J. R. A. S., N. S., XII. p. 392.
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himself to all functionaries whose rank corresponded with this designation. In this sense there

are mahdmatras in all provinces (Edict of the Qneen), whom the king represents as charged with

the responsibility of conducting urgent matters (VI). At the commencement of the first

detached edict at Dli. and J., he addresses the inahdindtras who are at Tôsalî (or at Samapa), and

who are charged with the administration (probably with the judicial administration in particular)

of the town,

—

7iagalaviyôhâlahas. It is to similar functionaries that the Edict of Kausâmbî

is directed. But there were also other mahdmatras, each entrusted with the special superin-

tendence of a religious sect, one with that of the Buddhist samglia, another with that of the
A

Brahmans, of the Ajivikas, or of the Nirgranthas (Col. Ed. VIII, 5). The word was thus

naturally chosen to form, in composition with special determinatives, the title of functionaries of

various orders
;
such are the ithijhahhamahdmdtras, or officers charged with the surveillance over

women of the harem (XII), the antamahdmdtras, the frontier officers, or more exactly, the officers

appointed to communicate with the populations across the frontiers (Dh., J. det. Ed. II) :)

such, finally, are dhammamahdmdtras. As regards these last Piyadasi expressly claims the credit

of the institution of the office (IV), and it is natural to conclude that the others existed before his

reign. The case is the same with the prativedahas^^ (VI), whose reports he arranges to receive

at all moments of the day,®^ and with the vachabhmnihas (XII), a class of overseers whose duties

we have no means for precisely indicating. But in the case of all, the king has enlarged and

in some way or other remodelled their duties, adding to the special functions of these officers

those of a moral surveillance, of a sort of religious propaganda, on which alone he insists in his

rescripts.

The same idea pervades all his new institutions, at least all those which are borne witness to

by the inscriptions. As far as regards the dharmamaliâmâtras, the name itself is significant

Their creation goes back to the fourteenth year of Piyadasi’s coronation (V). He also claims,

the credit of the institution of the rajjuhas : hevarh mama lojukd Jcatd jdnapadasa hitasuhhdye

(Col. Ed. IV, 12). The functions and the hierarchical grade of these officers are enveloped in

some obscurity. It is probable that the true form of the word is ragjuka, and that Prof.

Jacobi has rightly connected them with the rajjus of the Jain texts, whose title the com-

mentators explain by lekhaha, ‘ scribe.’ The Kalpasidra appears to bear witness to their

habitual presence, and to their importance at the courts of kings. Dr. Bilhler (p. 20),

while approving of this derivation and of this meaning, also asks whether we are to see, in these

rajjuhas, clerks fulfilling the functions of scribes, or a caste of scribes from which the king

may have specially recruited the personnel of his administration. The sentence of the 4tli

Col. edict which I have just quoted, hardly leaves any room for doubt
;

it is incompatible

with the second hypothesis : but the nature of their functions, even taking as a foundation the

translation of the word by Ukhaha, is capable of diverse interpretations
;
and it is, therefore, the

more necessary to examine our texts as closely as possible.

The rajjûkas are mentioned on three occasions, — in tlie 3rd of the fourteen (Rock) edicts,

and in the 4th and the 8th of the Columnar edicts. Of the last passages, the first contrasts

them with the whole range of royal functionaries, grouped collectively under the designation

of ‘ men of the king.’ The second tends to the same conclusion
;
the king, after having stated,

without specification, that he has appointed over his people a number of persons, evidently

officials, to teach them, adds immediately, ‘ I have also appointed rajjuhas over hundreds of

thousands of living beings, and they have been ordered by me to instruct the faithful

in such and such a manner.’ In the 3rd edict, the rajjuhas, together with the prddêsika and

the faithful, are invited to proceed every five years to the anusaihydna. These rajjûkas must in

short have had a position apart from all these functionaries, for the j^ing, in the 4th of the

66 Bühler, p. 47-

67 The word vinîta has been, I think, definitely explained by Dr. Bühler, who takes it in the sense of vinttaka, to

mean litter or pcdanqum. This hypothesis satisfies the desideratum which I pointed out in my commentary on the

passage, and on account of which I rejected various tentative interpretations : it furnishes a designation of place.
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Columnar edicts, stipulates for them, and for them alone^ an altogether special privilege, that of

being only subject to his direct jurisdiction. Although this edict does not, strictly speaking,
make them superior in the hierarchy to the imruslias, still it attributes at least an authority,

a special importance, to the teaching conveyed by them. The king considers it their duty to

stimulate the zeal of his functionaries properly so called, so as to make them in their turn active

propagators of the good doctrine.

It will be remarked that,f wherever the rajjiihas are mentioned, they are put in close

relationship on the one hand with the teaching of the dhamma, and on the other hand with the

yuta or the dhammayuta. It is for them alone that the king reserves the technical term for,

* ipve'PiGhing^ (vi-ava-vady pari-ava-vad). They are to instruct specially the dhammayuta peo'ple,

that is to say the faithful, but with them also all people (Col. Ed. IV and VIII)
;

if they,

proceed to the anusamydna, it is in company with the yutas.^^ In the last sentence of the 3rd

edict, yutas are spoken of, without apparently any mention being made of rajjukas
; but, even

here, nevertheless, I think that they are directly referred to. The parishad is charged

with the duty of instructing the yutas or the faithful. I originally understood 'parishad as an
equivalent of samgha, and I was not, I think, much mistaken. The two Jain texts which men-
tion the rajjns, refer to them in the compound rajjusabha {Kalpasutra, I, 122, 147). Judging

from the context, sabJia cannot mean specially the .assembly itself, but rather the place of the

assembly
;

it, however, supposes a meeting, a college, of rajjus, for the use of which the sabhawas

set apart. I feel little hesitation in identifying the parishad of the 3rd Edict with this meeting
of rajjûkas. It will be recognised that the position which the word occupies, beside an order

given to the rajjukas, is favourable to this opinion. The parishad reappears in the 6th

edict. According to the division of the sentences which has been established by Dr. Biihler, the

king says, — ‘ With regard to all that I personally order to be given away or to be promulgated,

or to everything that, in urgent cases, the mahamatras have to undertake on their own
responsibility, every dissent or blame which may arise concerning that must be immediately

reported in the parishadd It would be unreasonable to contend, à priori, that this parishad

is different from that of the 3rd edict. This assembly of rajjûkas thus appears to constitute a

sort of council, of a more specially religious character, on which the care of the propaganda

and of religious works specially devolved, and to which the piety of the king gave a

considerable influence over his own actions. The expression of the 8th edict, according to

which the rajjukas were appointed over many thousands of men, and, still more, the indications

of the 3rd edict, which applies to all parts of the vast empire of Piyadasi, go far to prove that

there was not only one of these colleges, but that they existed in more or less number. The

peculiar functions of these persons, perhaps also their religious character, clearly explain both

the importance which Piyadasi attaches to their creation and their actions, and the privileged

position with which he endowed them, as compared with his other officers. It would be

interesting if we could establish a palpable agreement between their name and their office,

but unfortunately, though the form rajjiika appears to be certain, the etymology of the word

remains obscure. The very meaning which the Jain commentator attributes to it, even if we
admit that he is right, cannot be the primitive one, and can be no authority for the time of

Piyadasi. All that we can state positively is this, that between the meaning of ‘ scribe,’

however it arose, and the application of the word to persons whose duties as teachers suppose

a complete religious education, the distance is far from impassable.

It now remains to say a word regarding a last category of persons, the prâdêsikas.

According to Prof. Kern,®^ they were probably local governors. This interpretation is conform-

able with the use of the word in the classical language, and, basing his inquiries on this use.

Dr. Biihler (p. 20) seeks in them for the local princes, in whom India, with its feudal system

It is unnecessary to remark how this allusion favours my interpretation of the words yuta and dhammayuta. It

proves at least that, in translating, we cannot separate the two terms from each other.

69 J. R. A. B., N. S., XII. p. 393.
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and its caste organization, lias always been rich, — the ancestors of the Thakurs, Raos,

Râwals, &c., of the present day. In itself the explanation is very plausible. The only passage

ill which they are mentioned by name, associates them with the rajjûhas in their characteristic

functions. If my conjecture of yathavisaydpi in the 8th Col. Ed. (1. I.) is well founded, it is

probable that they are referred to in this sentence also, and yathavisaya would correspond with

prddesika. There also, they seem to be closely connected with the rajjûhas, and it is not

surprising that the king should devolve upon functionaries of so high a rank, who were in a

manner his direct representatives, a share in the mission of preaching

Piyadasi, while not expressing himself very clearly regarding the character and hierarchical

position of his functionaries, is also not as explicit and precise as we could wish regarding their

duties. He is more occupied with giving them counsels of humanity, of imparting to them

moral exhortations, than with detailing their professional work.

So far as concerns the officers, probably of various kinds, grouped together under the generic

title of mahâmâtras, we see clearly enough that they existed in all parts of his kingdom

(Edict of the Queen), and that they were ex23ected, in urgent matters, to come to the necessary

decisions on their own responsibility (VI). Some of them, in towns such as Tôsalî and Samâpâ,

acted as governors and judges (Dh. J., Det. Ed. I.) : they had to prevent arbitrary prosecutions

and imprisonments
;
but, as we have seen, it is, above all, the practice of the virtues most

necessary to their positions which is recommended to them
;
they must flee envy, impatience,

want of application. In the frontier provinces, the antamaliâmâtras (Dh. J., Det, Ed.

II) are only encouraged to convince the foreigners, beyond the border, of the pacific and benign

intentions which Piyadasi holds in regard to them, and are charged to bring them gradually by

these sympathetic feelings to the practice of those virtues, dear to the king, which must

assure their welfare both in this world and in the next. All this is very vague. From the 8th

Col. edict, it appears that we must conclude, that to each sect, orthodox or dissenting, there

was attached a malidindtra, specially entrusted with its superintendence.

According to the same passage, the dhammaliâmâtras, created by Piyadasi for the diffusion

of the dhamma, would appear to have had a more extended sphere of action. They were to busy

themselves in a general way with all the sects, A reference may be made to the 5th and 12th

Rock edicts and to the 8th Col. edict, where the king recapitulates more or less explicitly

the services which he expects from them. It is a mission of mercy and charity, unfortunately

wdthout positive details, which is entrusted to them. Amongst the vassal populations (Y) they

appear to have been invested with particularly multifarious duties, amongst others, the special

protection of the co-religionists of the king. They are readily confused with the mahdmdiras,

named thus in a general fashion, for example, in what concerns the distribution of the alms of

the king, his wives, and his children (Col. Ed. VIII and Ed. of the Queen). They are charged

with a kind of oversight of the king’s palace and of all his property, both at Pataliputra, and

in the provinces (V), but they evidently share this task with other functionaries, probably of

inferior rank, such as the ithijliahamahdmdtras and the vacJiahhumihas (XII). The king-

connects all his bodies of officers with each other, as all working together to aid, by mutual

tolerance and religious preaching, the progress of the moral ideas which form the essential basis

of all sects. We cannot draw many precise ideas from language so vague as this.

The duties of the prativêdakas are a little better defined by their name alone. They are

the officers whose duty it is to report everything to the king (VI), and Dr. Bilhler (47) has

I think that, in any case, Prof. Kern goes beyond his authorities, when he fixes the creation cf the rci^jukas and

the 'prâdêsikas as occuiTing in the 13th year {loc, cit. p, 392). The date given in the 3rd edict evidently refers to the

foundation of the anusamytlna, and not to the creation of the officials whom the king directs to participate in it.

In the edict of Kausambî, the word scimghasi, which is very distinct, seems to indicate that the mahâmâtras of

the town received, in this instance, orders regarding the Buddhist community. This is an additional reason for regret-

ting that the fragment is so damaged. Should we consider that we have a trace of the continued existence of this

organisation in the inscription of Nasik (West, No. 6, Archæol. Sur. West. Ind., IV, p. 98) : . . . . nâsikakêna sâmanêna

mahâmâtêna lêna kO.rita ? We might easily translate it ‘ the mahâmâtra of Nâsik, set over the Sramanas.’
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certainly good grounds for comparing them with the cJiaras (or cliaras) whose employment is

recommended to Hindû princes by the Dharmasastras. So far as regards them, probably Piya-

dasi’s only innovation was the zeal with which he required and heard their reports.

As for the rajjûkas, we have seen that their principal, but not their only (yatlia anâya pi

Icmhmdya, Ed. Ill) duty, was the preaching of the dhamma, and that chiefly for the benefit of the

dhammayiifas. Although, it is true, the text is not absolutely explicit, it appears likely that to

them also was entrusted the execution of the will of the king with reference to those condem-

ned to death (Ool. Ed. IV). Piyadasi determined to give these unhappy people a respite of

three days before their execution, so that they might prepare themselves for the punishment by

fasting and alms, and might practise meditation with a view to their salvation in the world to

come- We have here an inspiration which is entirely religious; and the intervention of the

rajjûkas would perfectly agree with what has been said above regarding the character of their

offlce-

I would have little to add regarding them, did they not play an important part in an insti-

tution peculiar to Piyadasi, the anusaihyâna, which is very characteristic, but the nature and

ritual of which are unfortunately not explained with the accuracy which we should desire.

I desire to draw the attention of the reader to two decisive passages. Their transla-

tion is, I believe, certain as regards its general lines. We first read in the 3rd edict, — ‘Every-

where in my empire let the faithful of the religion, the rajjuka and the governor, set out every five

years for the a^iusamydna^ for this reason — for the teaching of the dhamma, as well as for any

other duty. The teaching of the dhamma, that is to say, “ It is good to obey one’s mother and

one’s father, etc.” ’ The first detached edict of Dh. and J. concludes as follows It is also

for this purpose that regularly every fifth year I shall summon [to the anusamy ana'] every^^

mahdmdtra who will be mild, patient, and a respecter of life, in order that, hearing these things,

he may act according to my instructions. The Prince [Governor] of Ujjayinî also will for this

purpose summon an assembly of the same nature, but he shall do so every three years without

fail. So also at Takshasila. While repairing to the anusamydnat without at the same time

neglecting their other particular duties, these malidmdtras will learn these things. Let them

act in accordance therewith, following the instructions of the king.’

It is the exact meaning of the word anusamydna which makes the difliculty. Instead of

the ‘assembly/ which 1 have sought for in it, Prof. Kern {loc. cit.), and after him Dr. Bûhler

(p. 21), understand it as a ‘ tour of inspection.’ Dr. Bûhler relies on its etymological mean-

ing, and also on the fact that the word is really used in Sanskrit to signify ‘ to visit in turn.’

I willingly admit that, at first sight, this translation would appear to be the most natural one.

At the same time. Prof. Kern himself admits^^ that my intei'pretation is not impossible, and that

as a matter of fact, as sam-yd certainly does mean ^ to meet together,’ anusamydna, could easily,

with the addition of the distributive meaning contained in anu, express the idea of ^ meeting,

assembly.’ On the other hand, the translation which my learned colleagues propose for the

word seems to me to be irreconcilable with the passages which have just been cited.

In fact, it follows from the first detached edict at Dhauli, that the malidmdtras, whom the

king intends, or orders, to ‘ set out for the anusamydna,' are supposed to go there to seek for them-

selves, and not to carry to others, teaching and moral instruction. I believe that I have shown

in my commentary, that the text can bear no other interpretation. Moreover, that is the only one

which logically fits into the general bearing of the whole edict. It is addressed to the

ninkdmdtras, and only contains exhortations, a kind of sermon, regarding their duties. ‘Fail

not,’ concludes the king, ‘to satisfy me by acting in this way. It is for this purpose (that is to

say, quite clearly, to obtain every satisfaction from you) that this inscription hath been engraven

„ . . It is also for this purpose (that is to say, again evidently, to remind you of your duties)

^2 The plural which follows, mahdmû.tâ, justifies this translation.

Gcschiçd. van het Buddh isme, II, 220 n.
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that regularly every fifth year, etc.’ If we compare closely the two passages which relate to

the anusmhyana, wliat do we find ? In the first, the yutas, tlie rajjulcas and the prâdêsikas are

every five years, to set out for the anusamyana. In the second, it is only stated that the

mahâmâtras are to set out for it. It has been rather hastily admitted that the two categories

must necessarily bo equivalent
;

I myself have fallen into the mistake. It was under this

impression tliat, in order to establish a complete concordance between the two passages, I

originally proposed to take,^^‘ in the first, the phrase imdya dhammdnusastiya in a passive sense,

but I should ne’ver have admitted this conjecture, which I have since withdrawn.’^^ It is,

indeed, an arbitrary supposition that these two recommendations, which are intended for

different persons, should necessarily be identical. The second is addressed t& the mahdmdtra

who are destined, in the anusamydna, to receive instruction and encouragement, while the first

can very well be addressed to the functionaries charged with imparting them, — to the

2)rddesiha, the governor, as immediate and direct representative of the king, and to the rajjvhas,

of whom we know that the proper function was religious and moral teaching. From this point

of view the passage of the fourth columnar edict, which has been discussed several times, shows

itself under a new light. It becomes clear why the zeal of the officers is there considered as

guaranteed by that of the rajjtiJcas, as these are specially charged with reminding them of their

duties. Under these circumstances it is evident that the annsamydna to which the king wishes

the mahdmatras to repair, can only have been an assembly. Perhaps, after all, both theories

might be reconciled, if we suppose that reference is made to a series of meetings convoked by

the rajjidia and the prddesiha on tour, for the king certainly supposes a considerable number

of such assemblies. It will bo admitted, at any rate, that a tour of inspection could hardly

be changed into a tour of instruction, except with the convocation of numerous successive meet-

ings. Is not also a special assembly necessarily implied by the king’s command that his edict

should be read (Dh., J., Ed. det., I) on the day of the festival in honour ef Tishya ? I may add

that the agreement, established by this explanation, with the custom mentioned for a more

modern period by the Chinese pilgrims (and to which I have drawn attention in my comment-

ary), does not appear to me, supposing it necessary, to be an argument by any means to b©

despised.

There is, too, another agreement which is even more to the point. Tlie 3rd edict

invites to the anusamyana the yutas. I have stated above my opinion as to the moaning of this

word. If I am right that wo must consider it as equivalent, in a general sense, to ‘all the faith-

ful of the true religion,’ it is clear that the to which they are invited cannot be a

‘ tour of administration.’ But, even supposing that my explanation of the word is not considered

convincing, and that the translation is not admitted without some reserve, it appears to me
that it is impossible to seriously contest the identity of the yuta of the 3rd edict with the jana-

dhammayuta of the 8th columnar edict. That name must designate at least a considerable

category of people, and not merely officials, and would consequently exclude every kind of idea

of a ‘ tour of inspection.’

These assemblies had therefore, in my opinion, the altogether special characteristic, that

they were not meant for the entire |X)pulation. Besides the superior officials who were respon-

sible for them, and who took an active part in them (rajjidûa and prâdêsiha'), they

comprised only the yntas, that is to say, the faitliful Buddhists. This furnishes the key to a

difficulty which occurred to me in the first detached edict at Dhauli (pi. 25), and of which I did

not originally offer a sufficient solution. The reader will remember the phrase, ‘ I shall summon

to the anusarkydna cxcvj mahdmdtra, who will bo mild, patient, and a respecter of life.’ It, as

the reader can see from my revised commentary in this translation, appears to me that we

must understand the phrase as having a shade of '’possibility''

,

— ever^^ mahdmdtra who may

be endowed Avith these qualities
;
and in these qualities I only see a doAmlopment of the idea

det. Ed. I, n 28.

The constant nse in our texts of dha'tiimi'i/nvraP'i in the active soiiso. entirely eondcniiis such an liypothesis.
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wHch is expressed in an equivalent manner by tbe compound dliammayuta. In tlie 3rd

edict, addressed to every one in general, Piyadasi convokes to the anusamydna all the faithful

without distinction
;

here, whei'e he addresses himself specially to the mahdiiidtras, he specifies

those only among them who fall under the category of dhammayutas. The two passages

agree in establishing that the miusamy ana was reserved for Buddhists. It was one of the

principal occasions when the rajjilhas were given the mission of exercising their ministry of

teaching, which was specially conferred upon them over those of the people who believed (Col.

Ed. VIII, 1). It will be remarked that this peculiarity agrees very well with the purely

religious name of mohshaparishad, ‘assemblies of deliverance,’ given by Hiuen Tsiang to those

quinquennial or annual assizes which we compare with our afiusamydnad^

It is curious that these assemblies of the anusamyâna should have been convoked at

different periods,— every five years in the countries directly administered by the king, and every

three years or less in the provinces governed by the princes who lived at Ujjayini and at

Takshasihi. For Tôsalî, which we see to have been also ruled by a humura (Dh. J., Det. Ed. II),

we find no special instructions, and it is therefore probable that the convocation took place there

only every five years. It is difficult to see the reasons of this variation. One conjecture only

appears to me to present some probability, viz. that towards his west and south-west frontier

the king wished to multq3ly the occasions of meeting and instruction, in the interests of his

co-religionists belonging to the vassal populations surrounding his borders, and over whom his

usual action would necessarily be less direct and less efficacious.

Of the other measures of which the initiation belongs to Piyadasi, some have already

been noticed, — such, for instance, as the three days respite which he gives to the condemned,

before their execution, that they may prepare for death
;
while others,

—

such as the planting

of trees along the roads, the construction of wells and tanks,—are common to most of the

kings of India.

We have spoken of the suppression of bloody sacrifices (
I ). The 5th of the Columnar edicts

states the restrictions imposed by the king upon the slaughter and mutilation of animals,

and on the consumption of their flesh, and we know that in this respect, he practised in his

palace what he preached, (I)* We have already discussed the honour which he claims

of having spread abroad, in all places, medicines and useful plants (II). As for

certain acts of an altogether religious character, such as the sending forth of missionaries, they

will be considered in the concluding portion of these observations.

We learn that he entertained certain relations with foreign countries, and more espe-

cially with the Greek kings. It is unfortunate that he gives us no particulars concerning this

subject. The employment of ambassadors {dutas), whom he mentions in the 13th edict, is to be

expected and teaches us nothing. These relations with other lands, and the influences which

resulted from them, were certainly no new thing, and our inscriptions, unless I am mistaken,

preserve a piece of evidence regarding them, which, although indirect, is worth drawing

attention to.

The rescripts of Piyadasi commence, all or nearly all, with this phrase, — ‘ Thus saith the

king Piyadasi, dear unto the Dêvas.’ Now, so far as I know, this formula is an absolutely^

isolated example in Indian epigraphy. It makes its appearance with our inscriptions, and, after

them, appears no more, in spite of the influence which the example of so powerful a sovereign would

be expected to exercise. The fact is curious, and is worthy of having its explanation sought for.

Now we do find this formula elsewhere. In the entire series of the inscriptions of the Achænienides,

from Darius to Artaxerxes Ochus, the phrase tlidtiy DdrayavausJi hsJiaydtliiya, ‘ thus saith the

king Darius,’ or its equivalent, tlidtiy Kshaydrslid, &c., inevitably forms the frame of each of the

proclamations. In both cases, this phrase in the third person is immediately succeeded by the

use of the first person, and we are still further justified in drawing attention to this curious

Beal; Si-yii-lci, I, 52, &c.
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coincidence by the fact that, again in both cases, the same word li^n) is used to designate

the inscriptions, and that, as we have seen, we are led to admit, on altogether independent

grounds, that the Indian form of the word was originally borrowed from Persia. The very idea

of engraving long inscriptions upon rocks is neither so natural nor so universal that the coinci-

dence in this respect between Piyadasi and Achæmenide kings should easily be considered to be

fortuitous. I certainly do not pretend to discover here a direct and conscious imitation of the Achæ-

menian inscriptions, but the protocol employed in both cases must have been consecrated by an

older custom of the royal chanceries, and in this imitation I cannot refrain from noting a trace of

the influence exercised by the Persian conquest and administration in north-west India.

It was Darius who first carried thither his rule and his arms, and the organisation of the Satrapies,

which he instituted about the same time, was exactly of a nature to spread abroad the usages

and formulas of administration peculiar to his empire. This remark naturally agrees with a

conjecture which I have made elsewhere. It tends to confirm the influence which I thought

myself justified in attributing to the Persian administration over the palæographical history of

India. It is a subject to which I shall have to return.

The literary traditions are strangely silent regarding the various governmental and

administrative measures, which are known to us through the evidence of these monuments. We
have, it is true, proved coincidences or points of agreement between the two classes of

documents, which are characteristic enough, and from which we can be certain of the

identity of the Piyadasi of the inscriptions, with the Asoka of the books; but it must

be admitted that, beyond these valuable concordances, the two series of accounts

diverge in a singular manner. It is seldom that they refer to the same facts, so as to

render one a direct check upon the other. It is not that they are contradictory or incom-

patible with each other, but that, simply, they do not speak of the same things. The

chronicles, for instance, do not even mention the conquest of Kalinga, or the relations of the

king with foreign princes. This circumstance is capable of explanation. In the writings of the

Northern Buddhists we only possess fragmentary accounts of Asoka, and the Sinhalese chroni-

cles do not profess to give his biography in detail. If this prince interests them, it is because he is

considered as the principal author of the diffusion of Buddhism in Ceylon, and it is only the religious

aspects of his life which are of importance in the eyes of the monkish writers.^® Moreover, it has

long been recognized that these traditions, both those of the north and those of Ceylon, are deeply

imbued with legendary elements, which are, at least in great part, apocryphal, and which were

certainly composed long after the epoch the history of which they reflect. The sphere of

religion is almost the only one with regard to which some comparisons are possible
;
and that

which gives some interest to the comparisons, limited though they be, which we are able to

institute, is, that from them we may hope to recognise in what direction, if not in what degree,

tradition has gradually deviated from the truth.

According to the Sinhalese chronicles, the coronation of Asoka did not take place till four

years after his coming to the throne, and we have no means for certainly checking this state-

ment. There is nothing to show its improbability, and we might even say that the care with

which the king, agreeing in this with the practice of the chroniclers, expressly dates from his

abhisliêha the facte about which he informs us, appears rather to indicate that his coronation,

as a matter of fact, could not have coincided with his taking possession of his power. The

tradition is most liable to suspicion so far as it deals with the events which are said to have

accompanied this act of taking possession, or at least which are said to have preceded the

coronation. If we are to believe the Sinhalese, Asoka seized the throne after putting to death

ninety-nine of his brothers, and is said to have spared one only, fishya, who entered three years

later into a monastic life. The commission of this crime is contradicted by the inscriptions,

in which he speaks of his brothers, and of their residence in various towns of his empire
;
indeed,

Cf. Spiegel, Eran. Alterth., II., pp. 328 and ff.

Cfv the remark of Tiiranâtha, Germ tramslat- p. 29.

78 Journ. Asiatique, 1879, I. p. 536
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agreement is far from existing amongst the different sources of the tradition, and according to

TAranatha,®*^ it was six brothers whom the king made away with. According to other authorities

there was no murder at all, but it is replaced by other acts of cruelty. In ihe Asoha avadana,^^

the prince slays his officers and bis wives, and sets up a ‘hell,’ in which a number of innocent

people are submitted to the most refined tortures. According to a Sinhalese account, Asoka

sends a minister to re-establish regular practices amongst the Buddhist clergy, who are troubled

by the treacherous intrusion of a great number of false Brahmanical brethren. Infuriated against

the monks who refused under these conditions to celebrate the uposatha, the minister decapitates

several with his own hand. He only stops, when the very brother of the king offers himself

to receive the fatal blow. The king, being informed of what has occurred, falls a victim to cruel

anguish of conscience. In the north, we are told*^*^ how Asoka, to punish profanation committed

by Brahmanical mendicants upon a statue of the Buddha, sets a price upon their heads, and how
he only desists from his executions when his brother, who is here called Vîtasôka, is, in

mistake, slain as one. All these accounts are at the same time very analogous, and very

different. It is equally impossible to accept any of the versions as good historical coin. We can

recognise them, without difficulty, as more or less independent developments of two ideas common
to both sets. The first is the antithesis between the criminal conduct of Afeôka before his

conversion, and his virtuous conduct subsequently to it. In this way the Asolm-avacldria^^ places

the conversion of Asoka in direct relation with his ‘hell,’ by the intermediary of the pious

Samudra. The other is the memory of a certain opposition between the king and the

Brâhmans. It reappears in the southern account of his conversion, and is there attributed

to the comparisons, unfavourable to the Brahmans, which arose in the heart of the king,

between them and his nephew, Nigrodha the sraniana.

In his inscriptions, Pi
3
"adasi himself enlightens us as to the origin of his conversion.

He draws for us a mournful picture of the deeds of violence which accompanied the conquest

of Kalinga, the thousands of deaths, the thousands of harmless people carried off into slavery,

families decimated. Brahmans themselves not escaping the miseries of the defeat. It is this

spectacle which filled him with remorse, and which awakened in him a horror of war. Here we

are upon a solid ground of history. It is very probable that the literary versions are only later

amplifications of this kernel of simple and certain truth. The sentiments which Piyadasi

explains to us in the 13th edict, would appear to exclude the idea of a career of cruelties and of

crimes pursued*thremgh several entire years. So much for the first point of view.

As for the second, Piyadasi himself, if I correctly translate the difficult passage at SahasarAm

declares to us that, after his conversion, he proceeded to deprive the Brâhmans of that

almost divine prestige which they enjoyed throughout the whole of India. Without

any doubt, he did not persecute them violently
;
at the same time he approves of the alms which

were given to them ;
but he must have marked his preference for the Buddhist religion b}’ various

means which it is not difficult to imagine. It is this proceeding, doubtless, which has been

transformed in the literary tradition into an absolute banishment, — nay rather, a bloody perse-

cution of the Brahmans.

In both cases, a comparison of the monuments with the legends and the chronicles tends

to show, 1st, that the traditions are marked by grave exaggeration, and are full of arbitrary

amplifications, and 2nd, that they are dominated by religious and specially by monastic

prepossessions, — prepossessions which were infinitely more precise than any which ever

existed in the mind and at the time of Piyadasi. All other observations lead to a similar

conclusion.

We know, from the 2nd edict, that Piyadasi claims the credit of having spread abroad

Germ., translat. p. 28.

«2 Tâi-anAtha, pp. 28 and ff., contains yet other variations.

8* Aioka-amdâ.na ap.Bnrjionf, pp. 4-23 and ff.

81 Burnout, Introduction., pp. 364 and ff.

88 MahÂvaûisa, pp. 39 and ff.

8® lor. rit., pp. 367, and ff.
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everywhere medicines and nsefnl {»]anis both for men and even for animals. According to the

story of Biiddhaghôsha,^^ Asôka, on learning that a hhikslm has died for want of medicine, has

four tanks (pohJiharuni) dug out at the four gates of the city, which he fills with medicines, and

offers to the monks. Here, on tlie one hand, the exaggeration is carried to an absurdity, and, on

the other hand, the monkish prepossession stands clearly confessed. Piyadasi takes measures

to give to those who are condemned to death, before their execution, a respite which will allow

them to meditate with a vieAV to their religious preparation for the event. We also see that, on

several occasions, he exercises his prerogative of mercy with regard to criminals. If we now

turn to the Asoha-avadufm,^"^ we learn that Asoka absolutely prohibited the putting of any one to

death, and he takes this resolution owing to the death of a hliihshu who turns out to be no other

than his own brother. Here, again, we see the exaggeration and the religious colouring.

The legends of the north, and the southern traditions, each represent Asoka as an adherent to

what appeared respectively to each to be the only orthodox Buddhism. Nothing is more

natural. But what we want to know, is, to what degree these pretentions were justified.

Since Kittoe’s time,®^ it has been generally agreed, that the Bhabra inscription appears to

reproduce a letter from the king to the council, w'hich, according to the Sinhalese annalists, is

said to have been held at Pataliputra in the reign of Asoka. I must except Prof. Kern, who,

in his criticism of the data relative to this occurrence, comes to purely negative conclusions, and

considers the alleged council as an invention.^® It is at least certain that the coincidence which

has been accepted as self-evident, is met by more than one difficulty. The king explains with

entire precision the aim which he has set himself in this letter : viz., that certain lessons should

be spread abroad as much as possible, both among the monks and among the laity. He mentions

neither a general collection of teachings current under the name of the Buddha, nor any of the

circumstances which, in the southern tradition, characterized the council of Pâtaliputra.

Can it be admitted that the king designated simply by the name of Mdgadha-scmgha

a solemn meeting, assembled under exceptional circumstances, as is depicted by the Sinhalese

books ? The very manner, too, in which the king puts nearly on the same level the authority of

his own orders and the authority of the words of the Buddha, renders it little likely, granting the

piety and orthodoxy of which he boasts, that he should be addressing himself to a council assem-

bled to codify those very words of the Buddha. The king, on so solemn an occasion, would

assuredly not have employed language so even, so entirely devoid of all allusion to the circum-

stance which provoked his intervention. I think, therefore, that, in this letteA Piyadasi addresses

simply the clergy of Magadha, or, as I have conjectured, the Buddhist clergy in general, in order

to recommend to them the active dissemination of the lessons attributed to the Buddha. Moreover,

far from admitting that the edict shews tlie historic reality of the council, I would be rather

disposed to think that, in this case also, the memory of the efforts made by Asoka to extend the

Buddhist doctrines and to stimulate the zeal of their natural preachers, amplifying and acquiring

definite form as time passed on in the traditions of the schools, has been either the origin or the

foundation of the tradition regarding the alleged council.

One of the two chief works attributed by the Sinhalese to this synod, is the initiative

which it is said to have taken in sending forth, in all directions, missionaries charged with pro-

pagating the Good Law. In this, again, everything points to the conclusion that the chronicle

confiscates to the profit of the clergy an honour which, in reality, belongs to the king. The
Edict of Sahasarâm-Rûpnâth (amtu pi cha jdnamtu) proves that, independently of any council,

Piyadasi was devoted to the propaganda in foreign parts. If I have rightly interpreted the

conclusion of the edict, he must have, within a little more than a year of religious zeal, sent

forth missionaries (vivuthas) as far as possible in all directions. We sec, in any case, from the

I3th edict, that he sent forth envoys (diiias) to spread his religious ideas, and that, from that

period, ho prided himself with having, in this respect, obtained a certain amount of success.

86 Samnnlapâ,sâdik/i
, ap. Oldenburg, p. 306.

88 Gf. Burnout, Loii(rs, p 325.

87 Hurnouf, i.p. 423-424.

88 Keru, li, 278 and tf.
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There can hardly )3c any donbi that the iinjiikish tradition, under the iiitiuence of its special

prepossessions, has transferred to the clergy, an action wliicb, in truth, should be credited to

the sovereign.^^

According to legend, Asoka would appear as a fervent adorer of the relics of the Buddha,

and as a great builder of stupas. In this respect the monunients do not permit us to be affirma-

tive. I can only adhere, in spite of the objections of Dr. Bühler, to my explanation of the

4th edict. Pijadasi there, in my opinion, describes religious festivals celebiated after his coii-

version. In connection with these processions, I applied the woi'd viuidna, in vimdnadasana,

to shrines filled with relics ;
but I confess that this interpretation, which was of necessity con-

jectural, appears less probable to me to-day. It would be hardly.consonant with the zeal of a

neophyte to pufi if we take the word in this sense, the vimdnadusand^ on the same level with

the Jiasiidasand

^

the agildiawdlidni^ &c. I think then that in the monuments we have no proof

that Piyadasi practised the cult of relics, though we have still less proof to the

contrary.

There is, on the other hand, one point with regard to which we are entitled to strongly

charge the literary tradition with an anachronism. According to the Sinhalese, the canon

of the sacred writings is said to have been fixed, as early as the time of Aàôka, by two

successive councils. This appears to me to be irreconcilable with the language which the king

uses at Bhabra. No doubt, several of the titles wliich are quoted in this inscription, am to be

found in the Pali scriptures, and the. example of the rdhulovddasutta is, of a. nature to lead us

to maintain à priori^ with respect to the other titles, that the king really did refer to lessons very

similar to those of which the text has been preserved to us. Dr. Oldenberg,^^ on the other

hand, remarks that the king did not necessarily profess to cite all the lessons of the Buddha, the

authority of which he recognised. Nevertheless, it must be confessed that, if there existed,

besides them, a defined and consecrated body of scriptures, it would be quite extraoi’dinary that

Piyadasi should choose, in order to sum up the mass of Buddhist lessons, pieces so little charac-

teristic, so short, and so devoid of dogmatic importance, as those which he cites appear to be,

and that too, without even alluding to the great collection of which the title alone would have

been infinitely more significant, and to which it would be so natural to appeal when addressing the

highest representatives of the clergy and of the whole Buddhist church. It will be remarked,

besides, that the terms employed by the text, — suneyuy iipadhâlayêyUj — refer only to oral

transmission.

These remarks would be incomplete without an examination as to the degree to which they

are confirmed by the doctrines which the author of the inscriptions professes.

In the special Edict of Bliabra, the language of Piyadasi is, in several characteristic points, in

agreement wdth the terminology of literary Buddhism. Not only does the king address the

clergy (samgha\ but he salutes it by a formula sanctioned on sncli occasions by the canonical

writings. He commences with a confession of faith (pasdda) in the Buddhist Trinity, — Buddha,

dharma^ and samjlia. He alludes to the four-fold division of the faithful into hh'kshus and

hhihshunis, ug)âsahas and updsihds, and finally he refers to certain religions lessons of which,

as we have seen, several at least arc to be found in a more or less equivalent form in the

Tripii aha.

In the other inscriptions the points of contact with the Buddhism of our books arc less

apparent.

On one important and interesting point, — I mean the introduction of Buddhism into Ceylon, — our

inscriptions do not assist us to come to any certain conclusion. Piyadasi never mentions Tambapanni, except as an

extreme limit of his influence. It would appear, however, that wo must include this great island amongst the countries

evangelised under his di’’ection. It is altogether another thing to decide whether it was really converted then, or

whether this was done by his sou, &c. ;
and in this rcsxject, the silence of the monuments seems hardly favourable

to the authority of the traditions.

Mali'lvagga^ pref. p. xl. n.
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The great aim of Piyadasi is to teach, to spread abroad, and to encourage the

dhamma. This word appears so frequently in his inscriptions, and has so characteristic an

importance, that it is indispensable to fix its exact meaning. From the definitions or descrip-

tions which the king gives us, it follows that to him dhamma ordinarily implies what we
call the sum of moral duties.

According to the definition given in the 2nd Columnar edict, the (IhaiJirna ‘consists in

committing the least possible ill {usi^iava)
;
in doing much good, in practising mercy, charity, truth,

and also purity of life.’ The eighth adds ‘ gentleness.’ Several enumerations sum up the prin-

cipal duties which constitute the essential points of the leaching of the dhamma : obedience to

fathers, and mothers (Ed. Ill, IV, XI, Col. Ed. VIIl), to the aged (Ed. IV, Col. Ed. VIII), to

goATus (Col. Ed. VIII), respect to (jams (Ed. IX), to hrdhmaijcis and sra,martas (Ed. IV, Col. Ed.

VIII), to relations (Ed. IV), and even to slaves and servants (Ed. IX, XI, Col. Ed. VIII),

charity to hrahmanas and sramanas (Ed. Ill, IX), to friends, to acquaintances and to relations

(Ed. Ill, XI), and in one passage (Ed. Ill), — besides apavyayatd (?), of which the meaning

has not yet been satisfactorily determined, — moderation in language
;
above all, respect for

the life of animals (Ed. Ill, IV, IX, XI).

Here there is nothing exclusively Buddhist, and hence Pi
3
’adasi was able to say (Col. Ed.

VII) that the kings Avho preceded him have laboured in order to cause the progress of

the dhamma.

The I.Sth edict contains an enumeration allogether similar to those wdiich sum up elsewhere

the teaching of the dhamma, yet made in order to prove that the virtues which it records are

often practised indifferently by adherents of all religious dogmas :
— ‘ Every where,’ says the king,

‘dwell hrdhmanas, smw'î/ifis or other sects, ascetics or householders: among these men, . . . .

there exist obedience to superioi's, obedience to fathers and mothers, tenderness towards friends

comrades and relations, respect to slaves and servants, fidelity in the affections.’ The dhamma
is here attributed to all sects. It is that ,<?«?«, that ‘essence,’ which is common to all, as Pij^adasi

says in the 12th Edict, and the universal progress of which he desires. ‘ That is why harmony
is to be desired. All shoul'd hear and learn to practise the dhamma from the mouth of one

another.’^'^

At the same time, the Edict of Bhabra shows that the special Buddhist use of dhariima

was familiar to Piyadasi, and that the word was already in his time associated with the two
other terms, — huddha and samgha, « to constitute t he trinitary formula of the Buddhists.

Nay, more than that, Piyadasi evei'ywhere puts the idea of the dhamma in direct relation

with his positive conversion to Buddhism. His first conversion he defines in the 13th edict

by the words d.hammavdye d-hammahdmaid dhammunusathi. As for the second, his ‘setting

out for the samhodhi’ is described by the words dhammaydtrd. In the fourth edict, in the sentence,

. . . . . piyadasino rdno dhammacharanena hhêrighôsâ aha dhammaghoso vimdnadasand cha

^2 The explanation proposed by Dr. TUihler satisfies me neither as regai’dsthe form (the locative would be unique
in the inscriptions), nor as regards the suggested meaning w^hich is entirely hypothetical. As for the translation
‘ modesty,’ proposed by Dr. Pischel, he has himself made the suggestion with the most express reservations.

93 The moral ideas which P^adasi expresses elsewhere, as when he contends that virtue is difficult to practise
(Ed. V, VI, X, &c.), or when he declares that he considers it his duty to promote the happiness of the world
(Ed. VI), and that in his eyes no glory is equal to the practice of the dhamma (X), aud uo couquest to the conquests
made for the gain of the dhammat aud wheu he maintains (Col. Ed. Ill) that rage, cruelty, anger, and pride are
the sources of sin, — all tlicse observations are of a very general character, and add nothing to what we know
from elsewhere.

91 Ed. XIT. I now think that it is thus that we should understand this phrase (1. 7). The king never distin-

guishes between different dhai'nmaH, and does not take the w'ord to express indifferently any belief whatever, and
it is difficult to maintain that he should do so in a solitary passage. I prefer therefore to make anamonasa depend
not on dhamma))!,, but on srunêyu and susumsêrahi

;
the geuitive thus taking a force equivalent to that which the

ablative would have, — an occurrence which is not unusual. lu the concluding sentence of the edict, I cannot but
accept the correction of Dr. Biihler, and 1 take CdpapCisaohda as meaning, ‘ the belief peculiar to each peraou,’ and
not ‘ my own belief.’
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. . . . ,
dJiammacharana necessarily refers to the conversion of the king,^^ and specially signifies

his adhesion to the Buddhist dhauinia. It finds its expression in the ceremonies peculiar to the

cult, though, almost immediately afterwards, dfianiinaGharana signifies merely the practice of

moral duties, in accordance with the ordinary value which the word dhamma has in the mouth

of the king.

Ought we, therefore, to conclude that dhamma^ in our inscriptions, takes successively two

different meanings. They would, in that case, be brought together and confounded in such a

manner that, à prioi'i, such a theory is hardly probable. On the other hand, Piyadasi certainly

does profess a large spirit of tolerance; he desires that all religious sects may live everywhere in

])erfecfe liberty, because all of them aim at the subjection of the senses and at purity of soul (VII).

Blit, however liberal his intentions may bo, they do not reach to indifference. He does not

hesitate to interdict bloody sacrificcs,^^ dear as they must have been to those very BiAhmans to

whom he boasts that he made alms, and he dissuades from, and ridicules, the rites and cere-

monies consecrated by Brâhmanical usage, which were celebrated at marriages and births, in

eases of sickness, and at the moment of setting out on a journey.

In the Edict of Sahasarara, the sentence regarding the misamdêvâ and the amisamdevd, sup-

posing that my translation is accepted as correct, certainly expresses an idea of polemics in regard

to beliefs differing from that of the king.^^ It is true that, as Dr. Bühler has remarked

(p. 15), respect for the life of animals is a trait common in India to several religions, but it never-

theless appears to me to be proved, by the very care with which the king limits and points out

his desires in this respect (Col. Ed. V), that ho did not obey a general feeling, but a dogma

dear to his personal doctrines, and the practice of which ho imposed even on people who did not

consider themselves bound by it. The choice of days reserved is specially characteristic, refer-

ring as it does to the festivals of the religious calendar of the Bnddhists.^^

This conflict of opinions, or of expressions, is only apparent. There is a means, and I think only

one means, of reconciling them. Ft is certain that the moaning of dharma or dhamma has been

gradually circumscribed and brought within definite limits by the Buddhists as a techni-

cal term. In place of ‘ law, moral law, virtue,’ in general, the word, taking for them a special

bearing, signified at first ‘ the law peculiar to Buddhists,’ — the moral rales and the dogmatic

principles as they understood them, and finally the writings themselves in which these

principles and these rules are recorded. But nothing compels ns to assume that such an

95 Dr. Biililer, who disputes certain details of my translation, is in substantial agreement with me on this point.

Whether Ave translate with him, ‘ in Polge seiner (Bekehrung zur) Erfullung der Gesetzes,’ or, as I have done

literally, ‘ thanks to the observance of the religion by Piyadasi,’ the meaning is essentially the same, and, in both

cases, it is considered that the allusion is to the king’s conversion to Buddhism, and that, consequently, the expres-

sion dJiammacharana is, in the eyes of the king, sufficiently characteristic of the practice of the Buddhist religion.

It is in regard tethe way in which we ought to understand the conjunctive participle dasayitu, that Dr. Buhlerand
I cease to be at one. He lays stress on the past sense which the form implies, and refers the allusion to the festivals

given by the king before his conversion. The point is, indeed, of moderate importance, but I cannot refrain from

adhering to my original interpretation. It seems to me to be indisputable that, if the king had intended to lay stress

on the distinction Avhich is maintained between the actual bhârîyhos') and his former religious feasts, he would have

marked it more clearly by his language, and by the turu of the senteuce. As for the use of the conjunctive

participle with a sense equivalent to that of a participle present, Dr. Biihler knows better than 1 do that it is of

every day occurrence.

99 The now readings furnished by Pandit Bhagwânlâl and Dr. Bnhler put beyond doubt the interpretation Avhich

they have given of prajilhitaviyam and its equivalents. In this respect, it is necessary to correct my translation.

9'^ Prof. Kern (pp. 312 and ff.) considei’S that the terms in which Piyadasi expresses himself in regard to the

Brahmans, entitle us to reject the statement of the Sinhalese chronicle, according to which Asdka is said to have,

at the moment of his conversion, ceased to feed hrdhmanas, and to have substituted in their plaae sramants. This

is, I think, going too far. It is one thing to tolerate the Brahmans and to give them alms, and another thing to

surround oneself with them regularly and constantly, even in one’s own palace- For my part I see no absolute

I'acompatibilicy between the language of the king and the reminiscences of the Southern Buddhists It is nnne-

oeasary to add that I do not att-ach any grave importance to tliLs matter of detail. The disfavour which Î believe

the king him.self admits to have shown to Brahmans, could evidently have been manife-sted in other ways.
9*^ (jf. Kern, Gcschied~ van lieb hnddJi., II., 206 and ff
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acceptation had become fixed in the time of Piyadasi, nor that, in those days, even in the

formula hiiddha, dharma, saiigha, the word had any other signification than ‘ the moral law/

From this point of view, the literature accepted as orthodox offers us, in a work i-ccognised

as one of the most ancient, instructive parallels, and I am surprised that writers have not before

this thought of comparing our inscriptions with the language of the Pali Dhaminapada,

Taking first the use of the word dhaiima, the Dhammapada, like our texts, uses it in the

entirely Buddhist formula of the trisarana (verse 190). At the same time, the epithets by which

it is usually accompanied, — ariyappavedita (v. 79), sammadakhhdta (v. 86), uttama (v. 115),

sainmdsanibitddliadesUa (v. 392), — clearly show that it is not yet crystallized into a narrow and

technical acceptation. We may also form a judgment from verses 256 and ff., where the word is

applied exactly as Piyadasi might have done, and from verse 393, which is so entirely in the tone

of our monuments: — yamhi sachcham cha dhamme cha so sukhi so cha brâhmanô.

The meaning is still more generalised in passages like, verses 167-169, and in the cases in

which the word is employed in the plural, as in verses 1, 82, 273, 278-279, 384. Saddliarnia

serves more especially to designate the Buddhist law (verses 60,182); but, we may judge from

verse 364 how far the two words dhanima and saddhamma are mixed up and confounded :
—

Dhammriramo, dhammarato, dhammaih anuvichintayaiii

dhammam anussaram bhikkhu saddhaihmâ na parihaya

Verse 183,—
Sabbapapassa akaranam kusalassa upasampadâ

sachittapariyôdapahaih : ctaiii buddhana sasanam,

—

cannot fail to remind us of the passage in the 2nd Col. Ed., in which Piyadasi defines the

dhamma, — apdsinave bahulcaydiiê, &g.

The general tone and the main points of the moral teaching present in the two cases the

most evident analogies. I can only quote a few examples. The king again and again dwells

upon the necessity of persevering efforts to advance in moral life (Ed. VI, X, &c.), with

an insistence which is quite equalled by that of the Dhamniapada. It will suffice to refer to the

chapter on appamdda (verses 21 and ff.). Compare (verses 7, 116, &c.). I cite again verse 23,

in which the epithet dalhaparahhama recalls the wovà pardhrama employed by the king wdth such

visible preference
;
also verses 24, 168, 280, to show a use of the base parallel to that which

we find in our inscriptions (G. VI, 9 and 10, and perhaps, J., Det. Ed., I, 7); finally verse 163, in

which the remark siikardni asddhuni is an exact fellow of the ideas expressed in our 5th edict.

Both authorities inculcate the necessity of self-examination (Bhammap
,, verse 50 ;

Col. Ed. HI)

regard for all, aud in particular respect to the aged {Dharnmap., verse 109; Ed. IV, V, IX, Ac.)

and moderation in language (Dhammap., verse 133
;
Ed. III., XII). Verse 234, which makes

truthfulness, mercy, charity the three cardinal virtues, can be compared with the two passages of

the 2nd, and of the 7th — 8th Columnar edicts, which brine; toe’cther the same triad of sache

dayd, ddrie. While the king recommends ahihud and abolishes the use of animal ffesh at his

table, the DluDuniapada exalts the ahiihsaha mund (v. 225) and recomniends a strict temperance

(v. 7, al.)

The most striking coincidences are perhaps those which deal with details of form. The

formula frequently used by the king, — sdclhu ddnaih, Ac., — is found also in the Bhcimmapada,

verse 35, cliittassa damathô sadkii; verse 360, chahhhand. savivai'O sddhu, Ac. With the 9th and

11th edicts compare verse 354 sabbaddyiam ddiammaddacm j indti, Ac.
;
with the frequent use of

the base arddh, the expression of verse 281, drddhaye r/iaggam
,

with the phrase dhmhmam
nuvaidati. dae dnaynmâniivattinô oi Y<c'c?it 86; with dhmnmddhithûné .Dhauli Averse ‘26), dJiaih-

T/iaftlia of verses 217, 256 and ff
. ,

with dhammarati at Kh. and K. (XIII. 16 and 12 cf. the

end of the 8th edict), the recommendation of verse 88, tatrd^scil, dhammc)hhiratiih ichclihêya.

The verses 1 1-12, — asdre sdramatino sdre cha asdradassinb, ^'c,, — at least bear witness to a

use of the word sdra extremely analogous to that which we find in the 12th edict, à propos of
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the suravadhi. Piyadasi aims at the teaching of the dhamma, dhammasa dvpana (12th Ed.),

and according to verse 363, the duty of the hhikshu is the same, atthafa dhammartclia dîpêti
;
the

only true glory which he sees lies in the diffusion of the dhamma (10th Ed.), and according to

the Vliammapadja (verse 24), — dhammajîvinô appamattassa yuso hliiveeddhati
; it is in

the dhamtna that he fixes happiness (Col. Ed. I., 9, &c.), and according todhe 393rd verse of the

DJiammapada — yamlii saclichm cha dhammo clia so sukhi . . .

To the king, happiness is both happiness in this world and in the world to come. It is

the very formula of reward which he unweariedly promises
;

it is found no less often in the

Dhammapada^ verses 16, 132, 168, 177.

The spirit of tolerance shown by the king is not itself altogether unknown to the canonical

book. Not only does verse 5 in a general way recommend mercy and the forgetting of hatreds,

but, far from treating the Brahman and Brahmanism as enemies, it puts the name in close

connection with that of the hhikshn :
—

'

Santo danto niyatô brahmachârî

sabhêsn bhûtêsn nidhâya dandaih

so brâhmanô sô samanô sa hhikkhu (verse 142)

,

By the side of the Bhihlchuvagga:, it devotes a whole chapter to exalting, under the name of

the hrdhmana, perfection such as it conceives it, while at the same time it does not forget that the

hrâhmana is the representative of a different cult (verse 392). The author does not violently

denonnce this cult, but, as Piyadasi does with regard to ceremonies (piamgala)^- he proclaims its

inutility (verses 106-107). Finally, he compares the smnannata and the hralimannata, the

quality of the sramana, and the quality of the hrdhmaya (verses 332), just as the king himself

associates hrahmands and srmnanas.
• 9

These comparisons are far from exhausting the number of possible points of contact, nor can

they give one that general impression which has also considerable value, and which can only result

from a parallel study of the two texts. Such as they are, they appear to me to he of a nature to

justify an important conclusion : that the ideas and the language which are brought to light, from

a religious point of view, in our inscriptions, cannot be considered as an isolated expression of

individual couvictions or conceptions, A book of canonical repute lays before us an equivalent

sufficiently exact to allow us to consider that they correspond to a certain state of Buddhism,

earlier than that which has found expression in the majority of the books which have come

down to us, — that they correspond to a certain stage in the chronological development of the

religion of Sakya.

It thus happens that certain indications appear to be of a nature to connect Piyadasi

and the Dhammapada.

We arc so accustomed to sec Indian kings carrying several different names, that the double

nomenclature of Piyadasi and Afeôka need not surprise us. It would still, however, be

interesting to discover its reason; the more so as the word Asôka is not, either by its meaning

or by frequent use, one of those which would appear suited to be used as a snrname. We have

seen, on the authority of the Sinhalese chronicle, that Asôka at the time of liis conversion took

Hie name of DliarnmAsoka, It is probable that his real name was Priyadarfein, for that is the

only one which he applies to himself, and we are thus led to conclnde that the king took only

at his conversion the name of Afeôka or Dharmâsôka, though he judged it to be inopportune to

employ it in his monuments, as he would Huis cause in tlie middle of hia reign a very consider-

able change in the protocols of his chancery. But, on (die oHier hand, Hiia name, naturally dear

to the Buddhists whose triumph it comrnemora(;ed and of which it was the sign, lieeame so esta-

blished in their memory, that it threw into the shade the one tdiat the king bore in his first years

before his conversion, which the literary tradition paints in such sombre colours. This conjec-

ture, which appears to explain sufficiently the facts under consideration, lias been suggested to

me by two classes of passages which I quote from the Bham'nuipada. The word soluif ‘ grief,’ is
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used by the Bhammapada with a certain amount of insistence, for instance in verses

212-21G:--

Piyato jâyati sôkô piyatô jâyatî bhayam

piyatô vippamuttassa natthi sôkô kutô bhayam
;

etc. . .

or again in verse 336 :
--

Yô vê tam sahatî jammiiii taiihaiii lôkê durachehayam

sôkâ tamhâ papatanti udabindu va pôkkharâ.

In verse 195, the Buddhas and the Srâvakas receive the epithet tinnusokapanddava.

From this use of soka is deduced the adjective asoka, as in verse 412 :
—•

Yôdha puuuah cha papau cha ubhô samgam upachchaga,

asokam virajam suddhaih tam aharh brûmi brahmanam.

The word is again found in verse 28 : —
Pamfidam appamadena yadâ nudati pandito

paTJuapasAdam Aruyha asoko sokinim pajaiii

pabbatatfho va bhummaUhô dhîrô bale avekkhati.

The Seville thought is expressed in verse 172 :
—

YÔ cha pubbe pamajjitva pachchha so nai^pamajjati

so imam lokam pabliAseti abbha mutto va chandimA.

The last stanza but one contains six ]}âdas, which would lead one to suppose at first that

there has been some interpolation.; and, indeed, the middle double pada, — panüdpâsâdam, A;c.

could be suppressed without in any way altering the general sense
;
it would appear, moreover,

to be wanting in the version which is reproduced by the Chinese translationA® To tell the
truth, it does not fit in well in meaning with the rest of the passage ; we should at least expect a
VQb or an iva. I cannot help thinking that this half-verse is an addition intended to explain and
complete the general idea, by an allusion to our Asôka-Piyadasi. Under these considerations, the
use of paje, which may signify the ‘subjects’ of the king, and the use of the rather rare metaphor,
panncipdsada, ‘ the palace of wisdom,’ take a new meaning. Although we are driven to admit
that the half-verse in question is an addition, which did not originally form an integral portion
of the stanza, I consider that it does not spoil the sense, and that perhaps the first author had, as a
matter of fact, the allusion, which it expresses, in his mind’s eye. The theory of a similar
allusion in verse 172 explains well what would, under anj^ other hypothesis, appear excessive and
too emphatic in the words imam lokam pablidseti in this and in the following verse. I may add
that the above seems to me to suggest, in regard to verses 212 ff., which have just been
quoted, an analogous idea, and it may be asked whether in the first, which has served as a
prototype for the others, the contrast between p)iya and soka has not similarly been inspired

by a pun on the double name of Piyadasi and Asôka,

These passages are scattered almost throughout the work. Each confirms the other, and
I think it may be inferred that the general composition of the book, — I do not say its definite

taking of shape, or, in any case, its form as we have it now, goes back to a time not far from
that of Piyadasi, to an epoch when his memory was yet alive. This is not the place to seek if we
can discover other grounds of a nature to confirm those which we have just suggested, and it will

be sufficient to point out that, for entirely different reasons, it has been generally considered
that the Bhammapada is one of the most ancient Buddhist texts. At the same time I do not
presume to attribute to the hypothesis which I have been led to suggest, either more certainty,

or more importance, than is due to it.

To return to my general conclusions regarding the Buddhism of Piyadasi : — In my opinion,

our moiiumeats are witnesses of a stage of Buddhism sensibly different from that to which

3- Cf. Beal, Dhamynapada, p. 70. 100 Qf, Fausboll, prof. pp. VL aud ff
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it developed in later times. It appears to us as a purely moral doctrine, paying little attention to

particular dogmas or to abstract theories, little embarrassed with scholastic or monkish elements

having but little tendency to insist on the divergencies which separated it from neighbouring

religions, ready to accept consecrated terms and forms when they did not offend its moral ideal,

and as yet without texts fixed by writing, or, we may be sure, a regularly defined canon. As far

as we are in a position to judge, the character of the texts enumerated by Piyadasi at Bhabra,

entirely agrees with such a stage of Buddhism.

One other remark also has its value. Nowhere, amongst the rewards which he offers in the

future for virtue, does Piyadasi make any allusion to nirvâna. It is always svarga of

which he speaks (Ed. YI, IX; Dh., Det. Ed., I). Doubtless the king may have deliberately

preferred to choose a term familiar to all intellects, and more conveniently suited to all

doctrines. But, in spite of all, this absolute silence appears to me to be significant, as clearly

indicating an epoch anterior to the metaphysical and speculative developments of the Buddhist

religion.

The history of Buddhism implies, if I am not mistaken, a period, still near its source,

marked by a popular character, less determined in its dogmas, less isolated in its legends, in

which the essential originality of the doctrine had room to manifest itself freely,

an originality which is founded on the pre-eminence attributed to the due carrying out

of moral duties over the execution of liturgical forms and practices. Such a period

appears to me to be a kind of necessary historical postulate, and I think that the inscriptions

of Piyadasi preserve for us not only a trace, but direct evidence of it.

Things soon changed their aspect
;
and the peculiar features of this ancient epoch were

quickly lost by tradition. This follows from the few comparisons which we have been able to

make, between the evidence of the monuments, and the data given by literature. The very

character and person of Asoka have undergone, both in legend and in chronicle, alterations

analogous to the evolution which followed his time.

Asoka became in them a type without individuality and without life, his history a sub-

ject for edifying legends, and his name a peg on which to hang theories of moral develop-

ment. His early life has been extravagantly blackened, to serve as a counterfoil to the

virtues which inspired him after his conversion. He has been depicted at the end of his

career as entirely under the feet of the clergy, as a sort of maniac- in almsgiving, and as an

ideal of monkish perfection, which, however admirable it may appear to Hindûs, cannot seduce

us to similar applause. His inscriptions furnish no confirmation whatever of these statements.

Prof, Kern, influenced by the legends, considers that towards the end of his life Piyadasi showed

himself to be intolerant and a bigot. He discovers in his last edicts the expression of an actual

fanaticism, and maintains that the tone and course of ideas suggest that the intellect of the

prince must have deteriorated, and that, while all the edicts bear more or less traces of a

troubled mind, the last ones are specimens of insensate babbling.102 This judgment is based on the

false idea that the Edict of Sahasram belonged to the flnal period of the reign of Piyadasi, and

I confess that, so far as I am concerned, I can discover no pretext for such vehement conclusions.

But Prof. Kern is, in general, very hard on the poor Piyadasi. When he considers that the 13th

edict, the one which deals with the conquest of Kalinga, leaves on the mind an impression of

‘ hypocrisy’,1®^ I cannot refrain from fearing that he is yielding to a bad opinion preconceived

against a king whose clericalism annoyed him.

The character of Piyadasi has generally been more favourably appreciated. It cannot, I

think, be denied, without injustice, that he exhibits, in his edicts, a spirit of moderation, a moral

elevation, a care for the public good, which merit every praise. He possessed from his birth a

taste for enterprise and energetic qualities, borne witness to by the conquest of Kalinga. Did his

conversion injure the native vigour of his tem23er ? The thing is the more possible, as being the

101 Kern, II, p. 307, n. 102 ihid. p. 319. 103 £Ud. p. 315.
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effect wliicli Buddhism generally has produced, not only upon individuals, but upon entire

nations
;
but that does not yet entitle us to view him as the childish and helpless being he has

been represented. It was the sentiment of religion which inspired him with the idea of

engraving inscriptions throughout his empire. We usually only see him under this aspect, bat

the desire which he expresses in so great detail, to be kept continually informed regarding his

affairs, and to expedite them without any delay, does not give us the idea of an idle prince.

I am afraid also that, in some respects, he bears, more than is justly due, the responsibility

for the somewhat clumsy and awkward language which he uses in his inscriptions. It is

plain that the style, — at least the style of prose language, — had in his time not yet achieved

that experience, that freedom of manner, which give to the thoughts a turn at once elegant

and precise. His sentences are often short, even abrupt, and are always wanting in

variety. His language is a ’prentice sailor, afraid to venture far from shore. When in

an unlucky moment, he ventures on a period, he only makes his exit with great difficulty.

The ill-fitting garment does injustice to the intellect whose movements it encumbers.

That intellect was not, perhaps, very vast or very decided, but it was certainly animated

with excellent intentions, and full of the idea of moral duty and of the sentiments of

humanity. By the various efforts with which he was inspired in his religious zeal, by his

relations with nations not subject to his empire, nay, with peoples the most distant from the

Peninsula, and finally, by the monuments, epigraphic or otherwise, of which he was the creator,

Piyadasi certainly rendered services to the general civilisation of India, and the credit of these

merits we are in justice bound to render to him.
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PART II. - THE LANGUAGE.

ri'lHE language of our inscriptions presents, especially as regards grammar, hardly any

J- absolutely impenetrable obscurities. Much light is thrown upon it by a comparison with the

analogous idioms with which literature has made us familiar. Nevertheless, the orthographical

or dialectic peculiarities which distinguish the different versions, and the chronological position

which our monuments occupy, lend to their study a philological importance, on which it is not

necessary to insist.

I propose, in the first place, to sum up, in as condensed an inventory as possible, all the

grammatical phenomena worthy of interest. In a second part I shall draw general conclusions

from these phenomena. I shall endeavour to determine the true nature of the orthographical pro-

cesses, to define the extent of the differences of dialect, and to group together those indications

which are adapted to throw light on the state of linguistic development in the middle of the

3rd century B. C.

In spite of the continual progress with which attempts at their decipherment are rewarded,

the condition of the monuments does not permit us to hope that the texts will ever be fixed

with a rigorous certainty. Our facsimiles, moreover, are, at least for several versions, still

regrettably insufficient.

It is, therefore, impossible to establish absolute accuracy in our statistics of the grammatical

forms
;
and it must be understood that many of the facts which are about to be recorded, if

they are rare and exceptional, are not free from doubt
;
but, fortunately, the characteristi(î

phenomena reappear sufficiently often to entitle us to establish them on solid grounds, and what

remains in doubt is in no way likely to compromise our general deductions.
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I. - THE GRAMMAR OF THE INSCRIPTIONS.

A. - GIRNAR.

1. — PHONETICS.

(a). — Vowels.

Changes of Quantity, — Except in certain

special cases, I enter neither here nor elsewhere

under this heading, words in which the leng-

thening or the shortening is the result of com-

pensation, and can be explained either by the

simplification or by the doubling of the con-

sonant which follows. It is hardly necessary

to add that, among the changes of quantity

here noted a great many may be and can

only be apparent, being referable either to

mistakes of the engravers or to incorrect

readings.
\

Vowels lengthened. — Anamtaram, VI, 8 ;

asampratipatî, IV, 2 ;
dsu (= syuh), XII, 7 ;

obMramakani, VIII, 2 ;
cMMchhd, II, 5 ;

nahJca,

V, 8 ;
vipule, VII, 3; vijayamlii, XIII, 10;

tdthd, XI, 4 ;
onadhuritdya, XIV, 4. At the

end of words : chd, IV, II
;
esd (nom. masc.),

XIII, 4 ;
mitdsamstuta, III, 4 ;

nd, I, 2 ;
XIV,

2 ;
'pardpdsamdci'garalid, XII, 13 ;

sarvaid, II, 6 ;

tatdy XII, 8 ;
XIII, 4; tatrd, XIII, 1 ;

êtamh%

IX, 2; pamthesu, II, 8.

A long vowel regularly becomes short before

anusvara, or before a consonantal group, even

when, as here, the latter is not represented

in writing : but sometimes, instead of doubling

the consonant, the preceding vowel is leng-

thened in compensation : dhdma, V, 4 ;
vdsa,

V, 4 al. Sometimes the vowel remains long,

even though nasalized : anuvidhiyatdm, X, 2 ;

atihdmtam, VIII, 1 ;
susrusatduh X, 2 ;

viJidrayd-

tdm, VIII, I ;
samachêrdm, XIII, 7. We should,

perhaps, add here several cases in which d

represents a Sanskrit dm (see below Nasalized

voivels)- Sometimes, finally, a vowel remains

lono- before a consonantal group : hdmliana, IV,

2; VIII, 3; XI, 2 ;
ndst, passim

;
rdstiJca,

V, 5 ;
taddtpane, X, 1 ;

dtpa-, passim
;
and

before a mute followed by r ; hhrdtrd, IX,

6; mdtram, XIII, 1; pardhramdmi, V, II;

pardhramenay VI, 14.

Vowels shortened.— Aradlii, IX, 9 ;
dradho,

XI, 4 ;
etarisam, IX, 4 ;

dane, IX, 7 ; opayd,

VIII, 5; natikêna, IX, 8 ;
susrusd (once sususd).

At the end of words mahaphaléy IX, éi; prana,

I, 10 ;
III, 4 ;

raja, V, 1 ;
tada, XIII, 5 ;

tatlia,

XII, 6 (several times tathd)
;

yatlia, III, 3

(several times yathd)
;
va (in the meaning of

vd), V, 8, 5 ; VI, 2, 3, 9, &c.

Changes of Quality. —- Pirimda or pdrirhda

= pulinda (?), XIII, 9. Êta (= atrai) VIII, I,

3 ;
IX, 3. Ê is weakened to ^ in ovdditavya (for

°de°) IX, 8 ;
liklidpayisam, XIV, 3 (for Ze°). —

The vowel ri is written ra in vraclihd, II, 8 ;

—
a in hhati, XII, 6 ;

vadM, XII, 2, etc.
;
bhatalm,

IX, 4, &c. ; daddcL) VII, 3 ;
kata, passim ;

kacha, IX, 8 ;
maga, I, II, 12 ; magavya, VIII,

1 ;
suhadaya, IX, 7 ;

usa i a, X, 4 ;
vistata, XIV,

2 ;
vydpata, passim

;

—
-Z in tdrisa, IV, 5 ;

etdrisa,

IX, 7, &c.
;
ydrisa, XI, 1, &c. ;

— u in pari-

puchhd, VIII, 4 ;
vuta, X, 2.

Additions and Suppressions.— Additions :

a in garaJid, XII, 3 ;
garahati, XII, 5 ;

i in

ithi, XII, 9 ;
u in prdpunôti, XIII, 4.

Suppressions : a in pi (passim) for api which

is preserved II, 2 ;
^ in ti (V, 8; XIII, II) for

Ui, which is preserved five times
;

e in va for

eva (passim).

Contractions. — ava into o in orddhana

(passim); ovdditavya, IX, 8; alio, IV, 3, if I

am right in explaining it as equivalent to

athavd
;
— a(V)ii into o in klib

;
— ci{y)'d into

6 in môra, I, II
;
— a(v)i into ai in thaira, IV,

7 ;
V, 7 ;

VIII, 3; — in e in vijetavya,

XIII, 11, and several times in the formative

affix of the causal, lidpesati, &c. Cf. below
;

—
ayo into ai in traidasa, V, 4 ;

— ya into i in

paricliijitpd, X, 4 ;

•— iya into ê in êtaka, XIV,

3 ;

— if pêtênika, V, 5, really represents a

corruption of pratishilid'na, we should have in it

the contraction of a(t)i into e.

Nasalized Vowels. — The nasal, whether

before a consonant, or at the end of words,

is, except in t’vo cases in which a final m is

preserved by sandhi, invariably expressed by

anusvara. The anusvâra is omitted in a certain

number of cases, such as acJidyika for °kam,

VI, 7; -pdsamda for XII, 4; avihisd for

^liimsd, IV, 6, &c. T'lese omissions, several

of which are, without doubt, only apparent, and

due to the condition of the stone, are in every

case accidental, and are to be referred to the
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negligence of the engraver. I lay no stress

upon them.

Certain cases seem to imply the equivalence

of a long vowel to a vowel nasalized ; apardtd,

V, 5 ;
aiikdtanX IV, I

;
V, 3 ;

VI, I
;
susumsd,

XIII, 3; niijdtu (= nirydntu), III, 3; ^ddd,

II, 2 ;
susTusd (accusative), X, 2 ;

nichd (=
oiityam), VII, 3 ;

pujd (acc.), XII, 2, 8 ;
vara

(= vd, vai), XII, 6 ;
sdmicJiam (nom, pi. masc. ?),

II, 3. But in most of these examples the nasa-

lized vowel is long by derivation, and it may
as well be admitted that the sign for anusvara

has accidentally disappeared. It is also possible

that the apparent confusion between d and am

may, in some cases, be due to an error in the

reading. The second u of siisrusd, being here

almost always written short, there are grounds

for believing that the anusvara of susumsd is

due to an inadvertence of the scribe
;

the

reading sdmtcham and its interpretation are

not certain. There would, therefore, only re-

main nichd, an unique example, and but a

fra2:ile basis for such a deduction. We mmlit,

perhaps, add etd, IX, 5, which would be equi-

valent to êtam (nom. sing, neut.), unless, indeed

it represents êtdm.

In one case also, ham, XI, 4 (cf. haram, XII,

4), am appears to be replaced by u
;
and some-

times by e : in athe, VI, 4, 5 ;
yute, III, 6 ;

save (sarve) hdle, VI, 3, 8. But several of

these facts admit, as we shall see, of a dif-

ferent explanation.

In pravdsaihmlii, IX, 2, the nasal is written

twice over, by an abuse which is too frequent

in the manuscripts to cause us surprise.

(b). — Consonants.

Simple Consonants. — Changes. — gh into

h, in lahuhd, XII, 3 ;
— dentals into cerebrals,

in pati- for prati (passim)
;

perhaps prati

in hirarhnapratividhdno, VIII, 4, but pra is

doubtful
;
usai a, X, 4 ;

osadha, III, 5 ;
vadlii,

XII, 2, 8, 9 (beside vadhi, IV, 11) ;
dasand,

IV, 3; dasarie, VIII, 3 (darsanam, VIII, 4);

prdpunoti, XIII, 4 ;
yona, V, 6 — th into h in

aho {athavd)
;
— d into r in tdrisa, etdrisa,

ydrisa
;
— hli into h in the base hhû : hoti,

ahurhsu, &c.
;
— I into r, ii pirimda ov pdrirhda,

XIII, 9, is equivalent to pulinda. If peteniha,

The cerebral n is always preserved in the base
;

it

never appears in terminations, even where it ought to

V, 5, is really derived from pratislithdna, it

would afford an example of the loss of the aspi-

ration, t for Ih.

Suppressions and Additions. — Suppres-

sion of an entire syllable in athd (= athdya),

XII, 9 ; ilohiha, XIII, 12 ;
ilokaclia, XI, 4 (for

ihalô°)
;
loss of the initial y in diva{y dvat), V, 2,

al.
;
of a medial consonant in hlw (Jchalu), mora

(may lira). — Addition of a v in vuta (uhta'),

IX, 6, &c.

Compound Consonants.

kt becomes t : abhisita, &c.

hy becomes k : saha, XIII, C.

hr becomes h : atihdmtam, VIII, I, &c.
;

pardhdmate

,

X, 3, &c. It remains unchanged

in parahramdmi, VI, W ', pardhramena, VI, 14.

^5^ becomes c/i^ ; achhdti, XIII, 7 ; chlianati,

XII, 5 ;
chhudaha, XII, 4, &c.

;
samchhdya,

XIV, 5 ;
vrachhd, II, 8 ;

— hh, in itMjliahha-

mahdmdtd, XII, 9 ;
khamitave, XIII, 6 ; sam-

hliitena, XIV, 2.

gn becomes g : agihhamdhdni, IV, 4.

gr becomes g : agêna, X, 4, &c.

jfî becomes {m)n : hatamhatd, VII, 3, Ac.
;

dhapaydmi, VI, 6, al.

dy becomes d in pddd (pdndydh), II, 2.

ny becomes mn : dnamna, VI, 11 ; hiramna,

VIII, 4.

‘ '

tm becomes tp in dtpa-, XII, 3, 4, 5, 6.

tth becomes st in usidna, VI, 9, 10.

ty becomes cli : dchdyiha, VI, 7, Ac.

tr becomes t, as in hlidtd, XI, 3, Ac. It is

unchanged in hhrdtrd, IX, 6 ;
mdtram, XIII,

1 ;
mitrena, IX, 7 ;

paratrd, VI, 12
;
prapotrd,

IV, 8 ;
potrd, IV, 8 ;

putrd, IV, 8, al.
;
sar-

vatra, VI, 8, al.
;
savatra, VI, 4 ;

tatrd, XIII,

1 ;
tatra, XIV, 5 ;

yatra, II, 7.

tv becomes tp : alochetpd, XIV, 6 ;
dra-

hhitpd, 1,3; chatpdro, XIII, 8 ;
dasayitpd, XIV,

4 ;
hitatpd, VI, 11

;
paricJiijitpd, XIV, 4 ;

taddt-

pane, X, 1. It becomes t in satiyaputo, II, 2,

if the etymology proposed by Dr. Bühler is

correct.

ts becomes chli in chikichlid, II, 4, Ac.
;
—

and s in 'iisaiena, X, 4.

ddh is preserved : vadhi, IV, 11, or more

ordinarily changed into dh in vadhi, XII, 9, al.

exist according to the Sanskrit rule, as in dêvânam-

pi'iyêna, &c.
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di) becomes j in aja, IV, 5 ;
— ^ in uydna,

VI, 4.

dr becomes d : cliliudaha, Ac.

dv is preserved : dve I, II, al.
;
dvddasa IV,

12, al.

dliy becomes,y/z. : majliama, XIV, 2, Ac.

dhr becomes dh : dhuva, I, 1 2, Ac.
;

it wonld

appear to be preserved in {a)mdhra-, XIII, 9,

according to the reading of Dr. Büliler.

ny becomes rhn^ n
;
amne, V, 5, Ac.

;
manate,

X, 1, Ac. The spelling naydsu^ for niyydsu,

VIII, I, is connected, in a manner more or less

arbitrary, with this transformation of ny into n,

pt becomes t : asamdtam, XIV, 5, Ac.

yr becomes p : yaharana, XII, 3 ;
devdnam-

piya, XIII, 9, Ac.
;
— it is preserved in ;

asampratipati, IV, 2; devdnampriya, I, 1, .5, 6,

8 ;
II, 1, 4 ;

IV, 2, 5, 8, 12
;
V, I

;
VIII, 2 ;

IX, 1 ;
X, 3 ;

XI, 1 ;
XIV, 1 ;

prâcliamtêsu, II,

2
;
prddesike, III, 2 ;

prdpunoti, XIII, 4 ;
pra-

kamna, XII, 4; prajd, V, 7 ;
prajuhitavyam, I,

3; prana, 1, 9, 10 ;
III, 5 ;

IV, 1, 5; XI, 3;

prapotd, VI, 13
;
prayotrd, IV, 8 ;

pratiyatî,

XI, 2
;
perhaps VIII, 4 ;

yrava-

j itdni, XII, 2 ;
pravâsammhi, IX, 2 ; priyad.asi,

IV, 1, 5, 8, 12; VIII, 2; X, 1.

hdh becomes dli : ladJiesu, XIII, I, Ac.

hr becomes h : bdmhana, passim
;

it would

appear to be preserved in brdmliana, IV, 2, 6.

hhy becomes bh : drabhisu, I, 9 ;
drabhare, I,

11.

blir becomes bli : bhdtd, XI, 3, Ac.
;

it is

preserved in bhrdtrd, IX, 6.

my is preserved : samyapratiyati, IX, 4 ;

XI, 2.

mr becomes mb : i ambapamm, II, 2.

rg becomes g : svaga, passim.

rgli becomes gli : dîgha, X, I.

rcJi becomes cli : vacJiabhmmkd, XII, 9, Ac.

rn becomes rhn : tanibapamm II, 2.

ft becomes t, as in anuvatare, XIII, 9, Ac.
;

«— t in samvata, IV, 9 : V, 2.

rth becomes th, as in atlia, passim.

rd becomes d: mddava, XIII, 7.

rdh becomes dh, as in vadhayisaii, IV, 7, Ac. ;

— dh, as in vadJiayaii, XII, 4, Ac.

rbJo becomes bh : gabba, VI, 3.

rm becomes rnm : kaninie, Ac.
;
dlidina, V, 4.

ry becomes y : niydtu. III, 3.

rv becomes v : puva, VI, 2 ;
sava, passim

;

—
it is preserved in yurva, V, 4; sarva, VI, 9 (and

three other times)
;
sarvata, VII, 1 ;

XIV, 2

(and four other times)
;

sarvatra, VI, 8 (and

three other times)
;

sarve VI, 8 (against

eighteen sava or savata').

rs becomes rs in darsana VIII, 4, Ac.; —
becomes s in dasand, IV, 3.

rsh becomes s : vasa (vdsab), VIII, 2, al.

rshy becomes s in kdsati (for karlJ^sliyah^',

V, 3; kdsamti, VII, 2.

rli becomes rah : garahd, Ac.

ly becomes p : apa, passim.

ly becomes I : hald?2 a, V, 1, al.

vy is always preserved : apavyayatd. III, 5 ;

divydni, IV, 4, Ac., exceytia pujetayd, XII, 4.

vr becomes v : pravajHa, XII, 2, Ac.

sell becomes chli: pachhd I, 12.

sy becomes s : pasati, I, 5 ;
— or siy : yalive-

siyehi, XI, 3.

sr becomes s : sususd, III, 4, Ac.
;

•— or sr

in bahusruta, XII, 7; susrusd, XII, 22; XI, 2

(and three other times)
;
sramana, IV, 2 (four

times samana); srdvdyakam, VI, 6; srundju (?),

XII, 7 ;
siisrusatdm, XII, 2.

sv becomes sv : svêtô in the legend attached

to the elephant.

shk becomes k in dukata, V, 3 ;
dukara, V,

1, al.

shir becomes st : rdstika, V, 5.

shill becomes st : adhist ana, V, 4 ;
sêstê, IV,

10; nisiana, IX, 6; tistamtd, IV, 9; tisteya,

VI, 13.

slv becomes kli : agikhamdhdmi, IV, 4.

st is preserved : asti, passim
; Ac.; —• it

becomes st in anusasti, VIII, 4, al,

stli becomes st in gharastdni, XII, 1 ;
— and

st in stiia, VI, 4.

sm becomes mh, e. g. in the locatives in mlii.

sy becomes s, e. g. in the genitives in asa.

sr becomes s : parisava, X, 3, Ac.
;
— it is

preserved in nisrita, V, 8 ;
sahasra, I, 9 ;

XIII, 1.

sv is preserved : svaga VI, 12, ah, Ac., except

in sail am, IX, 5.
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hyn becomes yiili
;

it is, at least, tlius that I

believe tliat we slionld read tlie group

which, strictly speaking, could also be read hni.

(c). — Sandhi.

Sandhi rarely occurs except between the

parts of a compound word, and, as an almost

invariable rule, requires the elision of final

consonants ;
it is nearly exclusively vocalic.

A final anusvara is changed into m in hata-

vyarti eva, IX, 3 ;
evam api, II, 2. I further

note the form anamayhnasa, XII, 7.

A final d is retained in tadopaya VIII, 5;

tadayhhatha, XII, 5.

a Fa gives d, except in dliaynadliistdndyay V,

4 ;
dhayyiayiugaho, IX, 7. In ndsti (passim), the

long vowel is retained in spite of the double

consonant which follows.

aFi gives e in mjayêchJid, XIII, 11.^

aFu gives 6 in ynannsopagdni II, 5.

aF 6 gives e in tênêsd, VIII, 3 ;
cheva, IV, 7.

îFa gives î in ithijhahJiamahdmdtd, XII, 9.
«

uFu gives Ô in pasopagdni, II, 6, a curious

form which would appear to be borne out by

the other versions.

2. — INFLEXION.

It must be understood that, except in

special cases, I shall not expressly quote those

modifications which are of a purely mechani-

cal character, being merely the applications

of the phonetic rules which have just been

indicated.

(a). — Gender.

The distinction between the masculine and

the neuter tends to disappear. This, as we

shall shortly see, is evidently due to the in-

fiaence of the Mâgadhî spelling.

(b). — Declension of Consonantal Bases.

This tends to go over into the declension of

bases in a : parishad becomes parisd ; harman

becomes hamma, and is declined like a neuter in

a ;
of vcirchas, we have the locative vachamM,

VI, 3 ;
the present j)articiple of as, makes its

nominative singular samto, VI, 7 ;
VIII, 2.

The following are the traces which still

exist :

—

Bases in AN, — nom. s. rdjd
;
gen. s. rdno

;

instr. s. rand', nom. pi. rdjdrw.

Bases iyi ANT. — Karam, XII, 4, nom. sing,

of the participle present, beside harô{yh)tô, XII,

5, tistamto, nom. p]. masc., IV, 9.

Bases in AB{BI). — Contrary to the other

versions, Girnar presents, for these bases, no

traces of the passage into the vocalic declen-

sion. Instrum, sing, hlirdtd, IX, 6 ;
hlidtrd, XI,

3
;
pitd, IX, 5 ;

XI, 3. Locat. sing, yndtari,

pitari, passim.

Bases in AS. — Acc. sing, yaso, X, I, 2 ;

hliuya, VIII, 5, ought to be hliuyo.

Bases m IN. -— Here we have no trace of

the vocalic declension. — Norn. sing, piyadasi,

priyadasi (passim)
;
the final vowel is always

short. — Gen. sing. pi{pri)yadasiyiô
;

instr.

pi{pri)yadasi7id,

(c). — Declension of Vocalic Bases.

Bases in A. — Masculines. ~ The termina-

tions are the same as in Pfdi. I only note

peculiarities worthy of remark.

Nomiyiative singular. — Besides the regular

form in 6, there are several cases of the nomi-

native in e, as in MAgadhi : apaparisave, X,

3 ;
pure, IV, 5 ;

dêvdyiampiye, XII, I
;
prdde-

sike, III, 2 ;
rajuke, III, 2 ;

sakale, X, 3
; yê,

V, I. To these examples we should add the

many more numerous cases in which the nomi-

native neuter ends in e, instead of, and beside,

ayh. It is the less permissible to suggest a

mechanical change of an'i to e, because the

termination arh is still retained in the majority

of cases. We have, therefore, here an imita-

tion of Mâgadhî
;

and, so far as regards

Mâgadhî itself, the final reason for the use of

the termination e in the neuter, lies in the

obliteration of the distinction between the

neuter and the mascnline, which has resulted

in the common acceptation, for both genders, of

the uniform use of the masculine termination.

It is clearly in this way that, VIII, 4, we

have hiraynnapaiividhdno (for ^dhanaiii).

Accusative smgular. — I have quoted above

the form in e in atlie, VI, 4, 5, and yute, III,

6, for the accusative. Twice, sarve kale, VI,

3, 8, corresponds to savani kdlarh of the other

versions. It must, nevertheless, be stated that

2 Dr. Büliler’s interpretation would do away with this combination.
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save kâlê, can very well be explained as a

locative, and that yutê could, without difh»

cnlty, be understood as a Pâli accusative plural.

It is true that we miss parallel examples to

authenticate this termination here. However

the matter may be, if we must really admit it,

I can hardly imagine for the ending e of the

accusative, any origin other than false analogy

with neuter nominatives in e.

Dative singular, — It is always in aya.

There is one solitary instance of the form êtâyê,

III, 3.

Ablative singular. — In hitatpa, VI, 11 ;

kagjcl, lY, 9.

Locative singular. — In amhi or in e. The

two terminations occur with about equal

frequency.

Neuters. — The terminations are the usual

ones.

Nominative singular. — As examples of the

nominative in e, I quote : afie, IX, 5 ;
haliu^

vidhê, IV, 7 ;
cliaranê^ IV, 7, 10 ;

ddne^ VII,

3 ;
VIII, 3 ;

dasane, VIII, 3 ;
marhgalê, IX,

4 (jnamgalam^ IX. I, 2, 3, 4) ;
Tcamme, IV, 10

;

malialahe {vijitani), XIV, 3 ;
maJiaphalê, IX,

4 ;
hatavyamate (lôkahitam), VI, 9 ;

mule, VI,

10
]
pat ividJuhie, VIH, 4; sesie kamme, IV,

10; vipule, VII, 3; ye, V, 2; târisê, yarise,

vadhitêi IV, 5.

Nominative plural. — We have a termina-

tion in a, instead of dni, in dasand, IV, 3 ;

'prana (read °y«), I, 10.

Feminines. —
Instrumental singular. —- In dya^ as mddhu-

ritdya, XIV, 4,

Locative singidar. — In dyam, as parisdyam,

VI, 7. It is difficult to decide whether samti-

raiïdya, VI, 9, is, or is not, an error of the

engraver.

Nominative plural. — In dyo, in mahiddyo,

IX, 3.

Bases in I. — Of Masculines we find —
Genitive plural. — Ndtinani, IV, 6, al.

Ijocative plural. — Ndtîsu, IV, 1.

Feminines. — We have no example of the

plural. For the singular, the accusative in

i]h, and the instrumental in iyd, call for no

remark.

Nominative singular. — In «. I note, how-

ever, apacJiiti, IX, 11 ;
Mni, IV, 4 ;

rati,

VIII, 5.

Dative singular. — Anusastiya, III, 3, ought

perhaps to read °ye.

Ablative singular. — Tambapanint, II, 2.

Bases in U. — Masculines. —
Nominative singular. — SddJiu, IX, 5.

Genitive plural. — Gurimam, IX, 4.

Ablative plural. — Baliuhi^ IV, 4.

Feminines. —
Nominative singular. — Sddhu, IX, 4, 11.

Neuters. —
Nominative singular. — Baku, XIV, 3, al.

;

sddhu, IX, 8, al.

Nominative plural. — Bahdni, I, 8, al.

(d). — Declension of Pronouns,

Demonstratives, &c, — I give, according

to the alphabetical order of the bases, the

forms found at Girnar.

Anya. — Norn. sing, neuter : ane, IV, 7 ;

IX, 5 ana, IV, 9 ;
IX, 19. — Gen. sing. :

anamamiasa, XII, 7. — Loc. sing. : amhe, VIII,

5, beside anamlii, IX, 2. — Norn. pi. : anim,

V, 5.

Ima. — Norn. sing, masc., ayam
;

fern.

iyath
;
neuter, idam. Ayam is, however, used

for the feminine : I, 10 ;
V, 9 ;

VI, 13
;
XIV,

1, and for the neuter with phalam, XII, 9. —
Gen. masc. : imasa, IV, 11. — Dat. fern. :

imdya, III, 3, Instr. masc. : imind, IX, 8, 9.

— Loc. : imamlii, IV, 10.

Dkatya. — Norn. plur. masc. : êhacJia, I, 6.

Êta. — Nom. sing. masc. : esa, X, 3 ; used

for the neuter, or rather with a masculine

which, by origin, is neuter, such as kaihme,

&c., IV, 7, 10; VI, 10; fern., esd, VIII, 3, 5;

neuter, etam, X, 4 (perhaps under the form

eta, IX, 5); the parallel use of ta would lead

one to think that êta, X, 4 ;
XI, 3 = êtad, and

is not an incomplete writing of etam. — Dat.

sing. : êtdya,
^

once (HI, 3) etdye. — Loc. :

etamlii, IX, 2. — Norn. pi. : ete, which, being

associated with t'i prdnd, indicates again a con-

fusion of genders.

Na. — Nom. sing, masc. : kochi, XII, 5 ;

neuter: Icimchi, passim.
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Ta. — Nora. sing. masc. : sa, XII, 5, and

usually 50 ;
fera. : sa. XIII, 10 ;

neuter : taih,

XIII, 2, more often ta, IV, 10, al., wliether for

tarn, or more probably for tad, preserved in

composition, YIII, 5 and XII, 5 ;
5e is employed

adverbially as equivalent to tad, I, 10, as fre-

quently appears in the versions in a MAgadhi

spelling. It is unnecessary to draw special

attention to tarn, tasa, tuya, têna, tamlii, te,

tesam, tehi.

Na. — XIT, 1, we find ne used as an accusa-

tive, and applied to neuter substantives.

Ya. — Nom. sing. masc. :
yo, once (V, I) ye

;

neuter
:
yam, VIII, 3, but much more frequent-

ly y a, for yad, IV, 10 ;
VI, 5, 6, 11 ;

X, 3 ;

XII, 3, — Nom. plur. :
ye, ya, XIII, 6 ;

yard.

Savva, — Nom.-acc. sing, neuter., sawam
(savaiii). — Loc. sing. (?) : sarve,, VI, 8; save,

VI, 3. — Norn, plur.: save, VII, 1.

Personal pronouns. — The following forms

occur of the pronoun of the first person : aliam,

mama, me for the genitive and once (VI, 9),

for the instrumental, maya,

(e). — Declension of Numerals.

Tve, nom., I, 11 ;
II, 4. — TÎ, nom. neuter

(prdnâ), I, 10, 12. — Cliaipdro, nom. masc.,

XIII, 8. — Pamchasti, loc.. Ill, 2,

3. — CONJUGATION.

(a). — Verbal Bases.

The simple bases are, in general, the same as

in Sanskrit, after making allowance for phone-

tic modifications, as when we have side by side,

hhavati and lioti, prdpunoti iov prdpnoti. There
|

are, however, changes, as : clihanati, XII, 5,

in place of chhanoti ; haram, XII, 4, participle

present, beside karomto, XII, 6 ;
we should

note the extension and alteration of the base of

the present in prajuliitavyam, I, 3. The con-

sonantal conjugation is only preserved in asti ;

in iipaJiafidti, XII, 6, it passes into the 9th

class. For the root hrmn we have the two

bases :
parulcrumdmi, VI, 11, and pardkdmate,

X, 3. In the passive, the formative affix ya is

combined according to the usual phonetic laws,

in drabJiare, I, 11 ;
drahldsamre, I, 12

;
drahJiisu,

I, 9.

In the causais, whether in aya or in paya the

formative apa is contracted to ê whenever it

would take the form ayi : aloclietpd, XIV, 6 ;

hupesati, V, 3 ;
pot ivedetavya, VI, 8

;
pujeta-

(y)ya, XII, 4. One exception : Wilidpayitam,

XIV, 3. In one case, ovdditavya, IX, 8, it is

even reduced to i, Liklidpayisam, beside the

usual lekJidpita, presents an analogous weaken-

ing ill the base,

(b). — Terminations.

Present. — The terminations of the middle

voice, which in one case are, for this tense,

used to form a passive, drahhare, I, 11, are

generally used with a neuter, or even with an

active sense : aniivatarê
,
XIII, 9 (the reading

anuvatamte of Dr, Bühler appears to be at

least very doubtful)
;
mamnate, X, 1 ;

XII, 8 ;

pardkdmate, X, 3 (by the side of pardkranidmi,

V^I, 11); karctê, IX, 1, 2, 3 (by the side of

karoti, V, 1). — In sukhdpaydmi, VI, 12, as-

sociated, on the one hand, with gachheyarh,

and, on the other hand, with drddhayamtu, it is

difficult to avoid recognising the subjunctive

use.

Imperative. — The 3rd pers. plur, : drddha-

yamtu, VI, 12; niydiu, III, 3; yujcmtu, IV,

11, require no remarks. The middle termi-

nation, with an active sense, is preserved in

the 3rd sing. ; anuvidhiyatdm, X, 2 ;
susrusatdm,

X, 2. It will be noted that both exceptionally

retain the long vowel dm and not am. The

2nd pers. plur. borrows, as in Prakrit and

in Pfdi the termination tha of the present,

paiivêdêtha, VI, 6,

Potential. — 1st pers. sing\
: gachhêyarîi,

VI, 11; plur. dipayema, XII, 6. — 3rd pers.

sing, in ê in hJtave, XII, 13
;
in eya, in iisieya,

VI, 13 ;
in etlia, i. e. with the termination of

the middle, in patipajetlia, XIV, 4
;
plural: in

eyu, in vaseyu, VII, 1 ;
in erarhj termination

of the middle : in anuvat{êyram, VI, 14
;

susitsêrom, XII, 7. Dr. Bühler reads srunêrmh,

i. e. sruyêram, XII, 7, the form which to me
seems to give srundju. The correct reading

would be srunêju for srupeyu. But, at Girnar,

we have no certain example of the spelling

j for y. The verb as makes the 3rd sing, iu

asa, X, 3, and the plural asu {dsn), XII, 7.

There is considerable difference of opinion as

to the origin of this form
;
some look for it

in the Vedic subjunctive asat, and others

in the extension by analogy of sydt, syuh into

asydt, asyus (Kuhn, Beitr. zur Puli Gramm.,

p. 104).
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Fust. — 3rd pers. plur. aorist : ahumsu, VIII,

2; drabliisu
{
= dmbhhisu, passive sense), I, 9.

The form naydsu, i. e. n{'i)yayd.m, VIII, I, may
be compared with the 8rd pers. sing, in dsi,

of the dialect of the GAthas (cf. Mabdvastu, I,

548). The 3rd sing’, aydya, would seem to be

a sort of imperfect, influenced, perhaps, by the

analogy of the perfect ydye.

A solitary example of the perfect, in cilia,

passim.

Future. — The only example of the 1st pers.

sing, is in am, for ami, as in Prakrit: lŒhâ-

'payisam, XIV, 3. The 3rd plur. has twice a

middle form : avuvatisarê, V, 2 ;
drabhisamrê

(passive), I, 12
;
in this last case, the m is a

material error, unless it has been introduced

after the analogy of the termination amti.

Ahsolutive. — In tpd ( = tvd) : alôchêtpd,

XIV, 6; drabhitpd, 1, 3. Once in ya, in

samchhdya == samhshayya, XIV, 5.

Infinitive. — Ârddhêiufii), IX, 9. — It is very

doubtful whether khaniitave, XIII, 6, is an

infinitive. Fdpakarh and srdvdpoJcarh (VI, 6),

which appear to perform the office of in-

finitives, are in reality adjectives, like p)dchc{Jîa,

bddhalca, with this particular shade of meaning,

‘which is to be given,’ ‘which is to be taught.’

Participles. — The middle form of the parti-

ciple present is preserved in blivrhjamdnasa,

VI, 3.

B. — KAPUR DI GIRI.

The readings of Kapur di Giri have of late made marked progress.^ A few items of uncer-

tainty, no doubt, still remain, a state of affairs which is sufficiently explained by the condition of

the rock, but it is only in points of detail that certainty is really impossible, and we may believe

that, so far as decipherment is concerned, we have not so much to expect from the future.

I cannot, therefore, do better than take for the basis of my grammatical analysis the last

publication of Dr. Bilhler in the Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, XLIII.,

pp. 128 and ff.

1. - PHONETICS.

(a). — Vowels.

The alphabet of Kapur di Giri does not dis-

tinguish between long and short vowels. We
cannot, therefore, here discuss changes of

quantity.

Changes of Quadity. — a for u in gar imam,

IX, 19
;
pana, ibid., by the side of guru and

puna, — i for e, in likliapayami, XIV, 13 ;

bhagi amfii, VIII, 17
;

vijinamani, XIII, 3 ;

amtihini, XIII, 9 ;
cjliatiti, XIV, 13

;
duci, I,

I. — u for a in uchavuclia, IX, 18 ;
oshuclhani,

II, 5 ;
muta, XIII, 8 ;

e for a in etra, VI, 15 ;

etraka, IX, 20. We cannot say that e has

been substituted for a in cases like samkhaye,

XIV, 14 and the datives in aye
;

all we can do

is to infer the graphic equivalence of aya and

ayê. — e for i in edisaih XI, 23
;
al. — In blniyê

(for bh'uyo) we should not, I think, look for an

actual change in this dialect of o into e, but

should simply consider it as an accidental

AIAgadhism of the spelling. — u for o in likha-

pitu, I, 1. The vowel ri has no real existence

in this dialect, which, however, does not pre-

vent its being represented in several ways by
the orthography. It takes sometimes the form

ra, in grahatha, XIII, 4 ;
XII, 1, sometimes

the form n’, in vistritena, XTV, 13, and some-

times rii, in sruneyu, XII, 7 ;
mrugo, I, 3. It is

changed to a iu dukatam, V, 11
;
vapala, XII,

9 ;
viyapata, V, 13 ;

usatena, X, 22 ;
so also

in vajri, in which the influence of the etymolo-

gical form has introduced an r in the folloAving’

syllable
;
— to i in diclha, VII, 5 ;

edisa, IX,

18, al.
;
kita, VI, 14; the influence of the r has

here cerebralised the dental, which shews that

the orthography kitra, II, 4 ;
VII, 12

;
VII, 5,

is purely a learned and affected one
;
— to 'ii in

vuclheshu V, 12
;

viyaputa V, 13
;
paripucliha,

VIII, 17; ^yiuie, ^^III, 1 ,
dliai mavut am

,

1 1 T ^

10. — In rukha, XII, 5, vri would be changed

into ru, but Dr. Biihler’s reading, vuta, gives

an entirely different word.

Additions and Suppressions.— Additions :

initial i in istri°, XII, 9,

Su]3pressions : a in pi (passim)
;

i in ti

(passim)
;

e in va — eva X, 22, al.
;
vo and

^ ]!^ote hy Trcvuslator . — The section regarding’ Kapnr di Giri having been entirely re-written by the author for

the purpose of this translation, it is hardly necessary to point out that the following, in no way, agrees with the

corresponding pages of the original work.
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y 6 = êvam (cf. below)
;
in sJia — êsliâm, VI, 16,

if Dr. Bühler’s analogy is well founded.

Contractions, — ava into o in orodliana,

VI, 14 ;
&c.

;
into a in yamatro, XIII, 6, if

we must take it as equivalent to ydvmnatra ;

alu into o in hlio (passim) and u in leu, IV, 9 ;

iya into e in etahaye, X, 21
;

ay

6

into i in

tidasa, V, 11, if this is tlie correct reading,

whicli I strongly doubt
;
— va into u in the

participle absolute, and in cliatura, XIII, 9.

As for examples of Hiatus like devauapriasa,

priadarsisa I, 1 ;
XIII. 1 ;

êhatiê, I, 2 ; ia (hia)

V, 13 ;
VI, 16 ;

IX, 20 ;
XI, 24, tlie resembl-

ance between a (e) and ya (pje) ha, is so close,

that it. is perhaps still permissible to doubt

whether the reading is certainly correct.

Nasalized Vowels. — I believe that, consi-

dering the condition of the rock, it is just as

impossible as it is at Girnar, or more so, to

attach here any definite significance to instances

in which the anusvdra is omitted, especially

as the last revisions have considerably reduced

the number.

I shall have occasion, lower down, to draw

attention to the equivalence of am and o final,

the explanation of which still appears to me to

be doubtful, although certain instances seem

really to indicate an actual phonetic pheno-

menon. A presumption favourable to this

explanation might be drawn from the spelling

alikasudard for °sam°, XIII, 9.

As for the nominatives neuter in e for am,

the concurrence of a number of masculine

nominatives in e, only allows us to recognise

in them instances of Magadhisms, and not a

phonetic fact peculiar to the dialect of Kapur

di Giri. So also in the cases of chature, XIII,

9, for chaturo, and rayani for rayano, equivalent

to rayino, ibid., if, as I have considerable doubt,

the reading is really correct. As for ayi ~
ayam, VI, 16, the correct reading is very pro-

bably ayo,

(b). — Consonants.

Simple Consonants. — In addition to the

characters of the alphabet of Girnar, Kapur di

Giri possesses, so far as regards consonants,

two peculiar signs, one for the cerebral and the

other for the palatal sibilant. I shall only note

those instances in which their use does not

correspond with that of Sanskrit.

Changes. — kh into k in ku — him - (Jehalu),

IV, 9.

g into k in maka, XIII, 9,

gh into h in laliuka, XIII, 11.

j into y in prayiiliotave, I, 1 ; raya (by the
side of raja), I, 1 ;

al.
; kamhoya, V, 12

;
— into

cha in vracJiamti, XIII, 10
;
vraoheyam, VI, 16.

t is cerebralised into t under the influence of

an r-sound, whether vocalic or consonantal.

The spelling, however, fluctuates. Not only

does the classical appear side by side with the

Prakrit orthography, but we also find inter-

mediate stages in which the r is retained in

writing, and often in an arbitrary fashion.

Examples are, — prati becomes paii
;

but

prativêsiyêna, IX, 19
;

sampratipati, IV, 8 ;

pratipajeya, XIV, 14
;
praiivêdêtavô, VI, 14

;

'pairivedaka, pairivêdêtu, VI, 14
;
patrivêdêtavd,

VI, 15 ;
krita is written klta, VI, 14; kata in

sukata, V, 11; kiira, II, 4; V, 11, 12; VII,

5; vydprita is written va(viya)paia,
]
3assim

;

mjaputa, V, 13, and also viyapatra, ibid. I may
'also quote vistritena, XIV, 13; miUo, XIII, 6,

and mute (?) XIII, 1. •— t appears w-eakened to

d in hidasiikliaye, V, 12, by the side of hita°,

ibid.

hli into li in aho {= athavd), IV, 8.

d into y in iyam for idam, nom. sing. neut.

dh into d in hida, I, 1 = idha (?).

p into V in avatrapeyu, XIII, 8.

5 into in padham, VII, 15,

bh into h in the base lioti, by the side of hhoti,

bhavati.

I into r in arabhati and its derivatives and in

roclietu, XIII, 11.

V into y in yo for evam, if Dr. Bühler’s

analysis is correct (in IV, 9).

s into y in hadaya, III, 5 ; IV, 10 ;
— into s

in anusuchanam, XIII, 2 ; samachariya, XIII, 8.

sh into s in manuka, II, 4, 5 (by the side of

manuslia, XIII, 6);— into s in arabhiyisu, I, 2;

yesu, XIII, 4 ;
abhisita, IV, 10 ;

al.

s into s in anusakanam, IV, 10 ;
anukasisamti,

ibid.
;
into sh in pamchashu^ III, 6 (cf. shashu

below)
;
— into h in hache (= sached), IX, 20,

Suppressions and Additions. — Loss of an

initial y in ava = ydvat, passim
;
— of a medial

h in ia, V, 13
;
VI, 16 ;

IX, 20
;
XI, 24, if the

readins" is certain.
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Addition of a prosthetic li in Jiia, IX, 20 ;

liicla, XIII, 12 ;
hêdisa, VIII, 17; of a v in

vacliati, XIII, 8, in vuta II, 5, if this reading

(= ujjta) shonld really be preferred to the

reading ruMia.

Compound Consonants. — Id becomes t :

ahliisita, V, 11 ;
&c.

A'?/ becomes h in sako = sakyam, XIII, 7.

kr remains unchanged
:
^parakramati, X, 22

;

&c.

ksli becomes kli : samkliaye, XIV, 14 ;
ruhha

(?), II, 5 ;
kJmdrakêna, X, 22

;

— and clih :

mochhayê, V, 13 ;
istridhiyachha, XII, 9 ;

cJihamitauiye, XIII, 7.

khy becomes kh : muldiamide^ XIII, 8.

gr remains unchanged ; agrabliuii, XIII, 4 ;

&c.

jn becomes n, except in the base anapetii in

which it becomes n.

jy becomes^'; jotikamdliani^ IV, 8.

nj yields n in vananato^ III, 7.

In shashu, I do not think that the 8h can be

considered as representing the group ts. We
have here an instance of formation of the

locative after the analogy of substantives.

ndy becomes md in pamd a, XIII, 9.

ny becomes mi, except in ananiyam, VI, 16,

in which it is written niya»

tt becomes cerebralised into t, under the in-

fluence of an r-sound, in dharmavutam, XIII,

10 ;
nivatiya, IX, 19.

itli is written both th and ill in ^Uhana, VI,

15.

tm becomes t in ata° XII, passim.

ty becomes regularly cli. The Sanskrit

spelling is, however, preserved in êkatiê (or

êkatiyê), I, 2 ;
and it is changed into ti in

paritijitu, X, 22, and also, perhaps, in the

participle absolutive in ti, if it is to be analysed

as equivalent to tya (by false analogy).

tr remains unchanged, except in tidasa (or

ted) equivalent to trayodasa.

tv becomes t. I can hardly believe in the

absolutely solitary example of a double tt in

tadattaye X, 21, as read by Dr. Bühler. I

should prefer to suggest the reading tadatrayê,

were I not much more disposed to think that

it is simply tadatayê which we should read.

Cf. satiyapmtra, II, 4.

ts becomes s: cliikisa, II, 4; usatena, X, 22.

ddli is cerebralised into clli under the influ-

ence of an r-sound : vudhi, IV, 10 ;
vudhanaih,

VIII, 17.

dy becomes j, except in uyana, where it

becomes y, VI, 14.

dr remains unchanged in khudrakena, X, 22.

dv, becomes d in diyadhed, XIII, 1, and is

resolved into duv in duvi, I, 3 ;
II, 4 ;

it is re-

duced to 6 in hadayu^, IV, 10.

dJir remains unchanged : dliruva, I, 3 ;
Ac.

nt, instead of the spelling mt, appears,

according to Dr. Bidder, to be written Ui in

atikrat7iam, VIII, 17, and karotne, IX, 18. This

is a detail which deserves verification.

ndhr is written mdhr in amdlira, XIII, 10.

ny becomes mn : amia, IV, 9 ;
Ac.

pt becomes t : nataro, IV, 9, Ac.

pn is resolved into ; prapunati, XIII, G.

pr usually remains unchanged. Excluding’

doubtful cases, I, however, note piaj iipadanê,

IX, 18; papotra XIII, 11. We have already

seen how extremely fluctuating is the spelling

OÎ prati : sometimes prati (ypratice stye net, XI,

24), but also path (passim), prati (samam-

pratipati, IX, 19), and pairi (pat rivedaka,

patrivêdêtu, VI, 14).

hdh becomes dh : ladheshu, XIII, 8.

hr remains unchanged : hramaim, passim.

hhy becomes hli : arahhisamti, I, 3.

5/zr remains unchanged : hhratuna, IX, 19 ;a],

my becomes m or mm : ahhiraniani, VIII,

17. The double m admitted by Dr. Bühler in

sa^mna, IX, 19; XI, 23; XIII, 6, appears to

me to be improbable. I prefer to read saraam,

and to suggest that either samam is for samina,

or that samyak has taken the form samam by

I
analogy.

mr becomes mb in tamhapamni, II, 4.

rg becomes g : sagam, VI, 16 ; or is written

gr in vagrena, X, 22.

rch becomes cli, with the r transposed to the

preceding syllable, in vrachasi (~ varckasi)

VI, 14, if my analysis of the word is justified,

and we should not understand ^vratyasi.

rn becomes mi in tamhapamni, XIII, 9,

rt becomes t (a'liuvatisariiti, V, 11) : some-

times written rt (kirti, written kitri, X, 21),
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or witli transposition of the r to the preceding

syllable (hraiava, I, 1); sometimes, also, t:

l^atavo, XI, 24.

rth usually gives us th (aiJia, passim), but

also th (atJiam, IX, 20; anatheshu V, 12), both

one and the other being sometimes written

with T, thr (VI, 14 ;
IX, 18) and thr (IV, 10).

rthy is written thriya in nirailiriymh, IX, 18,

rdh becomes dh : vadhisati, IV, 9 ;
Ac.

rhh gives us hh with transposition of the r in

garbhagarasi (written grahhagarasi) VI, 14.

rm remains unchanged, but with a transposi-

tion of r in writing : krmna — Icarnia ; dhrama
~ dharma. The spelling dhrmhma, IV, 8 ; X,

21, marks the real character of this method of

writing.

ry becomes riy : anamtariyena, VI, 14
;

samachariyam, XIII, 8.

TV usually remains unchanged, with transposi-

tion of the r either in the same syllable as

ill savra, or to the syllable preceding, gruva^ V,

11 ;
srava (?) VI, 11. But the spelling e is not

rare: savatra, 11, 5; V, 13 (several times)
;
VI,

14, 15, 16; VII, 1; XIII, 10 (several times)
;

savum, X, 22.

TS remains unchanged with transposition of

the T : ^draki.

rsTi is written sli in vasJia^ passim. It remains

unchanged in prashcwida^ scil. parshamda^

V, 12: VII, 2; XII, ,1, 2.

rsTiy gives us sh in kashamti^ V, 11.

Ip becomes p .• hip a, V, 11
;
Ac.

ly becomes I in Icalana, V, 11.

vy becomes either va (yasanarhy XIII, 5 ;

katava, VI, 15 ;
vatavo, XI, 24

;
Ac.), or viya

{viyapatra, V, 13; pujetaviya, XII, 3), often in

the same words
;
or it becomes y in mrugaya,

VIII, 17,

sch becomes ch (and not chh) in p)«!c/m, I, 3 ;

XIII, 2.

sy become siy vn. prativêsiyêna, XI, 24.

sr usually remains unchanged (sukrusha,

passim)
;

it is wu’itten sr in sresta, I, 2 ; srêtha,

IV, 10.

shk becomes h: dukaram, V, 11
;
diihatam,

ibid.

shhr becomes kr : base nikramati, passim.

sJit becomes st in dipista, IV, lO, Ac.
;
—

and tJi in atha = aslitau, XIII, 1.

slitr is written st in rastikanam, V, 12.

slitk is written th in srêtha, IV, 10 ; tîi in

tithe, IX, 20, adhithanê, V, 13 ;
and st in sresta,

I, 2, and tistiti, IV, 10.

shy becomes s in all futures : aiiapêsaihti, III.

7; Ac.

sk becomes k (and not kh) in jotikamdliani,

IV, 8.

st remains unchanged, whether written with

the special sign to which Dr. Biihler appears

to have correctly given its true value, or with

the group st, as in surhstuta, IX, 19.

str remains unchanged : striyaka, IX, 18 ;

istri^ XII, 9 : cf. also vistritena, XIV, 13.

5^^ becomes th : chirathitika, V, 13
;
grahatha,

XIII, 4; and also th, grahathani, XII, 1.

sm becomes s in all locatives in asi
;
but these

forms do not properly belong to the language

of Kapur di Giri.

sy usually becomes s, as in the genitive in

asa. But we find written siya as equivalent to

sydt, IX, 20 ;
al.

sr remains unchanged : sakasrmii, I, 2 ;
Ac.

sv is assimilated into « in sagam, VI, 16 ;

saraikena, IX, 19 ;
and written sp in spasunom

(V, 13), if the reading is really certain, and it

is not simply a badly written sv.

hin becomes m : bramana, passim.

hy becomes h in maham ~ mahyam, V, 11.

(c). — Sandhi.

A final amisvara is changed to m in êvamêva,

XIII, 9
;
paratrikam eva, XIII, 11.

In compound words, I have noted:

—

a elided before i : hramaivihheshu, V, 12.

a comlhned with u into 6 : manusopakam,

II, 5.

a elided before u: pajupadane, IX, 18.

a elided after i : istridhiyachha, XII, 9.

u combined with u into Ô : pasopakam, II, 5.

2. — INFLEXION.

(a). — Gender.

Here, as at Girnar, the nominative singular

neuter of bases in a often ends in e, e. g.

IV, 8 : yadisam . ... na hhutapurva tadise,

Ac. Another example of the confusion of gender

appears in the plurals yutani, III, 7, and

kallmgani, XIII, 2 (if indeed it is thus that we
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should read). One is tempted to attribute to

the same cause the not unfrequent use of the

desinence o for am, dharmacliararju

,

9 ;

praUvêdêtavô, VI, 14, 15; Jcatavd, IX, 18, 19;

XI, 24
;
vatavo, IX, 19 ;

XI, 24
;
saU, XIII, 7 ;

pranatrayo, I, 3, A¥hich I take as equvalent to

pranatrayam
;
but the accusatives imo, lY, 9 I

anudivaso, I, 2 ;
satahhago, XIII, 7, and, above

all, the nominative Icarariitaih (for karaiiitô) XI,

24
;
XII, 4, 6 ;

(perhaps, also, samtam — sarhto,

VI, 14) ;
VÔ = êvam (Bühler, in II, 5), appear

to shew that in these cases there is only a

mechanical equivalence betw’-een the sounds 6

and am. There is still, however, so, often used

(I, 2 ;
lY, 7 ;

Ac.) as a particle, equivalent to

tad, and which cannot be explained as a

mechanical substitute for tom. It only remains

for us to see in it an arbitrary restitution from

the Alâgadhî se, based on false analogy.

(b). — Declension of Consonantal Bases.

Of this only a few traces survive.

Bases in AN. •— Norn, sing, raja (graya), pas-

sim
;
gen. rano

;
instr. ramna, XIY, 13

;
— nom.

plur. rajano, XIII, 9. I do not believe in the

I’eading rajani.

Bases in ABj (BI) . — Except the nom. plur.

fiataro, lY, 9 ;
YI, 16, the other forms have

adopted the vocalic declension, the bases in ar

having gone over to the declension in u :

pituna, hhratnna, IX, 19 ;
hhratunarh, spusnnam,

V, 13; matajjitushu, passim.

Bases in AN. — Acc. sing, yaso, X, 21. The

loc. varchasi, Y I, 14, can indifferently belong

to the base varcha or the base varcJias. Bliuye,

YIII, 17, is a Alâgadhism for hlmyo.

Bases in IN. — Priyadarsin has gone over

to the declension in i : priyadarsisa, passim. I

note, however, the priyadarsBia, lY, 10.

We have also the nom. plur. liastino, lY, 8.

(c). — Declension of Vocalic Bases.

Bases hi A. — Masculines. — Here, ao’ain,

I only note such peculiarities as deserve atten-

tion. The nom, sing, regularly terminates in

7, which appears to be weakened to u in

likliapitu, I, 1 ;
sometimes it takes the form in

6, the Magadhî termination (sainaye, I, 2 ;

devn-aampriye, jane, X, 21
;
mulchamute vijaye,

XIII, 8 ;
1^uvamaye, XIII, 9), written 7 in amti-

Irini, XIII, 9 ;
srestamati, I, 2. — Dat. sing, aya

written more commonly aye — loc. sing, usu-

ally in e
;
but often also in asi, as in Alâgadhî :

malianasasi, I, 2
;
gananasi. III, 7 ;

dhartna-

yutasi, Y, 13 ;
ôrôdhanasi, &c. YI, 14

;
Ac.

We find the locative in e written as weakened

to % in hhagi amni, YIII, 17.

Neuters. — The nominative singular ends

in arh, w^hich is sev^eral times wnitten o, as I

have noted above. I have also pointed out the

frequent Magadhism of the nominative neuter

in e, which is sometimes written i, as in gliatiti,

XIY, 13.

Feminines. — The loc. sing, in aye: atliasa-

mliranaye, YI, 15
;
parisliaye, YI, 14.

Bases in I. — Feminines. — Dat. sing, in

iya : ayatiya, X, 21
;
nivutiya, IX, 19. — Instr.

sing, in iya : anusastiya, lY, 8. — abl. sing,

the same, tamhapomniya, XIII, 9.

Bases in U. — Masculines. — Cf. bases in

AB.

Feminines. — It is questionable whether
sadliu, III, G, 7 ;

IV, 10, represents the femi-

nine, or whether it is not rather the nominative

neuter.

Neuters. — Norn, and acc. sing, in u : halm,

IX, 18, Ac. — Norn. plur. in uni: haliuni, I, 2.

(d.>- — Declension of Pronouns.

Demonstratives, &;c.

Anya. — Norn. sing. neut. : mmam, lY, 9 ;

IX, 19. — Dat. sing. : omnaye, III, 6 ; IX,
18. — Loc. sing, amiii, YIII, 17. — Norn. plur.

masc. arnite, Y, 13
;

al.

Ima. — Norn. sing. fern, ayam, I, 1 ;
al. I

have no hesitation in considering that ayi, YI,

16, should be read ayo = ayam
;
neuter, idam,

lY, 10 ;
iyam, Y, 13 ;

XII, 2 (iyo)
; imam, YI,

IG
;
al. — Gen. sing, imisa, III, 6 ;

lY, 10. —
Dr. Bühler considers that, in VI, 16, w^e should

read eslia = eshdm. I doubt this.

Bkatya. — Norn. sing. masc. êkatiê, I, 2.

Bta. — Norn. sing. masc. eshe, XIII, 8 ;

neut. êtam, IX, 19
;
X, 22 ;

êsliê, X, 22
;
perhaps

êta, I, 3. — Gen. sing, êtisa, III, 6. — Dat.

sing, êtayê, passim. — Gen. plur. eteslia, wdiich

should probably be read êtêsham, XIII, 5.

Ka. — k belli, the nom. neut. is of frequent

occurrence. — IX, 20, Dr. Bühler reads keslia,

which he explains as the gen. plur. This

passage should not, however, be considered as

having receXed its definitive analysis.
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Ta. — Nom. sing, masc., so, V, 11
;

al. —
Neuter: taiii, passim.— so, frequently employed

as a particle, when it represents practically tlie

same form : I have already intimated above

how this has come about. — Of the other cases,

it is sufficient to note teslia (tesham NIII, 6.

Ya. — Norn. sing. masc. yo, passim
;
Fern. :

y a, XIII, 7, 12. Neuter
:
yam, passim

; yê

IN, 18. - Gen. plur. yesJta or yesham, XIII,

5. — Loc. plur. yesu, XIII, 4.

Sarva. — Norn. sing. neut. : sarva, XIV, 13.

— Acc. sing. masc. and neut. sarvam, VI, 14 ;

VII, 2. — Norn. plur. masc. : sarve, VII, 1 ;

al. — Loc. plur. : sarveshu, V. 13.

Personal Pronouns.

1st person. — Norn. sing. aJiam. passim. —

•

Gen. sing, mê, V, 11 ;
al. ; maha (mahani) V,

11. — instr. maya, VI, 15
;

al.

(e). — Declension of Numerals.

B'ivi, nom. I, 3 ;
II, 4.

Chature, nom. masc. XIII, 9.

PamchasJiu, loc. Ill, 6.

Shasliu, loc. of shat, XIII, 8.

Atha, — ashtato, in composition, XIII, 1.

It seems that the form of the numeral

adjective for twelve, was badaya, III, 5, and
for thirteen, tidasa, V, 11.

3. — CONJUGATION.

(a) . — Verbal Bases.

Save for phonetic modifications, these have,

in general, the usual forms. I only note the

presents upahamti, XII, 6 ;
prapiinati for p)ra-

pimoti, XIII, 6, and the participle prayuhotave,

I, 1, with an irregular extension of the base of

the present. Aha is transferred to the present

under the form ahati, never aha.

In the passive, the formative affix ya follows

the ordinary rules in combination : harhnarhfA,

I, 3 ;
arahhisamti, I, 3 ;

vuchati, XIII, 8. In
arahhiyisu, 1, 2, it is expanded into iya. Cf.

anuvidhiyisamti, XIII, 10.

The causal formative affix, aya is usually

contracted to e. Nevertheless, we have, VI, 14,

napayami, by the side of anapemi in the follow-
ing line.

(b) . — Terminations.

According to Dr. Biihler, there survives one
example of the middle termination in haronte,
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IX, 18, but I am very sceptical regarding this

reading. Even the passive, as we have just

seen, always takes the terminations of the

parasmaipada.

Potential. — As has its 3rd pers. sing, siya,

X, 22, al., which serves in one passage as base

of an anomalous plural siyasii, XII, 7, by the

side of which appears also asti, XIII, II. The
3rd pers. plur., eyasu, instead of the usual eyu

{sruneyu, XII, 7 ;
avatrapeya, XIII, 7) also

appears in harhfieyasu, XIII, 8. The usual

formation of the singular is in êyarh, eya
;
but

the form in ê (Skr. et) appears to have been

retained in tithe, IX, 20, and prahliave, XIII, 7

(which it does not appear to me to be possible

to analyze as a locative)

.

Past. — 3rd. pers. sing, nihrami, VIII, 17.

— The last revisions have revealed the middle

form dipista (Pali dipittha) IV, 10 ;
V, 13 ;

VI, 16 ;
XIII, 11, with a passive meaning. The

3rd. i^lur. usually keeps the sh ; nihramishu,

VIII, 17 ;
manishu, XIII, 11 ;

lochesliu, IV,

10. We have, however, also, arabJiiyisu, I, 2,

Abhavasu, VIII, 17, is an anomalous forma-

tion, due to false analogy.

Future. — It is written everywhere in isati

instead of ishati. We have, however, hashati

= har(i)shyati, V, 11. It is doubtful if

achhamti, V, 1 1, ought to be classed as an

irregular future of as.

Participtle Absoliitive. — Usually formed in

tu, e. g. srutu, XIII, 10, and the irregular

vijlnitu, XIII, 2 : in yê in samhhaye, XIV, 14.

It would appear that we have the termination

ti in alocheti, XIV, 14, and, if the reading will

stand verification, in tistiti, IV, 10. I still

prefer to explain it, after the analogy of

paritijitu (X, 22) for pari(dia(^tya)jitu, as a

contraction of tya, rather than as represent-

ing the vedic tvî, which Dr. Biihler sees in

it.

Infinitive. — I note the infinitive forms

dapaham and sravalcam, VI, 14.

Participles. — I find the following middle

forms of the present participle : asarnanasa,

VI, 14 and vljinamani, XIII, 3.

The Future Fartici})le Passive usually lias

the termination taviya ; but tava also occurs in

hatavamata)h, VI, 15.
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C. — KHALSI, DHAULI-JAUGADA, COLUMNAR EDICTS, BHABRA,
SAHASARAM, RUPNATH, BAIRAT.

The Spelling of the remaining edicts is so similar, that it will be advantageous to group

all the facts together in one view.

The edicts are referred to by their initial letters: Dh. = Dhauli
;
Kh. Khalsi

;
S. =

Sahasaram; R. = Rûpnâth
;
B. = Bairât

;
Bh. = Bhabra. For the Columnar Edicts, I have

taken, as typical, the only complete version, the most correct and that best known, that of the

pillar of FîrÛT: Shâh at Dehli (D). I only cite the divergencies of the other versions (D^ABM)
when they appear to me to present points of special interest, and to be not merely accidental

transformations.

The text of Jaugada is, in the series of the fourteen edicts, almost invariably identical with

that of Dhauli. Dr. Biihler only notes four points of divergence
;
according to his texts I

"^unt at most seven or eight; the text of Jaugada, being moreover less complete than that

of Dhauli, offers nothing new. The case is not the same with ingard to the detached (or

‘separate’) edicts
;
here the two versions more frequently shew points of difference, which are

not all devoid of interest. Under these conditions Dhauli, as a general rule, answers for both,

and I shall content myself with merely drawing attention, in the proper place, to forms peculiar

to Jaugada.

The fragments of the Queen’s Edict, of the edict of Kausambi, and of the inscriptions of

Barâbar, are too short and too damaged to lend themselves to methodical treatment.

1. — PHONETICS.

(a). — Vowels.

Changes of Quantity. — Kh. does not mark,

for i and u, the distinction between long and

short. The solitary instance in which an i has

been read :
pnjadasi, I, 2 (Buhler) is so in-

distinct, that the facsimile of General Cunning-

ham gives it as short. I have no doubt that he

is right. — R. and B. rehd jamhucUpasi, wlych

is not sufficient ground for us to conclude that

they would not have marked the long vowel,

if the text had brought it again elsewhere
;

and that especially, because at Bh. we have

certain examples of î and u. We must, there-

fore, conclude that this peculiarity belongs

only to Kh.

Vowels lengthened. — Kmu^si- — A final

very often becomes a, more often, indeed, than

it remains short. I quote only a few examples

of each case : abhisitasd, Kill, 35, Ac.
;
abhisi-

tênd, IV, 13, Ac.
;
âbd, passim (once only dha,

YII, 6) ;
ajd, IV, 9 ;

cbd (more frequent than

cha)
;
èvd, II, 6, al.

;
liidd, I, 1, al.

;
palatd, IX,

27, Ac.; pund, passim; mamd, V, 13; vd

(== va, evo), III, 7, Ac. — In the middle of

words, I note sul^ltdydmi, VI, 20; Idti, VIII.

23.

Dhauli. — Finals : dhd, III, 9, al. (never

dha)
;
dlddhayevu, det. II, 6 ;

chalevu, det. II.

5 ;
nihliamdvû. III, 10

;
pdpunevu, det. II, 7 ;

yujamtû, IV, 8 ;
mama, det. I, 5 ; nd^ I. 4 ;

vasêvutî, VII, 1 (Jaug. °ti). — In the interior

of words, we find several instances of lengthen-

ing, some of which are compensatory or ac-

cidental : -sahdsdni, I, 3 ;
tdkhasiJate, det. I, 24 ;

ahMlcdle, V, 25; cliilathitîkd, V, 27 ;
VI, 33

;

mche,YW, 2; andvntiya, det. I, 11; iiithddi-

yëna, det. I, 11 ;
hUamna, VIII, 5 (Jaug. /h°)

can only be an error of the engraver.

Dehli. — Finals : dhd (alid), passim
;
apaha-

id, VI, 3 (RM if the form is really equi-

valent to apaliritya
;
anupatipajeyd, VII-VIII,

17; asvasd, V, 18 (RM °sa)
;
bliayend, I, 4 ;

did, passim; evd, I, 6 (RM °va)
;
gonasd^ V, 18

(RM °sa)
;
hêmêvd, I, 8; Vl, 6 (ARM °va): jd,

napadasd, IV, 5 (RM
;

lôkasd, VI, 2, 4,

(RM °sa)', mamd, IV, 12 (D^RM °ma)
;
papovd-

VI, 13 (ARM °va)
;
usdhend, I, 5 ;

vadheyd, VII-
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VIII, 13, 16, 18 ; sddU, II, 11 (ARM ^^dhu).

D. VI, 8 and 1, 4 writes pujdya, paUkJiâyâ and

sususaydj the instrumental written in aya by

RM. — Medial vowels : -ddkhindye, II, 13

(D^ARM da°)
;
amipatipaja, VII-VIII, 10, 21,

3 ;
anupatîpajîsatij VII-VIII, 10 ;

sampatîpatû

y a, VII-VIII, 8 ;
anûpaiîpamnê, VII-VIII, 7 ;

mtliûliyê III, 20; pachûpagamanêy VI, 8 (A

pichu°)
;
patîbhôgêy VII-VIII, 3 patwisiiham,

VII-VIII, 5 (by the side oi pativisii ham)
;
pava-

jUdnahit VII-VIII, 4 ;
putdpapotihê^ VII-VIII,

10 ;
sampatipajîsati, II, 16 (D^ARM

Instead of the cliilamthitikd of D, II, 15,

gives childtliitikd and ARM chilamthiUkd
;
in-

stead of the chaghamti of D, IV, 10, gives

chaghamH.

Bhabra. -— Finals : dlid 1 ;
chd (four times

;

twice c/m); er«, 8. — Medials : chilatlntîkê, 4.

Sahasaram. — Finals : avaladhiyend, 6 ;
chd-

4, 5 (more often cha)
;
pamnd (= pancha)^ 6-

likhdpaydthd, 7. — Medials: chilatJiitikd, 5.

Rupnath. — Finals : apaladhiyend, 4; paka,

mamânênd, 3; v(i)ya(p)i)janend, 5; vyuihênd, 5,

BairIt. — dhd, 1 ; c/m, 6.

Vowels shortened. — Khalsi. — Finals : ma,

NIII, 14; — Medials: ananiyaih, VI, 20;

ayatiye, X, 27; akdUna^ XII, 32; avdhash IX,

24
;
ahhilamdnit VIII, 22

;
avam,^lll, 6 ;

avatakê

XIII, 39; opayd, VIII, 23; lajdj X, 28; lajdne,

XIII, 5; vijinamane., XIII, 36.

Dhauli. — Finals : anuvigina (nom. pi.), det.

II, 4 ;
-viyohdlaka, det. 1, 1, and other noms,

plur,
;
ichha, det. II, 4 ;

sôtaviya., det. I, 18
;

Idjay det. II, 4 ;
atha {yatha), four times against

twice athd; paja, V, 27 ; va (—vd)^ V, 21, 25,

26 ;
VI, 28, 30 ;

det. 1, 20, 21. — Medials : nitii

det. 1, 8, 12 (?) ;
sa(jh)khina, det. 1, 22.

Dehli. — Finals : ajaka, V, 7 (RAI %d)
;

asvatha IV, 4, 13
;
atha, VI, 4 (RM ^thd)

;
III,

20
;
esa (nom. fern.), I, 9 (ARM °sd)

;
Idja (nom.),

passim (by the side oildjd)-, siya IV, 15; tatha,

VI, 6 (RM °thd). — Medials : dladhi, VII-VIII,

10 ;
ava, IV, 15, (A amva,M. dvd)

;
avahdmi,Yl,

6
;

palihhasayisam. III, 21 ;
anuvidhiyamti,

VII-VIII, 7 (°d/w°, 1, 7); anulupdyd, VII-VIII,

13, 16, 18; bhutdnam, VII-VIII, 9; ôpayd,

VIII, 5.

In the following instances other versions

present a short vowel, as against a regular long

one at D.: abJiUd, IV, 4, RM abhUa\ D. 1, 6

apekhd, RM %ha
;
D. VI, 8, atand, RM %a

;
D.

IV, 10, athd, T)^ °tha D. IV, 13, avimand,

D2RM
; D. IV, 3, dyatd, RM °ta; likhdpitd,

D. 1, 2; II, 15
;
IV, 2 ;

VI, 2, 9, RM ^ta; abhUd,

D. IV, 12, °bJii°; athamîpakhâyê, D. V, 15,

D^RM D. Ill, 20, isydkdlanena, RM °sya°.

Changes of Quality.— Khalsi.— a into ^ :

majJmnend, X,IV
, 8 ]

pichhe (?) (— paschdt), I,

4; into e; beta
(
= atra), VIII, 23, al.; into :

miinisa, II, 6 ;
— « into e : edisdye, IX, 24 ;

—
u into a : gain, XIII, 36, 38 ;

into i : inunisa,

II, 6 ;
— e into i : gihithd, XIII, 38 ;

mi, XIV,
19 ;
— 6 into ê, not only at the end of words,

and for ah, as in pulê, I, 3; mukhate, VI, 18;
— there are some exceptions, as Idjdno, II, 5 ;

helalaputo, II, 4 ;
sdtiyaputo, II, 4, — but in

kaUti, V, 13; IX, 24; apakaUii, XII, 32;
upakaleti, XII, 32.

changes to « ; adlie, IX, 17; dnaniyam,

VI, 20; bhatiyd, XII, 33; vadhi and vadhi,

passim; bhatakasi, XIII, 37, ah; kata, passim
;

gahathdni, XII, 31 ;
maté, maté, XIII, 35, 36,

39; nikati, VI, 19 ;
usaiena,X, 28,29 ;

viydpala,

XII, 34, ah; vithatênd, XIV, 18; — into ?”.*

ddise, IV, 10
;
didha, VII, 22 gihithd, XIII, 37 ;

êdisdyê, IX, 24 ;
kitamnata, VII, 22 ;

rnige, I,

4; migaviyd,Ylll, ddise, IV, 10; — into

u : palipuchhd, VII, 23 ;
lukhdni, II, 6 ;

vudhd-

nam, VIII, 23 ;
vutam, XIII, 9.

Dhauli. — a into u : avucha, VII, 2 ;
IX, 16,

(Jaug. avacha)
;
munisa, VII, 1, ah (by the

side of manusa)
;
— a into e : beta (atra), XIV,

19 ;
— i into a in puthaviyarh, V, 26 ;

—

m

into

ê: anusathe (îovHh'ï) VI, 31 ;
— u into i : munisa,

loc. cit.
;

pulisa, det. I, 7, 8 ;
— ê into i :

asamati, XIV, 19; veditu, det. II, 6 (for

= °dayi°)
;
pitênikésu, V, 23 ;

— 6 into e in

kaleti, V, 20, ah
;
and at the end of words

when derived from ah : bhuye, dhammate, &c.

(né — no, na, at Jaug. det. I, 4, is doubtless

only an incorrect reading).

Mi becomes a : ddase IV, 14 ;
dna7iiyam, det.

II, 9; VI, 32; bhati-Y, 23; bhataka, IX, 8;

Jkatd, passim; vadhi, IV, 18; usaiena, X, 16;

viydpatd, V, 24; — ddise, IX, II; edisdni,

VIII, 3 ;
hedisa, passim ;

dhiti, det. II, 6 ;

tddise, IV, 14; — u: lukhdni, II, 8; puiha^

viyam, V, 26 ;
vudha, IV, 15; VIII, 4 ;

perhaps

/cn/e, det. I, 16.
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Jaugada. — a final changes into u insavatu,

II, 8 (Dh. °tct)
;
— i into e in ânanêyam (

=
ânaniyam = ânrinyam), det. I, 9 ;

det. II,

13.

Dehli. — a into i; majhima, I, 7 ;
— a into

u : -mute (ARM), VÏ, 19 ’, munisanam, VII-VIII,

2, al.
;
—

u

into i : munisa, passim
;
pulisa, I, 7,

al.
;
mina, III, 8, if it really is equivalent to

funah, which appears doubtful
;
into o : goti, I,

10 ;
— 6 into i : sûkalî, V, 8 (D^ °li')

;
gihiiha-

nam, VII-VIII, 4 ;
lihhapita, passim

;
— o {ah')

final into ê : ité, IV, 15. — Instead of seyatha,

V, 2, A has sayatlia. — Tli changes to a :

apaliatd, VI, 3 (if really equivalent to apahrit"

ya) ;
apaJcaihesu, VI, 6 ;

bJiatakesu^ VII-VIII,

8 ;
vadhi, VII-VIII, 8, al.

;
Icapana, VII-VIIL

8; kata, passim; viydpaid, VII-VIII, 4, 5, 6;
— into i: nisijitu, IV, 10.

Bhabra. — 6 changes to i in likhdpaydmi,

8 ;
— into i in adhigicJiya, 6.

Sahasaram. — e changes to i in likhdpaydthd,

7 ;
munisd, 3; — kaid, .3 ;

misam (
=: mrishd),

2, 3,

Rupnath. — Favatisu (for 4 ;
— amisd,

2 ;
kata, 2, al,

Bairat. — Bddhi for °dJie, 2.

Additions and Suppressions.— Khalsi.—
Additions

:
galahd, XII, 31

;
galahati XII, 33 ;

supaddlaye, V, 14 (if equivalent to suptra-

ddryam')
;
— sinêhê, XIII, 38 ;

— puluva,

passim
;

kuvdpi, XIII, 39 ;
suvdmikend IX,

25. — Suppressions : pi, passim; ti {iti, IX,

26); {— eva), IX, 26, alias.

Dhauli. — Additions : supaddlayê, V, 22
;

anuvigind, det. II, 4; ithi, IX, 7 ;
kilamatJiena,

det. I, 11
;
palikiUse, det. I, 21

;
puluva, V, 22,

al.
;
suvdmikêfia, IX, 10

;
pdpimêvû, det. II, 7.

— Suppressions : ti {iti, det. II. 4, 7), pi, va

{eva), passim.

ÜEHLI.— Additions : upadahêvû, IV, 5 ;
vida-

hdmi, VI, 6 ;
gê{m)vayd, I, 7 ;

dsinave, II,

11, al.
;
dmvddasa, VI, 1 ;

suve, I, 6. — Sup-

pressions :
pi, ti, va {eva), passim; anuvekha-

mdne, VII-VIII, 2; palivekhamdne, VI, 4, 7.

Bhabra. — Additions : alalidmi, 4 ;
ahhi-

khinam, 7 ;
padnê, 5. — Suppressions : ti,

2, al.

S^uïasarâm. •— Suppressions: pi, ti, passim;

va {eva)

,

3,

Rupnath. — Additions : sumi, 1, — Sup-

pressions
:
pi ; ti ; va ; ddiui, 2 ;

sumi, 1 .

Contractions. — Khalsi. — A{l)u into o :

khb, X, 28, al. ; — ayu into e in causais; — ava

into 0 ; ôlôdhana, V, 16; VI, 18 ;
— ayi into

e in lekhdpesdmi, XIV, 19 ;
— ct{y)ô into ê :

tedasa, V, 14 ;

— ya into i : palitiditu, X> 28 ;

iya into ê: êtakdyê, X, 27.

Dhauli. — A{V)u into 6 : kho, IX, 8 ;
— ava

into 0 .* viyohdlaka, det. I, ] ;
viyôvaditaviyê,

IX, 11; ôlôdhana, passim; — avd into o, if

aho, IV, 13, is really equivalent to atha vd
;
—

aya into e : ujênîtê, det. I, 23 ;
— ayi into i

in veditu, det. II, 6 ;
— ayo into e : tedasa,

V, 22
;
— iya into ê : etaka, passim { — ya

into i : palitijitu, X, 15
;
— va into u : atuland.

det. I, 11, 12 (Jaug. °tu°)
;
— vi into u : su

(
= svid), det. II, 4 ;

dudhale, det. I, 16.

Dehli. — Nigolm, VII-VIII, 5 {nya~

grodha)
;

— jhdpêtaviye, V, 10; kho, passim

khu, II, 12
;

paliyovaddtha, VII-VIII, 1 ;

ôlôdhana, VII-VIII, 6 ;
viyovadisamti, IV, 7, 9 ;

su{svid), VII-VIII, 17, 18.

Bhabra. — Kho, 3 ;
ôvddêy 5 ;

abhivdde-

mdnani (for ^dya°), 1.

Rupnath. — Lêkhdpêtaviyê, vivasêtaviyê
^

5-,

Bairat. — Alddhetaye, 6.

Nasalised Vowels. — I do not attempt to

point out all the instances in which the

anusvdra has been omitted, either in negligence,

or by error. They are frequent, especially at

Khîllsi.

Khalsi. — A long vowel equivalent to

a nasalised one : atapdsamdd (^dani), XII, 32,

33; dadatd {^tarli), XIII, 15; dêvdndpiyê, XII,

30, 34 ;
dhamnasu(su)sd {°sam'), X, 27

;
disd

{°sam), XIV, 21 ;
hêtd {°tam), V, 14; kammatald

VI, 20
;
pujd {°jam), XU, 31, 34; puna

{= punyam), IX, 26 ;
sarhtarh, XIV, 17 (if

it is really a nom. plur.). — After Dr. Bühler’s

revision the only trace of a confusion between

am and u which would appear to remain is

sukhitênd, XIV, 17 (for sahf)- The concord-

ance of several versions in the spelling supa-

dddaya, V, 14, renders, in this instance, the

equivalence of sam and su hardly probable.

Dhauli. — Equivalence of the long and of

the nasalised vowel : hanibhana and hdhhana ;

hhdvasndhî {^dhim), VII, 1 ;
kalajiitam (nom.
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plui\), dét. I, 18; kammata(lam\ VI, 32, as

against kdmatalu^ at Jang. ;
hitî, X, 13 C ;

samhôdhî {^dhirh), VIII, 4; palataih; °ta)’,

VI, 23 ;
sotaviyam (Jang, ‘^yd), det. I, 17 ;

vataviyadi (°yd), det. I, 2 ;
{ymîi)^ IV, 17. —

Samtam (n. s. m,), VI, 30, and vayê
(^
— vaymii)^

det. II, 8, appear to imply the eqaivalence of

mh and e. — u for mix in teszi amtdnam^ det. II,

10. — The nasal is written double in amndlam-

hhê, III, 11 ;
saxmnydy IX, 8 ;

sukhamm, det.

11, 5.

Dehli. — Anupaiîpatii^tiûx), VII-VIII, 3;

-visati^ V, 1, 20 ;
saditmh (nom. plur,) IV, 13 ;

thhni = trini), IV, 16 ;
V, 12

;
yd iyani (=

yam idaxti), VII-VIII, 7 VI, 5, (=
kirn'll).

Sahasaram.— Amniisanif 2 ;
misaih, 3 (= ;

chmiy 5 (= did),

(b). — Consonants.

Two peculiarities are common to all the

versions, which we are now comparing. In

the first place they know neither the cerebral

ft, nor the palatal n. They replace both by the

dental n. There is only one solitary excep-

tion : Dh. det, II, 6, would seem to have,

according to General Cunningham’s facsimile,

'paiimfid, I should be much surprised to find

this reading authenticated
;
already, in Prin-

sep’s time, the facsimile published by him

shewed that, at this place, the stone is damaged

and the reading uncertain, I am strongly

tempted to believe that the real reading is

pat mind, as at Jaugada. As to n Dr, Biihler

states two exceptional occurrences of it, one

in khanasi^ Dh. det. II, 10, the other in savênd,

J. det. II, 3. — In the second place, they have

no r, replacing it regularly (when standing

alone) by 1. I notice only two exceptions, — at

Eûpnâth, where, by the side of ahdle, 6, we
read diliavadiharêy 1, and ddrafJiitika, 4.

Samavariya at Kh. XIII, 2, is probably a false

reading,

Khalsi presents a two-fold peculiarity : the

first is the use, for the sibilant, of three signs

differiug in unequal degrees and of

w^hich the first is also employed on one occa-

sion at Bairât It appears to me

to be certain that these signs are all, among

themselves, absolute equivalents, and that they

do not represent, as has been maintained, the

three sibilants of Sanskrit. I have alreadv
« I V

dealt with this question in the Introduction ;

and I shall return to it later on. I can,

therefore, neglect its consideration here. I

may remind my readers that in translitera-

tion I represent the sign /|\ by s. — The

second point concerns the use, at Khàlsi, of a

character which I, at first, considered as a

simple graphic variant of The same sign

is employed twice {vadihdy adliakdsikdni) at D.

I pass over this difficulty here, and content

myself, in order to retain consistency in tran-

scription, with rendering the sign in question

by ky as I have hitherto done.

Simple Consonants.

Changes, —- Khalse. — k into g in mhtiyoga,

II, 5 ;
XIII, 4, 5.

g into k in makd, XII, 5 ;
axhtekinay ibid,

gh into h in laliukd, XI, 32, al.

di into dih in kidihiy passim,

/ into dj in palitidituy X, 28.

t into t in bhataka, XIII, 37, alias ; kata,

passim ;
maté, XIII, 39 (by the side of mate)

;

pali-y passim
;
usaiena, X, 28, 29 ; viydpata,

passim
;
vithatend, XIV, 18 ;

— into d in dosé,

VI, 19 ;
hidasuklidy ê = hitasu°, V, 15,

d into d in hedisa, VIII, 22 ;
IX, 25 (by the

side of edisa)
;

duvddasa. III, 7 ; IV, 13 ;
—

into t ill tatôpayd, VIII, 13 (?) ;
- into y in

tyam (in the neuter, for idani), passim.

dh into d (?) in hida, passim.

hh into h in hoti, etc., passim.

y into^' in majuld, I, 4 ;
— into v : vasêvu,

VII, 21 (ordinarily the termination is eyu)
;

—
into à : yêham, VI, 20,

.§ into h in ha(jn)diô, IX, 26.

Dhauli. — k changes into kh in akhakhase,

det. I, 22,

g into gh in diaghati, II, 11, ah, if it is

really equivalent to jagri, which is extremely

doabtfulo

ch into j in ajald, det. II, 7, (Jaug. has

adiala)
;
— into dih in kidihi, passim.

j into di in diaghati, loco cit.
;
karhhôcha,

V. 23,

t into di in diithitii, IV, 17
;
— into

/ in

pati, passim
;
kata, passim ;

viydpata, det. I,

15, al. ;
usatena, X, 16.
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th into li in aho (?), IV, 13.

dk into d (?) in liida, passim,

hh into h in laJievu, det. II, 5 ;
lioti, &c.,

VIII, 4 ;
hutapuluva IV, 14, al.

y into V in the termination evu of the 3rd

pers. plnr. of the potential (at Jang, eyu, except

in niJchamdvu, III, 11); avutihe, det. II, 8 (at

Jaug. dyu^)
;
— into h in the 1st pers. sing, of

the potential :
yehanh, &g.

V into m in mayê (
= vayam), det. II, 8.

JauCtADA, — h into g in Jiidalogam palalogam,

(Dh. : °lôka ^lokam), det. II, 7 ;
liidalogika^

CDh. : det. II, 12-13.

d into t in patipdtayeham, det. I, 5 (Dh. :

pativêdayêhamy; patipdtayema, det. I, 5 (Dh. :

°pdda°) ;
vipatipdtayamtam, det. I, 8 (Dh. :

vipatipddayanvinelii)
;

patipdtayeham, II, 2 ;

sampaiip dtayitavê ,
det, II, 16 (Dh. : °pdda°),

Dehli, — g into gh in chagliatuti (??), IV,

8, 10.

gh into h in lahu, VII-VIII, 9.

j into ch in chaghamti (??), IV, 8, 10.

i into d in vadikd, VII-VIII, 2,

t into t in kata, passim ;
pati-^ passim

(paMydsanmesu, VI, 5) ;
viydpatd, VII-VIII,

4, 5, 6; — into v in chdvudasam, V, 12.

tk into pi in nighamihesu, VlI-VIII, 5.

d into d in duvddasa, VI, 1 ;
pamnadasam,

Y, 12.

dh into d (?) in Mda^ VII-VIII, 6, al.
;

—
into h in nigoTidni^ VII-VIII, 5.

V into h in lihi, VII-VIII, 10, 11 ;
— into m

in mina ( = punah ?), Ill, 18.

oh into li in hoti, &c., passim.

m into ph in kapJiata^ V. 5; — into v in

gevayd, I, 7,

y into V in dvuti, IV, 15 ;
termination evu

of the potential
;
pdpovd, VI, 3 ;

— into h in

the termination êham of tlie 1st pers. of the

potential,

.5 into h in hohamti, V 1I~VIII, 4, 5, 6 Qiosamti,

VII-VIII, 2).

Bhabra. — k into g in adhigickya, 6.

bh into h in hosati, 4.

SahasarIm. — p itito V in avaladhiyend, 6 ;

pdvatavê, 3.

hh into h in hotu, 5.

d into d in uddld, 4.

RÙPNÂTH. — d into d in uddld. 3.
• ^

hli into li in husu, 2.

Additions and Suppressions.— Khalsi.—
Loss of an initial y in: a, XII, 31 ;

am, IV, 12 ;

X, 28; ddise, IV, 10 ;
atatd, II, 5, 6; asd, VII,

21 ;
atha, II, 4 ; XU, 34

;
dva, IV, 12 ;

V, 14 ;
IX,

25, 26 ;
dvatake, XIII, 39 ;

e, passim. — Addi-

tion of an initial y : yêva, IV, 12 ;
XIV, 17; of

a medial y : kaligya, XIII, 35, 36 (kaliga, XIII,

39); of an initial h: Tiedisa, VIII, 22 ;
IX, 25 ;

hêta (atra), IX, 24, al.
;
held, X, 28; hevam,

passim, {evam, II, 6) ;
hida, VI, 20, al.

Dhauli. — Loss of an initial y, except in :

yaso, X, 13; yd, IV, 17 ; yê, I, 8 ;
V, 21

;
yêham,

VI, 32
;

yuj, passim
;
yona, V, 23 ;

— of the

syllable va in Jiemeva, det. I, 24. — Addition

of an initial y in
:
yeua^ IV, 17 ;

— of a r in

vutê, IX, 10; — of an initial h in hedisa, passim

(by the side of edisa)
;
Mmeva

;
hêta, XIV, 19 ;

hêtaijh), V, 21 ;
liêvam, passim (never evam, eva

and never Tieva)', hida, passim.

Dehli. — Loss of the initial y in : ata,

VII-VIII, 11; atJia, III, 20; IV, 10; VI, 4;

dva, IV, 15 {ydva, V, 19); e, V, 17; VI, 8 ;
êna,

VII-VIII, 11 ;
— of the syllable ya in : êtadathd

(or possibly equivalent to etadatham VII-VIII,

3 ;
— of the syllable va in hemeva, VII-VIII,

4, al. — Addition of an initial y in yeva, V, 13
;

VII-VIII, 8 (by the side of era); — of an initial

V in vutam, IX, 10 ;
— of an initial h in hêmêva ;

hevam, passim (by the side of evam)', Mda^ VII-

VIII, 6, al.

Bhabra. — Loss of the initial y. — Addition

of an initial h in hevam, 3, 8.

SahasarIm. — Loss of an initial y in am, I, 2

(paid, 7).— Addition of an initial v in vivuthd,

7 ;
— of an in hevam, 1.

Rûpnath. — Addition of an initial h in

h(i)dha(?), 4 ;
hevam, 1. —• The initial y remains

unchanged :
ydvatakd, 5 ;

yd, 2.

Bairat. — Initial y lost in aih, 3, preserved

in ya (yad), 2.

Compound Consonants.

kt becomes t. Kh., Dh., D.

ky becomes kty : {s)akiye(?), S. 3 ;
sakiyê,

R. 3 ;
svamgikiye(?), B. 6.

kr becomes always k.

i
kv becomes kuv in kuvdpi, Kh. XIII, 39.
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hsh becomes, at Kh., hh : khudaha, X, 28, &c.
;

chh in clihanati, XII, 32
;
— at Dh., kh : khudaka,

det. II, 5, &c.
;

— at D., kh : anuvêkhamânê,

VII-VIII, 2, &c.
;
jh in j/idpêtaviyê, V, 10 ;

— at

Bli., kh : hhikhu7iiye, 7 ;
— at S., kh : khudakây

I
;
— at R., ; khudakd, 3.

kshn becomes khin in ahhikkinam, Bli.

kshy becomes kh in dupativêkhê, D. Ill, 19.

khy becomes, atKh., kh : sdkhaih, XIII, 14
;

—
at Db , khy : mokJiyamata, det. II, 2 ;

det, I, 3

(Jang. : wokhlya^) ;
— at D., kh : mokhdni, V.

20, and khy: môkhyamatê, VI, 19.

g7i becomes, at Kh., g : agikamdhdni, IV, 10
;

— at Dh., g : dgi-, IV, 3 ;
and gin : miuvigina,

det. II, 4.

gr becomes g^ Kh., Dh., D.

jn becomes 7hn or Kh., Dh., D.

nch becomes ihn, at D.
;
pa7hnad.asa, V, 12,

al.
;

-— at S.
:
pamnd (?), 6.

dy becomes dig at Kh.
:
pcnhdiyd, XIII, 6 ;

—
at D. : chmhdiye, III, 20.

my becomes niy in ananiya, at Kh., VI, 20 ;

at Dh., VI, 32 ;
det. II, 9 ;

— am in hilmhna;

at Kh., VIII, 23 ;
at Dh., VIII, 5.

tk becomes k, D., S.

tth becomes in uthdna^ at Kh., VI, 9, al.
;

at Dh., VI, 31, al.

tm becomes t, Kh., Dh., D.

ty becomes, at Kh., thj : apatiye, V, 14, Ac. ;

remains nnchanged in nityaih^ XIV, 19, if

indeed we are to read thus
;
changes into ch in

niche, VII, 22
;
into t in palitijitu, X, 28 ;

— at

Dh., becomes tiy : atiydyikê, VI, 19, Ac.
;

changes into ch in ekctchu, I, 2 (^doubtiul
,
J. has

ekatiyd)
;

niché, VII, 2 ;
changes into t in

palitijitu, X, 15 ;

— at D., becomes ch : sache,

II, 12; pachûpagamanê, Yl, S
;

tiy in patiyd-

samnesu, VI, 5, which R. and M. write patydsa°.

tr becomes everywhere t.

tv remains unchanged in tadatvdye, at Kh.

X, 27, and at Dh., X, 13 ;
— becomes ^ at S. :

vnahatatd, 3 ;
sata, 7 ;

and at R. : mahatata, 2 ;

sata, 5.

ts becomes s at Kh. t chthisa, II, S
,
nevei-

theless chikisakichhd, same line, appears to

ghew a certain hesitation between the form

phikisd and the form chikichhd ;
îisaîêna, X, 29

;

i3h. II, 6 ;
X, 6 ;

— at D. ; usatend, 1, 5 ;

clih, at R') fïi chhavachharê,

tsy becomes chh at D., in -machhe, V, 4.

ddh becomes, at Kh., dh in vadhi, XII, 31,

34, 35, remains dh in vadhi, IV, 12, 13; — dh,

at Dh., in vadhi, IV, 18
;
vudha, IV, 15; VIII,

4 ;
and at D. in vadhi, passim.

d.y becomes y (Kh., Dh., D.), except in uydvn i

(Kh., VI, 18; Dh., VI, 29) in which it becomes

y, and at D., I, 3, in dusaihpatipddaye for

°diye, °dye.

dr becomes everywhere d.

dv becomes, at Kh., d^uv : dAivddasa, III, 7,

Ac.; — at Dh., duv : duvdld, det. II, 2, Ac.
;

V in anuvigina, det. II, 4; — at D., duv : duvehi,

VII-VIII, 8, Ac.
;
— at S., R. and B., d in

jambudipasi (S., 2 ;
R., 2 ;

B,, 4) ;
and duv at

S. in duve (6).

dhy becomes, at Kh,, dhiy in adhiyakha, XII,

34; — at D., dhiy in avadh\_i]ya, V, 2, 8, 13

(RM °dhya), avadhiydni, VII-VIII, 9, Ac. •,jh

in nijhati, VI-VIII, 8.

dhr becomes dh, Kh., D.

ny becomes ihn, Kh. Dh., D.

pt becomes t, Kh., Dh., D. — Appears to

change into vat in pdvatave {= prdptavê), S., 3.

pr becomes everywhere _p.

bdh becomes dh : ladhd, Kh., XIII, 11, Ac.

br becomes b, Kh., Db., D.

hhy becomes bh, at Kh., in ibhesu, V, 15; —
remains unchanged, at D., in abhyurhndmaye-

ham, VII-VIII, 19
;
abhyuihnajnisati, VII-VIII,

21. —-It is written bhiy, at Dh., in ibhiyesu, V,

24; dlabhiyisu, 1, 3 ; at Kh., in alabhiyati,

Ac., 1, 3, 4.

bhr becomes bh, Kh., Dh.

my remains unchanged in saynyd at Kh., IX,

25 ;
XIII, 37 ;

and at Dh., sammyd, IX, 8.

mr becomes ihb, at Kh., in taihbapamniyd,

XIII, 6; at D., in aihbdvadikd, VII-VIII, 2.

rg becomes everywhere y.

rgr becomes gh, at D., in nighamthesu, VII-

VIII, 5.

rch becomes ch, Kh., Dh., D.

rn becomes v'ln, Kh., D.

rt becomes, at Kh., t in nivateti, IX, 26
;

anuvatmhti, XIII, 8, Ac.; U anuvatisamti,

V, 9; ni(va)teti, nivateya, IX, 26 ;
— at Dh., t

in anuvatisamti, V, 21
;

t in amiuatatu, V, 27 ;

kiti, X, 13; --at D., t in pavatayevu, IV, 5,

13; t in kêvata, V, 14; palihatave, IV, 11.
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rth becomes, at Kh., tli or Ih : atha, IV, 12,

ab
;
atha, VI, 17, al.

;
— at Dh., th in athay e,

det. 1, 19, 21 ; det. II, 8 ;
Ih in at ha, passim

;

—
at D., th in atha, VII-VIII, 3, 10 ; th in athasi^

VII-VIII, 4, al.
;

—-at S., th: atliahi, 7, al,
;

—
at R., th : athdya, 3, al.

rthy becomes thiy at Kh. (IX, 23) and at

Dh. (IX, 7), in nilathiyam.

rd becomes d, Kh,, D.

rdh becomes, at Kh., dh : vadhayisamti, IV,

12; diyddha, XHI, 35, &c,
;
dh in vadhite,

IV, 11 (ordinarily vadkita)
\

Dh., dh :

vadhayisatij IV, 16, &c.
;
— at D., dh : adha-

hosihdnd, VII-VIII, 2, &c.;-— at S., dh in

aoaladhiyênd, 6 ;
dh in vadinsati, 3, 6 ;

— at

11., dh : adhitiydni, 1; vadhisati, 4; — at B.,

dh : vadhisati, 7, 8.

rdhy becomes, at S., dhiy in avaladhiyênd,

G; dhiy a in diyddhiyam^ ibid.;— at R., dhiy

and dhiy (same words)
;
— at B., dhiy in

diyadhiyam, 8.

rhh becomes bh, Kh., Dh,

rm becomes, mm, Kh., Dh., D.

ry becomes, at Kh., liy in anamtaliyend, VI,

19
;

lay in sujyaddlaye, if we assume it to be

equivalent to suyraddryah ;
—- atDh., the same,

VI, 31 ;
V, 22 ;

liy at D. : suliyihe, VII-

VIII, 10 ;
nithûliyê, III, 20, &c.

;
at Bh. :

aliyavasdni, 5 ;
^yaliiydydni, 4, 6.

TV usually becomes v in all texts
;
— luv, at

Kh. and Dh., in puluva, passim.

rS becomes s, Kh., Dh., D.

rsh becomes usually s (vasa), Kh., Dh., D.,

Bh.

rshy becomes, at Kh., chh in hachhdmi,

&c., VI, 18, al. (
= kar(i)shydini)

;

—
• at Dh.,

s in isdya, det. I, 10
;
chh in hachhamti, VII,

2, al.
;
— at D., sy in isydhdlanena, III, 20

;

chh in kachhati, II, 16, al.

rh becomes lah, at Kh., in galahati, XII,

33 ;
at Bh., in alahdmi, 4.

Ip becomes j;, Kh., Dh.

ly becomes y in Icaydna at Kh., Dh., D.

vy becomes, at Kh., viy : 7nigaviyd, VIII, 22
;

viyamjaiiate. III, 8, &c., except in divydni, IV,

10 ;
— at Dh. and D., viy : dioiydai, Dh., IV,

3, Ac.
;

haihtaviyd^ii, D., V, 15, Ac.
;
ichhitaye,

at Jaug., det. I, 5, should, probably, be

restored ichhita(vi)yê
;

at II. viy (lekhdpe-

taviye, 4), except in vyuihend, 5 ;
— at B., y in

âlddhêtayê, 6.

vr becomes v, Kh., Dh., D.

sch becomes chh, Kh., Dh.

sn becomes sin in pasine, at Bh. (5).

sy becomes siy, at Kh., in pativesiyend, IX,

25
;
at J. det. I, 6, we have dlasyena,

sr becomes s, Kh., Dh., D., R.

sy becomes at D., s in seta, V, 6; suv in

suvê, I, 6.

shiv becomes Z;, at Kh., in dukale, V, 13 ;

—-

at Dh., in the same word, V, 20, al.

shhr becomes kh : 7iikhamati, Kh,, III, 7, al.,

nikhami, Dll., VIII, 4, al.

sht becomes th, Kh., Dh., D., R., and th, at

S., in vivuthd, 7.

shth becomes, at Kh., th : adhiihdndye, V,

15
;
sethe, IV, 12 ;

— at Dh., th : adhithdne,

V, 26
;
adhithdndye, V, 23 ;

7iithûHyena, det.

I, 11
;

th in chithitu, IV, 17
;

at D., th,

nithûliyê. III, 20.

slip becomes, at Kh. (IX, 26) and at Dh.

(IX, 10) ph, in niphati
;
—- ji, at D. in chatu-

padê, V, 7.

shy becomes, at Kh., s : dlahhiyisamti, 1, 4,

Ac.; — at Dll., s; dnapayisati, III, 11, Ac.;

h in êhatha, det. I, 17 ;
det. II, 9 (Jaug., in

both cases : esatha)
;
— at D., s : ahhyumna-

misati, VII-VIII, 21, Ac.
;

h in hohamfi,

VII-VIII, 4, 5, 6 (by the side of hosamti), and,

to add it at once, although here h == sy, in

ddhamti, IV, 18 ;
— at Bh., s : upatisa, 5.

sk becomes, at Kh., k in agikamdhdni, IX,

10
;
— at Dh., kh : agikhamdhdni, IV^, 3.

st becomes everywhere th.

sth becomes, at Kh., th in chilathitikd, V,

17
;

gahathdui, XII, 31
;

th in chilathitilpa,

VI, 20 ;
— at Dh., th in chilathitikd, V, 27 ;

VI, 33 ;
— at D., th in chilathitika, II, 15 (AR

°thi°) ; thamhhdni, VII-VIII, 2 ;
th in chila-

thitikê, VII-VIII, 11 ;
anathika, V, 4 ;

— at

Bh., th in chilathitîkê, 4; — at S., the same, 5 ;

— at R., thin sildthambha, b -, th in chilathitike,

4.

— tsth becomes th in idhi — (= pâH ^iiiha-

hati), Jaug., det. I, 7.

sn becomes sin in sinêhê, at Kh., XIII, 38.

sm becomes, at Kh., s in locatives in asi
;

at Dh., remains unchanged in akasmd, det. I,

9, 20, 21 ; becomes s in the locative in asi
; ph
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in aphêi det. I, 7, &c.
;
tuphe, det. I, 4, &c.

;

—
at D., s in the locative in asi

;
— at S., sum

in sumi^ I, 5 in the locative
;
— at R., sum in

sumi, I; pJi in tup{h)alca{m), 5; s in the

locative
;

—- at B., s in the locative in asi,

sp becomes, at Kh., 5 in the genitive in asa ;

sly in siya, XII, 31, ah; — at Dh,, s in the

genitive in asa ; siy in siya, passim
;
âlasiyêna^

det. I, II
;

— at D., 5a in the genitive
;
siy in

shja, IV, 15
;
VII-VIII, II

;
— at R., siy in

siyd, 3,

sr becomes 5
,
Kh., Dh.

;
«m, at D., in dsinave

II, II, al.

5^ becomes, at Kh., s in sahaih, VI, 18
;
suv

in suvâmikéna.) IX, 25
;
remains unchanged in

svagam, VI, 20
;

— at Dh., remains unchanged ;

asvdsandye, det. II, 8, 10; svaga, passim;

becomes suv in suvd^îiihênay IX, 10
;

at D., re-

mains unchanged: asvasd, V, 18
;
asvatha, IV,

13
;

— at S., su in suaga^ 4 ;

— at D., remains

unchanged in svagê, 3 ;

— at B., remains

unchanged in svamgihiye^ ô.

hm becomes, at Kh., ihhh in hamhhana,

passim
;
once rhlirn in hamhmane

,

XIII, 39 ;

at Dh., hh, mbh in bdhliana, IV, 12, &c.
;

hamhhana, IV, 15, &c.; — at D., hh : hahhana,

VII-VIII, 4, 8.

(c). — Sandhi.

Khalsi.

a-\-a gives d
;
but atatd

;
II, 5, 6; dham-

manusathi, III, 7, ah
;
&c.

a+i gives e in chêmê, V, 17 ;
i, in bamhliani-

hhes'ii, V, 15.

a 4- w gives o: manusopagdni^ 11, 5; pajopa-

ddyê, IX, 24.

a “b 4 gives e ; cheva, IX, 25
;
yênêsa, XIII, 38.

i-\-a gives i in ithidhiyahha, XII, 34.

gives Ô in pasopagdni, II, 5.

e -f-a gives e in êyom (?) { — ê ayam), V, 15 ;

êtdyêthdyê, VI, 20 ;
din êtdydthdyê, XII, 34.

m + a vowel changes to m in tarn eva, XIII,

15; tdnam eva, XIH, 38; hêvam êvd, II, 6;

XIII, 6.

Dhaüli.

a 4* a gives d (but atata, II, 7 ;
dhammanusa-

thi, VIII, 5, &c.) ;
or remains uncombined in :

mahdapdyê, det. 1, 15 (Jang., mahdpdye)
;

manaatiUhe, det. 1, 16; dêsadyutihê
; Jang.,

det. II, 12 (Dh. : desdvu^).

a-\-i gives i in hambhanihhiyesu, V, 24.

a-f w gives o in munisopagdini, II, 7 ;
pajvpm-

ddye, IX, 26 (J.
:
pajupaddye).

a^re gives e in cheva, IV, 16.

i + i gives i in nitiyam (??), det. I, 12 (Jang.

nitiyam), and in himtime (Jang., det. 1, 3), if we
must really understand hinti ime.

u -{• u would seem to give uo in pasuopagdni

(so also at J.) pasu(h)ôpagdni P), II, 7.

But most probably we should take as starting

point a form opaga equivalent to upaga.

Before ti (= iti), a final vowel is lengthened :

patipddayêmdti, det. I, 10; patipajeydti, XIV,

19 ;
mamdti, det. I, 12

;
aludhayamtiiti, VI, 33 ;

aphêsüti, det. II, 4, &c.

d final remains unchanged in tadôpayd,

VIII, 5.

m before a vowel changes to m, or is even

written mm in hêdisammêva, det. I, 24 ;
suJcha-

mmeva, det. II, 5.

Dehli.

a -p a gives d, or remains uncombined as in

°vasaahhisita°, VI, I (RM °sdbhi°), al.

a -p u gives 6 : chhayopagdni, VII-VIII, 2.

a P 6 gives e in chêva, VII-VIII, 4.

i P a gives i in dupativehhe, III, 19
;
pativê-

hhâmi, VI, 4, 7.

U P a gives u in anuvehhamd^ie, VII-VIII, 2,

u P u gives u in anuposatdiam, V, 13.

e P i gives i, in hiyam, II, 11, if my expla-

nation is right.

Before ti, a final short vowel is sometimes

lengthened: ndmdti. III, 19; hachhatUi, II, 16

(RM °ti°)
;

dlddhayeviUi, IV, 19, &c. (but

vadhisati ti, VII-VIII, 7 ;
hotu ti, VII-VIII, 10).

d final remains unchanged in tadathd, VII-

VIII, 3.

d final remains unchanged in sadvisati, 1, 1

al.
;
assimilated in sammdsihê, V, 9.

m final remains unchanged, or is even doubled

before a vowel
;
hevammeva, VI, 6 ;

êtamêva,

VII-VIII, 2 ;
haydnammêva. III, 17 (A

Bhabra.

Ldghulovdde, 6; samghasiti, 2; h(o)satUi, 4

hêvùmmêvd, 8.

Sahasarâm.

Sddhihê, 2.

RûpnIth.

Sdtilêha,
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2. _ inflexion.

(a). — Gender.

I do not mention here the nse of the nomi-

native in e for the neuter, although, stiictly

speaking, it should, I consider, he dealt with

under this head (cf. at Kh., VI, 9, kataviyo.'ih

lôhahitê, &c.).

Khalsi. — cliat{u)li (nom. masc ),
XIII, 5 ;

liathmi (nom. plur.), IV, 10
;
yutani (acc. plur.

masc.). Ill, 8. Also note the use of tyamioT

the nom. sing. neut.. (IV, 12, ah).

Dhauli. — yutani^ III, 1 1 ;
hatlnni, IV, 13 ;

(yam in the neuter, passim : esa . . . hedisam,

IX, 8; dhammackalanam immK IV, 16. To the

masculine ww jutct, Oh., det. I. 12, corre-

sponds, at Jaugada, the neuter êtdni jata7n, Dh.,

det. I, 15, maiiaajmye is in agreement with the

feminine asampatipati.

IIehli. — anuscttJuTiii VII-VIII, 20, 1 ;
puli-

sani, IV, 6 ;
êsa (HI, 19, 21, al.) and iyam (III,

17, 18, al.), in the neuter ;nigôhâni, VII-VIII, 2.

Bhabra. — palhjdyaniy 6 ;
e (nom. sing,

neuter), 2.

Sahasaram. iyadi for the neuter, 4, 6, and

the masculine, 5.

Rûpnâth. — Kdla employed in the feminine :

mdya kdldya^ locative, 2 ;
iyam in the masculine,

3, 4.

— Declension of Consonantal Bases.

Here again we only find fragmentary re-

mains.

Bases in AN. — Kh. : Idjd, passim; Idjinê ;

Idjind ;
nom. plur. Idjdne, XIII, 5, ah ;

Idjdno

(?), II, 5. — Dh. : Idjd, Idjimê, Idjind, passim.
;

nom. plur, Idjdne, II, 6 ;
VIII, 3 ;

atd^iarh,

det. II, 7 ; at ail 6, det. I, 25
;
hammane, III, 10

(by the side of the nom. hammê, and o^ he gen.

kammasa) .
— D. : Idjd, passim

;
nom. plur.

Idjdne, VII-VIII, 12, 15, by the side of Idjilii,

VII-VIII, 3, with transition into the 7-declen-

sion
;
atand, VI, 8.

Bases in ANT.— Kh. : the noms. sing, sarhte,

VIII, 22; kalamte, XII, 33, have passed over

into the vocalic declension
;
of the consonantal

declension there only remains the nom. plur,

tiiJiamte, IV, 12. — Dh. : mahamte (nom. sing.)

has passed over into the declension in a. — D. :

the nom. plur. sarhtarh (jid), IV, 13, is surely

to be referred to the vocalic declension, which

is doubtful for anupaiipajamtam, VHI-VIIÏ,

10. — Bh. : hJiagavatd, 3, 6.

Bases in — At Kh., except in the

nominative plural natale, IV, 1 1 ;
V, 13, all have

passed over into the declension in i : hlidtind,

IX, 25; bhdtinam, V, 16; pitind, IX, 25;

pitisu. III, 8 ;
IV, 11. •— Dh. : nom. sing, pitd,

det. II. 7 ;
the nom. plur. ndti, V, 21, must be

referred to the declension in i, like all the

other forms : blidtind, IX, 9
;
bhdtinam, 25 ;

pitind, IX, 9
;
pitisu. III, 10, al. But, along

with the base mdti, IV, 15, we find the base

pitu, IV, 15— At D., the one example which we
possess, pitisu, VII-VIII, 8, shews the change

intc the 7-declension. The nom. apahatd, VI,

3, is at least very doubtful.

Bases in AS. — Kh.
: yaso (acc, sing,), X,

27, 28. On the other hand, VIII, 23, we have
bhuye. — Dh. : yaso, X, 13, and bliiiye, VII-

VIII, 9,
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Bases in JAT. — At Kli., we have both the

consonantal form piyadasine, piyadasinci^ and the

vocalic ioTui piyadasisa, I, 2, 3, &c. — At Dh.,

along with the nom. piyadasi (never °si), we
only find the consonantal ànoXeTi^ion. piyadasine,

piyadasina. — At D., we have only the nom.

piyadasi, written always with the short final

vowel, while A has usually 2^iyttdasi, — Bh. :

piyadasi, 1.

(c). — Declension of vocalic bases.

Bases in A. —- Masculines. — Norn, sing,

everywhere e. Kh. has two noms, in o : hela-

lapvdo and scitiyaputo, II, 4. — Dat, sing, in

âyê, everywhere except at R., which has only

the two datives etdya athdya, and once at M.
in athdya, corresponding to D., II, 15. — Loc.

sing, in ast, Amne blidye (Kh., VIII, 23; Dh.,

VIII, 5) and pajôpadâyê (Kh., lA, 24
;

Dh.,

IA> 6) appear to be Iocs, in e
;
at Jaug

, det. II,

16, hlianohhayiasi oi Dh. is represented by hhanê

samtam, which can hardly be taken as any-

thing but a double locative, samtam being

equivalent to sarhte (?) ;
Kh. appears to read

vijayarhsi, AH, H. — Abl. sing, in a in maha-

tatd, R., II, 5, 3.— The acc. plur. would be in a

in hahukd dosa, Kdi., I, 2, if comparison with

G. and J. did not lead us to consider that this

spelling represents the singular haJiuham

posarh. In Dh. det. I, 18
;
Dr. Bühler aj^pears

to take tise (which is his reading for my tisena)

as an acc. plur.

Neuters. — Nominatives singular every-

where in 6. Kh., however, has the following

nominatives in am : am, IV, ] 2 ;
All, 31

;
anu~

sdsanam, IV, 12 ;
bddliam, VII, 22

;
AH, 32

;

XIH, 36
;
ddnam, HI, 8

;
galumatatalam, AHI,

36 ;
hataviyam (lôkahitê), VI, 19 ; lêhhitom,

IV, 13
;
madavam, (?), AHI, 2 ;

nityam, (?),

XIV, 19
;
palam, V, 14

;
yam, VHI, 23. — Dh.:

bddham, VH, 2 ;
duvdld (

= °lam ?), det. H,

2 ;
(Jang., I, 2, duvdtlam

;
H, 2, duvdle)

;

vutam, IX, 10
;
liedisam, IX, 10

;
det. I, 29. —

In det. I, 14, I doubt very much the nom.

sampatipdda — °dam of Dr. Biihler. — D. :

bddham, HI, 21
;
VH-VHI, 1. —• S. : bddham,

1. — Acc. sing, in am everywhere. But at

Kh. : satahhdge, sahasabhdgê, XIH
;
39 ; dame,

XII, 31 ;
viyasane, XH, 38

;
niche, VHI, 22.

Xom. and acc. plur. in dni. But at Kh. :

dasand, IV, 9 ;
hdldpitd, lopdpitd, H, 6 ;

savd,

XH, 31 ;
at Dh. ; hdldpitd, 11, 7.

Feminiiies. — Dative sing, in dye
;

D. ;

vihmsdye, V, 10
;
VH-VHI, 9, &c. — Instr.

sing., Kh. : madhuliydye, AIV, 20
;

pujdye,

XH, 31; vividhaya, XH, 31 (read vividhdye)
;

Dh. : dav(^â)yê, det. I, 9
;

isdya, det. I, 10
;

tulandya, det. I, 1
1

(Jaug. in dye)
;
D. : agdyd,

I, 3 (RM agdya, I, 4 (M °yani)
;
anulu,

pdyd, VH-VHI, 13, 16, 18
;

avihimsdye, VH-
VHI, 9 ;

Umatdyd, I, 3 (ARM
;
paUhhdyd-

I, 4 (ARAl °ya)
;
pdjdyd, VI, 8 (RM ^ya)

;

vividhaya, VI, 8 ;
vividhdyd, VH-VHI, 3 ;

sususayd, I, 4 (RAI °ya), — Abl. sing., D. :

vihimsdye, H, 13. — Loc. sing., Kh. ; samti-

landye, pujdye, VI, 19
;
Dh. : samtilandya, VI,

31 (Jang, has samtilaynyd, which should pro-

bably be read : °ndyd'); palisdya, VI, 30. D. :

amtalikdye, V, 20
;

athamipakhdye, V, 15,

18; chdvudasdye, V, 15, Ac.; tisdyam, V, 11

{tisdye, V, 15, 18). — Norn, plur., Dh.
: pajd,

V, 17 \jandb, lA, 24
;
Bh.

:
gdtlid, 5 ;

updsikd,

8 .

Bases in I. — Neuters. — Xom. plur., Dh.
;

hathini, IV, 3. D. : disinavagdmini, HI, 20 ;

anusathini, VH-VHI, 20, 1.

Feminines.— Xom. sing., Kh. : in f
;
H h.

;

in Î, except aMni, IV, 18
;
dladhi, det. I, 15,

16
;
anusathi, 1, 4, 14

;
VHI, 5 ;

apaviyati, HI,

11
;
asampatipati, IV, 12

;
det. I, 5 ; liioi, I, 1,

4 ;
det. I, 19

;
det. H, 9, 10 (Jaug’. °pi)

;
dhiti,

det. H, 6; D. : in i, except dladhi, VII-VHI,

10; lihi, VH-VHI, 10, 11; lipi, I, 2; 11, 15;

IV, 2 ;
cllidti, IV, II

;
patipati, VH-VHI, 7 ;

vadhi, VH-VHI, 8, 9 ;
vidhi, 1, 9. — Dative

sing., Kh. : vadhiyd, V, 15. D., in iye :

anupuiipatiye, VH-VHI, 7, Ac. — Instr. sing.,

Kh. . in tya

,

but a'nusathxye, IV, 10. Dh. in

iyd\ but andvutiya, det. I, 11 (Jaug. ^tiye).

D., iyd, as anusathiyd, I, 5 (RM °ya), Ac. —
Abl. sing., Kh. : tantbapamriyd, XIH, 6. Dh. :

7iiphatiyd, lA, 10. — Loc. sing., Dh.
: putha-

viyam, V, 26 ;
tosaliyam, det. I, 1 ;

H, 1. D. :

chdtmhmdsiye, V, 15; pumnamdisiyam, V, 11. —
Xom. plur., Bh. : bhikhuniye, 7. — Gen. plur.,

Kh. : ndtinam, IV, 9, 10
;
bhagininam, V, 10.

Dh., hhaginmam, V, 25
;
ndtinaiii (?), 26. D. :

devinam, VH-VIH, 6. — Loc. plur., Dh. : ndtisu,

IV, 11, al. D. : ndtisu^ VI, 5; chdtnmmdsisu, V,

II, 16.

Bases in U. — Masculines. — Xom. sing.,

D. : sddhii, H, 12 (ARM °dhu'). — Gen. plur.,

Kh.
:
gulunam, lA, 25. Dh.

: gulunam, lA, 9,
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— Loc. plur., D. :
gulusu, YII-VIII, 8 ;

haJiusu,

IV, 3. — Norn, plur., D. : hahunê, YII-VIII, I.

Neuters. — Norn. acc. sing., Kli. : bahu,

IX, 24, al.
;

sadliu, III, 8, al. Dh. : sddhu, III,

11, al, — Norn, plur., Kh. : hahuni, IV, 9, al.

Dh. ; halumiy IV, 12
;
hahuni^ I, 3. D. : bahini,

II, 14 (R — Abl. plur., Kh, : baliuhi, IV,

10. Dh. : ba]iuhi,lV, 14.— Loc. plur., Dh. :

bahûsUf det. I, 4. D. : haliusu, IV, 3.

Feminines. — Nom. sing., Kh. : sadlni. III,

7, 8 ;
IV, 12. Dh. Ill, 10, 11; IV, 18, - Loc.

sing., D.
:
]_mnâvasunê, V, 16.

(d). — Declension of Pronouns,

Demonstratives, &c,

anya^ — Kh. : amiê, nom, sing, neuter, IV,

11, al.
;
amnamanasa, gen. sing., XII, 33 ;

amiaye, dative sing., IX, 24, al.
;
ariinê, loc.

sing., VIII, 23
;
amne, nom. plur. masc., II, 6,

al.
;
aihïiâni, nom. plur. neuter, passim. — Dh.:

aihnêf nom. masc. sing., det. I, 9; amie^ nom.

sing, neuter, IX, 9 ;
anine, loc. sing., VIII, 5 ;

anrne, nom. plur. masc., V, 23
;
amnesu, loc,

plur., V, 26. — D. amie, nom. plar. masc.,

VII-VIII, 6, al.
;
amndni, neuter, V, 14, al.

;

amndnam, gen. plur., VII-VIII, 6.

ima. — Kh. : (yarn, nom. masc., Y, 16
;

(yam,

nom. fern., passim
;
(yam, nom. neuter, IV, 12

;

III, 7 ;
VI, 21

;
IX, 25, 26; XII, 31, 35

;
XIII.

36; imam, nom, neuter (?), IX, 26; (mam, acc,

sing., IV, 11, 12
;
vmasd, gen. sing., IV, 13

;

imisd, gen. masc., IV, 12
;
(mdye, dative; (me,

nom. plur. masc., XIII, 38; fern, (^pajd), V, 17,

— Dh. : (yam, nom, masc., V, 26; det. I, 7,

8 (?) ;
(yarn, nom, fern., passim

;
(yam, nom.

neuter. III, 6 ;
IV, 8 ;

YI, 32, 34
;
imam, acc.,

IV, 16; V, 17; imasa, gen. masc., IV, 18
;

irndye, dative masc., V, 26
;

fern.. Ill, 16
;

(mena, instr., IX, 12 ;
(me, nom. plur. masc., V,

26
;
imêhi, instr. plur., det. I, 10. — D. : iyaA,

nom. masc. II, 11 (?) ;
nom, fern., I, 15, al.

;

neuter, HI, 17, 18, 21, 22; VI, 8, 9, 10; VII-

VIII, 7 ;
imam, acc., VII-VIII, 3; imdn(, nom.

plur. neuter, VII-VIII, 9, al. — S. : (yam, nom,

sing. masc. {allie), 5 ;
neuter (savam, phale),

3, 4, 6. — R. : iyam, nom. sing. masc. (athe,

pahaine), 3, 4 ;
imdya, loc. fern, sing., 2.

êkatya. — Kh. : êkatiyd, nom. plur, masc., I,

2. — Dh. : êkachd (?), nom. plur. masc., I, 2.

êta. — Kh. : esa, nom. masc. sing., XIII, 38
;

êsê, VI, 19, al.
;
êsê, nom. sing, neuter, IV, 12

;

IX, 25
;
XIII, 38; etasa, gen.

;
êtdyê, dat., pas-

sim
;
etcmam, gen. plur., XIII, 38, — Dh. : êsa,

nom. sing. masc. (?), IV, 15; YIII, 5, al.
;

neuter, IX, 8, 9 ; det. I, 3 ;
det. II, 2 ;

êta,

acc. sing, neuter, IX, 7 ;
etam, acc. sing. masc.

and neuter, det. I, 15, 16, 22, 25 ;
êtasa, êtasi,

êtdyê, passim
;
êtê, nom. plur. masc., det. I, 11,

— D. : êsa, nom. sing, masc., VHI-VIII^ 3, 7,

9 ;
fem. I, 5, 9 (ARM ^sd)

;
neuter, III, 19, 21 ;

VII-VIII, 4, 11, 14, 20; êsd, nom. sing, neuter,

IV, 14 (RM °sa)
;

êtam, acc. sing, neuter,

passim; êtdyê, êtêna ; êtê
;
êtdni ; êtêsu. — S.:

êtdyê, 4 ;
êtêna, 2. — R. : êsa (phalê), 2 ;

êtdya,

dative masc., 3 ;
êtind, instr, masc., 5,

ka. — Kh. : kêoM, nom. sing, masc., XII,

32
;
kichhi, nom. sing, neuter, passim. — Dh. :

kêchha, nom. sing, masc., det. I, 7 (Jaug., kêcJid,

(. e. kêchi')
;
kichhi, nom. neuter, VI, 30, al. —

D. : kina i^nd), instr. sing., VII-VIII, 17, 18.

ta, — Kh. ; sa, nom, masc, sing., XII, 33 ;

XIII, 3 ;
sê, ibid., passim

;
sd, îiom. fem. sing.,

XIII, 11, 12; ta, ibid., VIII, 4; sê, nom. sing,

neuter, IX, 26, employed as tad, used as a

conjunction passim (to sê of Dh., det. I, 14,

corresponds tarn at Jaug.)
;

ta, nom. sing,

neuter, X, 28
;

tarn, id., IX, 25; td, id., used as

conjunction, V, 13; tam^ acc.; tdyê,Yl, 19;

têna ; tê, nom. plur. masc.; tdnam, gen. plur.,

XIII, 38
;
têsa{m), ibid., XIII, 4, 3? ;

têhi. —
Dh. : sê, nom. sing, masc., V, 21

;
det. I, 13,

al.
;
neuter, IX, 8, 10 (conjunction); IX, 9,

toih (conjunction), V, 20; td, nom. sing, fern.,

VIII, 4
;

tarn, acc. sing, neuter, det. I, 2, al. ;

tasa, têna, tasi ; tê, nom. plur. masc,
;

sê, id.,

V, 24, 25; tdni, neuter
;
têsa (read têsaih)), gen.

plur., det. II, 8, 10
;

tinaih (read tdnam), id.,

VIII, 3. — D, : sê, nom. sing, masc., VII-VIII,

9, al.
;
neuter (conjunction) VI, 13

;
VII-YIII,

10, 17
;

nom. sing neuter (conjunction),

VII-YIII, 3 ;
tarn, acc., VI, 3, ah; têna, VII-

VIII, 7 ;
tê, nom. plur. masc., YII-VIII, ], al.

;

sê, id., VII-VIII, 4, 6 ;
tdnam, gen. plur., IV,

17 ;
têsam, id., IV, 3 (RM °sdm)

;
têsu, VII-

VIII, 5. — Bh. : sa, nom. sing, masc., 3. —
S. : sê, nom. sing, neuter (conjunction), 4.— R. :

tê, nom. plur. masc., 2.

ya. — Kh. : e, nom. sing, masc., V. 16, al.

{yê, V, 14) ;
neoter, X, 28

;
XIII, 36

; yê, nom.

sing, neuter, VI, 18
;
XIII, 35

;
a, XII, 31

;
am,

IV, 12
;
X, 28

;
yam, VI, 18, 20; XII, 35 ; asd,
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gen. sing, masc., VII, 2 1 ;
yêna, NIII, 38

; yê,

nom. plur. masc., IX, 25
; yâ, id., XII, 34;

yesam, gen. plur., XIII, 38
;
yesu, loc., XIII,

37. — Dll. : e, nom. sing, masc., V, 2, al.
; yê,

V, 21
;
det. I, 8 ;

d, fern., det. II, 6 ;
e, neuter,

det. II, 5, al.
;
am, VI, 30, 32, al.

;
yd (neut.),

IV, 17; asa, gen. masc., VII, 2 ;
êna, instr.,

det. II, 9, al,
; yê, rwom. plur. masc., V, 20

;
e,

V, 23, al.
;

d7ii, neater, II, 7. — D. : ê, nom,

plur. masc., VI, 8 ; yê, II, 16, al.
;
yd, fern., I,

9, al.
; yê, neuter, VII-VIII, 9 ;

yd (neuter),

VII-VIII, 7
; yêna, instr., IV, 12, al.

;
êna,

VII- VIII, 11
; yê, nom. plur. masc-, VII-VIII.

11
;
yd?ii, neuter, VII-VIII, 7, al. — Bli. : e,

nom. sing, masc., 5 ;
neuter, 2. — S. : a)h, sing,

neuter, 1, 2. — B. : y a, sing, neuter, 2 ;
am, 3,

sarva, — Kli. : savê, nom. sing, neuter, XIV,

18
;

savan’i, acc. masc. and neuter, passim
;

save, nom. plur. masc., VII, 21
;
savêsu, loc.,

V, 16. — Dh. ; savê, nom. sing. masc. det. 1,4;

neuter, XIV, 17
;
savaih, acc.

;
savasa, savêna,

passim
;
savê, nom. plur. masc., VII, 1 ;

savêsu.

— D. : savasi, loc. sing., VII-VIII, 6 ;
savêsu,

loc. plur., VII-VIII, 5.— Bh. ; savê, nom.

sing, neuter, 3.

Personal Pronouns,

1st person. —^ Kh, : Jiaham, nom., VI, 18,

20
;
mama, gen., passim; me, gen., passim;

mamayd, instr., V, 13, 14
;

VI, 7, 19
;

7nê,

instr., III. 7; 771,i, the same, XIV, 19.— Dh. :

liakaih, nom., A^I
, 29, 32, al,; mama, gen.,

passim
;
me, the same, V, ] 0, al.

;
mamayd,

instr,, VI, 28
;
maindye, the same, det. II, 4

(Jaug. : mamiydye')
;
7nayê, nom. plur., det. II,

8 ;
majham, the same, det. I, 10

;
aphê, acc.

det. II, 7 (Jaug. : aphêni)
;

nê, II, 5 ;
aphdhaih,

gen. det. II. 5, 7 (Jaug. ; nê); apliêsu, loc.,

det. II, 4, — D.
;

Jiakaih, III, 21
;

mam, acc.,

IV, 8, 9 ;
Qiiama, gen., VII-VIII, 6, al.

;
me,

I, 7, al.
;

^namayd, instr., VII-VIII, 3;

mainiyd, VII-VIII, 7. — Bh. : hakan'i, 4 ;
ha7nd,

gen., 2 ;
hamiydyê, instr., 3.

2ud person. — Dh. : tupliê, nom. acc. plur.,

det. I, 4, al.
;
Jaug., det. II, 8 (twice) 11, reads

not tupliê, but tuphêni ; tuplidkaiiii), gen. det. I.

13; tupJiêhi, instr., det. I, 3, 10; tu,pliês'u.

loc., det. II, 2, — Bh. : ve, instr. plur., 2. — R. :

tupaka (read tuphdkan'i), gen. plur., 5.

(e). — Declension of Numerals,

Khalsi. — dnive, nom. masc., I, 4; II, 5;

ti7ii, nom. neuter, I, 3, 4 ;
chatali (rea,d

nom, masc., XIII, 5 ;
paihchasu, loc.. Ill, 7.

Dhauli. — êkêna, det. I, 18 ; det. II, 10;

tiihni, nom. neuter, det. I, 4, 24
;

paihchasu,

det. 1, 21.

DiCHLi. — duvêhi, instr., VII-VIII. 8 ;
tisu,

loc. fern., V, 11, 16; iiikni, nom, neuter, IV,

16; V, 12.

SahasARAM. — duvê, nom. 6.

3. — CONJUGATION.

(a). — Verbal Bases,

I only note modifications, which, as com-

pared with Sanskrit, are not of a purely

phonetical and mechanical character.

Khalsi. —- Simple bases : kalêti V, 13, al.
;

apakaleti, upakalêtî, XIII, 32
;
chhavati, XII,

32
;
dakhati, I, 2, al.

;
pdpundti, XIII, 38 ;

upahaihti, XII, 33, is the only example of the

preservation of the consonantal conjugation;

vijinamane, XIII, 36; vijinitu, ihidm, pajolii-

taviye, I, 1 ;
p^mdti, X, 32, seems to me to be

very doubtful. Causais : vadhiyati, XII, 32
;

vadhiyisati, IV, 11, for°c?/m°; ayi, contracted to

e in lêkhdpêsdmi, XIV, 19
;
the formative aya is

retained in the participle, in dinapayitê
,
VI, 19 ;

weakening of the vowel of the base : likhdpitd,

XIV, 19. — Passives : dlabliiyaihti, dlabhiyi-

saihti, dlabliiyisu, 1, 3, 4.

Dhault. — Simple bases : a7iusdsdmi, det. II,

6; cliithitu {^tiskthitvd). III, 7; dakhati, det. I,

2, al. and dêkliati, det. I, 7, al.
;

kalêti, V, 20,

al.
;
kalami, VI, 29

;
kalati, det. 1, 23

;
kalaihti,

det. I, 26
;

pdpundtlia, det. I, 6, al.
;
pajb-

\]iitaviyê\ I, 1. — Causais: vêditu (= vêdaijitu'),

det. II, 6. — Passives: dlabhiyisamii, I, 4.

Delhi. — Simple bases : anugalimêvu, IV, 6;

anusi&dmi, VII-VIII, 21; upadahevu, VI, 5 ;

vidahdmi, VI, 6 ;
participle retaining the for-

mative : sukliayilê, VII-VIII, 3.— Causais : e for

üyiinjliâjjêtaviyê, V, 10 (RM °payi°)
;
weakening

of the base vowel in dnapitdni, VIII, 1 ;
7iijliapa-

yati, IV, 7 ;
likhdpitd, passim

;
likhdpdpitd, VII-

VIII, 10; mandti, for mdnayati, det. I, 7, is to

me very doubtful. — Passives: kliddiyati, V, 7.

Bhabra. — Causais : likhdpaydmi, 8.

Sahasaram. — Causais: likhdpayatJia, 8, 7.

RîjpnÂth. — Simple bases
: pdpotave, 2. —

Causais : lêkhdpêtaviyê, 4.

Bairât. — Causal : dl{d)dhêtayê, 6.
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(b). — Terminations.

Present. — The only trace of the medial

termination occurs in Dh., X, 13, if the reading

mamiate is really certain
;
even in the passive

we have âlahliiy amti, &c., Kh., I, 3. — I note at

S. and 11., the form suini of the 1st person of as,

— It is a question if at Dh., det. I, 23, 26, the

forms halati, halamti (cf. haldiiii, VI, 22) do not

represent the subjunctive.

Imperative. —No medial terminations. The

second person plural ends in ta in dehJiata,

Dh., det. I, 7 (Jang, dehliatha'), 14
;
in tha in

chaghatha, Dh
,

det. I, 19; det. II, 11; in

paliyovaddtha, D., VII-VIII, 1 ;
lihhdpayatha,

S., 7, 8.

Potential. — 1st pers. sing, in eliam, at Kh.,

Dh., D., eyarn, at Bh. (diseyam, 3). — 3rd pers.

sing., Kh. : 'patipajeyd, XIV, 20
;

siyd, passim,

perhaps siydti (?), X, 28. Dh.
:
patipajeya,

XIV, 19
;
ug acdih(^e)

,

det. I, 13 (Jaug. uthiQie),

uthdye according to Dr. Biihler)
;
huveya^'X,, 15 ;

siyd, passim. D. : anupatipajeyd,Wl-YJli,\l,

vadheyd, VII-VIII, 3, 16, 18
;
pdpovct, VII,

3 ;
siyd, VII-VIII, 11

;
siya, IV, 15. R. : siyd,

3. — 1st pers. plnr. in ema. Kh., Dh. — 3rd

pers. plur., Kh. : haveyu, XII, 34
;

sususeyu,

XII, 33
;
vasêvu, VII, 21. Jaugada, except in

7iihhamdvu, III, 11, and perhaps va{s')e{v)u VII,

1, which is mutilated, forms on the contrary

everywhere the 3rd pers. plur. in eyu : yujêyû-

(ti), det. I, 3
;
det. II, 4, 14 ;

}iêyû(ti), det. I,

6 ;
det. II, 6

;
pdpimeyu, det. II, 5, 9

;
asvaseyu,

det. II, 6; laheyu, det. II, 6. Dh. : in evio :

dlddha yevu(ti'), det. II, 6 ;
vasêvu, VII, 1,

&c.
;
III, 10, nihhamdvu. D. : in evu : U 7iuga-

liinevu, IV, 6, &c., Bh. : upadhdlayêyu, 7;

suneyu, 7.

Past. — The perfect remains unchanged in

aha (Kh. always dhd, except III, 6 ;
Dh. always

dhd
;
D. 3 times ciha] Bh. dhd). The imper-

fect has survived in the 3rd pers. plur. liuvam,

Dh., VIII, 3. — Aorist, 3rd pers. sing., nikha-

mithd, Kh., VIII, 22; •nihhami
;
Dh., VIII, 4;

huthd, D., VII-VIII, 15, 20
;
vadhithd, VII-

VIII, 14, 17. 3rd pers. plur. in isu (Kh., Dh.,

D.), except humsu, Kh. VIII, 22
;
husu, D.,

VII-VIII, 12.

Future. — Xo 1st pers. in am. Forms, such

as kachhdmi, have been previously quoted. It

is the same with futures in which the formative

sy is changed to h: ehatha, Dh. det. 1, 17 ;
det.

II, 9 (Jaug. esatha)
;
ddhamti, D., IV, 18

;
ho-

hamti, VII-VIII, 4, 5, 6. It only remains

to mention the forms hosdmi, det. II. 8 ;

hosati, deb. I, 22, at Dh.
;
hosamti (by the side

of liohamti), at D., VII-VIII, 2 ;
hosati at

Bh., 4.

Ahsolutive. — Kh. in tu : dasayitu, IV, 10, &,c.
;

in ya in samkhaye, XIV, 21 ;
— Dh. in tu : anu-

sdsitu, det. II, 6, 8; chithitu, IV, 17
;
hatu, det.

II, 7, &c.
;
— D. in tu: nisijitu, IV, 10

;
S2ctu,

VII-VIII, 21 ;
iu.yain apahatd = apaJirityai?),

VI, 3 ;
— Bh. : in ya in adhigichya = adhikri-

tya, G.

Infinitive. — Dh. : dlddhayitave, IX, 12
;
sani-

paiipddayitavG, det. 1, 19; det. II, 11, — D. :

dlddhayitavê, IV, 10; palihatavê, IV, 11; pati-

chalitavê, IV, 8 ;
samddapayitavê, I, 8.

Participles. — Participle present. — Kh.
The medial form in adamdnasd, VI, 17 and
vijinama^ie, XIII, 36

;
halamte, XII, 33. — Dh.

The medial form in somjjatipajamine, det. I,

16
;
vipaiipddayaminehi, det. I, 15 (at J. : vipa-

tip dtayami aril), ah, in which in the place

of is curious
;
but cî. pdyammd, D., V, 8.

— D. has the medial form in a^iuvehhamdne,

VII-VIII, 2, in the passive of the causal pdya-
mind, V, 8. — Bh. Participle present passive

of the causal : ahhivddemdnam. — S. The
medial form in palahamimena, 3, — R

:
paika-

mamdtnend. These two last forms appear to be

incorrect.

Participle past passive. — I note the forms

dnapayite, Kh. \1, 19; Dh., Ill, 9; nijhapayitd,

D., IV, 18; sukhayite, VII-VIII, 3. Aiuisathe,

Dh., VI, 31, J., VI, 4, seems, as remarked by

Dr. Biihler, to be a wrong formation for anu-

sithe.

Participle future passive. — Kh. in taviya
;

in iya in supaddlaye (?), V, 14. •— Dh. in taviya

in ichhitaviyê, det. I, 9, II
;
pajofintaviye), I,

1 ;
in iya in dakhiyê, det. I, 13

;
vadhiye, V, 23

;

supaddlaye (?), V, 22. — D, in taviya : ichhi-

taviy6,lV, 14; hamtaviydni, Y, 15; in iya in

dehhiye, III, 19
;
dusampatipddaye, I, 3. — R.

in taviya : vivasetaviye, 5.— B. in taya, if we are

to judge from dladJcetaye, 6 ;
but the reading

may well be incorrect.

The short inscriptions of Barâbar, of Kau-

sâmbî; and of Allalnibad (Queen’s Edict)
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are connected, so far as we can judge, with

the orthographic series of the edicts which we
have just considered : t-u and respectively,

do not appear to be distinguished in them
;
the

r changes into I
;

the initial y disappears
;

neither h nor n have any particular signs
;
the

nominative singular of masculine bases in n,

ends in e, &c. As for special points, all I see

to quote are the forms ddivihehi (for âjîvihêhi)

Bar., I, 2 ;
II, 4

;
'kiibhd (:= gulidd), ibid., I,

2 ;
II, 3 ;

III, 3 ;
nigoha^ Bar., I, 2, as at

Dehli.

ÎL — THE general CHARACTER OF THE LANGUAGE
;
ITS HISTORICAL

POSITION,

We have now passed in review the majority of the grammatical phenomena which are

presented by the inscriptions of Piyadasi, in their different versions. But that is not sufficient.

It is on account of the light thrown by them on more general facts, that these particular data

more especially claim our interest. We have now reached a stage at which we can investigate

these larger problems. Two points of view at once present themselves to us, according as

we consider, either directly the condition of the language of which specimens are supplied

by the inscriptions, or indirectly the general question of the linguistic state of affairs at the

period, to which our texts bring us back. The first problem, again, may be looked at in two

1 In the original French edition I stated at the conclusion of this study, and I now beg' to repeat it at once here

at the beginning, that I never intended, when writing these chapters, to examine under all their different aspects

the vexed questions about Sanskrit and its history to which they refer. I only wished to bi’ing to light a number
of facts — either directly derived from the most ancient epigraphic records or at least connected with them —
which to my mind are indeed highly important and which possess direct bearing upon the final settlement of these

problems.

While proceeding along this track, I considered it useful to advance resolutely to the ultimate conclusions

to which it seemed to me to lead, without dwelling, at least for the time, on the difficulties to which they might

give rise, or the conflicts with other lines of argument in which they might result or appear to resiilt. No one,

I hope, will contend that the conflict escaped me, or that I meant to dispose of the points in question before

having previously settled it one way or the other. But, on this ocoasion, I have not undertaken a task so vast and.

so comprehensive. On a ground so thickly overgrown, and so imperfectly surveyed, I fancy it may be advantageous

to push on lines of reconnoitring straight forward, in what to some may appear a rather adventurous way. It

is highly desirable that those who start from other points of view, and who propose to follow more direct or more
beaten paths, should not be too dogmatic, nor dispose in too summary a manner of these side- explorations.

These brief remarks have a two-fold aim. For oue, I wish to prevent any misconceptions, and also to check

criticisms which, — probably by my own fault, — the present essay has called forth, and which I cannot find to be

justified or to be based upon an adequate, faithful rendering of my views. Secondly, they will explain why, after

several years, I have allowed it to appear again in its original tenor. Such changes as have been made in this

translation concern only minor points
;
they aim at nothing but doing away with expressions which were either

equivocal or too absolute, so as to mislead the reader as to what I really mean. Evei-yone knows how easily the

preoccupation of one leading idea may carry even a cautious writer to an accidental use of expressions or state-

ments which may distort in some way his real thought, and let it appear too affirmative, or too exclusive. I have

tried my best to obviate this danger in the present, in the main, unaltered reproduction of this essay.
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different ways. And, to sum up, we have to examine; (1), whether the monuments dis-

close differences of dialect in the strict sense of the word
; (2), if beside dialectic pecu-

liarities properly so called, they do not exhibit other peculiarities based on differences

in the systems of orthography
;
and (3) if it is possible to draw, from the philological

facts supplied by our texts, conclusions regarding the contemporary condition of the

religious or learned, the Vedic or Sanskrit language. This would be the most logical

order in which to deal with the matter, but I propose to discuss the second point first
;

so as

to render the explanation, I hope, both clearer and shorter.

About one fact there can be no doubt :
—Our inscriptions do not pretend to invariably

represent in their integrity the sounds of the spoken language.

Proofs of this abound. The most general is that nowhere do they observe the rule of

doubling homogeneous consonants.

It cannot, I think, be doubted that the doubling of consonants, resulting from assimilation,

e.g., till in aithi for asti, vva in savva for sarva, &c., was really observable in pronunciation. It

must have been the case no less at this epoch, than in the more recent period when it was

graphically represented. Moreover, in the case of doubling a nasal, the duplication is duly

marked by means of anusvâra, as in dharhma
;
and in several words, the sporadic prolongation

of the preceding vowel, as in dhdmi for dharma, hasati for ^karshijati, vasa for varska is only

an equivalent method, largely used to the present day, of expressing a real duplication. The

same procedure is followed in texts of more recent date, as at Kanhêri^ (No. 15), wdiere, in

a single inscription, I find dhdmcii pdvata, sdva, ddha.

But this is not all. The inscriptions in Indo-Bactrian characters, whether of the time

of Asoka or subsequent to him, do not distinguish graphically the long and the short vowels.

This omission might be explained by the want of appropriate signs, but these signs would have

been easy to create in an alphabet which has formed itself with the aid of so many conscious and

learned additions. If these signs have not been added, it is certain that but small importance was

attached to rendering exactly the various shades of pronunciation. The necessary signs existed

ill the Southern Alphabet, though neither at Khfilsi, nor, I believe, at Bairât or Rûpnâth, were

they used for the i or for the u. So far as regards Khalsi, this might be accounted for by the

influence of the north-west, which manifests itself here in several phenomena; but the fact would

none the less remain that this practice shows not an exact imitation of the pronunciation,

but an orthographical system which, at least in some measure, neglects it. Even the versions

which do distinguish the long vowels, display so many inaccuracies that they themselves bear

witness to the little care which was taken in making the distinction.

One of two things is evident. Either the distinction between long and short vowels

survived in the current language, and the texts noted it insufficiently, or it had become lost

in speech, and they endeavoured to restore it in writing. Both hypotheses would thus indicate a

lax attention to the exact representation of sounds, and the second also a characteristic tendency

towards a learned orthography.

Other inconsistencies lead us to an analogous conclusion.

The diphthong ai has disajDpeared in all the Prakrit dialects with which we are acquainted,

and it is no less a stranger to the inscriptions of Piyadasi. Yet Grirnar gives us an example:

t, liera, Skr. sthavira, is there written thaira, and in one passage tray^hlasa is spelt traidasa. Can

we believe that the diphthong, lost elsewhere, has survived in these two unique instances ?

Must we not clearly recognize here a half-learned orthography, inspired by the memory of the

etymological origin ?

^ Uuless otherwise stated, I cite the cave inscriptions by the numbers of the ArcJiæological Survey of Western

India, Vols. IV^. and V.
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It is a nniversal rule iu the Prakrit, both in the dialects of the inscriptions and in the

literary languages, that before anusvara a long vowel becomes short. In four or five instances,

however, the long vowel of Sanskn*t is retained
:
yâtâm (VIII, 1), susrusatdm (X, 2), anuvi-

dliiyatmh (ibid.), samache rdih (XIII, 7) at Grirnar. It is plain that we have here purely and

simply an orthography influenced by the learned language.

These last instances are mere accidents, but they enable us to judge better regarding those

in which variations of orthography more nearly balance each other. In a certain number of

consonantal groups composed of a mute and an r, instead of the disappearance of the r, com-

pensated for by the doubling of the mute, we find at Girnar the etymological spelling, pra,

tra, sra, rva, instead of pa (ppa), ta (tta), sa (ssa), va (vva). This spelling is by no means

fixed, — as may be seen from a reference to the text of any single edict, — and it would

be of little interest to quote here all the instances, one by one. It will be sufficient to

state that we have the spelling pra about 45 times, as against the spelling pu 25 times: for

tra, 30 times ta, 20 times tra : for rva, rva and va each about an equal number of times : for

hra, once 5ru, against 6 or 7 times ha : once sra (for rsa, rsa), against once sa. Is it possible

to contend that such an indiherence represents the real spontaneous condition of the

popular idiom, and that pronunciations corresponding to such different stages of phonetic decay,

and that side by side in the same words, belonged actually to the same period of the normal

development of the language P If it were possible to have any doubts on the point, it would

be sufficient to refer to later facts in the linguistic history. When we read, in Hindi,

priya beside piya, putra beside puta, hruJimana beside haniJiana, we have no hesitation. We
know that the first of each of these pairs is an instance of learned orthography : that it is only

a tatsama, that is to say, a word borrowed- direct from Sanskrit, and restored to the current of

the language. When in an inscription of the 24th year of YAsithiputa Pulumayi (Karli No. 22,

A. S.), we meet side by side the spellings puttasya, sovasahasya, vathavasya, and hudhara-

liliitasa, upasahasa, prajd, parigalie, we are confident that these genitives in asya, this spelling

of prajd, cannot, at such a period, have represented the true pronunciation of the people
;

that

there also they are tatsamas. How can we avoid drawing the same conclusion from facts

which, although more ancient, are none the less strictly analogous ?

It is therefore certain that these sanskritized forms do not represent the actual stage of the

contemporary phonetic decay. One point, however, appears to be open to some doubt. The

tatsamas of the modern languages actually enter into circulation, and that with either the

ancient pronunciation, or with an approach to it. They are words of special origin, but at the

same time real words of the current speech. The tatsamas of Mixed Sanskrit are, on the other

hand, purely orthographical, for they belong to a purely literary language.^ That is to say

while, in the modern tongues, the loans from the ancient language only deal with bases, and

consequently have no effect on the grammar, in the Sanskrit of the Gcithds, the imitations

extend even to the inflexions, i. e. to elements which would escape any arbitrary action of the

learned in a really living language.

In which of these two categories are we to class the tatsamas of Piyadasi ? We must, I

think, consider them in the same light as those of the dialect of the Gdtlids, and recognise

them as ‘orthographic’ tatsamas. The examples given above show that little heed was

paid to accurately representing the pronunciation and that the etymological form was readily

adopted in cases in which the vulgar pronunciation must have been markedly different.

That is in itself a strong reason, but we shall see, besides, that the classical language had not

yet been so developed into practical application at this epoch as to allow us to assume that it

could have penetrated into the stream of popular use. Moreover, in the different versions of

the texts, the proportion of these tatsamas is very unequal. If it were a case of forms readopted

into current speech, such an inequality would be surprising
;

it is more easily explained by a

3 I shall refer to the dialect of the Gàthâs or Mixed Sanskrit in the following chapter.
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local predominance of a special orthograptiical system, or rather of special orthographical

tendencies.

The observations which still remain for me to make are of a kind to add farther proof to

these conclusions.

The orthography of Kapur di Giri, as in Sanskrit, distinguishes the three sibilants, s, s, sh,

Is it really the case that the dialect of this region retained a distinction which, if we are to

judge from the parallel versions, was lost everywhere else? It is sufficient to record the irregu-

larities accumulated in the distribution of these sibilants, to convince the reader that nothing

of the sort occurred.

We read s instead of sh in manusa (II, 4; 5) beside manuslia (XlII, 6), and in the futures

which are formed in sati for sliyati. Wo have s for sh in yesu (XIII, 4), arabhiyisu (I, 2), beside

nikramishu, &c., in abhisita, which is never written abhishita
;
and for s in anusbchano (XIII, 2) ;

samachariya (XIII, 8), sresta (I, 2) ;
sh for s in 'pmhihashu (HI, 6), shashu (XIII, 8) ;

s for s in

awiisasanam (IV, 10), aniisasis trhti (ibid.). It cannot be imagined that this confusion may be

referred to the real usage of the local dialect. It can only be accounted for by one theory,

the only one which explains analogous mistakes, whether in manuscripts or in more modern

Sasiikrit inscriptions. The error of the engraver or of the scribe arises in both cases from the

fact that he has before him a learned spelling, in the application of which he cannot be

guided by the usage of the current dialect, because the distinctions he has to deal with

are strangers to it. The locative yamcJiashu, a clumsy imitation of locatives in eshu, is

very characteristic as illustrating the way in which the sibilants were used at Kapur di

Giri.

The fact must not be lost sight of that this method of writing is not an isolated example
;

it is borne witness to by other parallel ones, which leave us in no doubt as to what conclusions

we are to draw from it. It is certain that the distinction between the sibilants did not exist

in the dialect of the western coast
;
yet that does not prevent us finding all three at Xasik

(Nos. 1 & 2, A. S. iv, 114), in dedications, which in every other respect are couched in pure

Prakrit, not even in mixed Sanskrit. As at Kapur di Giri, a mistake, sakasa for sakasa, is there

to warn us as to the true character of this use. It is the same in No. 27 of Kauhêri (A. S. v.

85), in which the pretension to learned orthography leads to such forms as sanlulnam, sdrvvasat-

vcinam.

In the instances which we have just passed in review, we may perhaps be allowed to

hesitate as to the origin of the spelling, though not as to the sound whicli it represents or is

intended to represent
;
the problem becomes more thorny when we consider certain orthogra-

phical phenomena, which express accurately neither the learned form, nor the form adopted in

popular usage
;

— which can, in some respects, be considered as intermediate between these two

poles of linguistic movement.

Dr. PischeP has correctly pointed out that, at Kapur di Giri, the words which I have,

according to precedent, transcribed as dharma, darsi, darsana, harmciye, varsha^ imrva, &c., are

really written dhrama, drasana, &c.,the r being joined to the consonant dh, d, &c. He adds that

here, as in the coin-legends which observe the same method of spelling, this writing certainly

represents a dialectic peculiarity, and that the people for whom the tables of Kapur di Giri were

inscribed, actually pronounced the word as dhrama, priiva, &c. At this point I am unable to

agree with his deductions.

He bases his argument specially on certain readings, such as mruga, equivalent to mriga, in

the first edict of Kapur di Giri, graha and d-ridha, equivalent to griha and dridha in the 13th,

paripruchha, equivalent to pariprichchha in the 8fch, vrachhd, equivalent to vriksha, in the 2nd edict

of Girnar. He compares the forms ru, ri, ra, taken by the vowel n in several modern dialects.

^ Qotting. Gel. Anzeigen, 1881, p. 1316.
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I think tliat this comparison, nnless I am mnch mistaken, goes directly contrary to his con-

clusion. Modern forms like graha, griJia, mraga, mramga, mriga, by the side of which we also find

others such as mirga^ &c., are in no way direct derivatives of the Sanskrit mriga, but are

tatsafnas ; that is, nothing but simple equivalents of the form mriga, griha, which itself is

also nsed in the modern languages. They are only instances of such approximate spelling

as could be realized with the elements really existing in the popular language, instead of

borrowing from the learned language a special sign, corresponding to a special pronunciation

which has ceased to exist for more than two thousand years. In both cases, the situation is

not only analogous, but is identical. I offer for both, one and the same explanation, — that

which is incontestable for the more recent one : in mruga, graha, dridha, vracliha of the inscrip-

tions, I can see, as in mriga, graha^ dradha, vrahsha or vracliha of existing languages, orAj tatsa-

mas, loans really taken from the learned language, but represented by an orthography which, by the

absence (whether voluntary or not is of little importance at the present stage of the inquiry) of

the sign for the vowel ri, was condemned to tentative and approximative devices. These

examples in no way argue against my method of treating the groups dhr, pr, &c., in the words

which I have quoted. On the contrary, they present certain precedents of a return towards the

learned language, operating even at the price of imperfect orthographical expedients. It is

exactly in the same light that we must consider the spellings which now occupy us.

In the first place, the state of affairs at Kapur di Giri, so far as concerns consonantal

compounds including an r, strongly resembles that which we have established for Girnar. We
find there pati beside prati (also prati and patri), sava, savatra, by the side of sarve, sarvam,

sarvatra, &c. Without attempting to compile exact statistics, the fact is, in a general way,

indisputable. It is natural to deduce from it the same conclusions as those to which we have

come with regard to Girnar. We must not, therefore, treat the orthographical peculiarities of

this language with absolute rigour. If the r in the words which we are discussing, is taken

from the learned language by an arbitrary artifice of writing, why should we be astonished that

the writers should have allowed themselves some liberty in the manner of representing it,

when they have just as often taken the liberty of omitting it altogether ? In Hindi the

spellings dharama, harania, gandhrava, in no way correspond to any peculiar phonetic pheno-

mena, but are nierely equivalent modes of writing the tatsamas dliarma, harma, gandharva.

Mr. Beames (Compar. Gram. I, 321) has quoted in the ancient Hindi of Chand, spellings

such as srabba (
= sarvad), dhramma (

= dliarma), sovranria (
= suvarnal), hrana

(
= varna),

hrannanâ (
= varnana), prabata

( = parvata), hramma (
= harma), hrana (

— harna), Ac. I

do not think that these examples can be appealed to against the argument, which I here maintain.

It is more than clear that all these spellings were, at the time of Chand, loans taken from the

vocabulary of the learned language. The doubling of the consonant in srabba, hramma, &c.,

sufficiently proves that the true pronunciation of the people was sabba, hamma, Ac. Different

motives, metrical or otherwise, may have suggested these spellings, but they prove nothing as

to the real pronunciation. Far from being contrary to my opinion, they supply, at a distance

of some fifteen hundred years, a phenomenon, strictly comparable with that which we have

shown to exist at Kapur di Giri. This resemblance of methods is explicable by the resemblance

of the conditions which called them into being. In each case we have a language, which, not

having as yet a regulated system of spelling, attempts, with groping and uncertainty, to

approximate itself, by the simplest means available, to the practice of a language which
ngoys a higher degree of reverence.

If we consider the facts by themselves, would this change of dliarma to dlirama, of piirva to

pruva, of harma to hrama be likely or probable ? I think not. Alongside of pruva, there is at

least one passage (VI, 14), in which it seems clear that we must read purva. So also we find

that coins wrote varma alongside of dlirama
;
that by the side of drasana at Kapur di Giri, we

have, at Girnar, an example of darsanar The form which all these words have invariably taken

in the popular pronunciation, dliarhma, puvva, kamma, vassa or vasa, Ac., depends uniformly on
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a former pronunciation, dharina, and not dhramay varsa and not vrasa &c. If people said

arva, vvliy should they have said^rw.ru ?

We should doubtless be gdad to discover with certainty the cause of these inconsistencies
;

but our hesitation in this respect proves nothing against conclusions, which appear to me to be

satisfactorily proved. It is no use counting all the variations in the mode of writing : by the

side of sarua, we frequently have sava
;
mita beside mitray puta beside 'putra, Ac.

;
we find

written hirti, and vaclhati, vadhitay Ac. It is not surprising that, in an orthography which is

the arbitrary imitation of a learned pronunciation, a certain approximation should have

appeared sufficient. The example of Girnar proves that we must not take the phonetic value of

the signs too strictly. It is clear that in § ^ and in dj (5 the same character § signifies

at one time, vra^ and at another time rva. Heasons of graphic convenience may have had
their share of influence. A cursive sigui for r following a consonant had been fixed at this epoch

but they had not fixed one for an r preceding one. It is easy to prove this in the more recent

inscriptions. They retained the first sign, and invented a new one for the second case (cf.

the inscription of Suë Vihar.^) The direct combination of the characters ^ and ~], ^ and *7

was sufficiently easy and symmetrical, but the combination of '7 with ^ Ac., being moie
complicated, gave greater opportunities for confusion. Without doubt such a consideration

can only have been a secondary one, but the special conditions under which, as I have pointed

out, this spelling was applied with its etymological tendency, are precisely such as to make
its action admissible. They rendered much less urgent both the invention of a new sign, and

the use of compound letters which might be awkward to engrave.

We are thus led to recognise in certain cases a graphic method, which not only does not

faithfully represent the real pronunciation, but which in endeavouring to approximate itself to

etymological writing, treats it with a certain amount of freedom. This forms a very useful

basis from which to judge, what is, in my opinion, a more difficult case. I refer to the groups

^ ,
and at Girnar, regarding which I regret to find that my conclusions did not meet

with the concurrence of Dr. Pischel. This difference of opinion renders it necessaiy for me
to complete the observations outlined on pages 26 and 29 of the Introduction to Yol. I. of the

original work.

It is quite clear, as Dr. Pischel allows, that the appearance of the group wdll not help

LIS to decide between the transcription pta, and the transcription tpa. Every one agiees in read-

ing st and st. The exact position of the sign is therefore irrelevant. All the more has

the question embarrassed the various commentators, and they have successively proposed various

readings. The arguments invoked in favour of pta are far from convincing me. I cannot

admit that the form appâ for dtman^ presupposed an intermediate apta. The group pt regniarly

gives tt in Prakrit, as in gutta. It is which gives pp, as in Now upu is the very

form which the most modern inscriptions of the west, near Girnar, regularly give us for âtman,

and I do not think that any one would suggest a pronunciation apta as necessarily intermediate

between âtmâ and attd. It is in the same way that chattdrd is derived directly from c.liatudrOy

like srdta from satva^ and atta from atvd for dtmd. If, under the influence of t, the v of atvd

can have become a p, the same phenomenon is equally explicable in chatpdro for chatvdro, and

drabhitpd for drabhitvd.

5 For example - rxj a. We catch, I think, this new notation in course of formation in instances such as the

ign % = rkhê (arkhêviyasa) of the coins of Archebios (cf. Sallet, Die Nachf. Alexanders

,

p. 11.3).

6 Note hij translator .

—The following extracts from the statistical portion of this chapter, previously published

ee ante, pp. 113 and 120, will assist the reader in following the argument.

Girnar.—tin becomes tp in âtpa-, XII, 3,4, .5, 6.

tv becomes tp : aVichêtpô,, XIV, 6; ârabkitpâ., 1,3; chatpô.r^^, XIII, 8; dasayitpa, IV, 4 ;
hitatpâ, Y 1, Il

picvit'ijitpô, X, 4 ;
taddtpanô, X, 1 ;

it becomes t in satiyaputô, II, 2,

Kapur di Giri.—tm becomes t in ata°, XII, passim.

tv becmes t.
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Tills being said, while I uphold the transcription tpa, after Burnouf and (as Dr. Pischel

very properly reminds me) Signor Ascoli, I admit that I can produce no decisive facts

to prove that this spelling represents something different from its apparent pronunciation.

Neither the use, which Dr. Kern has pointed out, of the Javanese spelling of the group
tp to express simply the sound tt, nor the analogoas instances, have any demonstrative force.

Nevertheless, the phonetic conditions which Grirnar displays in other respects are not such as

to lead us to believe that at this epoch, the contact of two mutes, like tp, could have been

tolerated by the language without assimilation. Several traits, which would seem to prove the

more archaic character of the language of Grirnar, disappear if we consider them in their true

light as simple graphic restorations, and it would be very improbable that a language which so

invariably assimilates mutes when they are primitive, as in smnata, guti, &c., should have, at

the same time, preserved their original power for groups oi: secondary mutes, resulting from
an earlier phonetic alteration. Without, therefore, being in a position to furnish categorical

proof of my opinion, I cannot refrain from being impressed with this belief that the group tp

at Girnar represents pp as its real pronunciation, the etymological origin of which is shadowed

forth in the writing by an artifice, which has, so to speak, been arrested half way.

As regards the groups st, st, I have the same good fortune to be in accord with Signor

Ascoli, and the same regrets that I cannot agree with Dr. Pischel. I know, and Ï have expressly

stated, that Hêmachandra (IV, 290, 291) teaches in Mâgadhî the spellings st for ita and shlh

of Sanskrit, and st for sth and rtli^ Dr. Pischel draws attention to the fact that the Mrichchha-

kaii has forms like bhastaha. cliistacli. I do not wish to insist upon reasons which depend

somewhat on individual impression
;

but I cannot easily believe in dialectic forms such as

pasta for patta, asta iov artha. They are phonetic modifications so isolated, as far as I can

see, on Hindû soil, that it seems to me very difficult to admit their existence
;
but I recognize

that such a scruple has no demonstrative force. We shall at least see from what I shall have

occasion to say regarding the Prakrit of the grammarians, that they are entitled to but very

weak authority as regards the exact state of the popular language, above all at the epoch with

wdiich we are now dealing
;
and here, for example, the evidence of Hêmachandra may very w^ell

be taken as only indicating the more or less accidental retention, the more or less arbitrary

application, of an archaic spelling. At the same time it must be remembered that the facts

thus quoted, agree bat imperfectly with those with which it is desired to compare them.

Hêmachandra mentions this spelling as peculiar to AIAgadhi, and we are asked to recognise it

again at the other end of India, in Surashtra
;
we do not find it anywhere in the other versions

of our inscriptions, wNich, owing to several significant traits, the nominative in e, the substitu-

tion of I for ?•, may fairly claim relationship with Mâgadhî. This is not of a nature to give

strength to the authority of the grammarians, at least as regards their geographical terminology.

7 Note by translator.—As this is not printed tog'ether with the statistical portion of the chapter which has

already been given ante, pp. 113-114 and 120*121, the following extracts from that portion will assist the reader to

understand what follows.

CtIrnak, — tth becomes sGu ustâna, VI, 9, 10.

rth becomes th, as atha, passim.

shtr becomes st : râstika V, 5.

sJith becomes st : adhistâna, V, 4; sêstê, IV, 10 ;
nistâna, IX, 6 ;

tistamtô, IV, 9 ;
tistêya, VI, 13.

st is preserved : asti passim, &c.
;
— it becomes st in aniusasti, VIII, 4, al.

sth becomes st in gharastâni, XII, 1 ;
— and st in stita, VI, 4.

KaPUR DI Gihi.

tt becomes cerebralised into t under the influence of an r-sound, in dharmavntam

,

XIII, 10 ;
nimtiya, IX, 19.

tth is written both th and th in uthâna, VI, 15.

rth usually gives us th {atha, passim), but also th {atham, IX, 20 ;
anathêshu, V, 12).

shtr is written st in rostikanafn, V, 12.

shth is written th in srêtha IV, 10 ;
th in tithê, IX, 20, adhithan^-, V, 13 ;

and st in sresta, I, 2, and tistiti, IV, 10.

st remains unchanged, whether written with the s^iecial sign to which Dr. Biihler appears to have given iti

true value, or with the group st as in samstuta, IX, 19.

sth becomes th : chirathitika, V, 13; grahatha, XIII, 4 ;
and also th, grahathani, XII, 1.
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The groups which the grammarian expressly writes sf, with the dental s (cf. Sutra 289), the

Mrichcliliahatî^ extending the use of the palatal s peculiar to Mâgadhî, writes st, aud the verb

tishthati, for which the spelling chishthadi is expressly enjoined by Sutra 298, is written in the

drama chistadi (Pischel, loc. citp). Between the grammarian and our inscriptions there is a still

wider discord : H is no more written st at Girnar, than rtli is written st.
• » • /

The mere observation of facts such as those which exist at Girnar would be sufScient to

awaken our scruples. I find it difficult to believe, as Dr. Pischel has ingeniously suggested,

that the absence of the aspiration in stita and sesta, are a direct inheritance from the

primitive period which existed before the birth of the secondary aspiration of Vedic

Sanskrit. Should we further conclude that the word sresta at Kapur di Giri (1st edict) is

also a witness of this same period, when the sibilant sh and the other cerebrals had not as 3'et

developed ? As for claiming the same antiquity for the Pâli form at ta (equivalent to arta) for

artlia, the uniform use of the aspirate in all our versions is far from favouring this conjecture.

In any case, the Pâli spelling atta being uniformly absent from all our inscriptions cannot be

relied upon as a basis for the archaic origin of the t in stita. I therefore consider that I am
right in doubting whether the popular pronunciation had really eliminated the aspiration, in a

case in which, as everyone knows, as everyone can judge by a reference to Prâkrit orthography^

the consonant is invariably aspirated, even when the aspiration is not original, be., when

Sanskrit does not write it as aspirated. Is it really to be believed that the people pronounced

ustdna (Girnar, YI, 9, 10), when the assimilated form utthdna is the only one used, even in the

learned language and in its system of etymological spelling ? If they really did pronounce

stana, stita, can ustana be considered as anything but a purely orthographical approximation

to these words, guided, and determined by the feeling of etymology ? The forms anusasti (for

anusasti, the only probable one) beside samstuta, gharastani (instead of slant), beside stita, and

at Kapur di Giri, sresta (instead of sresta) by the side of sretliath (TV

,

10), tistiti beside tithe and

adhithana (Y, 12
;

al.), dipista beside a^ha (
= ashtau) are as many errors which it would be

hard to explain if we considered the orthography as an actual expression of the existing

pronunciation.

Now, Girnar is comparatively near the tract which furnishes us numerous inscriptions for

the period following. Would it not be surprising that in none of them, not even in the most

ancient, at Sânchî and at Nânâghât, has a single trace of so significant a dialectic peculiarity

been discovered ? YGiat we do find is at Sânchî (No. 160), the proper name dhamasthiri,

while in all the analogous instances, sethin,^ &c., the assimilation is carried out. Again at

Kârli (No. 22), in a text of the time of Vâsithîputa Sâtakani, we find liitasughasth\i']tay\_ê']
^

beside nithito. In this instance forms such as puttasya, sovasahasya beside hudharahhitasoy

upasa.hasa, leave no doubt as to the nature of the spelling. W^e have here a text couched half

in Prâkrit, half in mixed Sanskrit, and we know, without any hesitation, that the spelling

sthiti is a tatsama, or, which corues to the same thing, an instance of learned orthography. Does

not all analogy, every probability, compel us to accept the same conclusion for Girnar ?

It is true that this mode of writing, st and s/, appears at Girnar with a certain regularifcv,

but this should not mislead us, after the facts which we have already pointed out regarding

groups which contain an r.^ I maintain that st and st are conservative methods of spelling the

groups ttJi and ith which arise in Prâkrit froin a dental or cerebral sibilant followed by its

mute. They have been extended to groups originating from sth aud sJith (that is to say a dental

or cerebral sibilant followed by an aspirated mute), for the very simple reason that, in the

assimilation of Prakrit these groups result in the same pronunciation as do st and s/it. From

s I do not speak of chilathitika in the inscription of Pwadasi. It is in M/lgadhi, and, as we shall see, cannot

be taken as an authority for the local dialect.

9 At Kapur di Giri, the analysis, st, which Dr. Buhler has proved for a sign hitherto generally read th, has

drawn the spelling of the word sresta from its isolation : but the inconsistencies which have been cited above in the

transcriptions of the Sanskrit groups sht, shth, still remain not one whit less characteristic and instructive.
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this point of view, anomalies like ustdna and anusasti can be easily explained, ustana is

only another way of spelling uitliana. The cerebralization, for which anusasti supplies no
pretext, could creep into the pronunciation of anusatthi under the influence of the analogy
which it suggests with forms like sitiha, anusittha. A practice of this kind, extending even to

words in which it has no etymological justification, is certainly not without example in Hindi
usage. I content myself with quoting the use of the groups gr, tr in Jain Prakrit, used to

represent merely a doubled g or and that even when it is not justified by etymology, — in

pograld, i. e. poggald {pudgaUT), as well as in udcigra. Prof. Weber has not on this account

dreamed of suggesting that the pronunciation ugra, udagra has been preserved, but very rightly

concludes that we must everywhere read gga.

The preceding remarks do not exhaust the instances in which we are permitted to

infer that the orthography of the Edicts of Piyadasi is not strictly phonetic. Other
spellings deserve, from this point of view, to be noticed here. Some are significant by their very

character and by their inconsistencies
;
others, either better preserved or altered more than

the mean level of phonetic decay permits, reveal in turn either an accidental imitation

of the cultivated idiom, or the contemporary existence of a popular language into which

the mode of writing of our inscriptions artificially introduces a regularity unknown in

practice.

In the first category is contained the use of . This brings me again to Dr. PischeTs

remarks. I must confess that I can no longer hold to the opinion, originally expressed by me,

that the sign at Khalsi was only another form of • I admit that this sign, literally hija,

corresponds to a special shade of j^ronunciation, although it does not appear to be easy to define it.

The concurrence of the forms halimgydy halimgyesu, Icalimgy dniy which Dr. Biihler has been the first

to identify at Khalsi (XIII, 5, 6,), does not throw much light on the problem
;
but to whatever

conclusion we are led, it will remain none the less certain that the engravers have displayed

a singular inconsistency. According to Dr. Pischel himself, beside seventeen instances in which

the suffix ilia is written iliya, there are seven in which the spelling iha is retained. It is very

clear that one or other of these two methods of writing does not accord with the exact pro-

nunciation. What are we to say about the Dehli inscriptions, in which we find h in two isolated

examples, in amhdvadihd and adhahosihdni (Col. Ed. VII-YIII, 2), whereas everywhere else

the suffix invariably retains the form iha ?

I confess that I find some difficulty in avoiding an explanation, which, at the first glance,

will appear singular and rash. In various coins of Spalagadama, of Spalirisos (Sallet, p. 154),

and of Gondophares (p. 169), we find dliarmiasa side by side with the ordinary iorrndharmihasa.

On the other hand, the coins of Lysias {ihid. p. 154) have alternately lisihasa and lisiasa. The

pronunciations iha and iya do not appear to have belonged to the same period of phonetic

development, and it is tempting to conclude that the popular pronunciation was fya, (or ia,

which is the same thing), of which iha represents the learned spelling
;
that, in fact, people read

the latter iya, as seems to be proved by the writing lisihasa for lisiyasa. The sign
;j[3

ought

hence to be considered as a compromise between the real pronunciation, indicated by the y, and

the tatsaina orthography represented by the h. The spelling alihasadala must be explained

by some play of etymology, which, in order to lend to the foreign name a Hindi aj)pearance,

seems to have sought in the first portion of the word for the Prakrit aliha, aliya, correspond-

ing to the Sanskrit aliha. I do not underrate the difficulties of this solution. If it were

certain, it would lend a singular confirmation to my method of considering the ortho-

graphy of our inscriptions, but I recognise that it is in no way certain. I only put it forward

as a conjecture, which is, in my opinion, a likely one, and I do not propose to take advantage

of it elsewhere for any more general conclusions. If we neglect it, and content ourselves with

a simple statement of the facts, we find at all events that, at least in this particular point, the

Cf. Weber, Bhagavatt, pp. 387 and ff.
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spelling of oar inscriptions, not being consistent with itself, does not endeavour to accurately

represent the pronunciationdi

Kapur di Griri in several instances usesj and y, the one for the other: (equivalent to

yad), V, II
;

a7ianijam, VI, 16; samaya, I, 2 ;
hamboyay V, 12; XIII, 9 ;

raya, V, II
;
VI, 14;

IX, 18; X, 21; XI, 23
;
XIII, 1, beside raja, VIII, 17, &c. Perhaps even at Girnar we find

an analogous case, if we must really really read (XII, 7) sruneju, for srunaju, equivalent to

srunêyu. At any rate, naydsu for niyasu, is purely sporadic, contrary to analogy, and, to all

appearance, an arbitrary spelling.

These exceptional spellings follow a double direction. Several bear witness to an effort

to approach the etymological forms. For instance, sadvîsati, against all analogy, retains its

final consonant. Xo one can doubt that Dhauli and Jaugada represent exactly the same

dialect, and the same pronunciation, and hence êJcatiya at Jaugada (I, 2) and sammyapatipati

(IX, 16), as compared with 6b;aoha and sammuP at Dhauli, can only be taken as kinds

of tatsamas. So also with forms like akasnia at Dhauli. Adliigichya, equivalent to adhihritya,

for adbigwha, at Bhabra, shews us an orthography which is undecided and hesitating.

In other places the writing betrays by inadvertencies that the phonetic level of the spoken

language has already fallen below that which is usually marked by the ruling habits of the

written one. I refer to softenings like adhigichya for adhihritya at Bhabra, libi alongside of

lipi at Dehli, Ibga, logiha, lalieyu at Jaugada, or, inversely, to irregular hardenings such as

kambocha at Dhauli, patipatayati at Jaugada, padham at Kapur di Giri, or, again, isolated

inflexions janao at Khâlsi, mahidâyô at Girnar.

It would not be impossible to increase the number of indications of this nature
;

but,

neither the condition of the monuments, nor the accuracy of our facsimiles, would allow us to

attain to complete statistics. I stop myself here, and proceed to sum up.

The translator ventures to take the liberty of appending the following note by him on this character, which
originally appeared in the Academy for October 1890 ;

—

This character has excited considerable controversy. It is admittedly a compound of the sign for k and the

sign for y, and, graphically, it represents kya. In the Khâlsi inscription it is substituted (but by no means uniformly)

for the k which we should expect in the termination ikd
;

and it also occurs in the foreign word alikyasadala.

It is also found twice in the Delhi columnar inscription. A.11 scholars agree that no completely satisfactory

explanation has been given for this form. It seems to me that the following is not unreasonable.

The spelling of Piyadasi’s inscriptions presents several instances of false analogy. M. Senart has given strong

reasons for believing that when Piyadasi at Girnar wrote st, he meant to represent the sound Uh. It was a mistaken

attempt to revive an old-fashioned spelling. The scribe knew that Sanskrit sht became tth in Prakrit, and hence

wrongly assumed that every Prâkrit tth was derived from sht. Therefore, to shew his learning, whenever he came
to a tth, he wrote it st, even in cases when tth represented not sht, but shth.

I think that this ikya is a similar instance of false analogy. The Mâgadhî Prakrit termination ikd is liable to

have its penultimate vowel lengthened, thus, ikd. Then, by a well-known rule, the î can again be shortened, the

consonant following being at the same time doubled in compensation, thus, ikkd. Instances of this are not

uncommon in literature
;
and, judging from the modern languages of India, must have been extremely common in

conversation. Prakrit examples will be found in § 203 of Dr. Hoernle’s Gaudian Grammar and I need not quote

them here. As the Khâlsi and the Delhi inscriptions were written in Piyadasi’s Mâgadhî dialect, we need not be

surprised if we find this doubling occurring in them too.

Now Sanskrit does become in Prâkrit ; and I believe that the scribe, coming upon an ikka with a

totally different derivation of which he was ignorant, and wishing to shew his learning, represented that ikka

also by ikya, just as his brother at Girnar represented tth by sht, even when it had nothing whatever to do with

that compound. If we assume, as suggested by M. Senart, that the scribe endeavoured to connect the foreign

word Alikyasadala with the Sanskrit alîka (an instance of a common kind of word-play in Sanskrit literature), we
find an additional confirmation of my suggestion. The î in aUka is long

;
its being shortened shews that the word

must have been pronounced alikka in Piyadasi’s time. Accordingly, the engraver, coming upon another kk,

followed his custom and wrote it kya.

It will be observed that this accounts for the want of uniformity with which a appears in Piyadasi’s

inscriptions. M. Senart shews that at Khâlsi ikyâ occurs seventeen and ikâ seven times. At Delhi there are only

two instances of ikyd, ikd being used everywhere else. So, also, in Mâgadhî Prakrit both the terminations ikkd and

ik'i. appear to have been concurrently and indifferently used, just as at the present day a man of Magadha will say

u: the same breath, chhotakd and chhotakkd, tanikd and tanikkd, tamikd and tanukkd.— G. A. G.
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It is certain that the orthography of our inscriptions does not always exactly
reflect the actual pronunciation. It is unequal to the task when it neg-lects io notice double

consonants or long vowels, and it overshoots the mark when, at Girnar, it retains a long vowel,

either before anusvdra, or before a group of consonants. Besides this, it elsewhere gives

evidence, as, for example, in the notation of the groups which contain an r, of a signitieant

indifference in regard to phonic expressions which belong to diverse periods of the development

of the language. It is, therefore, sure that this orthography, iu a certain number of

cases, obeyed (as we call them) learned historic influences. Like the modern lano uafj’es,

like the mixed Sanskrit of the Gatlids, it is full of words or methods of writing, whicli consti-

tute so many graphic tatsamas, and which consequently form an artificial and learned element.

There is no ground for citing against this proposition the ignorance of the engravers. Thev may
be responsible for certain material errors, for certain inconsistencies, but not for a system of

orthography. They applied that system, it is true, but, however imperfect it may have been, it

must have been founded by persons who were educated, skilled men. Even at the present day,

it is evidently the learned caste that takes these loans, which, entering the popular language,

gradually extend themselves to the most ignorant. In its generality, therefore, the principle

appears to me to be unassailable, and those facts, which are certain, justify by themselves

important conclusions as regards the light in which we should consider the language of our

inscriptions.

Other facts, such as those which concern the groups st, st, tp at Girnar, allow more room
for contradiction, and I only claim probability for my opinion regarding them. I have merely

one more observation to add. It is specially at Girnar and at Kapur di Giri that we meet

these semi-historic modes of writing. If my interpretation of them is accepted as correct,

they will add seriously to the balance in favour of the conclusion to which the undisputed

facts tend.

This conclusion has a corollary. It implies that the differences of dialect between

the popular languages, which are reflected by the various versions of our inscription,

are less decided than we should at first be induced to consider them, judging from the

appearance of the orthographies. If they are really separated by some characteristics, they

have, in general, arrived at nearly equivalent stages of phonetic corruption. The more piomi-

nent points of difference, which attract our attention at first sight, have their origin in tendencies,

more or less accidental, of word-borrowing or of modes of writing, — in the greater or less use

of tatsamas. This result is in itself à priori so probable, that it might almost be invoked in favoni

of the conclusions which I have endeavoured to establish. It is, assuredly, scarcely probable

that, by its mere natural movement, by its spontaneous development, the same language should,

in the same time, have reached, in neighbouring provinces, stages of decay so unequal as a

comparison between the orthography of Girnar and, for example, that of Khâlsi would suggest.

The views which I have put forward explain this anomaly. For inadmissible inequalities of

phonetic development they substitute the very simple notion of different orthogra|)hic system^

in parallel use in different regions. If, as everything tends to shew, the epoch to which oiir

inscriptions belonged was still, so far as regards the art of writing in India, a period of feeling t!ie

way and of uncertainty, if it is anterior to the régularisation or at least to the general expansion

of the Sanskrit orthography and to the codification of the literary Prakrits, the parallel existence

of these divergent imperfectly established systems is easily explained. I shall shortly indicate

what circumstances seem to have conduced to favour their geographical distribution in the

manner to which witness is borne by the evidence of our monuments. These circnnistanccf!

equally concern the distribution of the dialectic differences properly so called.

The influence of a learned orthography upon the linguistic aspect of our moim-

ments does not, as a whole, allow itself to be measured in detail with absolute precision I

shall only quote one example, as sufficient to enable the reader to grasp my meaning. Giri nr

distinguishes between X '^} A only in the interior of bases. Is preserves X e\ ciy
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where where Sanskrit would write it in the bases, but it writes only A terminations, even where

Sanskrit usage would have required a cerebral n, I confess that a comparison with the

Eastern versions, all of which know only A >
makes this invariable practice seem, in my eyes,

to be suspicious. I strongly doubt if the popular pronunciation of the people of Oirnar

correctly distinguished the two n?>, but I have no means of rendering this doubt a certainty.

Whatever may have been the fact in this and in other analogous instances, many of the

divergencies which distinguish our parallel versions are not reducible to an orthogra-

phic interpretation. However great may be the latter’s importance in its legitimate sphere

of action, it leaves remaining a series of phenomena which constitute dialectic characteristics.

It is this face of the question which still remains to be considered.

From this point of view the monuments of Piyadasi divide themselves clearly into

two main groups. In the one, there is no cerebral n, no palatal n, an initial y is elided, I is

substituted for r, the nominative masculine, and usually the nominative neuter, end in e, and the

locative in asi
;
the other distinguishes the cerebral n and the palatal n, retains the initial y and

the r unchanged, makes the nominative singular of masculine «-bases end in e, and the locative

in amhi or in e. The first comprises all the inscriptions, except Girnar and Kapur di

Giri, which alone constitute the second class. It is the more impossible to doubt the

existence in this case of a dialectic difference, because certain of the peculiarities which

denote the first group are quoted by the grammarians as proper to the Mâgadhî dialect. Such

are the nominative in ê and the substitution of I for r. It must be admitted that these are

also the only points of agreement, and that neither in its omissions — the absence of n, w, s, the

elision of initial y — nor in certain peculiar usages — the retention oî j, of cA/?, &c., — does

the dialect of the inscriptions correspond with the Mâgadhî of the grammarians. On the

contraiy, we have seen that the use of the group st, attributed by the grammarians to Mâgadhî

appears only in the orthography of Girnar.

Is it possible to trace subdivisions, to distinguish sub-dialects, within the limits of these

two main groups ? Between Girnar and Kapur di Giri, if we except the groups si and st on the

one hand, and the use of the three sibilants on the other, both of which, in my opinion, should

not be admitted into the calculation, the only differences of a somewhat general character,

which I note, are the group ty at Girnar, which, according to my theory, corresponds to a

pronunciation and which is represented at Kapur di Giri by t ;
the locative singular, which is

in mM, and more rarely in e at Girnar, and in e, never in mhi at Kapur di Giri
;
and the genitive

of bases in in, which is in mo at Girnar, and which, at Kapur di Giri, follows, by the formation

isa, the analogy of the declension in a. It may also be noted that the group Jim or m/?, which

is retained at Girnar, is unknown at Kapur di Giri, where bamJiana is written bramana, and that

the termination vya of the future participle passive, which usually at Girnar adheres to the

spelling viya, is, at Kapur di Giri, generally assimilated to va (vva). Finally, we may add

one or two other divergencies, such as the 3rd person plural in arê used at Girnar, and the

accidental substitution of y for j at Kapur di Giri. We can thus have no hesitation in holding

that the two sets of inscriptions, to a certain degree at least, do refiect different shades

of dialect, which are absolutely distinct.

I do not think that the case is the same with regard to the versions which constitute

the former group. If we put out of consideration the alleged use of s and sJi at Khâlsi,

regarding whicli I shall shortly take an opportunity of stating my opinion, and which has

nothing to do with the present discussion, the only appreciable differences refer to the initial

y, tlie use of r, and the termination of nominatives neuter in mu. Khâlsi and the colum-

nar edicts retain the initial y more frequently than the others, but as they present at the same
time a number of examples of its elision, even in the same words, it is clear that no linguistic

(îonclusion can be drawn from the fact, especially as in the versions which elide it most

regularly, at Jaugada and Dhauli, examples are inversely found of its retention. In some

jnstances Khâlsi makes the nominative of neuter bases in a, in am and not in ê : but it also
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contains a more considerable number of nominatives in e of bases usually treated as neuters
;

on the other hand, in one instance, Jaugada writes anusdsanam. Rûpnâth writes chhavachliarê

and chiratMtiM, drd/JJiave^ pakarê-, but, also, sâtilêkê, apaladJiiyena, and ahdle
;
and if it is

admitted that it throughout retains the initial y, it must not be forgotten that it is short, that

it has only three such examples, and that it is impossible to assume the existence of a peculiar

dialect from such a detail-, in the face of its otherwise perfect agreement with those inscriptions

which more nearly resemble MAgadhi. It is plain, however, that we must not neglect sporadic

discrepancies. They have a certain significance which should be cleared up. This problem

appears to me to be an easy one. It will solve itself when we have elucidated one point,

regarding which people have, I think, come to wrong conclusions.

It has bee n admitted hitherto that each of the versions of the edicts faithfully

represents the dialect of the country in which it has been engraved. I believe that

this is a mistake, and that the deductions, which have been formed on this basis, are

altogether unfounded. A priori ife would be extremely surprising that a single dialect should

have reigned, without rival and without shades of difference, throughout the whole of north and

north-eastern India, from Khalsi to Jaugada, by way of Bairat and Rûpnâth. Our scepticism

will be found to be strengthened by several particular reasons.

According to this theory, at the time of Asôka, both at Dhauli and Jaugada, as w^ell as at

Rûpnâth and Allahabad, people must have employed a dialect which made nominatives

masculine of «-bases terminate in e, and which changed r into 1. This I shall, for the sake of

brevity, term the Mâgadhî of A&ôka. Now the inscription of Khandagiri, quite close to those

of Dhauli and Jaugada, the date of which cannot be fixed with accuracy, but is certainly not

more than a century later than the monuments of Piyadasi, and which appears to emanate

from a local sovereign, makes the same nominatives in o and the locatives in e, preserves the

etymological r, and in a word presents none of the characteristic traits of this dialect. We are

thus led to think that xlsoka’s dialect was not that of the country. The ancient inscriptions of the

Bharhut stupa, mid-way between Rûpnâth and Allahabad, perhaps contemporary with Piyadasi,

of a surety not much later, and which are certainly expressed in a language analogous to the

local idiom, present no trace of Alagadhism. So also at Sanchi
;
yet General Cunningham has

discovered there a fragment of an edict which, with a probability almost equivalent to certainty,

he attributes to Piyadasi, Now, in this, fragmentary as it is, the nominatives in e, words like

chilathitihe leave no room for doubt. It was written in Mâgadhî. But all the native inscrip-

tions found in the same locality, either contem^porary with it, or belonging to a very nearly

contemporary epoch, agree without exception in the use of a Prakrit free from Magadhisrns.

In the other localities we are not so fortunate as to be able to use parallel monuments for con-

trolling the apparent evidence of those of Piyadasi, but these facts are sufficiently significant.

Evidently, the use of the Mâgadhî dialect in his edicts does not prove that it was current

and in vulgar use in the localities where they have been found. The conclusion readily

presents itself to our minds. It was in Magadha that the head-quarters of Piyadasi’s empire was

situated. Mâgadhî mast have been the language of his court, and nothing can be simpler

than to suppose that he used it throughout the extent of his dominions to address his

people, and more specially his ofideers, the representatives of his powerJ

1 At the other extremity of India, in Ceylon, wo find a sign which favours this theory. However great, as

regards details, may be the exaggerations of the Sinhalese traditions with reference to the connection of A.sôka

with Tâmraparni, the testimony of Piyadasi himself would appear to indicate that he held certain relations with

that distant island. That he profited by these relations to help forward the diffusion of Buddhism, his zeal and the

analogy of his conduct elsewhere do not permit us to doubt. It is hence the more interesting to follow up the

traces, which have, in several instances, been pointed out, of the influence of the Mâgadhî dialect on the ancient

language of Ceylon, The most ancient inscriptions which have been found in the island are without doubt of

sensibly later date than Piyadasi. This interval explains the alterations which the Mâgadhî tradition has under-

gone from the time of the earliest inscriptions. The fact itself of its introduction, which it is difficult to refer to any

author except Piyadasi, only stands out the more clearly from the persistence of certain traits. I do not speak

merely of grammatical peculiarities: the locative in si, nominative in tî, &c., which have been pointed out by P
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But theu^ it will be said, bow is it that the inscriptions of the extreme north-west and

of the coast of Surâshtra escape this common level 2 The question appears to me to be capable

of two explanations, each of which strengthens the other. No one, I think, donbts that it was

in the north-west and west that a graphic system,, adapted to the necessities of Indian languages,

was first elaborated. At least the inscriptions of Kapur di Giri and of Girnar testify that in

each case there had been already constituted a peculiar graphic system with its own traditions.

These were facts which Piyadasi found established, and which he was obliged to take

into his calculations. In the second place, it will be remarked that the two systems of

spelling, or, if it is preferred, the two dialects used by Piyadasi^ exactly coincide with

the distinction between his immediate dominions and the merely vassal provinces^

which, I believe, I have established by arguments perfectly independent, and having no reference

to the facts which we are now considering. It was quite natural that Piyadasi should accom-

modate himself to the local customs of regions which were only indirectly attached to his

empire, and in which traditions must iiave existed wdiich it might have been both suitable and

convenient to respect.

Certain useful indications can be drawn from the inscriptions. The various versions are

not equally consistent in the application of orthographical peculiarities which correspond to

dialectic differences. Even at Dhauli and Jaugada, where the initial y is most regularly elided, .

it is occasionally retained: ye (J. det. I. 4); yd (Dh. lY. 17); ye (Dh. V. 20; det. I. 8); at

Khalsi and on the columns this is much more common : at Rûpnâtb, the y is retained in the

only three words in regard to which the question could be raised,; at Bairât, we have, side by
side, am and yarn. On the other hand, it is at Rûpnâth that we find two or three words in

which the r is retained and not replaced by 1. As a general rule the distinction between

masculine and neuter is lost in the Magadhi of the inscriptions, both genders making the

nominative in e. Nevertheless, at Edifilsi, it would appear that we have some nominatives

masculine in o (sdtiyaiJiito, II. 4 ;
Mlalaputo, ibid.

;
so, Y. 14 ;

cf., also, Idjdnô, II. 6), while neuters

very often have the nominative in arh. These inconsistencies can be explained in two ways.

They result either from the influence of the learned language, or from the sporadic

action of the local dialect entering into the official Mâgadhî. I do not venture to decide.

Other irregularities, such as those which v/e meet at Kapur di Giri and at Girnar, are

inverse cases. Thus, we have frequently in both versions nominatives singular in ê (f) both for

masculines and neuters. I may quote at Girnar prddesiM, yute, ydrise, bhûtapurvê, vadhitê^

tdrise, apaparisave, deudnampiye
,

sêstê,. lianime, dhaihniachamne, mamgale, dasane, ddne, vipuU,

haiiirne, mule; at Kapur di Giri: amliyolce, si, athi, sahali, 'mate, turamaye, jive, bhutapurva^

vadhite, tadise, dane, niche, darsane, ete, yê, hatavi,- hati, yi,. nichi, vijite, ghatiti, malialake,

lihhite ; at Kapur di Giri, several locatives in asi (tnahanasasi, I, 2; gananasi. III. 7; yufasi,

V. 13 ;
OTodha'riasi,. YI* H

;
&c. are contrasted with the ordinary form, which is in e. It is

clear that these accidental forms cannot be explained in this case by the influence either of a

learned language, or of a popular one. They are so many Mâgadhisms, "whose only possible

source can have been the influence of the Mâgadhî officially employed by the suzerain

of the states.

To sum up, the inscriptions of Piyadasi divide themselves, from a linguistic point

of view, into two series, of which one, that of the north-west, betrays by certain, though
not very important, indications, the existence of a dialectic sub-division. The other must

Goldschmidt (Ind. Ant., 1877, p. 318
;
cf. Ilhys Davids, Ind. Ant., 1872, pp. 138 & ff. Ed. Muller, Ancient Inscri'pt.

of Ceylon, p. 8 ;
and the recent observations of Prof. Kern in the Bijdmgen tot de Tdal . . . kunde van Nederl.

Indie, IV. 10, p. 562). Two palæog’raphic facts are equally characteristic. One is the adoption, of the sign /[\

before its limitation to, the palatal s (see below), and the other is the absence of the palatal il, not employed in the

official writing of Piyadasi, and which wo see, for example, in the inscription of Kirinde (E. Müller, No. 57)

expressed by the compound ny, in savanyutôpêtê. It is, therefore, probable that Piyadasi had directly or indirectly

transferred to Ceylon, as he had done to the provinces of his empire, the methods peculiar to his Mâgadhî system
of orthography.
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^
. r

represent the ofi0.cial language of the royal chancery. They bring before us two strongly

contrasted orthographical systems
;
the one more nearly allied to the popular speech,

the other with a greater tendency to approaching etymological and learned forms,

Neither the one nor the other is subject to definite rules
;
— neither the one nor the other

escapes individual discrepancies, or certain local influences. We shall see from what follows,

and it is this which gives these facts a real interest, that this state of things marks the

first phase of an evolution which was destined to accentuate itself more and more as

it pursued its course. We shall see, in the epoch which follows, on the one hand, the

Mixed Sanskrit, on the other hand the monumental Prakrit, each continuing in parallel

lines the tradition of which we here grasp the most ancient manifestations.

On several occasions, in the remarks which precede, I have been led to speak of “a
learned language,” and “ a learned orthography.” These expressions might lend themselves to

misconceptions which it is my duty to prevent. Now that I have explained myself regarding

the popular language, it remains to determine, so far as we can from the indications at our

disposal, what was the linguistic situation from, the point of view of this other most important

factor, Vedic or Classical Sanskrit,

Palæographic facts here hold the first place. Some are common to both of Piyadasi’s

modes of writing, others are peculiar to only one or other of them.

The north-western alphabet possesses no special signs for marking the long vowels. It

is quite true that many languages are content with a similar notation, but Sanskrit does not

present itself to us under ordinary conditions. A language partly artificial and used only by the

learned, leaping into existence, after a long preparation, ready made and almost immutable, it

had a grammar before it was put into writing. Neither in its orthography, nor in its grammatical

forms, does it shew any sensible trace of progressive development. It could only be put into

writing, at the time when it did commence to be written, under the same conditions as those

under which it has continued to be written. A langaage thus elaborated must have imposed

beforehand the power of distinguishing long vowels on the alphabet, by means of which it was

intended to record it. An alphabet, which was not capable of making this distinction, would

certainly never have sufficed to record it.

I may also mention a peculiarity which is common to both methods of writing. I have just

now drawn attention to the fact that neither of them represents the doubling of identical

or homogeneous consonants. Now, from the time when Sanskrit first makes its appearance,

it observes this duplication, wherever it should be etymologically expected. No one can imagine

either the Vedic Sanskrit or Grammatical and Classical Sanskrit being written without observ-

ing this practice. But, once established for the learned language, this duplication could not

have failed to introduce itself into the popular orthography, as we shall see did actually occur in

the case of the literary Prâkrit. It will, therefore, be asked how the orthography of the

dialects, which we are at present considering, did not, of its own motion, adopt so natural a

usage. For my part, I only see one satisfactory explanation,— the persistent influence

of the Semitic method or methods of writing upon which the alphabets of Piyadasi were

founded. A long effort was necessary to overcome this influence, and the sequel will shew

how the new practice is exactly one of the traits which characterised the constitution and

expansion of the literary language.

The Indian alphabet, on the other hand, did possess special signs for the long vowels,

but when it is considered that at Khtdsi, and perhaps at Bairât and Bûpnâth, there are no

signs for i and u long, and that in the other versions instances of inexactness in the notation

of long vowels are continually met with, it will, I think, be unhesitatingly concluded that,

at the date of our inscriptions, a flxed, arrested form of language, like Sanskrit, had not

yet been established in general use, for it would not have failed to act as a regulator
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and model for the popular languages, or to introduce into their orthography the preci-

sion, the unity and the consistency in which they are so much wanting.

The Indian alphabet of Piyadasi has only one sign to represent r
; whether it pre-

cedes or follows a consonant. Would this have been possible if that alphabet were used to

record Sanskrit ? Now, it is actually in the period which immediately follows, that it develops

new resources in this respect. From the time of the inscriptions of Nânâghâp we find the

definite notation of r after another consonant^ well established, and, shortly afterwards, the

same sign transferred to the top of the consonant which it accompanied, served to express an

antecedent r.

We can also assert that the sign for the vowel ri did not yet exist in the time of Afeôka.

The reason is simple, and is quite independent of any à priori argument. It is clear to every one

that the sign J of the vowel n, in the most ancient form in which it appears, is derived from

the sign used to mark r in composition with a preceding consonant, viz., J
;
and we have just

seen that this sign did not develop till after the time of Piyadasi.

Another lacuna is more significant still
;

it is the absence of three distinct signs corre-

sponding to the three sibilants of the learned orthography. I am now speaking only of

the Indian alphabet. Khalsi allows us to show that this absence was perfectly real, and that it

was neither voluntary or merely apparent.

It will be remembered that Khalsi, in addition to ,
the ordinary sign for s, also employs

another form, /|\. This s has been considered as representing the palatal s. It is true that this

last letter has an identical or analogous form in the most ancient inscriptions in which it appears,

i.e., at Nâsik and at Girnar. But we must understand matters. It is not possible to admit

that, at Khalsi, the first edicts and the last ones differ between themselves in dialect, and

I consider that the conclusions to which I came in the Introduction of this work are unassail-

able, that /|\, at Khâlsi, is merely an alternative graphic form of ç{j. Other facts confirm my
opinion. The sign

/{\
reappears in the Edict of Bairât, and in the two inscriptions of

Râmnâth, the first presents only a single example, in the word svarcja, in which the palatal s has

no right to exist. The inscriptions of Râmnâth are, unfortunately, either badly defaced or

very badly reproduced. Such as we have them, they do not lend themselves to a translation,

or even to an approximate interpretation
;
all that we can remark is that the first uses the

sign and that alone, and the other sign cb and that alone. This is a very strong reason

for considering that the two signs are simple equivalents. The demonstration is completed by

facts drawn from the other end of India. Mr. Rhys Davids {hid. Ant., 1872, p. 130) was

the first to point out, in the most ancient inscriptions of Ceylon, the parallel use of two sibilants

cb and * The second is clearly only a modification of the I^hnlsi or of its

prototype. Since then. Dr. E. Müller {Ancient Inscripit. of Ceylon, No. 1) has published one

in which the form alone figures. He has drawn from these facts (p. 16) the only reasonable

conclusion,— that which Mr. Rhys Davids had already very justly put forward,-— that the

two signs express indifferently one and the same sound. We cannot come to a conclusion for

the north different from that to which we have come for the south. The distance between

the two localities of occurrence, and the absolute analogy of the facts prohibit us from thinking

of a dialectic differentiation between the two sibilants. The sequel of palæographic history

shows us that the form
/|\

came to be subsequently employed to express the palatal s, when

a need to express it, that is to say, to write in Sanskrit, was experienced. At the time of

Piyadasi, the Indian alphabet did not yet possess the palatal & ;
and it therefore had

not yet been applied, in anything like a regular and consequent way, to the learned

language.

2 At Bharliut, as in later times at Nânâgliât and elsewhere, r after a consonant is placed below it, either in

its zigzag form t) as in okramti, or in the perpendicular form, as in [j] of hrahma, (Cf. Cunningham,

yiharhut 8tûpa, Inscrip. Nos. 76 97s 89.)
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Anotlier strictly parallel fact indirectly confirms this. By the side of , the inscription

of Khâlsij in its second half, frequently nses a form y. Dr. Biihler (p. 26) transliterates it

by sh, and approves of my having recognized its relationship with the cerebral sli of the complete

alphabet. I fear that there has been a misunderstanding here, I do, it is true, believe

that the "0 of Nasik and of Girnar (Rudradâman) is derived from this y, but I in no way

believe that this last form had the value of a cerebral at Khâlsi. In spite of the transliteration

sh, I would not venture to assert that such is even the opinion of Dr. Biihler, and in any case

I could not agree with him if it is. The sign does not appear till about the 10th Edict, and

only becomes common in the 11th, 12th and 13th, although the form is not absolutely unknown

to the former ones, as we have it also in the 4th Edict, 1. 11, In the more than 110 instances

in which Dr. Biihler reads sh at Khâlsi, there are only thirty in which the cerebral sh could be

expected. Under these circumstances, and the transition between the forms (;G and y being

easy, the steps being marked out by several intermediate shapes both at Khâlsi and elsewhere,

it is absolutely impossible to consider the sign y as anything other than a graphic vaifiant

of . The perfect indifference with which the engravers use one sign or the other is really

quite evident. All that has happened is the same as what we have already proved for /[\. In

subsequent times advantage has been taken of this duplication of forms to apply one of

them to the notation of the cerebral sh, and it has become fixed in its new function,

but the fact is later than our inscriptions.

To sum up, — neither the North-Western nor the Indian alphabet could have been

at this epoch used to write Sanskrit. The Indian alphabet, the only one of the two which

subsequently became applied to Sanskrit, appears before us in the condition of undergoing the

modifications, which eventually prepared it for that rôle. We know of no trace of any different

alphabet, which could have served for the notation of Sanskrit, and we are driven to the conclu-

sion that at the time of Piyadasi Sanskrit had not yet been written, and, as all our

arguments apply equally to the religious, (Vedic) language, the conclusion holds equally

good for it as well as for classical Sanskrit properly so called.

Between these two languages there is, however, one important difference. The elaboration

of classical Sa liskrit could only have taken place with a view to a wide, profane use,— with a view

to a written use. To say that it was not written, is to say that it did not yet practically

exist,— at least in its ultimate form. But it is not so in regard to the Vedic language.

Not only could its essential monuments exist in an oral state, but they could have been, in this

form, the object of a culture purely oral, and more or less complete. Eminent Indian scholars

have considered and still consider that the composition of the ^'>'dtisakhyas does not imply the use

of writing. I need not here expatiate on a subject to which we shall again be conducted by the

conclusions of the following chapter. These remarks have merely for their aim to put forward

(while we explain it) au apparent contradiction between these two propositions : on the one hand
the palæographic condition of our monuments proves that the classical idiom which
subsequently took so prominent a position had either not received as yet its complete

elaboration, or had at least not yet been regularly written, while, on the other hand,

the orthography of the popular dialects as it is reflected by our monuments, reveals the

action, more or less latent, none the less certain, of a previous philological culture.

It is to the oral tradition of the religious literature, to the efforts for its preservation and for

its phonetic analysis, of which it was the cause, that we have to trace back this influence. ld:t

reader cannot fail to remark how happily this origin accounts for the peculiar character of tic

action, unequal and indirect, incomplete and accidental, which we have been able to describe
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CHAPTER V,

THE LAHOHAaE OF THE EDICTS, AND THE LINaiJlSTIC HISTORY
OF INDIA.

It is not sufficient to consider the language of Piyadasi as an isolated subject. His
monuments form only the first link in the chain of Indian epigraphical documents.

The facts which they reveal cannot fail to throw light on the period following, and onr con-

clusions, if they are correct, cannot fail to find a more or less direct verification in later facts.

It is this order of ideas which I propose to consider in this concluding chapter.

PART I.

THE CHRONOLOGY OP THE INSCRIPTIONS.

The most urgent task is to establish, as exactly as possible, the chronological classifi-

cation of the monuments with which we have now to deal. I do not propose to examine

once more in detail the thorny problems which the chronology of India presents for the period

which extends from Asôka to the kings of Yalabhî : still less do I propose to bring forward here

any original system of my own. These questions have been studied by such good judges, and

have been replied to in so many different ways, that little room is left for new theories. I

believe that the true solutions have been already indicated, and I intend simply to group dis-

persed elements together, and to connect them into a coherent whole, both by the consistency

with which the principal dates fit into each other in one uninterrupted chain, and by the support

lent to them by accessory considerations and coincidences.

Amongst the works which have thrown most light on a very obscure subject. Prof. OldenbergA

essay, Ueber die Datirung der aÀtesten mdischen Miinz- tind Inschriftenreihen} certainly holds the

first place. It is, I believe, sufficient to combine his conclusions with certain results obtained

by the labours of Messrs. Biihler, Bhagwanlal Indraji, Bhandarkar, and Fleet, I only mention

the most recent publications, to obtain a chronological series, the main points of which appear

to be firmly established.

With Prof. Oldenberg, I consider that the Sâka era starts from the coronation of Kani-

shka, and that it is in this era that the inscriptions of this king and of his Indo-Scythian

successors are dated.2 With him, I consider that the era of the Guptas, which was also

adopted by the kings of Valabhi, should be calculated, in accordance with the evidence of

Alberûnî, from the year 319 A. D., and that no sufficient reason exists for disturbing one of the

rare positive traditions which we have the good fortune to possess.^

This being settled, it remains to determine the chronology of the Satraps of Surâshtra

and of the Andhrabhrityas. Here several synchronisms come to our help.

1 Zeitschr. fiir Numismatik, Yol. VIII. pp. 289 and fF.

2 Prof. Mas Müller holds the same opinion, India ; What it can teach us, p. 291.

^ IVith regard to the era of the Guptas, I would refer the reader specially to Appendix A, of Prof. Bhandar-

kar’s work, Early History of the Deckan. New arguments have been put forward quite recently, which have led Dr.

Biihler to the same opinion (cf. Biihler, JJeber eine Inschrift des Konig s Dharasena JV von Valabhi, in the Sitzungsher.

der Wiener Akademie, 1885, pp. 13 and ff. of the reprint). [Since the above was published the admirable researches

of Mr. Fleet, contained in the 3rd volume of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, have put an end to all debate

regarding the era of the Guptas. It has not been necessary for me to modify my original text in consequence, for it

maintains the accuracy of the fact, of which Mr. Fleet has proved the certainty ;
but I cannot deprive myself, en passant

of the pleasure of rendering a grateful tribute to the fertile labours of this skilful epigraphist.]
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An inscription of Hfisik, dated the 19tli year of the reign of Vasithipnta Pnlnmayi, and

emanating from his mother, Gôtamî Balasiri, refers to his father and predecessor Gôtamîpnta

Satakani, as the ‘destroyer of the family of the Khakharatas ’ {Khakhardtavamsaniravasesahara).^

We also find at Nasik a parallel series® of inscriptions emanating from Usavadata, son-in-law of

the ‘ Satrap Hahapana, a Khaharâtaking/ and even a dedication presented by a minister, Ayama,

of this prince. It is in the person of Nahapâna that Gôtamîpnta Sâtakani must have

destroyed the dynasty of the Khaharâtas or Khakharâtas, for the same locality has preserved

for ns a document, by which he exercises over it an act of sovereignty. He transfers to a com-

munity of ascetics certain lands, which come from Usavadata, probably the very son-in-law of

the dispossessed sovereign.

The reader can see in an ingenious article of Dr. Blihler’s,® that the numismatic

discoveries of Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji, on a comparison with epigraphic data, allow us to

reconstitute the following series of sovereigns in the dynasty of the Andhrabhrityas.

Gôtamîpnta Sâtakani, who reigned at least 24 years.

Pulumâyi Vâsithîpnta, who reigned at least 24 years.

Mâdharîputa Sirisêna, who reigned at least 8 years.

Vâsithîpnta Chatnrapana Sâtakani, who reigned at least 13 years.

Siriyana Gôtamîpnta Sâtakani, who reigned at least 16 years.

It is not certain, but it is at least probable, that the succession was immediate between the

second, third, and fourth of these princes.

Rudradaman, the Satrap king, in the celebrated inscription of Girnar, tells us how he

twice conquered Sâtakarni, the king of the Dekhan
;
he only spared him from total destruction

by reason of their close relationship. Now, an inscription of KanherP has preserved the

memory of a queen, daughter of a Kshatrapa king, whose name was composed of two syllables

commencing with ru, and wife of the king Vâsishthîputra ''Satakarni. Whether the Ru[dra],

father of the queen was, as appears very likely, or was not, the Rudradâman of Girnar, it

remains almost certain that the Sâtakarni of whom that prince was the contemporary and con-

queror is one of the two last princes named in the foregoing table. Fortified by palæographical

coincidences which tend to confirm the likelihood, which in itself is very strong, of these facts,

we can hold it for proved that Rudradâman belonged to the same time as Vâsithîpnta

Sâtakani, or Siriyana Sâtakani.

The third synchronism, together with an indirect verification of the second, gives us a

valuable means for approximately fixing the dates, not only relatively but absolutely, of these

persons. In a well-known passage, Ptolemy mentions Tiastanes and Siri Polemaios, as sovereigns

of Ujjayini and of Paithrina. These two names have been long identified, the first with that of

Chashtana, and the second with that of Siri PulumPiyi. Now Chash^na is known by the inscrip-

tions as grandfather of Rudradâman
;
and it is quite easy that he should have been a contem-

porary of Pulnmâyi Vâsithîpnta, grandfather or great-grandfather, or at any rate third

or fourth predecessor, of the Sâtakani, of whom we have just seen that Rudradâman was the

contemporary and the conqueror. A remark of Prof. Bhandarkar^ contributes a still higher

degree of probability to these identifications. Ptolemy tells us that, while the northern parts

of the west coast were governed by Siri Polemaios, the southern parts were under the rule of

Baleocouros. Now, there has been discovered at Kolhapur a series of coins,^ in which the name

of Vilivâ
3^akura, whose identity with Baleocouros forces itself on our notice, is associated with

that of Vâsithîpnta and of Gôtamîpnta, to whom we have just been introduced.

^ Arch. Surv. West. Ind. IV. 108. c Arch. Surv. West. Ind. pp. 99 and ff.

* Indian Anti'iuary

,

1883, pp. 272 and ff. It will be seen from wbat follows that I have not been able to place

myself in entire accord with the learned author.

'• Arch. Surv. West. Ind. V. 78. ^ Early Hist, of the DecJcan, p. 20.

9 Cf. Bhagwânlâl Indraji, in J. U. A, S., Bo. XIII,
,
303 and ff.
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The terms in which Ptolemy speaks of these sovereigns, Tiastanes, Siri Polemaios and

Baleoconros, give ns naturally the impression that he speaks of princes of his own time.

Without any doubt this conclusion is in no way a forced one. He could, it is true, have drawn
upon previous authorities, and his information regarding such distant countries was not neces-

sarily up to date
;
but, until the contrary is proved, every presumption is in favour of the most

simple solution, which makes the princes reign at the same epoch as that in which he wrote the

geography, or a short time before. Ptolemy is credited with having composed his book a few

years after 150 A. D., and we are, therefore, entitled, à priori, to consider that Chashtana and

Pulumâyi Vâsithîputa must have been in possession of their power between about 135

and 145. This conclusion, which is admitted by several scholars,^® will impose itself with yet

greater force upon our attention, if it is found to accord with the chronological data, which it

is possible to collect directly in India. This is exactly the case.

Prof. Oldenberg^i has strongly insisted upon the reasons which prevent us from fixing at

a later date than the commencement of the second century the era of the Kshatrapa kings of

Gujarat, that is to say of the dynasty, the founder of which was, as we gather from the inscrip-

tions, Chashhma. The arguments on the basis of which he hesitates to make it coincide with the

'Sâka era of 78 A. D. appear to me to be less convincing, We know of a Kshatrapa coin bearing

not only the date 300, but the date 310 of the Kshatrapa era^^ the date 83 of the Gupta era,

i. e. (319 + 83 = ) 4()2 A. D., is the earliest one of their successors in Mfilavad^ the Guptas, of

which we have evidence, and it is hence impossible to bring down the commencement of the

Kshatrapa era to a later date than 90 A. D. As it is, on the other hand, certain that the

Kshatrapas were not the originators of the era which they employed, — we shall shortly see

that it was also used by Nahapana, — it seems to me that the strongest probabilities lead us

to conclude, with Pandits Bhagwanlal and Bhandarkar, that it was the Hâka era of 78 A. D,,

the era of Kanishka, which they adopted.

Every one is now, I believe, agreed in considering with Messrs. Oldenbergi^ and Bhagwan?

lal,^^ that Nahapana was, in Gujarat, the representative of the race of the Kshaharatas, which

was conquered by Gotamiputa Satakani, and which immediately preceded this dynasty of

Kshatrapa Senas, of whom Chashtana was the first representative.

It will now be sufficient to mention the dates supplied to us by certain inscriptions; and

we shall see how they adjust themselves, and how happily they coincide with the presumptions

to which we have come independently.

According to the Girnar inscription, Rudradaman was on the throne in the year 72 of his

era, which we suggest to be the Saka era. Coins of his son Rudrasimha bear the dates 102 to

117, and it is probable that the first-mentioned ones go back to the commencement of his

reign. It is, therefore, likely that the reign of his father Rudradaman could not have commenced

much before the year 150 A. D., the date of the bursting of the embankment at Girnar.

Every indication points to the conclusion that the reign of his father Jayadaman was short,

and Chash^na, as founder of the dynasty, could only have come into power at a mature age.

There is, therefore, small room for making mistakes, if we allow for these two reigns a j)eriod

of 20 or 22 years. The accession to power of the Sênas would thus be placed at about the

year 128 or 130 A. D.

An inscription of Junnar,!^ proves that Nahapana was still king in the year 46 of the era

whicii he employed : the inscriptions of his son-in-law IJsavadâta, which are known to us, are

earlier, bearing the dates 40, 41, 42. We can thus put the destruction of his power by the

^0 Cf. Bhandarkar, loc. cit. Bhagwanlal Indrajî, art. cit.

art. cit. pp. 315 and ff. ^2 Bühler, in Burgess, Arch. Surv. West. Incl. p. 73.

Of., for example, Thomas in Burgess, Arch. Surv. West. hid. II, p. 20,

n loc. cit. pp, 319, and ff. Ind. Ant. 1878, p. 258. al,

w Bhagwanlal Indrajî, in J. R. A. S., Bo. XIII. p. 315. u Arch. Surv. West. Ind. TV. 103.
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Andhras, at about the year 48 or 50 of his era. What is that era ? If, hypothetically, we
suggest the era of Kanishka, the date 125 to 128 A. D. which we get, agrees so exactly with that

to which we are led on the other hand as the date of the coming to power of his conqueror,

that the proof seems to be decisive. I may add that, according to a restoration which Dr.

BiihleD^ considers as ‘ almost certain,’ Usavadfita, the son-in-law of Nahapfina, in one of his

inscriptions calls himself a Baka. It is, therefore, probable that this family of Kshaharatas held

its power, as vassal satraps, from the Turushkas of the dynasty of Kanishka.
;
and nothing

could be more natural than that they should have used the era adopted by their suzerains.

After them, the family of Senas must have simply followed their official tradition, as the

Valabhi kings did in later years when they succeeded the Guptas. The name of Balivahana

by which this era came eventually to be designated, appears to be a recollection of the similar

procedure by which the sovereigns of the Dekhan, on their side, appropriated the era founded

in the north by the 'Saka king.

Another result which follows from the above is that we now find the members of the

Andhra dynasty, who more immediately interest us here, placed in their chronological position.

I have mentioned their names above.

If we take 126 A. D. as the date of the victory of Gotamiputa Satakani over Nahapana,

an inscription of the conqueror^® proves, on the other hand, that this event must have occurred

before the I4th year of his reign, for he sends orders dated in that year to the representative of

his authority at Nasik. Various epigraphical monuments testify that he reigned at least

24 years
;
and we thus get the year 126 + 11, say 137 A. D., for the end of his reign,

and the coming to the throne of his successor Yâsithîputa Pulumayi. The rule of this prince

having lasted at least 24 years, that of Madhariputa Sirisena at least 8, and that of Yâsithîputa

Satakani at least 13, we arrive, for the conclusion of this last reign, at least at the date

137 -f 24 + 8 -f 13 = say 182 A. D. Rudradaman, the Kshatrapa, having ceased to reign before

180 A. D., it follows that it was certainly Yâsithîputa Satakani, and not his successor, who is

referred to in the inscription of Girnar.

We see how completely all these data agree amongst themselves. The verification which

is, in my opinion, the most important, consists in the complete accord which this system

establishes without any effort, with the presumptions which we are entitled to draw from the

mention made by Ptolemy of Chashtana and Pulumayi. It must be, as we have seen, about

the years 135 to 145 A. D. that this mention should à i^riori, lead us to fix the reigns of these

personages, and, that too, independently of any preconceived ideas, or of any clue obtained

from Indian sources. On the other hand, our deductions, founded on absolutely independent

calculations refer the former to the years 130 to 140 or 145, and the second to the years 137 to

161 A. D. In the face of so striking a result it appears to me difficult to avoid recognizing

how artificial and how fine-drawn must be the suppositions, by which some writers have sought

to weaken the induction which the text of the geographer at once suggests to us.

On the other hand, I must express my entire agreement with Dr. Bühler in the criticism

to which he submits the rash attempts which have been risked to reconstitute the chronology

of the period anterior to the Andhrabhrityas. Their contradictions, and especially the positive

data which are furnished by the monuments, shew how little confidence is deserved by the lists

of the Furanas.

The more this epoch is still enveloped in obscurity, the rarer the means of marking out

its historical development, the more important is it to cling with all our power to the marks

which we have been able, in my opinion, to fix with confidence. I sum them up here.

1. The Sâka era of 78 A. D. is the era founded by Kanishka. His monuments and

those of his successors, the last of whom are lost in the obscurity which surrounds the

commencement of the Gupta dynasty in 319 A. D., are dated in that era.

Arch. Sur. West. Ind. IV. 101. 19 Arch. Stir. West.Iud. IV. 15.
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2. It is in the same era that the inscriptions and coins, — on the one hand of

Nahapâna, the Kshaharâta, — on the other hand of the Kshatrapa Senas of G-ujarât, —
are dated. The monarnents, known to belong to the former, relate to the years 118 to 124

A. D., and the rule of the latter dynasty extended from about the year 130 to the end of the

fourth century A. D. The great inscription of Rudradâman at Girnar dates from the third

quarter of the second century of our era.

3. The reigns of the five Andhrabhritya kings, whose names I have given above, and
the order of whose succession we are enabled to determine with the aid of various

monuments, from Gôtamîputa Sâtakani to Siriyani Sâtakani, fill the greater part of the

second century of our era.

These conclusions put us in a position to date several epigraphical monuments which
are certainly of decisive importance for the linguistic history of India. It is desirable

that Ave should be able to do more, and to attain to equal certainty both with regard to the

preceding period Avhich separates the inscriptions of Asôka from those of Kanishka, and for the

subsequent one. Unfortunately the elements for analogous deductions are not forthcoming,

and we are, as a general rule, reduced to indications borrowed from palæography, to which it is

prudent to accord but a limited confidence. I should add that, so far as regards the principal

question with which we have to deal, this uncertainty very luckily does not appear to have

very serious consequences.

There is one class of monuments, the coins, concerning which I have not much to say.

M. de SalleUO has submitted the problems connected with them to an examination at once

complete and thorough. I doubt Avh ether the main lines of his conclusions can be seriously

altered by later researches. Under any circumstances, I do not believe that the uncertainties

which may remain unexplained, or the errors which may require correction, are of such an extent

as to compromise the deductions Avhich philology can draAV from the legends of the coins.

It would be more essential, but it is more difficult, to fix with confidence the relative

dates, and the order of all the inscriptions which belong to the same period.

By the side of those Avhich bear the names of Kanishka, HuAushka, and Vâsudêva, whose

dates, as I admit, are certainly to be referred to the "Saka era, there are others which

various indications connect more or less closely Avith the same series, Avithout its being proved,

or even shewn to be probable, that they employ the same era. I refer especially to tAAm

characteristic inscriptions in Indo-Bactrian characters, that of Taxila,2i dated in the 78th year,

and belonging to the great king Môga, and that of Takhtibahi,^^ dated the year 103, and the

26th year of the reign of a king Avhose name is read as Gudupharas, most probably the same as

the Gondophares or Yndopherres of coins and of legend
;
but if this identification is admitted,

and if, on the other hand, Ave also allow the identification, which has been proposed, of king

Môg'a Avith the king Alauas of the coins, there are, from a numismatic point of view,^'^ serious

difficulties to be met in fixing the epoch from Avhich to count this year 78, so as to calculate

these two dates. All that is at any rate certain is that these monuments belong approximately

to the same period as those of the Turushka kings; and the stady of the former should not be

separated from that of the latter.

As regards the two inscriptions of Mathnrâ^^^ (No. 8 and No. 9 of Dowson) AAdiich are

dated in the year 135, and the year 280 respectively, I see no decisUe reason against referring

them to the series of the Bàka era.

20 Die Nachfolger Alexanders des Grossen in Balctrien und Indien. Cf., however, also Gardner and R, S. Poole,

Coins of the Greek and Scythic kings of Bactria and India in the British Museum.

21 Cf . Dowson, J. R. A. S. XX. 221 and ff.

22 Dowson, J. R. A. S., N. 8. YII. p. 376. Cf. now my Notes d’ Epigraphie Indienne, in the Journal Asiatique,

1890, I, pp. Ill and ff.

2S Cf. Sallet, op. cit. pp. 48, .51, 157. Cf. Dowson, J. R. A. 8 ., N. 8. Y. pp. 182 and ff.
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A certain number of inscriptions, though undated, contain names which enable us to

determine their age with some precision. Such are the short dedications of Dafearatha, the

grandson of Asoka, and the inscription of Bharhut, engraved ‘ under the rule of theSungas

To the same category belong some texts of a higher value, — the inscriptions of Nânâghât.

They are connected with the most ancient of the royal inscriptions of Nâsik,^^ that which

contains the name of king Kanha (Krishna) of the family of the Sâtavâhanas. The reader may

be referred to a learned essay which Dr. Biihler has devoted to these inscriptions and their date.

It can be seen from what precedes, that I am not able to accept the whole of his conclusions.

I consider at least that these monuments belong to the beginning of the dynasty of the

Andhrabhrityas or Sâtavâhanas. While I admit that it would not be safe to accept the

discrepant evidence of the Puranas as a solid foundation for calculating the period which

elapsed between the kings of Nânâghât and the series of sovereigns who have left us at Nâsik

authentic documents, we should not, at the same time, too lightly discard these confused

traditions. Dr. Biihler has been perhaps led to display the more severity towards them because

they disagree with tlie date, in my opinion too ancient, which he attributes to GôtamîjDuta

Sâtakani and his successors. There remains the evidence to be adduced from palæography.

Dr. Biihler calculates that this does not allow us to presume a space of more than a century

between the inscription of Nânâghât and those of Gôtamîputa Sâtakani at Nâsik. Dr. Biihler ’s

authority in matters of this kind is too considerable to allow me to venture to dispute his

opinion, and I will only confess that, if an interval of a hundred years does not appear to him

improbable between the characters of Asoka and those of Nânâghât, I can scarcely understand

how it can be certain that between the engravers of Nânâghât and those of Nâsik, there did

not elapse 200 years or even more. The truth is that, at least for this period, we have no scale

of palæographical development graduated by documents to which exception cannot be taken.

After all, vexatious as these uncertainties are, I do not undertake to reconstitute the history of the

Andhrabhrityas
;
so far as the aim which I have in view is concerned, it is sufficient to remember

that the inscriptions of Nânâghât certainly fall in the period intermediate between A&ôka
and Gôtamîputa Sât;akani, and that they are, at least, a century earlier than the latter.

As for the other monuments of the period we are compelled to content ourselves

with analogous, though still more valuable conclusions. It is a fortunate circumstance that

however desirable it may be in many respects to fix the exact age of each text, these conclu-

sions are in the present case sufficient for us. There are, I believe, very few instances in which

we are not in a condition to assert that such or such an inscription is or is not anterior to the

line of demarcation which marks the epoch of Rudradâman the Kshatrapa, and his contemporary

Sâtakani the Andhrabhritya. To the period which extends from Asoka down to these sovereigns

belong the edict of Khandagiri and the inscriptions of Râmnâth,^^ the inscription of

Kângrâ,23 as also that of Rêwâ,^^ and several epigraphs both in the caves of the west

coast, as well as in the ruins of Sânchi,^® of Bharhut,^! and Amrâvatî.^2 Taking the word

in the very wide sense which I have explained above, the dates of these texts are subject

to no serious doubts.

It is a matter for regret, that, for the period which follows, I mean the 250 years

which extend from the commencement of the 3rd to the middle of the 5th century

we are still worse provided. The absence of materials is here almost complete. We shall

see, when we explain the linguistic importance of this epoch, how much this is to be regretted.

We are hardly entitled to include in this period the inscription of BanavâsF^ or those of the

25 Cf. Hultzsch, Ind. Ant. 1885, p. 138. 26 Btihler, Arch. Surv. West. Ind. IV. 98, No. 1.

2" Cunningham, Corpus. Cf. Ind. Ant. 1873, pp. 245-243. 28 XX. 254.

29 Ind. Ant. 1880, 120. ^ Cunningham, Buddhist Stûpas.

31 Cunningham, the Bharhut Stûpa, and Hoevnle, Ind. Ant. 1881, 118, 255 ; 1882, 25 ;
Hultzsch Z. D. M. G. XL. p. 70.

32 Arch. Surv. West. Ind. Burgess, Notes on the Amrdvatî Stûpa.

33 Burgess and Bhagwanlal, Inscript, of the liocic-cut Temples, p. 100.
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Jaggayapetta Stupa, for they so closely follow the time of Siriyana Sâtakani that they really

belong to the preceding group. Towards th© end of the 4tli century, the series of Gupta

inscriptions opens with that of Allahabad, engraved in honour of Saniudragupta, and with

the dedications of Udayagiri and SânchP^ contemporary with his successor Chandragnpta,^®

and dated in the years 82 and 93 of that era, say 401 and 412 A. D. They are followed by the

inscriptions of Skandagupta at Girnar (138 G. E., i. e., 457 A. D.), and by others more

recent.^^ From this period the series of monuments is prolonged in fairly sufficient number of

specimens.^^

But between th© commencement of the 3rd century and th© first year of the 5th, I

know of no inscription which has been dated with certainty. Even those the palæo-

graphical character of which would probably place them in this interval are of great rarity.

Amongst the numerous dedications of the caves of the west, there are very few which appear

to belong to it.^^

We must put aside the most ancient monuments attributed to the dynasty of the Gaiigas

for the most experienced authorities in Southern Indian Epigraphy have declared them to be

apocryphal. We are thus reduced to a few documents which emanated from the kings of

Vehgi.

The earliest in point of date would appear to be the donation of king Vijayanandivar-

man,‘^2 vvhich Mr. Burnell, aud, agreeing with him, Mr. Fleet, refer to the 4th century. Both these

gentlemen refer to the same reign a donation of the ‘yuvamahârâja’ Vijayabuddhavarman

contained in the papers of Sir W. Elliot. It has since been published by Mr. Fleet.43 It seems,

however, that the name, which had originally led them astray, is in reality ‘ Yijayakhanda-

varman,’ and various circumstances go against the idea of a close connexion between the author

of this inscription, and that of fh© preceding one.^^ It is, however, none the less one of the

most ancient inscriptions of the dynasty of the Pallavas, and date^ either from the end
of the fourth century or the beginning of the 5th. The language in which it is couched

renders it a monument of the very highest interest, and I shall subsequently deal with it again.

It is either contemporary with or very little earlier than the donation of Vishnugôpavarman,'^®

of his brother Siihhavarman^'^® and of Ativarman,^^ which are referred to the 5th century.

Ind. Ant. 1882, pp. 253 and ff. Bnrgess, Amrdvatî Stupa, p. 55. Prinsep, I. 233. Prinsep, I. pp. 2t6-247.

37 Inscription of Skandagupta at Kuhaon (142) (Prinsep, I. 250), at Indore (Hj6) (J. A. S. B. 187b P 363), of the

column at Bhitari, belonging to a successor of Skandagupta (Prinsep, lac. cit, p. 210), of the column of Eran, under

Budhagupta (165) (Prinsep, p. 218) ;
the inscriptions of Tôramâna a,t Era^n and at Gwalior, With regard to the other

Gupta inscriptions I may also cite here the Jain inscriptions, dated in the year 186 of the Guptas, of which Dr. Hoernle

has given a transcription and a revised translation (lad, Ant. 1882, p, 309). — It is now enough once for all to refer to

the excellent Corpus of Mr. Fleet.

38 I quote, simply as examples, the plates of Gurjara Dadda (158) (Dawson, J. R. A. S. A- S. I. 218 and ff.
;
and

Fleet, Ind. Ant. 1881, pp. 81, 115) ;
the inscription of Umêtâ &c. The plates of Jayabhata {Ind. Ant. 1876, pp. 109

and ff.) appear to be earlier (129), if Dr. Biihler is correct in referring them to the era of Vikramaditya, but this

conjecture appears to me to be very improbable.

39 Nos. 7 — 10 of Kuda, Arch. Surv. West. Ind., ( IV. 85-86) seem to me to be of slightly later date. I may men-

tion, however. No. 1 of Kanhêri, which Dr. Biihler dates in the 4th or 5th century. The inscription is both very short

and very obscure, but its date has, nevertheless, in our eyes, an interest, which will become clear later on.

*0 I refer to the donation of king Chera Arivarman dated 8âka 169, quoted by Dr. Eggeling {Ind. Ant. 1874, p. 152)

and published by Mr. Fleet {Ind. Ant. 1879, p. 212), aud the inscription published by Mr. Rice {Ind. Ant. 1878, p. 168),

and referred by him to the year 350 of our era. We should add the plates of Merkara {Ind. Ant. 1872, p. 360) for

which the figures 388, calculated in the Sâka era, gave the date as 466 A. D.

Burnell, S. 1. P, p. 3t. Fleet, Ind. Ant. 1883, pp. Ill and ff.

*2 hid. Ant. 1876, p. 175. Mr. Foulkes has published a donation of Nandivarman, which he believes to belong

to the same prince {Ind. Ant. 1879, p. 167). The numerous discrepancies which exist in the genealogy, in my opinion,

render this suggestion inadmissible
;
and, if the inscription is not apocryphal, as Mr. Fleet considers {Ind. Ant. 1880,

p. 101, note), it must emanate from another king of the same name, posterior to this first Nandivarman.
^3 Ind. Ant. 1880, p. 100. ** Fleet, loc. cit.

*3 Fleet, Ind. Ant. 1876, p. 50. *3 Fleet, Ind. Ant. 1876, p. 154. *7 Lid. Ant. 1880, p. 102.
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But, as I liave already said, from this time the harvest of monuments again becomes sufficiently

ample for it to be useless to undertake enumerations which would necessarily be incomplete. I

lay stress neither on the plates of the earlier Kadambas,^^ j^or on those of the first Gurjaras,

Dadda,'^^ or Jayabhata.^o They bring us down to a period too modern to affect the questions of

formation and origin which alone interest us at the present moment.

These are the known dates of the monuments which enable us to put forward precise

conclusions for the chronology of the linguistic history of India. The preceding summary has

therefore, been indispensable. By language, or more exactly by grammar and spelling, the

epigraphical types divided themselves, in the period under consideration, into two series»

The two currents continually intermingle and become confused, but we are, nevertheless, com-

polled to follow them separately. Of the two sections which follow, the first will be devoted to

klixed Sanskrit and to classical Sanskrit, and the second to monumental Prakrit and to the

literary Prakrit. I shall commence in each case by detailing the characteristic facts which are

furnished by a study of the inscriptions, and shall then examine the general questions which

connect themselves with it.

48 Ind. Ant, 1877, p. 22 ^ 1878, p. 31.

*9 Dowsoa, J. B. A. S., N. S., I, 218
;
Bhândârkar, J. E. A. S-, Bo. X. p. 19.

^ Inscriptions of Kâvi, Bilhler, Ind. Ant. 1876, p. 109 j
of Uinêtâ, ibid. 1878, p. 61.
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PART II.

MIXED SANSKRIT AND CLASSICAL SANSKRIT.

It is in the monuments of the last Kshaharâta, Nahapâna, and in those of the first

Andhrabhrityas that we find the knot of the questions with which we are concerned.

According to my opinion, these monuments are dated with certainty. Even for those who

may not share my opinion, they are not one whit of less capital importance. A difference of 50

or 100 years is, in this matter, of small consequence, and, at any rate, there can be no dispute

about one point, viz., that all these texts are to all intents and pui-poses contemporaneous.

Nevertheless, from the point of view of language, they present characteristic differences.

At Nâsik, Kârli, and Junnar, seven inscriptions^! of the reign of Nahapâna have been

brought to notice. Not only do they all belong to the same time, but also, with the exception

of the last, they all emanate from the same person, üsavadâta, son-in-law of Nahapâna. Of

these inscriptions, one. No. 5 at Nâsik, appears at the first glance to be couched in grammatical

Sanskrit, spelled according to classical rules. But, on closer examination, we observe more

than one irregularity, the transgression of certain rules of Saihdhi, Prâkritizing methods of

spelling, snchas dvdtrisat7idligera°, lênaih, fodhiyo, bhatdrhdndtiya°, varshdratiirii, utamabhadrara,

&G. These irregularities, which are very rare at the commencement, multiply towards the end

of the inscription. Another (Nâsik 6 A) is, on the other hand, entirely Prakrit in its termina-

tions
;
homogeneous consonants are not doubled

;
r is retained after a consonant (hshatrajja), but

assimilated where it precedes (savana) ;
it distinguishes three sibilants, bat, by the side of

sata, we read saia, and even panarasa iov ^anchadasa’, by the side of the ordinary assimila-

tions of Prakrit, the group ksha is retained unchanged, and we find netyaka equivalent to the

Sanskrit naityaka. It is hardly otherwise with No. 7 of Nâsik. It contains both kusana and

kasana, srênîsu beside Ushavaddta,^^ kdrshdpam and kdhdpana, sata and sata, all which does not

prevent its using the vowel ri in krita.

In another inscription, No. 19 of Kârli, pure Prâkrit reigns supreme, except in the ortho

graphies brdJmiana and bhdryd. The fact is the more striking because the formula employed

is the exact counterpart of the Samskrit formula of the monument first referred to. The case

is the same at Nâsik, in Nos. 8-9, save for the orthographies ksliatrapa, and kshahardta,

by the side of Dakhamitd (equivalent to Dakshamitrd)

.

Finally, in No. II of Junnar, the ksha

gives way to kh, which, nevertheless, does not prevent them from writing amdtya and not

amacha, by the side of sdini for svdmi, and even of 7naiapa for ^nandapa. I cannot dispense

with ao’ain referring to No. 10 of Nâsik which, although we are unable to fix its date with pre-

cision, is undoubtedly contemporaneous. This time, the terminations, the genitive masculine

in asya, have the appearance of Sanskrit
;
but we also find the genitive -varmanah, side by

side with var^nasya ;
as a general rule the orthography is Sanskrit, but, nevertheless, we read in

it gimhapakhê, chôthê (= chaturthé), vishhudatdyd, gildnabhêshaja. This is the exact reverse of

the preceding inscriptions, which write ksliatrapa, and have the genitive in asa.

This capricious and unequal mixture of classical and popular forms is no new

thing. In the literature of the Northern Buddhists, it has a name. It is the ‘ Gâthâ

dialect.’ Nowadays, that this same mode of writing has been found not only in prose religious

til Cf. Arch. Surv. West. Ind. IV. pp. 99 and fF. goernle, hid. Ant. 1883, pp. 27 and If.

S3 Ushavadâta itself could easily contain an instance of confusion between the sibilants. The v, which is almost

constant, does not appear to me to lend itself to the transcription Rishahhadatta oî Vr. Buhler, It is, unless I am

piistaken, Utsavadatta, which we should understand.
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treatises, bnt also in lay^*^ works, and that we meet it in the texts of inscriptions, this

terminology has become both inaccurate and inconvenient. I propose to substitute

the term ‘ Mixed Sanskrit,’ a name which will, I hope, be justified by the observations which

follow.

The same caves preserve the memory of the Andhrabhrityas who were contem-

porary with or the immediate successors of Nahapâna, — Gotamiputa Sâtakani and his

descendants.®^ In general (Nasik, II A, II B, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 22 ;
Karli, 20, 21 ; Kanhêri,

4, 14, 15) the inscriptions are couched in pure Prâkrit, though not without certain

inconsistencies in detail {svdmi beside ^samiyehi^ Nas. 11 A, 15); Fidumdyi 13, beside

P ulumdivi, NAs. 15, and Pulumdï, NAs. 12, &c.). This means that assimilation occurs every-

where, though the consonants are never written double. This does not, however, prevent

us from finding at KArli (No. 22), a donation of the reign of VAsithiputa PnlumAyi, which has

siddham, according to the classical method
;
which, beside numerous genitives in asa, writes

Ijuttasya, sovasahasya, vdtliavasya, and, beside nitliito, liitasughast}i(i)taye. It thus unites in the

same word forms which were already no longer found in the inscriptions of Piyadasi, and others

which are still rare in the 2nd century of our era, to which epoch they belong ! On the other

hand, at Kaiiheri (No. 11)®^ a dedication of the reign of VAsishthiputra 'Sdtakarni, the son-

in-law of the Satrap RudradAman, is couched in pure Sanskrit, save for one single irregularity :

Sdtaharnisya.

Are these facts, I will not say isolated, but circumscribed in a narrow region ? Quite the

contrary. It is sufficient for conviction to cast the eye over the monuments of the Turushka
kings, Kanishka and his dynasty, monuments which are either exactly contemporary with

those to which we have just referred, or of very little earlier date. The inscription of Sue
Vihar®^ is dated the 11th year of Kanishka. It may be said to be couched in Sanskrit, but in a

Sanskrit seriously disfigured by spellings like hhicJiliusya, aihavi{m)sê, nagadatasya, sarhhhalm-

tisya yatlmh) yathipratithmiam, Ac. In the 18th year of the same reign, the stone

of Manikyala,®^, however imperfectly we may understand it, allows us clearly to recognise,

side by side with the retention of the three sibilants and of groups containing an r, a number
of Prakrit forms, such as %udhisa, the termination ae, maliarajasa^ vespasisa^ chliatrapasa^ Ac,

Mathura possesses, from the year 28, ®9 a fragment of correct Sanskirit. So also for the time of

Huvishka. At MathurA (Growse, 2, 11 ;
Dowson, 1, 2, 5, 7) the language of the dedications is

classical
;
yet they present the genitive bhikshusya, and the phrase asya (or etasya) pûrvdyê.

On the Wardak vase, in the year 51, appear forms so much altered as tJiuvamhi (=stûpê),

hJiagae, arôgadachhinaê, to speak only of those which are certain. The date of the inscription of

Taxila is not fixed with certainty, but I do not think that any one can consider it as more
modern than those to which I have just referred; and the name OhhaJiardtar, which I think I

have identified at the end of the first line seems to assign it a place in about the same epoch,

or in an epoch slightly earlier. Here, excepting the sibilants and a few groups {chliatrapa

hhratara, vardhita, sarva, samvatsara), everything is Prâkrit, the genitive in asa, the assimila-

tion in atha, tahhasila, pratithapita, Ac,, and mixed up with very debased forms such as the

locative samvatsaraye, and the dative puyae.

It is necessary to complete this review, by noting that it is towards the end of the period of

which we are treating, towards the year 75 or 80 of the Sâka era, i.e. 155 to 160 A. D., that

we find the first known inscription in perfectly correct Sanskrit,— the inscription of the

The Bashkhali Manuscript, which has been published by Dr. Hoernle.

.’56 Arch. Surv. West. Ind. pp. 104 and fF. Arch. Surv. West. Ind. V. p. 78.

Hoernle, Ind. Ant. X. 324 and ff. Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji has submitted this document to an independent

revision (Ind. Ant. 1882, p. 128), in which bo has frequently come to conclusions different from those of Dr. Hoernle.

In cases of divergency, except in certain doubtful passages in which the truth appears to me to be still undiscovered,

I consider that it is Dr. Hoernle who is right.

Dowson, J.R. A. S. XX, p. 250.

^ Growse, Ind. Ant. 1877, pp. 216 and fF, Dowson, J. R. A. 8., N. 8. V. 182 and fF. (after Cunningham).
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Satrap king Rudradâman, at Girnar.^^o The inscription of Jasdhan, dated 127^ and
consequently 50 years later, emanating from the grandson of Rudradâman, only returns

to the mistakes of Mixed Sanskrit in a few details

What is precisely this Mixed Sanskrit ?

Varions attempts have been made to explain its existence and its peculiarities. It has

been held to be a dialect intermediate between the ancient period of Sanskrit and the more

modern period of the Prakrits
;
— a sort of jargon created by ignorance or, if it is preferred,

by incomplete knowledge on the part of the people, their ambition being incommensurate with

their powers, who wished to give themselves the honour of writing in the literary language,

without possessing a sufficient acquaintance with it (Burnouf)
;
— the special dialect of bards,

who appear to have taken a middle course between the popular speech and the learned language,

in order to make themselves intelligible, without too great derogation, to their audience

(Rajêndralâla Mitra).

Neither of these explanations, taken alone and in the exact meaning which was intended

by its author, can bo reconciled with facts as they are known to us at the present day.

The conjecture of Burnouf was an excellent explanation, when he seemed to be dealing

with only a few stanzas lost in a vast literature. We can no longer attribute to the pedantry

of an editor or of a clumsy scribe a language which is employed on a vast scale, and applied to

royal inscriptions, and we are unable to explain by a vulgar ignorance a mixture, which rather

appears to bear witness to an extensive acquaintance with the literary language.

It is no more possible to represent, as a special poetical language, a dialect which is

fluently used in the inscriptions, and which is employed in lengthy prose works and even in

didactic treatises.

As for seeing in Mixed Sanskrit the direct expression of the current language at a certain

period of its development, the theory hardly deserves the trouble of refutation. A dialect so

void of all stability, at one moment closely resembling classical Sanskrit, aud at another very

different from it, a dialect which brings together, in complete confusion and in arbitrary

proportions, phonetic phenomena which belong to most unequal degrees of linguistic develop-

ment, could never be a faithful echo of the popular language at any epoch whatever. Mixed
Sanskrit is, neither in its grammar nor in its phonetics, intermediate between Sanskrit

and the Prakrits
;

it constitutes an incoherent mixture of forms purely Sanskrit and of

forms purely Prâkrit, which is an altogether different thing.

Mixed Sanskrit has, moreover, a history. In the chronological series of monuments
which it is represented, far from shewing signs of gradually increasing phonetic decay, it

continues to approach more and more nearly to classical orthography and to classical

forms. In the inscriptions of Mathura, the remnants of Prakrit orthography are so rare, that

the general appearance as a whole is that of pure Sanskrit.

This observation comes to our assistance in answering the question which we have before

us. It is not sufficient to know what Mixed Sanskrit is not. We must determine what it is.

Towards the end of the 2nd century, we find upon the monuments three dialects

which, in their phonetic condition, appear to correspond to different ages of the physiological

development of the language: Sanskrit, Mixed Sanskrit, and Prâkrit. All three are

destined in the future to continue concurrently in literature. Here we find them used
side by side, at the same time, and at the same places. It is inadmissible to suppose that

they represent contemporary states of the vulgar tongue
;

at most, that could be represented

only by the most corrupted of the three dialects, the Prakrit. As for Mixed Sanskrit, like

‘50 Arch. Surv. West. Jnd. III. p. 128. Hoernle, Ind. Ant. 1883, p. 32.

*>- This gradation becomes still more evident if, as we ought to do, we take as our i^oint of departure the inscriptions

of Piyadasi at Girnar and at Kapur di Giri.
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regular Sanskrit itself, it cannot be anything other than a special literary language, or,

more exactly, a special literary orthography. In itself, it is no more surprising to find side

by side two literary idioms like Sanskrit and Mixed Sanskrit than to find the parallel use of

the varions Prakrit dialects which were established for religions or poetic usage. From the

facts proved for the time of Piyadasi, we are prepared to see a double orthographical current

establish itself, one more near to the popular pronunciation, and the other approaching, and

tending to approach more and more nearly, etymological forms. In the hundred and fifty or

two hundred years which separate our edicts from the most ancient monuments of Mixed
Sanskrit properly so-called, these tendencies, which we have grasped in their rudimentary

state, have had time to become accentuated, and to develop in the strict logical sequence of

their principles. As it appears to us in the most recent monuments. Mixed Sanskrit is so

nearly the same as Sanskrit, that it seems impossible to separate the history of one
dialect from that of the other. What is the relationship which unites the two ?

Prom the time when Sanskrit first appears, we find it in a definite form. Neither in

grammar nor in its orthography do we find any feeling tlie way, any development, any progress.

It leaps ready armed from its cradle. As it was at the first day, so it has remained to the end.

Mixed Sanskrit is altogether different. Uncertain in its orthographical methods, with-

out any absolute system or stability, it appears to us, from Kapur di Giri to Mathurâ,

progressing, in spite of many hesitations, in spite of many minor inconsistencies, in one

continuous general direction. At Kapur di Giri the language is entirely Prâkrit, but several

consonantal groups are preserved without assimilation. In the inscription of Dhanabhûti at

Mathura,®^ the terminations are Prakrit, bat spellings like vdtsiputra, ratnagriha approach the

classical standard. At Sue Yihar, even the terminations take the learned spelling
;
asya and

not asa) only a few irregularities connect the language with Prâkrit. In the caves we have

seen that some inscriptions have side by side the genitive in asya and that in asa. These

examples will suffice.

Besides these characteristics, two important facts, which mark their true significance,

deserve mention.

In the north, the first inscriptions written in Sanskrit, or at least so nearly Sanskrit

that they bear witness to its diffusion, are those of Mathurâ, and date from the reign of

Kanishka. Shortly after this period we find no farther examples of monumental Mixed
Sanskrit. In the west, the son-in-law of Rudradâman inaugurates the use of Sanskrit

with the inscription of Kanhêri
;
from the end of the second century, the use of Mixed

Sanskrit is, in the west, banished from the inscriptions. In a word, the introduction of

regular Sanskrit marks the disuse of Mixed Sanskrit. That is the first fact.

The second is of another nature. All texts in Mixed Sanskrit, both in the north and

in the west, preserve uniformly one very characteristic peculiarity, which we have

already noticed in the spelling of Piyadasi. They never write as double, identical or

homogeneous consonants, which are really doubles either by origin or by assimilation.

This trait only disappeared at the precise moment when Mixed Sanskrit ceased to be

used. In the north, the firsè inscriptions which double these consonants are those of Mathura,

which are almost entirely couched in regular Sanskrit. The practice was certainly a new one,

for the other inscriptions of the reign of Kanishka, even those which, as at Suë Vihar,

approach most nearly the learned orthography, do not adopt it. It is quite true that they are

62 Bharhut Stûpa, pi. LIII. 4. The transcription proposed by General Cunningham requires corrections. We should

read,—
Kal dhana
hhutisa vâtsî

putrasa [vadhapdl lasa

dhanabhûtisa dânam vêdikâ

toranâni cha ratanagriha sa

rvabudhapûjâya saha mOdâpi

tihî (?) saha . chatu . parishâhi
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engraved in the Aramæan alphabet of the north-west, while the Indian alphabet is employed

at Mathura
;
but at Mathura itself, the inscription of Dhanabhûti, althoagh written in Indian

characters, does not observe the practice of doubling any more than they do. This neglect is,

therefore, not the peculiarity of one particular mode of writing
;

it is a g’eneral fact down to a

certain epoch, which, in the north is marked by the reign of Kanishka. On the west coast,

the first inscription in which we find the notation of double consonants is No. II of Kanhêri

{Arch. Surv. V. 85). It is one of the latest of the series, and is certainly not earlier than the

end of the 2nd centary. The doubling of consonants, therefore, only makes its appearance
at the period in which the monuments testify that correct Sanskrit was becoming taken
into common use, and the parallel application, in the inscriptions of the time of

Kanishka, of the ancient procedure, and of tha new method, indicates that we have
grasped the precise moment of the evolution.

It is not difficult to come to a conclusion.

Mixed Sanskrit is certainly not a direct copy of literary Sanskrit, attempted at an
epoch when the latter had already been established in common use. The progressive march

by which it gradually approximated classical forms as well as its feeling its way in matters of

detail, would be, under this hypothesis, without any possible explanation. Its tendency towards

an etymological and regulated orthography is everywhere visible. If it had had before its eyes a

fixed, a definitive model, previously realized by writing and literary practice, it would from the

first have imitated it in all its particulars. It would not have waited three centuries before

doubling its consonants in writing. As it constantly tended to go as close as possible to the

orthographical conditions, of which the learned Sanskrit is the completed perfect type, it wmuld

have gone right up to it. From the moment at which real Sanskrit appears. Mixed Sanskrit

disappears, and this most naturally; for, in face of real Sanskrit, Mixed Sanskrit is without reason

for existence, its efforts would be wdthout honour, and its shortcomings without excuse. Far,

therefore, from being able to pass for an imitation of pre-existing Sanskrit, Mixed Sanskrit

proves, by its very existence, that Literary Sanskrit did not exist, I mean for current use.

The date on which the classical language appears in the monuments, coincides with that

at which the Mixed Sanskrit ceases to be employed, and marks very exactly the epoch
at which the learned language took possession of that empire which was destined never

to escape it. This conclusion is further strengthened by the fact that the current of this

diffusion may, at least in one direction, be traced by the monuments. Regular Sanskrit can be

considered as under process of establishment in the north-wes;t towards the end of the first

century of our era. The practice immediately began to spread towards the south. In the

second half of the following century, the inscription of Rudradaman presents to our notice, in

Gujarat, the first incontestable monument. It was the influence of the same sovereign which

caused it to extend still further, for in an inscription of his daughter it makes its first appear-

ance in the dominions of the Andhrabhrityas. Until then these princes had only emplojmd a

Monumental Prâkrit now and then affecting the appearance of Mixed Sanskrit.

Although Mixed Sanskrit is not a direct imitation of a pre-existing Sanskn’t, the close

connexion between the two terms is evident. But is, therefore, Mixed Sanskrit the source

of Classical Sanskrit ? Is it Classical Sanskrit in course of formation ? By no means

any more than the converse case is true. The reasons are peremptory.

All the elements from which Sanskrit, in its classical form, has been built up, were

pre-existing in the Vedic language. Its system of phonetics, which is that which gives it its

special character in comparison with the popular idioms, had long been fixed and analysed for

the purpose of religious recitation. In order, therefore, to fix Sanskrit, there was no room for

much feeling of the way. So far as there may have been any, it was certainly not of the kind

we wdtness in Mixed Sanskrit. In fixing classical Sanskiht, a regular course would have been

folio w^ed, instead of the constant alternate progress and retrogression wdiich w'e find in the

mixed variety. We do not find in it side by side the two-fold rellexion, the learned and the
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popnlar, of the same forms. So also, the classical language, being’ derived directly from the

learned and Vedic tradition could have made no delay in noting the duplication of consonants.

It should not, however, be assumed that Literary Sanskrit must have sprung at once from

the schools into public life. The necessary grammatical elaboration, even the accommodation

of the alphabet to its needs, must have required a greater or less length of time, but the course

of its development was certainly not the same as that which the inscriptions allow us to see

ill the case of Mixed Sanskrit, with its inconsistencies, and its blunders.

While Mixed Sanskrit is neither the reflected imitation nor the source of classical

Sanskrit, it is, nevertheless, something of both. If Sanskrit had previously existed in com-

mon use, Mixed Sanskrit would never have existed at all
;
but at the same time, unless Sanskrit

had been in existence to serve for its type, the existence of Mixed Sanskrit would have been

equally impossible. This paradox is not difhcult to solve, if we place before us the very

peculiar conditions which have ruled the linguistic development of India.

Sanskrit presents itself to our notice under an aspect calculated to perplex the observer.

Literary languages are usually vulgar tongues in current use, which, being applied, at a mo-

ment of high intellectual development, to works destined to endure as abiding national monu-

ments, have been through the means of these works crystallised into a shape which becomes the

norm for future writers. Not so with Sanskrit. It does not issue directly from the popular

idiom. It first appears at an epoch when the vulgar and general tongue had, for centuries,

arrived at a much further advanced degree of phonetic and grammatical degeneration. It

represents an archaic language preserved at first by oral tradition, and subsequently retouched by

the labours of learned men. It is, in a manner, a literary language in the second degree, —
a profane language, grafted on a more ancient religious one

; or, to state the matter more

accurately, it represents the reform of an earlier literary language.

The oral preservation of the Vedic hymns down to an epoch when the language in

which they were composed had long ceased to be used by the people, is a cardinal point

in the linguistic history of India. A caste had kept guard over the treasure of religious songs.

Their importance for ritual assured their conservation to the most minute degree
;
the necessity

of protecting their efficacy together with their material form gave rise to rules of pronunciation.

These gradually developed into a phonetic system which was refined even to subtilty, and which

prepared the way for the study of grammar properly so-called. The religious bearing of the

hymns inspired the zeal necessary for assuring their oral transmission
;
and the fear of making

the privilege common to all, maintained the oral tradition even dow"n to an epoch when
it would have been easy to substitute for it preservation by the art of writing.

Whatever may have been the authority of this tradition, the knowledge of writing

could not have failed to exercise a sensible action on the future of the language, and this

action was the more certain, because the attention already paid to the phonetic questions had

the better prepared men’s intellects for the application of writing and for the comprehension

of the questions of grammar.

Being given this state of things and the introduction of so new and so powerful a factor,

we have now to see how affairs actually occurred, and how, on the one hand Classical

Sanskrit and on the other hand Mixed Sanskrit were developed.

Sanskrit by its roots which dive deep into the language and the tradition of the Vedas,

by its regularity founded on earlier phonetic studies, by its most ordinary applications,

is essentially a Brâhmanical langiiage.^'^ By the manner in which it was constituted

and fixed, it is a scholastic language, born and elaborated in restricted and exclusive

surroundings.

This character is so marked, that the fact, that such inscriptions as those of Nfuirighrit, althougdi entirely devoted

to the commemoration of liturgie ceremonies, are couched in Prfdvrit, would almost of itself suffice tt) i^rove that, at the

period to which they must be referred, Sanskrit bad not yet expanded into exterior use. At auy rate, it furnishes a

remarkable confirmation of the conclusions on which I am endeavouring to throw some light.
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It is quite otherwise with Mixed Sanskrit. Every application of it which is known to

us, whether in monuments or in literature, is, without exception. Buddhistic. The
irregularities and inconsistencies of its grammar and of its orthography mark it with

an evident character of spontaneity. It is not a dialect which has undergone alterations

and after-touches, or which has bowed itself to those precise rules which denote the

idea of a really literary language.

From this two-fold point of view, therefore, the contrast between the two dialects is as

marked, as, in other respects, their analogies are striking, and such hints are of considerable

value to ns.

There is little appearance of the every-day use of writing in India much before the time of

Asoka. The inscriptions of Asoka are certainly the most ancient examples of the art which have

hitherto been accessible to us. At this period we know of the existence of an archaic religious

language preserved by a privileged caste in memorials, which are surrounded by a traditional

reverence, and which, though it has never been written, has still been the object of a certain

amount of culture. The Brâhmans, the exclusive depositaries, through the oral tradition, of a

religious literature on which their authority was founded, have always shewn themselves little

disposed to deprive themselves, by writing, of their monopoly. At that time their disposi-

tion must have been the same. On the other hand, it is natural that the habitual study of the

Vedic texts and the continuance of their religious avocations should have led them to preserve,

or, in a measure, to evolve for their personal use an idiom akin to that of their traditions, and

very superior, in its general aspect of preservation, to the contemporary dialects of the

common people. The Buddhists must, on the contrary, have been anxious to avail them-
selves of the art of writing to spread abroad their doctrines. The monuments of Piyadasi

bear witness to this, and the vulgar tongues were the necessary instrument of this propaganda.

When people set themselves to the task of fixing, by writing, the current tongue,

the religious language, and the experience gained in the efforts devoted to assuring its

integrity, cannot fail to have exercised a certain amount of influence. This is exactly

what we find in the orthography of the edicts. This influence continued, and gained increased

power with time, and explains the continual progress with which, from Kapur di Giri to Suë

Vihar, and from Suë Yihar to Mathura, the popular orthography comes nearer and nearer to

learned accuracy. At the same time, the practice of writing exercised upon the culture of

the religious language a reaction which was none the less certain because it was indirect.

People might refuse to write it, but it was impossible that the use of the alphabet should not

have acted as a stimulus towards phonetic and grammatical studies. The attempts to fix

the orthography of the vulgar tongue must have suggested and urged on the definitive

fixation of the more learned language, the idea and general prototype of which must have

long been dormant in the Brâhmanical schools. The labour devoted to this must, in its

turn, have extended its infiuence to the vulgar orthography. The Buddhists, as we
know, were recruited from the Brâhmanical, as well as from the other castes, and they

were, to a certain degree, initiated into its learning. This explains how their ortho-

graphy, in Mixed Sanskrit, continually tended to approach nearer and nearer that of

correct Sanskrit. Ifc followed it from afar, if not step by step, at least in its general direction.

It was, without doubt, in this manner the Buddhists who unconsciously determined, partly

the final constitution, and certainly the diffusion of Sanskrit. It was they who, little by
little, introduced into wider circulation the habits of an orthography which was inspired by the

labours and practice of the schoolmen. They followed on that track, though, it is true, with
imperfections and shortcomings. By this slow and instinctive revelation, the secrets of the

learned so to say, became public. All that remained for the Brahmans to do was to recover

their vantage ground on the strength of their superior technical knowledge, to take
the initiative again by teaching their learned language in its correctness, and to

develop its public use, both official and literary. It was thus that the difiusion of Sanskrit
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found itself secured. It suppressed the use of Mixed Sanskrit, after having, nevertheless, been

one of its principal factors. Before, however, the latter disappeared from current use and from
the monuments, it had already scoured a future course for itself as a literary language. The
very aspect of the Buddhist dialect “ of the Gâthâs,” so nearly does it approach Classical Sans-

krit, proves that it was first settled at a period close to the definitive domination of the latter.

In this respect, the tradition which places the arrangement of the Canon of the Northern

Buddhists in the time of Kanishka, agrees very well with the conclusions to which we have

been led by epigraphy. Not, indeed, that we are to assume that all the works or fragments

written in Mixed Sanskrit are necessarily so ancient as that
;
but that the fixing of this

system of orthography and the application to literary use which assured it its survival,

must be referred to that epoch, wdiich marks, together with the diffusion of classical Sanskrit

into general use, the hour in which Mixed Sanskrit, when on the eve of being absorbed into it,

borrowed from it the largest proportion of learned elements.

We thus see how, under the common, but on the one hand direct and on the other

indirect, infiuence of an ancient religious language, there was produced in parallel

lines, and not without reciprocal reactions, the two-fold development of Classical and

of Mixed Sanskrit. Their final fusion, to the benefit of the classical language marks
the hour of its definitive establishment, — of the commencement of an undisputed

supremacy which yet endures.

Thus is explained the apparently paradoxical formula within which we found ourselves

shut up. The endless chain is broken. Mixed Sanskrit is, to speak exactly, neither a copy

nor the source of regular Sanskrit, but is something of both. Classical Sanskrit, without

enjoying a public and consecrated existence at the time when the early form of Mixed Sanskrit

makes its appearance, nevertheless did exist in the close circle of the schools, in a stage of

formation more or less advanced. It will be understood how the Yedic language could,

without being written, exercise a profound action, and how the Brahmans, in spite of their

distaste for writing, were led to fix and to put into circulation that great instrument of literary

production in India, Sanskrit. This profane language did not compromise the privilege

belonging to their religious language, of which they still remained the jealous guardians.

PART III.

MONUMENTAL AND LITERARY PRAKRIT.

In the period which extends from the 2nd century before our era to the 3rd century

A, D., all the inscriptions which are not in Sanskrit or in Mixed Sanskrit are couched in a

dialect which may be designated by the name of Monumental Prâkrit.

In all the places where it is found it is essentially identical. This does not mean

that the monuments present no inconsistencies between themselves. These inconsistencies

and irregularities are many, and as they are also instructive, it is worth the trouble of quoting

a certain number of them. They are of two kinds. On the one hand, the writing varies for

the same words or for identical sounds
;
and, on the other, forms unequally altered,
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and, consequently, belonging to different linguistic strata, are found in justaposition on

the same monuments or on monuments of the same date.

In the first category, the most general fact is the inconsistency with which the dental n

and the cerebral n are employed. Sometimes one or other is introduced indifferently into the

same word, or they are even applied in a manner contrary to every known rule ; and sometimes

one or other is exclusively used. This cannot be a question of dialectic divergencies, for instances

occur in contemporary and neighbouring monuments. I quote a few examples^ Nas. 11 A
;

anapayati and d?iata : the same in Nas. 15. C. T. I., p, 33, No. 13 : nacUyd, yapanatha. Nas. 22 :

senapati. Kanh. 15 : aiiamday âpanô. C.T. I., p. 46, No. 14 : udesem] p. 55, No. 33: yavana,

hhSjana; p. 44, No. 8 : bJiatimamy dâna
; p. 42, No. 2 : bena jandna; p. 30, No. 6 : dhenukdhata-

Icêna
; p. 6, No. 5: hhdgineyiya. Kanh. 28: hodhikdna, pdniya, samglidnam, dind. Kanh. 15:

dna\g)i\dênay samghênay &c. Nas. 12., Kanh. 10., C. T. I., p. 38, No.. 2 ; p. 18, No. 25, &c., use

exclusively n: 0. T. I., p. 44, No. 9; p. 9, No. 9: Amravati, No. 175, &c., use exclusively

the dental n.

Inconsistencies of orthography are manifested in an infinity of other cases. Take the

weakening of hard consonants into soft ones: Kârli, 22; Kanh. 15, 28, &c.
;
mugJia

C. T. I., p. 29, No. 4, No. 6, beside siilhha,pamuMia (e. g. Amrav. No. 196); Icudumbini, Kanh. 15,

Nâs. 8-9, 0. T. I., p. 38, No. 2, &c., beside hutumhini (e. g. Kanh. 4) ;
dlienulhdl^ada, C. T. I., p. 38,

No. 2, beside dhênukakata, C. T. I., p. 24, No. 4; p. 31, No. 7 ; tliuba, Kanh. 10 (of the time of

Vâsithîputa Pulamâyi), beside thupay C. T. I., p. 24, No. 3; p. 26, No. 1. The inscription of

Madhariputa (C. T. I., p. 60, No. 2) gives patiihdpitay while elsewhere, as for example Amr. 8

(pp. 52-53), we find patithavitay and again elsewhere the spellings padithdpita (Kanh. 15),

padiddtavd (Nâs. 7, time oi poAiasiya (Kanh. 4) padiasitava (Kanh. 16-18), of

the time of Siriyana Satakani, paithdna (Kanh. 5) in an inscription of earlier date. Of two

monuments of Gôtamîputa Satakani, one (Nâs. 11 A) has Sadakani, the other Sdtakani. C. T. I.,

p. 15, No. 19 has sddak\_ê']ra, while p. 4, No. 1 and p. 9, No. 9, which belong to exactly the

same date, have sddagêri. Sometimes the alteration is still more complete such as in goyammd

equivalent to gautamd (°m«), 0. T. I., p. 15, No. ] 60. In several instances the suffix ka is changed

into ya
;
C. T.I., p. 49, No. 20 presents to us, side by side, bJidrukachhakdnam and lamgiidiyanam

for lamkutikdnam
;

in Karli, 22, we read malidsaihghiydnam in a passage dating from the

24th year of Pulumayi, and which retains several genitives in asya, beside the Prâkrit form in

asa. It is true that, at about the same period, the Wardak vase presents the intermediate form

malmsamgliiganam
;
and that, at Kanheri, Nos. 12 and 20 have, at the same epoch, the spellings

Sopdrayaka and Sopdraga respectively.

Asa general rule, it is the soft consonants of Sanskrit which thus disappear or which
leave y as the only trace behind them : pdy una (Nâs. 7, an inscription of the time of Naha-

pana) sind pdüna (C. T. I., p. 47, No. 6) equivalent to pdddna
;
bhayamta, C. T. I. p. 18, No. 25

;

p. 24, No. 4; p. 50, No. 22, &c., or bhaamta, C. T. I., p. 24, No. 3, beside hhadamta ; siagiita,

C. T. I., p. 38, No. 2, beside sivabhutijnhd, p. 9, No. 9 ;
pdvayitikd, C. T. I., p. 6, No. 5, or

pavdita, p. 6, No. 5; p. 37, Nos. 21, 22; Kanh. 21, 28, &c., beside pavajita ; bhoja, C. T. I.,

p. 14, No. 17
; p. 4, No. 1 ; p. 9, No. 9, beside bhoya, in an inscription emanating from the

same family (p. 15, No. 19), bJwa (p. 2, No. 9), bhoigiyd, (Kanh. 24, earlier than Gôtamîputa

Sâtakani), and even (jnahd)bJiuviyd (C. T. I., p. 100). It is clear that, when y is introduced,

it is done in a very arbitrary fashion. It is also on several occasions omitted.

In an inscription. No. 21, of Kanheri, beside bhayanita, tliêriya, &c., we find pavditikaa

pbnakda sanday and chiarika beside chivarika of the preceding numbers which are exactly

contemporary. V and y are here subjected to the same treatment, and we, therefore, need not

1 I quote in general Cave Temple Inscriptions according to number and page in the collection of Messrs. Burgess

and Bhagwanlal. For Nâsik, I follow the numbers given in the Arch. Surv. IV. 98, &c. For Kanheri, the

numbers of the order in the same collection, V, pp. 74 and ff.
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be surprised at sporadic instances of orthography such as ^urisadatava (NAs. 24), bhayuva
velidatdva and uyaraha (C. T. I., p. 17, Ho. 23), beside the usual ovaraha, and the terminations in

dya. So, also, we find in the inscriptions of the north, side by side, samvatsaraye, athasatatimaê,

tacJihasîlay e, puyae (^Taxilsb), &g. We find haliaya (Kanh. 13, 24, &c.) as well as haliydna and
pulumdi, pulumayi, and puhimdvi (Has. 12, 13, 15) ;

dJnitua, mdtua (Kanh. 27) beside dhutuya,

matuya, &c.
;
ya and ja are used indifferently the one for the other, when it is necessary to

represent an etymological j : on the Wardak vase we read puyae, beside raja^ at Taxila, raya

beside piAyae^ and, to confine ourselves to the cave inscriptions, Kanh. 18 reads puyatJia\_iii]i

0. T. I., p. 16, Ho. 20, vdmyiyasa, Amr. 26 B, vdrdyasa; while on the other hand, beside the

usual hliayd (equivalent to hhdtryd), we have hhajayd, Kanh. 19, hharijdyê, Has. 11 B.

Inversely, a hard consonant is sometimes substituted for a soft one. For example,

nêkama, beside neguma (C. T. I., p. 60, Ho. 2), ndhanaha (Kanh. 2), ndhanilcd (Amr. 121),

ndhacliamda (Amr. 56), in the frequently occurring ma\_m']tapa, beside marhdapa and mamdava ;

Kanh. 16 reads iJidha for bhdga; Amr. 222, logdticha equivalent to lokdditya, and hhagapato

for hhagavato.

Although the palatal nasal h is not unknown, its use is very irregular. Kârli 20 has

and equivalent to anyah; Kanh. 5, andni, Kanh. 2d^pimam equivalent to and 72 equiva-

lent to jndti. The same spelling rdti occurs again at Amravati, e. g- in Hos. 232, 249, while, on

the other hand, I have noted in two inscriptions (0. T. I., p. 53, Hos. 28 and 30) kaUanalca

.

Similarly, other modes of orthography sometimes bring us nearer to, and sometimes take

us further from, the learned standard. I may mention amasa[rii]taha, HAs. 11 B ,' hammaniya

beside bammhana, C. T. I., p. 14, Ho. 15; these methods of writing are the more worthy of

note because, long before, at Kapur di Giri, we regularly find the spelling bramana. C. T. I.,

p. 46, Ho. 14, writes sJianuvisa equivalent to sJiadvimsati, an absolutely sporadic instance of

the use of sJia in this Prakrit : a similar inscription, no less PrAkrit, writes putrasa beside ptitasa,

(C. T. I., p. 40, Hos. 3, 5, 6, 7).

These inconsistencies of orthography are all sporadic. That they certainly do not

depend on differences of time, can easily be proved by reference to the monuments from

which the examples have been drawn.

These monuments are dispersed over a very wide area. How, between the inscriptions

of Gujarat or of the caves of the Western coast, and those of Amravati at the mouth of the

Krishna, those of Khandagiri in Orissa, of SAhchi in MAlava or of Bharhut in Bihar, we find no

trace of differences of dialect. They extend over at least four centuries, from the second

century B. C. to the 3rd century A. D., without disclosing, between the most ancient and
the most modern, any appreciable variation. In an area so extensive, the vulgar tongue

certainly could not have failed to divide up into numerous dialects. This is a phænomenon

escaped by no language. Literature bears witness to it for the following period, and no one can

be tempted to imagine that the fact was then a new one. On the other hand, it is clear that a

language cannot pass through four or five centuries in the mouth of the common people without

decay and transformation. The earliest literary specimens which we possess of the Prakrits,

the stanzas of HAla, and the PrAkrits of the most ancient dramas, although in origin but a short

distance from the end of the period to which we refer, reveal a phonetic alteration which was

much further advanced. Let us, therefore, bring ourselves face to face with the orthographical

facts which have just been pointed out.

The parallel employment of forms unequally altered, belonging to different strata of the

language shew that this dialect of the monuments, however near we may suppose it to the

living popular language, is neither its direct expression nor its faithful imitation. It

conceals under a level in part conventional, a more advanced degeneration of the current

language — a degeneration of which the distortions are reflected in those more corrupted

spellings which accidentally escaped the engravers.
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The frequent inconsistencies of the methods of writing shew that we, nevertheless, are
not dealing with a language which is rigorously subject to minute rules, and fixed by
studies so definitive that their authority had cut short all individual caprices. Nor can we, on
the other hand, see in it the spontaneous efflorescence of local dialects freely expanding in

their native diversity.

The language is, therefore, neither purely popular, nor entirely subject to rules.

Taking all in all, it is to Mixed Sanskrit that the Prâkrit of the inscriptions can be most
exactly compared. Both, by the general use to which they were subjected, and by their relative

stability, were raised above the character of simple local dialects. In each case each re-

presented an analogous effort, — though arrested at unequal stages, — to compass a
regularity, a unification, which, not being yet defined, left more or less room to hesitation

and to caprice.

We have just now had to investigate the relationship which united Mixed Sanskrit and
Classical Sanskrit

;
it is no less necessary to determine what, in the linguistic series, w^ere the

respective positions which we should assign to this Monumental Prâkrit, and to the
Literary Prâkrits.

People are accustomed to call this dialect of the inscriptions, which I designate by the name
of Monumental Prâkrit, simply Prakrit, or, more often, Pâli. This name lends itself to serious

misunderstandings. If all that is meant is that in its constituent elements it is very analogous

to the Prâkrits, of wdiich Pâli is only a particular form, that is all right
;
but, so great is the

danger arising from the use of terms, which are either imperfectly defined or inaccurately

employed, that people are ordinarily prepared to go much further. They admit, as proved, or

simply as self-evident, the identity between the two dialects
;
and such an identity in no way

exists.

It is, on the contrary, a very remarkable fact, the explanation of which will have to be

methodically searched for, that the literary Prâkrits never appear in the epigraphic monu-
ments : and that the Prâkrit of the monuments never appears in literature.

The material elements being in each case identical and drawn from the same popular

source, the points of difference deal more with the form than with essentials. They have less

to do with inflexion than with orthography, but they, none the less, certainly exist. Com-
pared with monumental Prâkrit, two features above all others characterize the Prâkrits

of literature: on the one hand the regularity with which the orthographical rules

peculiar to each are applied, and on the other, the invariable custom of writing double
those homogeneous consonants whose doubling is etymologically justifiable, or which
results from the assimilation of a non-homogeneous group of consonants.

The few examples given above are sufficient to shew how unstable in its orthography is

the Prâkrit of the inscriptions. A reference to the monuments themselves will shew plenty

of other proofs. Sometimes a medial consonant is elided, sometimes it is retained : a hard

consonant is usually maintained unchanged, but is sometimes softened : the cerebral n and the

dental n are sometimes distinguished, and sometimes one is used alone to the exclusion of the

other. The palatal n is by turns used or abandoned in words of identical formation. What
need we say about the perpetual omissions amd confusions which affect the notation of the long

vowels ? There is nothing like this in the Prâkrit of the books. In them the value of the

vowels is everywhere strictly fixed. Does this Prâkrit weaken a medial hard letter to a soft

one ? Then it does so always. Does that elide a medial soft letter ? Then it elides it in every

instance. One dialect exclusively employs the dental nasal, another no less exclusively adopts

the cerebral. If they use both, they do so under distinct and clearly defined circumstances. I

know that in several of these peculiarities people have sought for traces of dialectic or of

chronological variations, but we have seen what confusion reigns in a number of inscrip-

tions which belong to the same region and to the same epoch. That confusion allows us to
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attribute to such causes only a very secondary action. It, in any case, assigns to Monu-
mental Prâkrit a place apart, nigh to, but independent of the Prâkrits of the books.

In order to be more accni'ate, it is indispensable to examine more closely those Prakrits of

the books, — the Literary Prakrits.

It has long been recognized that the Prâkrits of the grammarians and of literature

are, to a greater or less extent, languages which possess an artificial and a learned

character. The very commencement (v. 2) of the collection of llala is signiiicant:—
Amiaih pâüakavvaih

pacpiiwh soilm a je na janamti

hamassa tamtataiutim

hunamti, te haha na lajjamti ?

It could, therefore, very well happen that people were unable to understand Prâkrit

poetry. A special study was required to follow it. —- This is not the only piece of evidence, but

the very appearance, the nature of the language, and the way in which it was used, furnish,

in this respect, still more decisive arguments.

The mere fact that the plays, even those reputed to be the most ancient, employ at

the same time, dialects which have reached very difierent stages of phonetic decay, will

not allow us to admit that these dialects have been really and simply conveyed from

real life into literature. The way in which they are employed and their allotment amongst

the characters of the play are regulated, not according to the birth-place of the speakers (who in

general are supposed to belong to the same country), but in conformity with a comparative scale

which assigns each dialect, according to its degree of corruption, to each character according to

his social rank. It is needless to shew how arbitrary is such a state of affairs, and how it cannot

have been a direct imitation of the truth. If the Mahârâshtrî dialect is exclusively reserved for

poetic use, it is so because it has been adapted to the purpose by special manipulations, so that

it no longer really and exactly represents the language of Maharashtra. On this point, opinion

is, I believe, unanimous, and no one doubts that literary custom and convention are in great

part responsible for the emasculation of this language, which appears unable to bear a single

strong articulation, and which is resolved into a confused murmur of vowels following one

after the other. Even those dialects, which, like the Saurasênî, have not been deliberately

reduced to this degree of weakness, have certainly not escaped a certain amount of retouch-

ing. Languages do not, by their organic movement, go again up the stream, down which

they have been carried by the natural action of phonetic decay. If the languages spoken

in India at the present day possess articulations which have disappeared in the Prâkrits, the

grammatical constitution of which is infinitely more archaic, the use in literature of which

is anterior by twelve or fifteen centuides, it is evidently so because the orthography of these

Prâkrits does not absolutely represent the condition of the language at the time at which
they were employed or fixed. In this respect the Prâkpit grammarians themselves sup-

ply significant indications. It is exactly those disdained dialects, which were considered

as inferior, that have had their forms least altered, and that are nearest to their etymo-

logical origin. The Paisâchî preserves the medial consonants which the superior dialects elide

(Heniachandra, IV, 324), and the Apabhramsa retains the articulation of r after a consonant

(ibid. IV. 398), which is everywhere else suppressed in the uniform level of assimilation.

The names of the dialects, too^ contribute their testimony. Titles, such as Apabhra-

mfea, i. e, ‘corruption, ’ or perhaps, ‘ corrupted dialect,’ Paifeâchî, ‘ the dialect of demons,’ are

not names of definite languages, really existing’ in a precise region. When we found further

distinguished, the Chûlikâ-Paifeâchî, or ‘Little Paisâchî,’ the Ardha-Mâgadhî, or ‘ Semi-

AlâgaMhîf’ we can scarcely doubt, à priori, that we have to do with dialects wliichare something

quite difierent from simple provincial idioms. I know that my learned fellow-worker and
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friend, Dr. Hoernle,^ has, with reference to Apabhramsa and Ardha-Mîlgadhî, put forward pro-

positions which would make them local dialects wdth exact boundaries. I do not think that these

theories could be positively maintained. To tell the truth, his views regarding the first would
appear to have varied. Recently, in the provisional introduction to the excellent Bihârî Dictionarv

he puts forward the Apabhramsa as the peculiar dialect of the north-west of India. We see

from the preface to his edition of the Prakntalahshana of Chanda (p. xx) that this oiDinion is

chiefly based on one fact, viz.^ that the edicts of Kapur di Giri agree with the Apabhramsa in

optionally retaining an r following another consonant. Such a basis of classification is insufficient.

We have nothing in any tradition to authorise the localisation', of the Apabhramsa in the north-

west. Do not we also find the sporadic retention of this r at Girnar, at Nânâghât, and in other

inscriptions of the west ? If the Apabhramsa thus combines apparently ancient forms with

the most advanced instances of decay, this happens, not owing to a dialectic peculiarity, but to

the habit, common to all the usual dialects, of drawdng freely on the tradition of the learned

language, orthography and pronunciation. The Apabhramsa of Hêmachand.ra (IV. 398, cf.

414, &c.), still retains the r in composition. Would any one dare to draw chronological deduc-

tions from this fact ? It employs on occasions the vowel n (IV. 394) ;
are we to see in this

use the local survival of a sound lost for so many centuries ? Dr. Hoernle was, in my opinion,

much nearer the truth, when, in the introduction to his Comparative Grammar (pp. xix — xxi)

he came into accord with the proposition so learnedly put forward by Prof. Pischel,^ wdio

considers the Apabhramsa as the popular dialect, as really spoken, in opposition to the Literary

Prakrit.^

He considers that there are as many Apabhramsas as Prakrits, and I think that, in this, he

has gone too far
;
for a great deal is still wanted to prove that each Prâkrit could be viewmd

as regularly corresponding to a definite local dialect (as we shall see at once in the case of

Ardhamâgadhî). But the main fact to be drawn from the passages which he has quoted, or to

which he has referred, and from the authoritative statements of the grammarians themselves, is

that the Apabhramsa is like a general category, into which the grammar throws pell-mell,

without attempting to classify them into dialectic groups, a number of peculiarities probably

borrowed from current usage and eliminated from the literary idioms. In this way we can

explain how the Apabhramsa could appear sometimes more archaic, though usually more
degenerated, than the learned Prakrits, in which the affectation of orthographic uniformity,

has made the proscription of tatsamas, or at least of such as were too apparent, as large as

possible.

2 [Note hy translator. — It is almost unnecessary to state that the fact of his being the translator of M. Senart’s

luminous arguments, in no way binds Mr. Grierson to either accepting or denying their cogency.]

® Academy, October 1870.

^ At the same time I am unable to understand on what arguments the idea, expressed by Dr. Hoernle, that the

Apabhramsa would appear to represent the popular language spoken by the Aryans, and the Paisâchî the same
language as spoken by the aboriginal tribes, is founded. Such an arrangement looks really too systematic, nor is it

sufficiently justified by the few divergencies which distinguish the Paisâchî from the Apabhraihsa. Some of these, such

as the hardening of soft consonants, are found now and then at all epochs, from that of Piyadasi to the Prâknt
of the monuments. Dr. Hoernle has himself remarked that, in the more modern grammarians, the confusion

between the Paisâchî and the Apabhramsa is perpetual {Comp. Gram. p. xx, note). I believe, indeed, that they

are only two names to distinguish two things which, if not identical, are extremely analogous. It is perhaps for

this reason that Vararuchi does not mention the Apabhraihsa. It is probable that, at the period when his

grammar was written, pedants had not yet pushed their taste for arbitrary differentiations so far as to distinguish

between an Apabhrariisa and a Paisâchî. It is certain that, when the distinction first comes to our notice, in

the PrahfitalaJcshana (III. 37-38), the two alleged dialects are characterised by traits, — use of the consecutive

r in Apabhramsa, substitution of I and n for r and n — which could, in no way, be held sufficient to constitute a

difference of dialect. They alone suffice to shew the secondary, theoretical, origin of the separation. When we
are told that in Paisâ hî the spelling sata

(
= sta) for Sanskrit shfa occurs, are we to believe that this debased dialect has

naturally perpetuated the etymological spelling ? We cannot do so, any more than we can believe that the Apabhrariisa

preserved the consecutive r. It simply takes up in tatsamas, written with a liberty tolerated by its rudeness, and the

borrowing of which this rudeness itself supports, the tradition which we have already found at work at Girnar, several

centuries earlier, in spellings like sêstê, &c.
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Dr. Hoernle’s opinion regarding Ardhamâgadliî rests, unless I am mistaken, on but a weak
basis. He has endeavoured to establish from the inscriptions of Pijmdasi a geographical partition

of the ancient dialects, which I have already, I believe, shewn to have little foundation. We
have, as a fact, no indication of the existence, at that ancient period, of a dialect intermediate

between the Mâgadhî .and the Mahârâshtrî. I would add that, by its name of Ârsha, the

Ardhamâgadliî is at once classed as a literary language. It would be a strange phænomenon
that Ave should have to take it as denoting a real idiom, — this dialect, whose sole peculiarity

is the formation of the nominative singular in e, and which, in other respects, save a few insigni-

ficant exceptions, is just the same as Mahârâshtrî. It bears clearly on its face the mark of its

artificial origin. I shall indicate, later on, what we may conjecture as to its formation
;
and

certainly, the first impression awakened by its name, the notion which that name gives of a

scholastic idiom, is not one that will mislead us.

It is true that, beside these instructive names, other dialects received local titles

which connected each with a definite tract of country. I do not even wish to insist on the

fact that the principal dialect, the one which serves as the basis for the teaching of the gram-

marians, instead of habitually receiving its name of Mahârâshtrî, is called Prâkrita, the Prâkrit

l?ar excellence, which manifestly contrasts it, as an artificial language, with that other learned

and literary language, w^hich is Samskrita, the Sanskrit. This detail can well have only a

secondary importance, and it remains certain that several Prâkrits are designated by geogra-

phical names
;
Mahârâshtrî, Saurasênî, Mâgadhî. It is natural to conclude that they are

connected respectively with the countries of the Mahârashtra, of the Burasenas, and of

Magadha. But to what degree, and in what sense are they connected ?

That each borrows certain characteristic peculiarities from the popular dialect of

the country of which it bears the name, is a thought which will at once occur to the mind.

Several facts confirm it. Some of the phænomena attributed to Mâgadhî by the grammarians —

-

the formation of the nominative of <i-bases in e, the substitution of I for r —- are also found in

the official dialect of Piyadasi, and the situation of the royal residence entitles us to consider

that as approximately representing the idiom of Magadha. Whatever w^e may be led to think

of the Avork of régularisation and of the cutting down to measure by the gramimarians, it is

certain that they have taken their materials for foundation, their constituent elements,

from the vulgar dialects, and the names which have remained attached to the literary idioms,

when they have a definite geographical meaning, deserve to be taken into serious consideration.

Till the contrary is proved, they supply us with an historic basis, which Ave cannot abandon

without committing serious imprudence. So far as concerns the Mahârâshtrî, the compa-

risons which the inscriptions of the western coast, in the land of Mahârâshtra, permit us to

institute, shew that no incompatability exists between what we can identify as belonging to

the popular language, and the rules of the grammatical idiom. The only thing is that Ave

must clearly understand under Avhat conditions these comparisons present themselves. Mahâ-

râshtra, where we find at once both a long series of monuments, and, in the verses of Hala,

an ancient, probably the most ancient, instance of the application of Prakrit to literature, is

the tract most favourably circumstanced for us to form a clear idea, on actual evidence,

of the manner in which the reform of the Prâkrit grammarians was accomplished.

On a consideration of the Prâkrit inscriptions of the West we have been convinced

that, although they are necessarily based on the popular language of the locality, they

do not give us a rigorously faithful picture of it. Their orthography is not strictly repre-

sentative
;
but, without having that stability which can only be assured by a complete gram-

matical culture, it tends to get as near as it can to etymology, that is to say to the

orthography preserved by the learned language. It takes as the typical ideals of its Avriting

those instances in Avhich the pronunciation has departed least from the primitive form. Tlie

parallel use of Mixed Sanskrit is there to prove that this conclusion does not arbitrarily

attribute to the authors of the monumental orthography a predisposition Avhich was not theirs.
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What abont the literary Mahârâshtrî ? We know, in the first place, that the grammarians

distinguish two vaiheties, — the ordinary Mahârâshtrî, which is that of Hâla and of a portion

of the poetry of the plays, and the Mahârâshtrî of the Jainas.^ We can for the moment neglect

the shades which distinguish these two groups
;
taken as a whole, they closely resemble each

other, as we should expect in the case of dialects which, bearing the same name, must have

sprung up in the same soil. Between this literary idiom, and that of the monuments,
numerous points of difference leap to the front the moment we examine them. We
must consider these differences more closely.

The literary orthography ordinarily weakens into the corresponding sonant the hard t
\
I have

quoted above, from the inscriptions, the spellings muhada, vaduha, dMyiuhahada, hudunibinif

sddahani^ sddagen, pndiddtava, paddthdpita^ Ac., by the side of the more usual writing which

retains the consonant as in the standard Sanskrit. The literary language readily weakens p into

b or V, and it completely elides the medial t ; I have quoted above the sporadic spellings thuha

for thûpa {stupa), goyamd for gautamd The grammarians teach that a soft consonant

between two vowels is elided; in the monuments, we have met words like bhaijamta, hhaamta,

beside hhadaihta, siaguta for sivagupta, pavdita and pavayita for pavajita, bhôïgi and bhoa for

hhojiki and hlioga, pdyuna and pdilna îovpddona, uyaraka beside ovaraha, chiarika, beside the usual

chivarika, pdithdna for padithdna, representing pratislithdna. The locative singular of bases

in a is formed in the Prâkrit of literature in ê, and more usually in avkyni
;

if in the monuments
it is almost always formed in ê, we, nevertheless, find examples like jarhbudipamki (Karli No. 10^

Arch. 8iirv. IV. 91); and, beside the locative the spelling tiranhumi (i. e., tiranhummi)

{Arch. Surv. p. 106, No. 14). So, also, bammani beside bam/nhana in the same dedication. Thesé'^

instances prove that the termination inhi was altered, in a rnanner more or less constant, into

ammi in the vulgar pronunciation.

The y is constantly changed intoy in the regular writing, and, consequently, yy into jj, and

the group rya into jja, through an intermediate yya. Oases like sihadhaydnam, (G. T. I.,

p, 31), No. 7 ;
for "^dhajdnam, vdniyiyasa, p. 16, No. 20, puyathaih, Kaiili. No. 98, rdydmacha^

Arch. Surv. IV. p. 99, No. 4 (perhaps we might add bhoya beside bhoga), prove that in real

pronunciation there was no distinction between y and y. Elsewhere, beside learned spellings like

dchariya (0. T. I., p. 100), dcharia, Kanh. No. 17, we meet the forms ciyyaka, Kanh. No. 19,

C. T. I., p. 60, No. 2; bhayayd, 0. T. I., p. 43, No. 6, Ac., ptayavasdne, Arch. Surv. p. 114,

No. 22; and the sporadic spellings, hhajdya, Kanh. 19, 27; bharijâyê, Nâs. 22; bhddrajanijja,

Kanh. 27, beside do not permit us to doubt that, between the grammars and the

inscriptions, the difference was purely apparent, and simply graphic. I could quote other details,

and, compared with the sûtras I. 29
;

III. 129, of Hêmachandra, point out, in the monuments,

the spellings dtevdsini, Kanh. 28, Kuda 22, iddgni, Arch, Surv, IV. 114, No, 3, Ac., do, Kanh.

No. 3, beside bê (Mahad. 1), or ve (Junnar, 14).

These comparisons suffice to put in its true light the character of the grammatical

dialect. It is founded on the same local basis as the idiom of the monuments : both re^

present the same language but at slightly different periods of its history : both modify

its appearance by an orthography which is in part arbitrary, but dominated in each case

by divergent predilections. The one, when it is inspired with learned recollections,

ordinarily chooses as its standard the least altered etymological form : the other goes, so to

speak, to the extreme limit of existing corruptions
;

it prefers to take the most advanced

facts of phonetic deterioration, as the level which grammatical elaboration imposes with a more

or less absolute regularity on the system which it has consecrated.

The arbitrary constructions of the school can, of course, work in more then one direct

tion. We must expect not only to find different tendencies, but also to meet both partial

instances of unfaithfulness to the regulative tendency, — and also elements and distincts

® Jacobi, Kalpa Sutyui, Intvod. p. xtü
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tions which are purely artificial, mingled in a variable proportion with the elements
which have been directly supplied by the popular speech. A comparison of the

various literary Mahârâshtrîs, the parallel employment of which I have already mentioned,

throws a striking light upon this point of view.

As Professor Jacobi (loc. cit.) points out, the Mahârâshtrî of Yararuchi and the poets differs

from that of Hemachandra and the Jains in two main peculiarities. The former does not use

the ya-sruti, and everywhere substitutes the cerebral n for the dental n : the latter retains the

dental n at the commencement of words, and when it is doubled. It is quite natural that the

origin of these divergencies has first been sought for,® either in diversities of dialect, or in

differences of time
;
but I should be surprised if anyone, with the knowledge which we are now

beginning to acquire of Indian epigraphy, could persevere in this view.

So far as concerns the first point, the introduction of a y between vowels — or, according

to Hêmachandra, more exactly, between two «’s — which form an hiatus, I lay no stress on

several circumstances, disagreement between the grammarians, disagreement between the rules

of the grammar and the manuscript tradition, ^ which à -priori^ appear to indicate that this rule

is susceptible of arbitrary extensions and restrictions. I content myself with calling the texts

of the inscriptions as witnesses. The ordinary orthography is too ready to adopt the

methods of the learned language to allow many hiatus to exist. I have, however, quoted

many examples, and I could quote more
;
hhoa, bhoigi, pailna, cJiiariJca, païtJiâna, bJiaamta, pulumai,

pliutua
;
the spellings cMtiasa (Kanh, 5), patiasiya (Kanh. 4), the terminations pavaitilcda^

p^iiaMasanda, (Kanh. 21), bhayda (Kanh. 27). It follows that from an epoch earlier than

that of our literary authorities, the local pronunciation supported the existence of the hiatus

in Maharashtra, as well as in the other provinces of India. It must be assumed that, there

as elsewhere, but not more than elsewhere, the hiatus implied a light utterance-break ana-

logous to the soft breathing. If this has been denoted by means of the y, whether in all, or in

special cases, the choice can be explained on the one hand by the imitation of a certain

number of terminations of the learned declension, and on the other by the fact that the

change in every case of an original y to j, left the sign for y available for a special function.

Sometimes the inscriptions apply v for this purpose, as in pulumdvisa (Nâs. 15), bJiaydva

vêlidatdva (Kuda, No. 23), and the parallel employment in this last inscription of the spelling

uyaraha^ for uvaraha, clearly shews that neither the v in the one case nor the y in the other

represented any actual pronunciation. They are merely equivalent expedients for concealing

from the eyes a hiatus which the recollections of the cultivated language caused to be consi-

dered as clumsy and barbarous. It was a similar idea, and not a chimerical peculiarity of a

local dialect, which has caused the employment of the ya-sruti by one school, and which has subse-

quently caused it to pass into the rules of its grammars and into the usages of its books.

As for the use of the dental n and the cerebral n, the case is, if possible, still more striking.

At first sight, a dialect which invariably pronounces an initial n in one way and a medial 7i in

another, should surprise us and put us on our guard. But the question is more general, and

the case is susceptible of being argued with greater precision.

I must confess that I cannot sufficiently express my surprise to see nowadays the distinc-

tion between the cerebral and the dental nasal taken as a basis of classification when dealing

with the ancient Prakrits. It will be remembered how the form of the cerebral X is known to

none of the inscriptions of Piyadasi which are couched in the Mâgadhî orthography. The

dental _L is alone used. If this is a peculiarity of the dialect, it is very curious that, in the

literary Mâgadhî, the dental n should, on the contrary, completely disappear, and that the

cerebral « alone should be admitted. At Bharhut, the ordinary inscriptions know only one J_j the

dental 7i
;
but there is, nevertheless, one exception, and it is characteristic. The royal inscrip-

6 Jacobi, p. 16.— E. Müller, Beitr. Zur. Gramm, des JainajprdkHt, pp. 3 and ff.

7 Cf. Pischel, Hêmach. I, 180.
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tioii of tlie eastern porch, dated in the reig-n of the Snngas, uses concurrently both forms and

X ;
hat in what way ? It has poteiia, putêna, putêtia, probably toranam and certainly upamna.

If both forms are here known, it is qnite clear that the distinction between them is, not

popular, but arbitrary and learned. This is proved not merely by its inconsistencies and by
its irregularities, but by the application of the cerebral n to terminations in which its presence

is explicable in Sanskrit, but in Sanskrit only, by the proximity of an r which has disappeared

in the vulgar idiom. At Girnar, at the time of the edicts of Asoka, where the distinction

between and n is marked, the pedantic imitation does not go so far, — the cerebral n never

appearing in terminations. At Sahchi, the state of affairs is very analogous to that which is

presented at Bharhut. In all the ancient dedications the X is unknown. It only makes its

appearance in an inscription of the reign of Sâtakani (No. 190), the introducer of Sanskrit into

the epigraphy of the Andhras. At the other extremity of India, in the monuments of Ceylon,

the signs J_ and X evidently employed without distinction, and it is natural to conclude

that the case was the same in the region from which that great island had borrowed its alphabet

It is a curious fact that the only inscription (No. 57 of E. Miiller) in which a deliberate

distinction appears to have been made — we have in it mahasarane
,
hudhasaranapatS, beside

nati (nathi), athdne, niyate — appears to be directly based on a Mâgadhî dialect, and yet, in its

use of J_ and X> it deviates equally both from the practice of Piyadasi, and from the rules of

the literary Mâgadhî.

Nowhere are things more clear than in the tract which interests us more immediately,

the country of Maharashtra. I have just drawn attention to the fact that in the root-portion of

words, Girnar follows Sanskrit in distinguishing between the two ?i’s. At Nànâghât, the

ancient Andhras knew nothing but the dental n. The cerebral X reappears in the period

following, we have seen above under what conditions. The confusion is continual. No fixed

rule allows us to disentangle it. Neighbouring inscriptions make exclusive use, the one of

,
the other of X • The meaning of this hesitation, of this medley, is further accentuated by

the parallel facts concerning the palatal n. This nasal has disappeared in the literary

Mahârâshtrîs, and is replaced by the cerebral or by the dental. Nevertheless, in the inscrip-

tions, we constantly find the genitive mile, and also forms such as lieranika (0. T. I., p. 54,

No. 32). On the other hand spellings such as halianaka (C. T. I., p. 53, Nos. 28, 30) are of

a nature to lead us to conclude that the n is no longer a living letter. We have, indeed,

already quoted aranaka, ano, andni, hêranika, puna, ndti, Ac., which shew that the use of the

sign h is only a mere pedantic afiectation.^ It is certainly not otherwise with the signs _L

and X • III fhe inscriptions they represent a value which is in both cases absolutely identical ;

and if the grammatical reform of the literary dialects has assigned to them special rôles, it is

owing to an arbitrary differentiation which has no connexion with the actual variations of the

current pronunciation.

Although summary, these remarks are, unless I am mistaken, sufficient to mark the peculiar

characteristics of Monumental Prakrit, and also, more especially, of the Literary Prâkrits, and

to present them under their true aspect. This is an indispensable preparation for elucidating

the prohlem with which we are concerned. It resolves itself into two terms
;
when and

how were the Literary Prâkrits constituted? These two points embrace all the secondary

questions.

It is a trite observation that languages, in the normal course of their history, are invari-

ably subject to a gradual decay of their phonetic elements. This is a current down which all

float. None can, of itself, go up the stream by its natural movement. This has ordinarily, and

very naturally, been made the basis of the relative chronology of the dialects of India. The

^ It is very possible that this state of affairs was in reality much more ancient. In fact, putting aside the

peculiar spelling nay&sii (G. VIII. 1), the edicts of Girnar, along with the ordinary orthography of n for ny

have in one passage (VIII. 4) the reading hiramna. Inversely, while the n appears nowhere in the edicts in the

Mâgadhî dialect, Dhanli presents an unique example in 'pabithnl for pratijn^, always supposing that the reading

of the Corpus is exact, which I have great difficulty in believing.
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preceding remarks make evident with what particular reservations we should here surround

the application of this principle. In themselves, the Sanskrit forms are certainly more archaic
;

they are historically older than the Prakrit forms of the time of Piyadasi. Yet that does

not prevent Sanskrit, as a whole language, in the form in which we know it now, having

only succeeded in conquering for itself an existence long after the rise of his Prakrit. So

it is with the different Prâkrits. The general phonetic appearance of Pâli is certainly more

archaic than that of Mahârâshfcrî. Have we any right to conclude that therefore it actually

existed, in its definitive form and orthography, before Mahârâshtrî ? In no way. In short, we
must carefully distingush between the constituent elements of the dialect, considered directly,

and their utilization in the shape of a particular literary dialect, adapted to a certain order of

production. We cannot apply to literary idioms, in part artificial and learned, the same

measure as that which we apply to purely popular languages. They, the former, can, in a

sense, go up the regular stream of their linguistic development. This is the very fact which

we have proved for Mixed Sanskrit. When I speak of inquiring into the age of the

Literary Prâkrits I mean, not to determine the epoch to which the elements, morpholo-

gical and phonetic, of which they are composed, can be traced up, but to fix the moment
when they were arrested, crystallized, in a definite form for literary use. For this

purpose the forms which are the most altered are those which are most instructive.

They can be made to prove that such a dialect cannot be earlier than such a given

epoch. The better preserved forms prove nothing. They may have been either subsequently

reconstructed in the light of the learned language, or preserved for a greater or less period by

tradition before receiviug their place and their consecration in the special dialect of which

they finally formed an integral part.

The criterion, therefore, founded exclusively on the general phonetic appearance of the

dialects must be resolutely put to one side, if we wish to avoid misconceptions regarding the most

certain, the most characteristic features of the history which we are endeavouring to build up.

This being settled, a two-fold object of inquiry presents itself. On the one side, the

relation existing between the Prâkrits of the monuments and that of the books, and of

the other, the relation existing between the literary Prâkrits and Sanskrit,

To set to deliberately, to convert, by systematic work, popular dialects into literary

dialects with forms fixed for ever, is not so simple an idea that it would suggest itself of itself,

and that it should not require any explanation. Such an undertaking must evidently be

regulated on a prototype, on some pre-established model. India possesses a type of this descrip-

tion, Sanskrit. Indeed, if we pay heed to the names, prakrita and samshrita are correlative terms.

The actual bond which connects together the two series of facts is certainly no less close than the

formal relationship of the names which designate them. Historically, the earlier term is Sanskrit.

On that point there can be no possible doubt. It is the very elaboration and diffusion of Sanskrit

which has served as the basis and model for the elaboration of the Prakrits. They have been

regularised in imitation of it. The recollection of this origin is perpetuated in the teaching of

the grammarians. They take care to establish that Prakrit has Sanskrit for its basis and for its

source {^Hemacli* I. 1, and Dr. Pischel’s notes). It would be a mistake to attribute to the

Hindûs, on the strength of such a remark, the idea of a linguistic genealogy founded on com-

parative analysis. AYhen Yararuchi and others (cf. Lassen, Instit. Ling. Prakrit, p. 7) declare

that the prakriti of Saurasem is Sanskrit, and that of Mahârâshtrî and of Paisachi the

Saurasênî, it is quite clear that we must not take the proposition in an historical sense. It is

nothing but a manner of stating that 'Saurasênî, in various characteristics, approaches Sanskrit

orthography more nearly than the other dialects, — that it is in a fashion midway between the

learned language, and the dialects with a more altered orthography. It is not a genealogical

classification, but an entirely practical one. It is something like a direct recognition of the

method according to which these languages have received their grammatical fixation. This

working has taken for its basis the grammar of the learned language, and for its principle the

gradation of each of them on a determined level below the stage of Sanskrit.
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I now come to the second object of inquiry.

Monumental Prâkrit and the Literary Prâkrits start from the same source. Their

main difference consists in this, that they have been unequally cultivated. The latter

possess a character more stable, their mode of writing is more perfect. Is this to be explained

by indifference to these particulars on the side of the former ? Certainly not. The part which

it plays as the official language of the inscriptions, the general level which it knows how to retain

above the more altered local dialects, allow us to recognise in it an idiom already refined, and

with an inevitable tendency, as is universal in India, to establish itself as a fixed and regular

language. How could we believe, if there already existed, in the Literary Prâkrits, a parallel

model of better regulated and more complete orthography, that the writers could have, when
using the language for inscriptions, neglected to profit by it, and to utilize its experience ?

But general considerations are not sufficient. Whatever it be worth, the demonstration, to

be conclusive, must be connected with precise and characteristic phænomena. The facts relat-

ing to the graphic representation of double consonants have afforded us valuable

assistance for establishing certain essential points in the comparative history of Classical

and Mixed Sanskrit, and the data of the same order are no less instructive in the new
ground on which we tread at present.

The Literary Prâkrits observe every doubling without exception. There does not

exist a single Prakrit text which departs from this rule, or a single grammarian who does not

explicitly teach it, or shew by evidence that he assumes it. The strictness with which it is

uniformly introduced in all the dialects shews that we have here a rule which has from

the very commencement exercised its influence on the grammatical work.^

This mode of writing seems, in itself, to be perfectly simple
;

it is only the expression of

the actual pronunciation. But the matter is not so easy as that. Not only does the most

ancient orthography, that of the edicts of Piyadasi, abstain from observing it, but we have

seen that Mixed Sanskrit, in spite of the tendency which led it to approach historically older

forms, adopted it slowly, and, as I have admitted, under the influence of Classical Sanskrit.

It is no less a stranger to the Prakrit of the monuments throughout the whole period with which

we are now dealing. We are entitled to affirm this as a general fact, though I shall shortly

point out certain exceptions, which, far from weakening the rule tend to emphasize its correctness.

This graphic usage of the literary Prâkrits, which is inseparable from their very elabora-

tion and from their grammatical establishment, was, therefore, not borrowed by them from earlier

established customs. It is not met in epigraphy, nor in the current practice which
epigraphy certainly reflects. It can only have been borrowed by them, as it was
borrowed by Mixed Sanskrit, from the pre-existing orthography of Classical Sanskrit.

I have just shewn that it was à priori more than probable that the very idea of refining the local

dialects into literary tongues, and still more probably the principles under which the latter

were elaborated, must have had their source in the existence, in the employment, and in the

rule of profane Sanskrit. This orthographical peculiarity lends to this view a new and positive

foundation in fact, and certain data borrowed from epigraphy shew it in its full light.

I have said that the Prâkrit of the inscriptions does not double its consonants. It

remains, in this respect, faithful to the ancient tradition. This fidelity is not invariable, and

does not endure to an indefinite period. From a certain epoch, we find some examples of

doubling appearing sporadically. The last inscription of Vâsithîputa Pulumâyî {A, 8., IV.

p. 113, No. 21) has setapharanaputtasya. The termination asya, which is repeated in sovasa-

hasya, ahulamavdthavasy a, clearly shews that the engraver employed this doubling in a moment

of Sanskritizing imitation. In the purely Prakrit texts of Mâdharîputa Sakasena, we meet

5 Amongst tke neo-Aryan languages, Sindhî, re-adopting in its case the primitive inexactness of the Hindu

orthography, neglects to note these doublings ; but it none the less faithfully observes them in pronunciation.
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âyyakêna (A. S., V. p. 19, No. 14), âijyahêna and huddha (ibid. p. 82, No. I9). The
maintenance of the lon^ vowel before the double consonant is here to reveal a Sanskrit influence,

and an analogous action is altogether natural in the participle huddha, which is identical in

the learned language and in the popular tradition. Doublings (even purely Prâkrit ones) are

more numerous in No. 27 of Kanhêri (d. 8,, p. 85) :
p(tniyya°, bhâdrajanijjânam, etta, ekka,ettô,

puttana, sauoaseva, tthitauaih, tti. This inscription is, generally speaking, rather couched in

Mixed Sanskrit, forms like pratigrahê, putrasya, hulasya, bear witness to a more or less

direct action on the part of classical orthography. Its linguistic level is, in other respects,

very uneven, and side by side with these Sanskrit forms, appears a genitive like dhutua.

Dr. Biihler, whose experience on this point is entitled to great respect, considers that this

inscription, written in Andhra characters, contains some forms of more modern letters. It,

therefore, most probably, belongs to the third century.

These facts speak clearly. It is certain that Prâkrit, as it was written on the

monuments, was quite ready to accept the graphic doubling of consonants. From the

moment when the diffusion of Sanskrit set the example of this doubling, this tendency shews

itself in various dispersed instances, welling over from Mixed Sanskrit to introduce itself into

Prakrit. These instances form the evidence of the movement which was inevitably destined to

carry on the Prakrits in its course. They shew also that this movement had not yet resulted

in the fixation of the orthography of the Prâkrits, for, in that case we should find in the Prakrit

of the monuments, instead of rare indications, a constant practice.

Later facts prove that this is not an unfounded conjecture.

It will be remembered that after the commencement of the 3rd century, the series of

epigraphical monuments is interrupted by an unfortunate lacuna. The most ancient inscrip-

tions which come next to carry on the chain of tradition, are, so far as is at present known, a

few epigraphs of the Pallavas. The earliest is an endowment of Vijayabuddhavarman.^®

Messrs. Burnell and Fleet agree, on palæographical grounds, in attributing it to the fourth

century. Of the four faces which are covered with writing, only the last is in Sanskrit.

In the condition in which they have come down to us, the three first do not appear to be

susceptible of a continued translation, bub that is not indispensable for our present purpose.

Whatever may be the difficulties and uncertainties, the general fact which concerns us leaps

at once prominently into notice. Words like sirivijayakliandavammamaliardjassa, yuvama-

harajassa, sirivijayahuddhavammassa, pdduttare pâsê shew us a Prakrit which, for the first time

in the series of epigraphs, doubles its consonants like the grammatical Prâkrits. This, too,

is not an accident or a caprice. The copper-plates of Hirahadagalli, which belong to the same

dynasty, and to the same time, and which have been kindly communicated to me by Mr,

Burgess,i2 use on the whole the same orthography.

The fact is of high importance. It conclusively testifies how the writing of the monu=

ments was naturally inclined to adopt the more regular and accurate orthography used

by the Literary Prâkrits, If, therefore, it had not adopted it sooner, it was because that

use had not yet been established. It thus gives us a means for determining with sufficient

approximation the epoch in which the final elaboration of the Prâki?its occurred.

To sum up. The reform of the Literary Prâkrits was subsequent to the diffusion of

Sanskrit in profane use, and cannot therefore, be earlier than the first centuries of our

era. In the 4th century it had been carried out
;
at least, the general system had been

established. This is borne witness to by the reaction which it exercised upon the Prâkrit of

the monuments; all that we do not know is to what dialects it at first extended. The few

examples of doubling which we find in the epigraphs of the end of the 2nd century, or of the

beginning of the 3rd, would seem to mark this epoch as the period of this grammatical work.

10 Fleet, Ind. Ant. 1880, p. 100. Ind. Ant. 1876, pp. 175 and ff,

12 It Fas since been published by Dr. Biihler in Epigrapliica Indica, Part I.
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Without being in a position to state with positive accuracy, we cannot be far wrong in asserting

that the second and third centuries are the earliest time at which it can have been brought

forward into practice. It is clear that this work cannot have been contemporaneous for all the

dialects, and that, for several, it has only been carried out at a much later period

.

These conclusions compel us to accept an important consequence. This conse-

quence is that all the Pâli-Prâkrit literature which we possess is, in the orthographical

form in which we now have it, later than the grammatical reform of the Prâkrits, and

later than the 2nd or 3rd century.

I must here do away with a scruple which might arise in the readers mind, and suggest

one explanation.

My last inductions are principally founded on the date of the doubling of conso»

nants in writing. Am I not exaggerating the importance of an orthographical detail ?

It will first be remarked that the argument drawn from doubling, if I have been right in

insisting upon it on account of facts which allow us to treat it with a striking degree of

accuracy, comes simply to confirm and to circumscribe, from the point of view of chronology^

a proposition which a prioti compelled its own acceptance. Or can any one doubt that the

régularisation of the Prakrits, such as we find it both in grammaticad manuals and in literary

works, was not necessarily later than the final elaboration and diffusion into common life of

Sanskrit, or that it was not inspired by and modelled on it H This imitation of Sanskrit perforce

carries us, after what has been said above, to at least the second century.

Moreover, we must take care not to minimize too much the importance of this graphic

phænomenon. For several centuries, through minor modifications,, a certain orthographical system

was maintained in the Prakrit of the monuments, without undergoing any attack, or submit-

ting to any compromise. All at once,, we find, one day, this system modified, and modified in a

regular, constant manner, in one of its most characteristic traits. The incident, from a

grammatical point of view, is not so petty. By its very suddenness, by the strictness with which

the new principle is applied, it indicates that a revolution of some magnitude has intervened.

This doubling may pass for a detail, but it is not an isolated one. It forms an integral

part of a more general reconstruction. It is one of the most apparent manifestations, but it is

far from exhausting them. The fixation of the Prâkrits by the learned has also touched,

other points. There is no appearance or indication of its having been executed in successive

stages, and, so to speak, in several acts. It can only be understood as taking place at a

single blow in the first dialects which were subjected to it. It could subsequently have

extended to the others by a natural process of imitation. If w'e prove the application of one

characteristic feature of the system, we may be assured that that system in its entirety has

just, for the first time, been put in practice.

A decisive fact testifies to the importance of this moment in the history of the Prâkrits.

It is natural that one graphic system should disappear from use on the arrival of a system,

which was more complete and more consistent to itself. That is what happened to Mixed

Sanskrit in the presence of Sanskrit. Now, with the 3rd century, Monumental Prakrit

disappears wdthout return. The Pallava inscriptions are in pure Pâli, and after that epoch,,

Sanskrit remains, alone amongst the tongues of Aryan stock, as the language of epigraphy.

Th0 objection, therefore, appears to me to be divested of serious importance.

As for the explanation, I can be brief.

Of Prakrit of earlier date than the grammatical reform, wm possess no positive documents

other than epigraphic evidence. All the literary wmrks are written according to the system

established by the grammarians, and they all bear evident traces of the levelling process wdiich

followed the scholastic reform. I conclude from this that all, from the Sinhalese canon and

tbe canon of the Jainas to the verses of Hala and to the dramas^ are, in the actual form in
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wliicli we now have them, of later date than the labours of the grammarians, and conse«

quently, than the third century.

Are we, therefore, to conclude that the dialects which the schools retouched, had never,

before this epoch, been applied to literature ? Such is not my opinion. We shall see, on the

contrary, that the use for which several have been specialized, the archaic form which several

of them have preserved, can only be explained by the existence of certain traditions, either

literary or religious. People composed stanzas in Mahârâshtrî before the collection of Hala

was written in its present form. Long before the Sinhalese Tripitaha was fixed in the shape

in which we now read it, there existed, amongst certain sects of Buddhists, a number of for-

mulæ, rules, and legends transmitted in a dialect in its essence closely resembling the Pâli of

our books. We must, nevertheless, take care not to exaggerate the accuracy or the importance

of these earlier compositions. They must have remained purely oral, or, at most, had only

received a written form, which was accidental and ephemeral. A sect, Buddhist, Jaina or

other, which possessed, whether written, or even living in a finally established oral tradition,

a definite and consecrated canon, would certainly never have consented to alter it by sub-

mitting it to a new grammatical remodelling. Moreover, this grammatical retouching must

have been at first undertaken in answer to a demand, to give for the new requirements of

editing and codification, the instrument which was necessary to them. The fixation and the

reform of a dialect peculiar to the sect, which was used for its fundamental texts, can

only be conceived as occurring at the date when they were for the first time united in a

definitive collection of traditions, which had hitherto been either imperfect or dispersed.

If they had been established sooner in a canonical corpus, the language of corpus would itself

have been the law. Its authority would have rendered reform both useless and impossible. This

reform would, on the other hand, under the conditions in which it was produced, have been

equally inexplicable, if we did not admit previous attempts at editing. Although imperfect and

fragmentary, they have, in a general way, marked for each dialect the low-water mark of its

phonetic development, and furnished the characteristic traits of its morphology.

It is expressly subject to tbis reserve that we must understand the conclusions

which I have indicated. At the present moment, I am only dealing with a special class of

considerations. It is unnecessary to say that there are arguments of another nature which

appear to me to confirm these inductions. I here leave them aside, and only wish to point out,

en passant, one interesting instance of agreement. There are reasons for believing that the

stanzas of Hâla represent the most ancient specimen of Prakrit literature. In the course of

his learned and ingenious labours on this valuable collection. Prof. K. WebeN^ has proved that

the third century is the earliest date to wdiich it is possible to refer it.

I have now replied, so f ar as the documents on which I depend appear to allow, to this-

first question
;
— at what epoch did the Literary Prâkrits begin to be fixed and to establish

themselves? VYe should also like to know how and under the influence of what circumstances

this blossoming forth took place.

This question has hitherto been treated as a simple problem of linguistics. Each dialect

has been considered as having been, at the epoch when it received its literary form, a spoken

and living idiom. Taking this principle as a foundation, a series based solely on phonetic com-

parisons has been converted into a chronological scale. I have protested against this con-

fusion, and indicated why, in my opinion, we must discard a criterion which has been adopted

with too ready a confidence.

The literary elaboration of the Prâkrits cannot have been earlier than the second or third

century. It has been in no way proved, and, indeed, it is hardly probable, that it shouldi

Î3 Weber, Das Saptasatakani des Hâla, p. xxiu>
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have taken place for all the Prakrits at the same time. Once given the initiatory impulse,

the new comers could have followed a movement to which they were originally strangers. In

each case it is a special question, less of linguistics than of literary history, which is

necessarily difficult and delicate, and which demands thorough investigation for each dialect.

I am not called upon to enter, nor should I have the means of entering, upon such an inquiry,

even admitting — and I am very far from admitting — that each of these separate pro-

blems is at the present moment ripe for discussion. It is sufficient for me to indicate

certain facts which appear as if they would throw some light on the problem as a whole.

On looking at it nearer, it resolves itself into two questions.

We must understand why some of the popular dialects were transformed into

literary dialects more or less touched up by learned hands.

We must discover how and under what circumstances each received the particular

form in which it has been ultimately fixed.

The previous existence of Sanskrit gives an easy reply to the first question. Learned

languages have been settled in India in all parts and at all periods. The continued

tradition of a religious language distinct from the current tongue, the ancient creation of a

literary language fashioned on its model, a language consecrated both by its origin and by the

privileged position of its authors, — all these very special conditions sufficiently explain the

fact. To this must be added the influence of the social constitution. By the overruling

authority which it conferred on the Brahmans, it assured to scholastic formalism, to the

preferences and undertakings of the learned, an empire altogether surer and more powerful

than could otherwise have been expected.

I content myself, therefore, with merely pointing out the causes, the action of which has

been so evident.

The second question is more complex : why should such and such dialects and not

such and such others have been the object of this literary culture ? How comes it that

dialects in very different degrees of degeneration could have been fixed under parallel

circumstances, and, more, at an epoch long posterior to the linguistic period represented by

their respective constituent elements? What influences have determined the level at which

each one has been arrested ?

If the existence of a leaimed language, like Sanskrit, is an indispensable postulate for the

very existence of the Literary Prakrits, its influence was not confined to an initiatory impulse. It

is manifest that the classical grammar has, in matters of detail, played the part of a regulator.

The classical language fixed in all its parts, surrounded by so much authority and prestige,

would present itself to learned labour as a type of perfection : its action could not fail

to be powerful. It is the existence of it alone which can explain how such a partial re-

organization, a partial levelling, could have taken place without throwing the whole into

irremediable disorganisation. The model was there, at once a light and a restraint.

If we take these dialects in themselves and in their separate destinies, it is not difficult to

discern several factors which have not only rendered possible, but which have prepared the

way for, and which have inspired, their definitive constitution.

All the Prakrits have their roots diving deep into the popular language. The ethnic

names which several bear, may, in one or more instances, be deceptive, but, certainty, all their

essential elements are originally borrowed from the living language. This peculiarity is common

to all, but all the popular dialects have not been raised to the rank of grammatical Prakrits.

This learned crystallization of several of them, occurring at an epoch when Sanskrit was

coming into common use and had put in the hands of all an excellent literary instrument, must

liave had special reason for its motive in each particular case. Several such reasons, literary or

religious, local or scholastic, will readily suggest themselves.
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If the definitive fixation of the Prakrits, and, as a consequence, the drawing up into their

present form of the wmrks which have come down to us, cannot have been appreciably earlier

than the third century, it is very plain that neither these languages, nor these works could have

one day sprung from nothing. They must have had antecedents. There certainly existed, in a

more or less rudimentary condition, long before this epoch, a popular and profane literature,

hardly or not at all written, but nevertheless living. We find positive traces of it in the

inscriptions. I need not refer, in the inscription of Siripulumayi (NAs. No. 14), to the well-

known allusions to the Epic legend. The religious sects could have, nay, must have, from

the age of their foundation, preserved teachings and relations, and, at the same time, a

more or less altered tradition of the language which had at first served for their propa-

gation. It is from these sources that the arbiters of the literary renovation were able to draw
the characteristic elements of the idioms to which they gave a definitive form. In several

respects the situation of the Prâkrits is altogether analogous to that of Sânskrit as I

understand it, and as I have sketched it above.

If Mahârâshtrî has become, in preference to every other dialect, the language of song-

poetry, it is because it was in MahârcAshtra more than elsewhere, that there had spontaneously

developed a poetry which served as a model for more learned attempts. The Jainas, while using

the Mahârâshtrî, have introduced into it the termination e of nominatives masculine. The name
Mâgadhî preserved for their dialect well shews that this innovation is, as it were, a. last echo of

the recollections which they had kept of this country of Magadha, with which more than one

historic tie connected them. It is evidently an analogous recollection which is expressed in

the application of the same name, Mâgadhî, to the language of the Sinhalese Triyitaha. A few

rare Mâgadhisms can hardly pass for a mark of origin. Several traces of Alâgadhisms, however,

appear in the most ancient inscriptions of Ceylon, which seem to testify that, as we might

expect, it was a kind of Mâgadhî which was employed in the propaganda of Piyadasi. The

Sinhalese canon pretends to descend directly from it
;

in reality, an altogether different

influence rules the language in which it is couched, — an influence probably emanating from the

west of India. The Mixed Sanskrit of the Buddhists of the North-West is the Prâkrit ortho-
• •

graphy which was the most closely allied to Literary Sanskrit, and it was it which, in all

likelihood, was the soonest fixed in a lasting tradition. It is very possible that Pâli owes some-

thing of its archaic character to this leaning towards etymological orthography of which

Western India has furnished us with multiple proofs. The tradition of it must have been, to

a certain degree, preserved by the sect to which we are to attribute the drawing up of the

southern Tripitaha.

From this point of view there is one fact which seems to me to be sufficiently striking to

deserve being mentioned here. Three provincial Prakrits hold the place of honour in the

grammars, the Mahârâshtrî, the Mâgadhî, and the ''Saurasênî. It would give quite a false idea

of the Prâkrit grammarians to imagine that they claimed, under these three names, to include

all the principal families of the popular dialects. Their only aim was always practical utility,

and we shall be in no danger of wronging them if we affirm that they never conceived the idea

of a general and methodical classification of all the Prâkrit dialects. It is upon special condi-

tions, local or historical, that the importance of these three dialects must be founded. Now, we

learn from their origins, as indicated by their names, that they exactly correspond to the homes

of the three systems of writing which the monuments allow us to descry in periods earlier than

the grammatical one
;
the Mahârâshtrî to the Monumental Prakrit of the W est coast

;
the

Mâgadhî to the official orthography of Piyadasi, and the Sauraseni, the one which possesses the

most archaic aspect, to the Sanskritizing Prakrit of Mathurâ and the North-West. It seems

that the more or less obscured recollections, the more or less interrupted perpetuation, of a

tradition, founded on early attempts at writing, set in movement in these three homes, and at

least facilitated the creation of literary dialects.

Whatever may be tlie value of this conjecture, one conclusion is certain. It is only in
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the circumstance of an earlier tradition, local, religious or literary, kept up by means
and under conditions which may have varied, that the grammatical reform, from which
sprang the grammatical Prâkrits in the form in which we know them, can have been
possible. I am here content with pointing out the fact in its general aspect. I have not set

myself to approach the thorny questions of literary history which surround the peculiar origin of

each of these dialects. I have at least wished to shew, while laying before the reader the proposi-

tion to which the facts of philology appear to me irresistibly to drive us, that as a whole it presents

none of those insurmountable difficulties which a mind pre-possessed by different theories might

expect. In concluding, I wish to remark that this necessary allowance of a previous tradition,

is an important corrective to what might seem too positive in my statements regarding the final

redaction of the Pâli or Prakrit books. This reserve is indispensable. As for laying down the

limits in each particular case, for accurately distinguishing between what is the work of the last

editors, and what the inheritance of earlier tradition, such a task would be infinite. Perhaps

we shall never be in a position to accomplish it in its entirety.

PART IV.

CONCLUSION.

The above observations have led me to touch on most of the more general jcroblems which

the linguistic history of ancient India presents. I cannot conclude without summing up the

principal conclusions to which I have been conducted. They are, in several respects, in conflict

with generally received ideas
;
but we must consider that, hitherto, the examination of these

questions is, as is admitted by all, far from having ended in categorical results. Our kno^v-

ledge on this subject is still too incomplete, too floating, to allow a little novelty to excite

surprise or to justify distrust. I have dealt with one sole order of considerations, with

arguments based on epigraphy and philology, the only ones which were called forth by the

principal subject of this work. I consider that these arguments furnish my views with a

sufficiently solid basis
;
and I have every confidence that proofs of other kinds will come to add

themselves to mine, and to gradually confirm them. I shall not be charged, I think, with having

disdained these other sources of information, I well know all their value. Even if it be not

true, as I think it is, that the series of facts to which I have confined myself is the one most

likely to lead us to decisive results, the other considerations would hardly come within the limits

which have been laid down for me.

The principal literary dialects of ancient India are three in number
;
the Vedic

language, Classical Sanskrit, and the group of Prâkrits. To these we must add that

idiom which was in a way intermediate between Sanskrit and Prâkrit, for which I have

proposed the name of Mixed Sanskrit.

1. So far as concerns the religious language of the Vedas, the inscriptions of

Piyadasi indirectly testify that it was, at the commencement of the 3rd century before

our era, the object of a certain amount of culture, and that this culture was purely

oral. That is a point which has been discussed in the preceding chapter.

2. As for Classical Sanskrit, its elaboration in the Brahmanical world, essentially

based on the Vedic language, and on the school-language which might have formed, so

to say, its prolongation, but enlivened by the first applications of writing to the popular

dialects, should be placed about the 3rd century B. C., and the time following. Its

public or official employment only commenced to spread abroad at the end of the first

or at the commencement of the second century. No work of the classical literature can

well be of earlier date than this epoch.

3. Mixed Sanskrit is only a manner of writing Prâkrit, consisting in going as near

as possible to the orthography and the etymological forms known to the religious language.

I may refer the reader to the recent preface pnt by Prof. M. Müller at the commencement of his Sanskrit Gram-

mar for beginners, p. v., and also to the preface of Prof. Whitney’s Sanskrit Grammar.
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Its use, born spontaneously with the first attempts at writing, continually developed, from the

edicts of Kapur di Giri to the epigraphs of Mathura. Used specially by the Buddhists, it stimu-

lated the Brahmans to the codification and diffusion of a more consequent, more refined language,

profane Sanskrit. The coming into use of Literary Sanskrit marks its disappearance. It

had, in the meantime, owing to its diffusion in the reign of Kanishka, assured its own survival,

as a semi-literary dialect, in certain Buddhistic schools.

4. There remain the Prâkrits. Popular in their origin, they have, in the form in

which they have been employed, and which has come down to us, undergone a process

of fixation, and of orthographical and grammatical reform. It is Sanskrit, and the exactly

analogous process of learned labour to which Sanskrit owes its own existence, that

inspired and guided this process. It cannot have taken place before the end of the 2nd
century, and towards the end of the 4th we may suppose it a completed operation.

None of the grammars which teach the literary Prâkrits, and none of the books couched
in one or other of these dialects, can, under its existing form, be of earlier date than
this period. At the same time, it must be clearly understood that, far from excluding the

existence of literary attempts and of a more ancient tradition, this theory supposes them as

an indispensable preparation. It only excludes the idea of v/orks having received a definitive

form, of a canonically arrested tradition, the existence of which would have rendered all gram-

matical reform both superfluous and impossible.

It is needless to say that the correctness of the dates which I have just now mentioned

depends, to a very high degree, on the correctness of the dates which we attributed to

the inscriptions. The chronological series of the monuments appears to me to be well established,

and if w^e suppose that some corrections in it are necessary, I do not imagine that they can be

found to be of sufficient extent to modify the main lines which I have sketched out.

Everything, in this system, depends on, and follows, one natural and well-connected move-

ment. The same tendencies, which we see at work in the earliest times, continue their action

to the end. Throughout evolutions, each of which pre-supposes and engenders the next, the

main motors . remain identical. The continuation of the linguistic history during the period

which we have surveyed, is the logical development of the tendencies which are revealed by the

most ancient monuments. In this sense, this last chapter is closely connected with the direct

object of our studies, the Inscriptions of Piyadasi.

FINIS.
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